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ABSTRACT
The present work consists of six chapters. The 
first chapter is an introduction comprising two parts: 
Part I deals with certain aspects of the commentary 
itself, its relation to the parent text, its title, 
date, metre, structure and narrative element; Part II 
is devoted to the author, about whom very little has 
been said in any history of Hindi literature, and it 
attempts to remove many misconceptions, one of which 
is the belief that Priya Dasa was a contemporary of 
Nabha Dasa, and to throw some light on his life, his 
other works, his preceptor, and his religious standpoint.
The second chapter contains a description of the 
four manuscripts and a printed edition, with a full 
account of the Bodleian manuscript only, and includes 
a specimen of each manuscript. The *Stemma codicum* 
both compares and groups the manuscripts, and is 
followed by a summary of the principles adopted in 
constituting the text. The third chapter presents 
the constituted text of the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT, verses 
1-101, with textual notes. Appendices I and II contain
the extra verses which are later interpolations.
An annotated English translation of the Bra;) 
text is given in the fourth chapter* The fifth 
chapter is devoted to detailed notes on some technical 
terms and their contextual significance, on the author* 
statements requiring elucidation, and on the devotees 
mentioned in the text* All the legendary stories are 
traced back to their Sanskrit sources with their refer­
ences, and where Priya Dasa refers to only a part of a 
legend or to only one of several incidents in a devotee 
life, the details he omits have been supplied in the 
notes* The main sources are: the Mahabharata, the 
Ramayana, the Jaimini Bharata, the Bhagavata and other
Puranas, and also the Ramacaritamanasa of Tulasi Dasa*
• w
Priya Dasa’s version of a story is also compared with 
those of later commentators*
The last chapter consists of a complete glossary 
with grammatical analysis and all the references for 
each word in the text*
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page(s)
past
Padma Purana (ed.Mandlic,V.N.)
•  '  •  •  9  9
part. participle
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pass. passive
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Pers. Persian
pers.pron. personal pronoun
pi. plural
pol. polite (imperative)
poss. possessive
postp. postposition
pres. present
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Ra.ca. Ramacaritamanasa of TulasT Dasa (ed.Gupta,M.
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S. (Vikrama) Samvata
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PREFACE
It is almost four years since I started my work 
on the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT of Priya Dasa. At that 
time my friend Dr. G. Pollet was finishing his ’Studies 
in the Bhakta Mala of Nabha Dasa’. During our dis­
cussions certain difficult points and allusions in the 
text could only be resolved by delving into Priya Dasa’s 
commentary, which awoke my interest in the latter. My 
senior colleague Mr. J.G.Burton-Page suggested that I 
undertake a study of the commentary for my Ph.D. thesis, 
and consented to supervise my work. After spending 
almost a year collating some fifty verses from the three 
manuscripts in the India Office Library, I discovered a 
fourth manuscript (Ms.HA) in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. 
I had to wait about six months for the microfilm of the 
manuscript, and it was early in 1965 before I could begin 
again on the text of the Bhaktirasa-Bodhinl. These were 
the main mile-stones of the first stage of my journey 
through this work.
It is rather surprising that no critical edition of 
the Bhakta Mala or the Bhaktirasa-Bodhini has been pro­
duced in India, although there are a number of printed
editions which, ajbart from being full of misprints, 
are either based on one manuscript or on the oldest 
edition, that of S.S.Bhagavan Prasada; and all Hindi 
scholars have frequently referred to and quoted from 
these two monumental works. Moreover, despite the 
enormous amount of research in Hindi carried out in 
Indian universities, no work, so far as I know, has 
been done on Nabha Dasa or Priya Dasa. The present 
work covers only the first one hundred and one verses 
of the commentary, and that of Dr.G.Pollet covers the 
first ninety-five verses of the Bhakta Mala. When in 
due course both works are complete, I hope we shall 
have succeeded in filling this sad gap in the history 
of Hindi literature.
In his two articles, 'Gleanings from the Bhakta 
Mala', published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society in 1909-10, Sir George A. Grierson, C.I.E., 
M.R.A.S., presented an English translation with notes 
of the first nine verses of the Bhakta Mala and the 
first aight introductory verses of the commentary, 
giving the stories of the devotees mentioned by Nabha 
Dasa in the fiBst nine verses, which are based on Priya
Dasa’s commentary (covering up to verse 68) with 
additional information from other sources. This 
valuable work, bears great historical importance, 
since it was the first attempt in English to present 
some gleanings from the Bhakta Mala, including some 
from the commentary of Priya Dasa.
It may well be pointed out here that Grierson’s 
translation and notes are mainly based on S.S.Bhagavan 
Prasada’s commentary, which he himself declares to be 
his "chief authority in doubtful points."1 Consequently, 
S.S.Bhagavan Prasada’s misinterpretations, some of which 
are based on his own sectarian beliefs, and misleading 
information have been included by Grierson in his 
articles, and these have been discussed in my notes, con­
tained in the fifth chapter of the present work. Grierson 
has placed each devotee in a particular nistha. i.e. a 
category showing a special characteristic of devotion. 
Originally, TulasT Rama, in his ’Bhakta Mala Pradlpana’ 
in Persian, classified the devotees mentioned by Nabha
_ _ 2Dasa into the twenty-four nisthas. The Hindi translation
1. Cf. Grierson, G.A., art.cit.,JRAS.,1909>P«609*
2. For further details, see Grierson, G.A., art.cit.,
JRAS.,19lO,pp.9Uff•
of his work by Pratapa Simha, *Bhakta-kalpadrum* , is the 
source for Grierson*s classification.^ In the notes,
I have mentioned the nistha to which each devotee belongs, 
and referred to Grierson or Pratapa Simha, or sometimes 
to both; and where I disagree with Grierson because of 
his misinterpretation or his confusion between one devotee 
and another of the same name, I have pointed it out and 
given my reasons*
It remains for me to acknowledge with thanks the 
help, suggestions and encouragement I have received from 
my friends and colleagues in the preparation of this 
thesis* I am most grateful to Mr* J* G. Burton-Page who 
has supervised my work throughout its course* He took a 
keen interest in the progress of my thesis, and I sincerely 
thank him for his constant help and guidance* I am also 
much obliged to (in alphabetical order) Professor J* 
Brough, Mr* T.W.Clark, Dr. P.S*Jaini, Mr* N*A.Jairazbhoy, 
Dr. J.R.Marr, Dr. R*S.McGregor, Mr.R.Russell and Professor 
J* C* Wright for their help and valuable suggestions on 
several individual questions.
I express my sincere gratitude to Mr*J*V.Boulton who
1. Cf. art.cit*,JRAS.,1909>P*608.
took great trouble in going through the translation and 
the introductory chapter, making some improvements. I 
am also grateful to Dr. F.R.Allchin and Mr.S.C.R.Weightman 
for spending time reading parts of the translation and 
offering suggestions, and to Dr.G.Pollet for his encourage­
ment and his helpful discussion on various points concern­
ing my work.
I owe a great deal to my former teacher Dr.L.S. 
Varshneya, University of Allahabad, who has constantly 
inspired and encouraged me in my research and also sent 
me a copy of f£5rT Bhakta Mala* edited by R.K.Garg. I 
am also obliged to Dr.M.P.Gupta, the Director of K.M. 
Institute of Hindi Studies, Agra and SrT P.D.Mital for 
their correspondence in which they have given some 
interesting information and expressed their opinions on 
certain aspects of Priya Dasa's life and works. I must 
particularly thank SrT Mital for procuring and sending 
me a copy of 'Priya Dasa jT kl gramthavalT' and the works 
of Manohara Dasa published by Bab a Kr§na Dasa.
I extend my gratitude to the authorities and staff 
of the India Office Library, the Department of Oriental 
Books and Manuscripts of the British Museum, the Library
of the School of Oriental and African Studies and 
the Bodleian Library, Oxford. I owe a special word 
of thanks to Mrs. E.W.Garland who has taken great pains 
in typing this thesis and made it as presentable as 
possible.
Finally, I am deeply indebted to my wife who not 
only showed her sincere interest in my work, but also 
helped and encouraged me throughout.
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Part I 
The Bhaktirasa-Bodhirii
(i) The relation of the Bhaktirasa-Bodhini to the parent text*
The Bhaktirasa-Bodhihl of Priya Dasa is a commentary 
written in Braj poetry on Nabha Dasa*s celebrated work, 
the Bhakta Mala* The Bhakta Mala, lit* *a garland of 
devotees*, is an account of the saints and Vai§nava 
devotees, including the ancient kings and medieval authors, 
of the four ages of Hindus, viz* Sata or Krta, Treta,
Dvapara and Kali* It is written in an extremely compressed 
style like that of the Sanskrit sutra-works*^ Sometimes 
one epithet showing the main characteristic of a devotee 
or a number of devotees is given as the clue to stories 
or legends, not related* At other times, under a particular 
heading or category the names of different devotees are 
enumerated. This makes the text obscure and, quite often, 
unintelligible* The Bhakta Mala, virtually ’little more
pthan a catalogue* of the saints and Vaisnava devotees, 
needs a commentary to explain its many allusions and to 
tell the marvellous legends at which it hints. This is
1. Cf.Grierson,G.A.,art.cit*,JRAS*,1909>p.6o8*
2* Cf.Wilson,H.H.,Religious sects of the Hindus, p.5*
the main reason why so many commentaries have been 
written of which the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT of Priya Dasa 
is the first.
The Bhaktirasa-BodhinT, in general, gives a detailed
description of the devotees mentioned by Nabha Dasa.
Sometimes names are omitted or passed by with a mere
reference, which may be accounted for by the author's
personal choice. On the whole, Priya Dasa's work is
not so much that of a commentator who merely translates
and explains a text, but that of one who supplements by
providing additional and new information.1 Although
the original text and the commentary are separated by
many years, they are inter-dependent, and, traditionally,
both text8 form one manuscript and more latterly have been
printed as a single book. Thus, the commentary of Priya
Dasa has been regarded as an integral part of the Bhakta
Mala, and is quite as important as the original, and
2 —  —certainly more useful. Priya Dasa himself was aware of 
this. In kav.v. 6 3 2 . he tells us that when one listens 
to his work, one forgets the difference between the original
1. Cf. Greaves, A sketch of HindT literature, p.6i|.
2. Cf. Mi^rabandhu-vinoda, vol.1,392.
3. Cf.S.S.Bhagavan Prasada, SrT Bhakta MalasatTka, p.1327*
(mala) and the commentary (tTka). The Bhaktirasa- 
BodhinT is a most valuable exposition of the text, and 
the later commentaries are mainly based on Priya Dase's 
work.
(ii) The title of the commentary.
Priya Dasa must have chosen the title of his work
after considerable thought. In Bfei.B.,v.2 he praises the
excellence of his own poetry and tells us that he has
named the commentary well (sunaraa tTk*a). the Bhaktirasa- 
2
BodhinT. The first part of the title is justified by 
the fact that Priya Dasa is writing devotional poetry, 
emphasising the role and function of bhakti in the life 
of each individual devotee, and that bhakti-rasa or the 
sentiment of devotion is the only rasa expressed through­
out his work. The word bodhinT (or bodhini,fr.Skt•>/ budh = 
'wake') means ’awakening, enlightening, causing to know 
or perceive1 (cf. MSED.s.v.). Thus the title 'Bhaktirasa-
BodhinT* literally means 'awakening the sentiment of
3devotion* , and has been translated by G.A.Grierson as ‘'The 
Awakener of the Flavours of Faith".
1. Cf. Farquhar,J.H., a u  outline of the religious literature 
of India, p.317«
2. Cf.Bh.B.,v.2.8.
3. Art.cit• ,JKAS. ,1909,p.610.
The word bodhinT quite often forms part of a title,
e.g. B*ala-BodhinT, Jnana-BodhinT, Tattva-BodhinT (cf.
MSED.s.v.) and Vallabhacarya1s well known commentary
1
on the Bh*agavata Purina, SubodhinT. Priya D'asa's 
preceptor Manohara Dasa wrote a short work on the four
2
Vaienava schools, which he named 1Sampradaya-BodhinT*•
It is likely that Priy’a Dasa was inspired by his 
preceptor*s example to choose the term bodhinT as part 
of the title of his commentary.
(iii) The date of the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT
Out of the four manuscripts used in constituting the
text, the three which are complete (i.e. Hii, HB, and HD)
as well as the printed editions give the same date Samvat 
1769 (1712 i*.D.) as the date of the completion of the 
commentary. Hence there does not seem any reason to 
doubt the authenticity of this date. The text of kavitta 
verse 633, 11* 5-6 reads as follows:
**samvata prasiddha dasa s'ata sata unhattara, 
phailguna masa vadi saptamT bitaya kai*
1. Cf^ Parquhar ,J.H.^op.cit. ,p.3l6; and Upa’dhyaya, Balddeva, 
Bhiagavata sampradaya, p. 138*
2. See p. 6s~.
SJi
The words ’dasa s*ata sata unhattara1 represent 
the Vikrama year:
dasa = 10, s“ata = 7, sata = 100, unhattara = 69 
10 + 7 = 17 x 100 = 1700 + 69 = 1769 
Thus, on Ptialguna vadi saptamT, Saravat 1769, i.e. the 
seventh day of the dark half of Plialguna (Feb.-Mar.), 
1712 A.D., Priya Dasa completed the commentary.
(iv) The metre.
Only one metre is used throughout the Bhaktirasa- 
BodhinT, the kavitta metre. It is also known as 
ghanaksarT and manaharana. and is one of the ipost popular 
metres in Braj poetry. It is a vrtta or varnika charxda t
i.e. each of its feet (carana or pada) is measured in 
syllables (varna), not in metrical instants (matras).
1
It comes under the first of the three orders called sama,
2
and belongs to its 27th genus named dandaka.
!• Varnika chanda is divided into three orders: (if sama: 
an equal number of syllables in each carana; (2) arddha- 
sama: the first and third, and second and*fourth feet or 
caranas have an equal number of syllables; (3) visama: a 
different number of syllables in each carana. Cf.Kellogg,
S.K. A grammar of the HindT language, p.353* ^
2. Sama vrtta, the first of the three orders of HindT verse, 
is further classified into twenty-six genera,according to 
the number of syllables in each carana. The sama vrtta 
metres consisting of more than twenty-six syllables are 
classified under a 27th genus dandaka a which is said to 
have 999 varieties. Cf. Kellogg , op. cit. ,p*554*
The kavitta metre has thirty-one syllables in each 
line divided into four feet (caranas): 8 + 8 + 8 + 7 = 3 1  
syllables. The harmonic pause or caesura occurs after 
the 8th, 16th and 24th syllables, but is not marked by 
any sign. The virama or full-pause occurs at the end of 
the 4th foot of each line, and is, generally, marked by
I I  X  1two strokes ( || ).
As a rule, the 2nd and the 4th feet, at the end of 
the 16th and 31st syllables, must coincide with the end 
of a complete word. As regards the caesura at the end of 
the 8th and the 24th syllable, however, considerable 
freedom is allowed, and, quite often, the last syllable 
of the 1st or 3rd foot occurs at the beginning of a 
word belonging to the 2nd or 4th foot respectively. Of 
equal importance to the number of syllables and their 
grouping in the kavitta metre is the rhyme. The last 
two or three syllables of each line of the verse must 
rhyme. A single rhyming syllable is not considered 
sufficient.
1. In the constituted text, a comma is used to indicate 
the caesura at the end of the 16th syllable only when 
the 2nd foot is metrically and syntactically complete. 
The virama ( |1 ) is indicated by a fullstop at the end 
of each 4th foot, i.e. the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th lines 
of the verse.
2.6
The kavitta is Priya Dasa*s favourite metre. In 
Bh.B.,v.l.5, he tells us that Habha Dasa (through his 
!,cel.estial voice”) commanded him to compose the commentary 
in the kavitta metre. It is probable that Priya D*asa
1
invented this story as a reason for his choice of metre.
He may also have been inspired by his preceptor Manohara 
Dasa who himself composed ' SrT Radlia-ramana rasa-sagara1 
mainly in the kavitta metre.
In general Priya Dasa follows the classical 
scheme of the kavitta metre. In the matter of caesura 
he allows himself a certain amount of freedom. The 
following are the examples where the caesura does not 
occur:
(aj after the 8th syllable in the first foot of
Bh.B.,vv• 1.1; 2.1; 3.1,3,7; 4.1; 5*3; 7.1; 9.3,7;
10.1,7; 12.7; 15.3,7; 16.1; 17.3; 19.3; 22.5; 23.3,5; 
28.1; 35.7; 41.3; 50.3; 52.5; 56.1,3; 57.1; 56.1;
59.5; 64.3; 65.1; 68.1; 72.3,7; 77.7; 78.7; 81.1;
86.7; 89.7; 91.3,5,7; 92.5; 96.3; 97.1.
(b) after the 24th syllable in the third/of
Bh.B.,vv.2.2,8; 4.2,4; 7.4,6; 12.2; 13.8; 22.8; 23.2,8; 
33.2; 52.6; 53.4; 57.6; 65*6; 71.6; 82.2; 90.2; 98.2; 
99.2.
1. See pp. 51 - &  •
There are a few instances where Priya riasa does 
not obey the rule of having the caesura at the end of 
the 16th syllable, because he uses a word which over­
laps from the second to the third foot, e.g. suhaT, 
Bh.B.,v.2.1; pictiani, Bh.B. ,v • 58.3-4; and samane, Bh.B., 
v.92.5-6. Two other examples, which can scarcely be 
regarded as breaking the rule as they are compound words, 
are: prana-pyare , Bh.B. ,v.48.5-6; and sukhs-ssTgara, Bh.
B. ,v .51.7-8.
(v) The structure of the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT.
A comparison between the following two tables shows 
that the structure of the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT was determined 
by that of the Bhakta Mala.
(The structure of the Bhakta Mala)
Table 1
Section Bh.lvi.
I vv.1-4 The first 4 doha verses constitute a 
short preface.
II vv.5-6 The first 2 chappai verses comprise a 
eulogy of the 24 incarnations of 
Visnu and the 22 marks on Rlamafs two 
feet.
III vv.7-27 These 21 chappai verses list the names 
of the gods, saints, devout kings and 
devotees of ^he first three ages, Krta, 
Tret's and Dvapara.
IV vv. 28-202 The 28th chappai. the 29th dohsT and 
the remaining 173 chappai verses deal 
with the saints, religious poets and 
devotees of the fourth or Kali age.
V vv.203-214 The last 12 dotia verses form the con­
clusion of the work.
It will be seen from the above table that the main body 
of the Bhakta ^ l a  consists of sections III and IV. Section
III concerns the first three ages and, together with the 
introductory sections I and II, forms the first part. Section
IV concerns the fourth or Kali age and, followed by the con­
clusion (sections V), forms the second part.
(The structure of the Bhaktirasa- 
BodhinT}.
Table 2
Section Bh.B*
I vv.1-8 The first 8 kavitta verses constitute 
the commentator’s preface.
II vv.9-13 These 5 kavitta verses comment on Bh.M.,vv•1-4.
III vv.14-15 Kavitta verses 14 and 15 comment on 
Bh.M.,vv.5 and 6 respectively.
IV vv.16-101 These 86 kavitta verses comment on 
Bh.M.,vv.7-27,and relate the stories 
or legends of selected devotees of 
the first three ages.
V vv.102-629* These 528 kavitta verses comment on 
Bh.M.,vv.28-202, and relate the 
stories or legends of selected 
devotees of the Kali age.
VI vv.63CP-634* The last 5 kavitta verses form the 
conclusion of the commentary.
* indicates the number given in 8.S.Bhagavan Prasa’da’s 
edition which includes the four extra verses after 
Bh.B.,v.15 (see Appendix II, p.aMS- ).
Table 2 shows that if we exclude sections I and VI of 
the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT, the remaining sections comment on 
their respective section in the Bhakta i*fala; i.e. Bh.B. II 
comments on Bh.M.I; Bh.B.Ill on Bh.M.II; Bh.B.IV on Bh.M.Ill; 
and Bh.B.V on Bh.MV. (There is no comment on Bh.M.V). Since 
this is so, the Bhaktirasa-BodhipT,like the Bhakta friala, falls
into two parts: the first part (sections I-IV) being
primarily concerned with the first three ages and the 
second part (sections V-VI) with the fourth age.
The use of the term ’Kali yuga’ in Bh.M.,v.28 is
the main evidence for the division of the text into two
main parts. All the names of the devotees mentioned by
ltfabtia Dasa in Bh.M.,vv.1-27 belong to the first three
mythological ages, although no particular terms referring
to these ages have been used. It is in Bh.M.,v.28, the
24th in chappai verse, that we come adross a name of the
historical period for the first time, and are introduced
to the founders of the four Vaisnava schools, viz.,
Ramanuja of the ’ SrT sampradaya*, Madhv*acarya of the
’Brahma sampradaya* , Visnu-svamT of the ’Rudra or Siva
sampradaya’, and Rimba’ditya of the 'Sanaka sampradaya•1
Thus, the chappai verses from the 28th onwards deal with
the devotees of the 12th-17th centuries A.D. The devotees
of this period (from the 12th-17th centuries) are referred
to by Nabha Dasa as belonging to ’Kali yuga’, a term which
he uses for the first time in Bh.M.,v.28, to indicate the
beginning of the second part of his work, which, according
1
to S.S.Bhagav*an Prasada, takes us down to 8.1696 (16394*D.).
1. Op.cit. ,p.36> cf.also Grierson,G.a . ,art.cit• ,JRiiS.,
1909, p.607,footnote 1.
In none of the four manuscripts used in the con­
stituted text is such a division indicated; but the 
printed editions do divide the combined text of the 
Bhakta Iviala and the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT into two parts, 
for example, S.S.Bhagavan Prasada1at the end of his
commentary on Bh.M.,v.27 says 'the end of the account
of the devotees of Sata yuga, TretT and DvTpara', and
in the beginning of Bh.M.,v.28 he writes "Kali yuga
bhaktavalT" , i.e. the account of the devotees of the
2
Kali age. Similarly, R.K.Garg indicates this division 
by using the terms 'purveTrddha* , i.e. the first-half, 
and ' uttararddha' . i.e. the later-half.
Following this commonly accepted division, I 
have limited the present work to the first part of 
the commentary (sections I-IV), consisting of one hundred 
and one kavitta verses (Bh.B. ,vv. 1-10!^ .
1. Op.cit.,pp. 373 and 375*
2. SrT Bhakta frfala,pp. 230 and 231.
(vi) The narrative element in the Bhaktirasa-Bodhirii.
The following table sets out the contents of the 
first twenty-seven verses (i.e. the first part) of 
the Bhakta *^ ala and also shows the names and topics 
selected by Priya Dasa for his commentary. It will 
be noticed that his commentary is actually restricted 
to only fourteen verses, i.e. Bh.B.,vv.9-92 comment 
on Bh.M.,vv.1-12; Bh.B.,vv.93-98 on Bh.M.,v.14; and 
Bh.B.,vv.99-101 on Bh.M.,v.26. Although Priya Dasa 
comments on only a selection of the contents of the 
Bhakta Mala, he devotes ninety-three kavitta verses 
(excluding the first eight introductory verses) to 
the task.
Table 3
(A comparison of the contents of Bh.M. ,w.1-27 
and Bh.B., w.1-101)
Bh.M.
Sections 
as in 
Table 1
Verses
no.
Names and topics 
mentioned by 
NSbhS DSsa
Bh.B.
Sections 
as in 
Table 2
Verses
no.
Names and topics 
selected by PriyS 
DSsa for comment­
ary.
2-3
4
II
I
IIThe oneness of the 
devotee, devotion, 
the Holy One and 
the guru.
The Lord and the 
Lord* s servants.
Agra DSsa's comm­
and to sing the 
glory of the 
devotees.
The incarnations III
of Visnu: the • •Fish,the Boar,the 
Tortoise,the Man- 
lion,the Dwarf, 
Para^urama.Raghu- 
vira (Rama),Krsna, 
Buddha, lialki, Vy asa, 
Prthu,Hari,the Swan, 
the Manvantara,Yanjfia, 
Rsabha,Hayagrlva, 
Dhruva’s benefactor, 
Dhanvantari,the Lord 
of Badri,Dattatreya, 
Kapila, Sanaka and 
brethren.
1-8
9
10-11
12-13
14-
The commentator’s 
preface.
The qualities of 
a devotee and the 
genuineness of 
devotion.
The command of 
Agra Dasa.
The childhood of
NSbha DSsa.
The incarnations of
Visnu: Out of the• •twenty-four incar­
nations of Visnu, 
reference has been 
made only to the 
Fish; but all the 
incarnations have 
been regarded as 
the ilia (divine 
sport) of the Holy 
One, and a general 
statement has been 
made, covering 
them all.
The footmarks of 
Rama: the eleph- 
ant-goad,the clotl* 
the thunderbolt, 
the lotus, the 
barley-corn, the 
banner, the cow*s 
footprint, the 
conch, the discus, 
the svastika, the 
rose-apple fruit, 
the pitcher, the 
nectar-lake, the 
half-moon, the hex­
agon, the fish, the 
spot, the upward 
line,the octagon, 
the triangle, the 
rainbow, the man.
The twelve chief dev- IV 
otees of Visnu: Vidhi 
(Brahma), NSrada,
Samkara, Sanaka and 
his brethren, Kapila,
Manu, Prahlada, Jan aka, 
Bhisma, Bali, Suka, 
the righteous one 
(Yama or A j ami,la).
The sixteen attendants
of Visnu: Visvaksena,• • • *Jaya, Vi jay a, Prabala,
Bala, Nanda, Sunanda,
Subhadra, Bhadra,Canda,
Pracanda, Kumuda,Kum-
dSksa, Slla, Su^ila,
Susena.
• •
15 The footmarks of Rama: 
Out of the twenty-two 
marks on RSma1s two 
f eeij, only three - 
the elephant-goad, 
the thunderbolt and 
the lotus - are1mentioned by PriyS 
Dasa*
16-18 J Siva (Samkara). 
19-20 AjSmila.
1 '21 The sixteen attendants
of Visnu: Out of the• •sixteen attendants of 
Visnu, reference has 
been made only to Jaya 
j and Vijaya.
35"
Forty-two beloved of
the Lord .• KamalS, Garura,
Sunanda etc., the sixteen
attendants of Visnu,Hanu-
•  •  9man, Jambavana, Sugriva,
Vibhisana, Sabari, Jatayu,
Dhruva, Uddhava, Ambarisa,
Vidura, Akrura, Sud&mS,
Candrahasa, Citraketu, the
crocodile, the elephant,the
Pandavas, Kausarava, Kunti • • 9 • 9and her daughter-in-law 
(Draupadi).
10 Friends of the Lord: 
the nine principal yogis, 
Srutideva, Anga, luucu- 
kunda, Priyavrata,Prthu, 
Pariksita, Sesa, Suta, 
Saunaka, the pracetas, 
Satarupa and her three 
daughters (viz.Prasuti, 
Akuti and Devahuti), 
Suniti, Sati and all 
chaste wives, Mandalasa, 
the wives of the sacri= 
ficers and all the women 
of Braj.
11 Givers of life: 
Pracinabarhi,Satyavrata, 
Raghugana,Sagara, Bhagi- 
ratha, Valmiki,the lord 
of MithilS (Janaka), Ruk- 
mamgada, Hari^candra, 
Bharata, Dadhici,Suratha, 
Sudhanva,Sibi, Bali * s 
wife (Vindhyavali),NIla- 
dhvaja, horadhvaja, 
TSmradhvaja, Alarka.
T----
r
22 The beloved of God: 
Kamala, Garura, 
JSmavamta and Sugriva.
23 KanumSn.
24-26 Vibhisana.
27-33 Sabari.
34 JatSyu.V 35-46 Ambarisa.•
47-48 Vidura.
49-53 SudSma.
54-64 Candrahasa.
65 A group of devotees: 
Kausarava, Citraketu, 
Akrura, Dhruva and 
Uddhava.
66 Kunti.
67-68 Draupadi
69 The nine principal 
yogis and Srutadeva 
(Srutideva).
1:
70
- ■ -v •. A
j
PrScinabarhi and 
Valmiki, (the cele­
brated author of the 
Ramayana)•
71-78 Svapaca VSlmlki.
• 79-81 Rukmamgada.
!|-
j
82
1
A group of devotees: 
Hari^candra,Suratha,
S udhanvS, Sibi,Bharat £ 
and Dadhici.
Sages who transcended 
the unreality® Ribhu, 
IksvSku, Pururavas, 
G-adhi, Raghu, Raya, G-aya, 
3at adhanvana, Amurt i, 
Rant ideva,U tanka, Bhuri 
Devalu,Vaivasvata Manu 
Nahusa,Yayati,Dilipa, 
Pu.ru, Yadu, G-uha, Mana- 
dhata, Pippala, Nimi, 
Bharadva j a, Daksa, 2?ara- 
bhaAga, S amj aya,Samika 
Uttanapada and Yajfta- 
valkya.
The nine principal 
yogis: Kavi, Hari,
Karabhaj ana,Antariksa, 
Camasa,Prabuddha, 
Avirahotra, Pippala 
and Drumila.
The nine masters of 
bhakti: Pariksita,
Sukadeva, Prahlada, 
Prthu, KamalA,
Akrura, Hanuman,
Arjuna and Bali.
The taster* 
Holy One.
of the
Those who meditate on
Visnu.• •
The eighteen PurSnas.
The eighteen lawgivers, j
Eight companions of 
Rama.
Eighteen allies of Rama.!
83 1 Vindhyfivali,
j
8A-08 . Moradhvaja. 
89 Alarka.
90 Rantideva. 
91-92 ! G-uha
IV
93 
9k
Pariksita. 
Sukadeva.
95“96 | Prahlada.
97
98
Akrura. 
Bali.
v.21 The nine Nandas
22 The devout cowherds
23 The sixteen followers
of Krsna.• » •
24 The devotees of the 
seven islands.
25 The devotees of the 
Central Island.
26
27
The devotees of the 
Y/hite Island.
The nine Nagas.
99-101 The inhabitants 
of the White 
Island.
Note: Only the headings of Bh.M. ,w. 15-25 and 27
are given in the above table. Since these 
verses have hot been commented on, it was 
not considered necessary to list all the 
names mentioned in each of these verses.
It will be observed from the above table that:
(a) Priya Dasa does not comment on every name mentioned 
by Nabha Dasa in each verse but selects only a few, e.g., 
of the twelve names mentioned in Bh.M.,v.7> Priya Dasa 
comments on only two (Siva and Ajamila) and of the thirty* 
one names listed in Bh.M.,v.12, he comments on only two 
(Rantideva and Guha).
(b) Although selecting only a few names for commentary, 
Priya Dasa devotes considerably more space to each name 
selected, e.g. he devotes three whole verses to Siva 
(Bh.B. , w . 16-18) and two to Ajamila (Bh.B. ,vv.19-20), and
thus five verses are devoted to Bh.M.,v.7« Similarly, 
he devotes twelve verses (Bh.B.,vv.35-^6) to Ambarlfa 
and seven (Bh.B.,vv.27-33) to SabarT and so forth, and 
thus forty-seven verses (Bh.B.,vv.22-68) are devoted to 
only one verse of the Bhakta Mala (Bh.M.,v.9) of which 
nineteen names have been commented on.
(c) Some names, which are repeated by Nabha Dasa in 
later verses, are ignored by Priya Dasa the first time 
but are commented on later, e.g. Suka, Prahlada and Bali 
(Bh.M.,v.7) are mentioned again in Bh.M.,v.l4 and are 
commented on in Bh.B.,vv.9Uf 95-96 and 98 respectively*
(d) Lastly, Priya Dasa does not comment on each verse 
of the Bhakta Mala, e.g. Bh.M. , w . 13, 15-25 and 27 have 
not been commented on at all. Priya Dasa exercises con­
siderable freedom in his role as commentator. Thus, 
the above table and its analysis further show that one of 
the most striking features of Priya Dasa as a poet is his 
keen and genuine interest in narrating a story. In con­
trast to Nabha Dasa, who either mentions names or draws 
brief sketches of the bhaktas (devotees), Priya Dasa picks 
out a devotee and relates his story in detail. Nabha Dasa 
is like a sketch-artist who with a few lines presents the 
different groups of devotees, or sometimes an individual 
one. Priya Dasa, having chosen his favourite subject,
paints a vivid portrait full of colour and life. His 
narrative technique is that of a film-producer (like 
Satyajit Ray) who takes a character and makes a full- 
length film or sometimes a short film out of one incident 
or a few main incidents which happened in the life of the 
hero.
The longest stories in the commentary are those of 
Ambarisa (Bh.B., w.35-46) and Candrahasa (Bh.B.,vv.54-64) which 
are narrated in twelve and eleven verses respectively. The 
story of Svapaca Valmiki (Bh.B.,vv.71-78) is related in 
eight verses, and seven verses are devoted to the story of 
Sabarl (Bh.B.,vv.27-33)• Each of the stories of Sudama (Bh. 
B.,vv.49-53) and Moradhvaja (Bh.B.,vv.84-88) is related in 
five verses. Among the short stories are those of Siva 
(Bh.B.,w . 16-18), Vibhisana (Bh.B.,vv.24-26), Rukmamgada 
(Bh.B.,w.79-81), and ’The inhabitants of the White Island* 
(Bh.B. , w . 99-101), each consisting of three verses. The 
stories which are briefly depicted, each in two verses, are 
those of ’The command of Agra Dasa (Bh.B.,vv.10-11), ’The 
childhood of Nabha Dasa’ (Bh.B.,vv.12-13), Vidura (Bh.B., 
w . 47-48), Draupadi (Bh.B. , w . 67-68) , Guha (Bh.B., w . 91-92) 
and Prahlada (Bh.B.,vv.95-96)• Though only a single verse 
is devoted to each of the stories of Hanuman, Jatayu, Kunti, 
Vindhyavali, Alarka, Rantideva, Pariksita, Sukadeva,
Akrura and Bali, the narrative element is still 
dominant. These demonstrate that Priya Dasa is also 
capable of telling a story very pithily, when he chooses.
Some of these trailer-like stories are as memorable as 
Priya Dasa’s full-length feature films.
Where Priya Dasa does not find any narrative element 
which interests him, he mentions several names of the 
devotees in one verse under the heading 'samudaya ki 
tika*, i.e. commentary on a group of devotees, e.g. Bh.B., 
vv.65 and 82. This fact might also account for the single 
verse that he devotes to the twenty-four incarnations of 
Vi§nu (Bh.B.,v.l4); and to the footmarks of Raka (Bh.B., 
v.15), mentioning only three marks out of the twenty-two 
listed by Nabha Dasa in Bh.M.,v.6.
It may also be pointed out here that all the stories 
told by Priya Dasa in Part I of the commentary are legends.
A legend is a marvellous story from early times, describing 
ancient events in which the characters are in the form of 
or akin to mankind, and in which the emotions and experiences 
described are those of human beings.^ All the characters, 
the gods, kings, saints andcfevotees, of the legends related 
in the commentary, belong to the first three mythological
1. Cf. Hariyappa,H.L., Rgvedic legends through the ages, 
pp. 130-31*
ages* Their stories are basically the product of 
human imagination, and have been handed down through the 
ages* They are of great interest, as they throw light 
on human aspirations and socio-religious conditions and 
values of the time* All these legends are religious 
and come under the ritualistic or ethical category*
Their purpose is to strengthen the tradition of religion 
in general, and Vaisnavism in particular* The focal 
point of each legendary story is bhakti, i.e* devotion, 
and each story ends with a moral or preaching on the 
virtue and importance of devotion* Thus, Priya Dasa 
uses these legends, aiming at the awakening of bhakti-rasa 
or the sentiment of devotion* He is writing devotional 
poetry, but it is obviously the stories which he most 
enjoys narrating*
Part II
The author of the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT
(i) The general account of the life of Priya Dasa*
It is both surprising and disappointing how little
has been said about Priya Dasa in any work on the history
of HindT literature. Generally, only a few sentences,
in some cases not more than two or thrde, are devoted to
Priya Dasa, stating merely that he was a commentator on
the Bhakta Mala and giving the date of his commentary*^
Apart from the common misunderstanding that Priya Dasa
was a pupil and contemporary of Nabha Dasa, which will
2be discussed later, these literary histories contain
3several errors; for instance, S*K*Chatterji gives the date
Uof the commentary as 170U A*D* and M*P.Gupta gives it as 
Samvat 1669 (1612 A.D.);^ and H.P*DvivedT^states that 
Priya Dasa wrote his commentary in the kavitta and savaiya 
metres, whereas in fact only the kavitta is used in the 
commentary*
1* For example, see Sukla,R.C*,HindT sahitya ka itihasa, p* 
1U7; Varma,R.K. HindT sahitya ka alocanatmaka itihasa, 
pp*677 and 680; Misrabandhu-vinoda,vol*l,pp*391-2; and 
HindT sahitya-ko£a,vol*2,p*281*
2. See pp* 5/- ft*
3. Cf.Languages and literatures of modern India,p*123* 
k* Art*cit*,HindT sahitya,vol*2,p*328*
5* It is possible that in both cases the 6 is a misprint for 
7 and the date should read as Samvat 1769 (1712£*D*)*
6* Cf .Hindi sahitya, p*2i+l*
Internal evidence supplies no information about 
Priya Dasa, beyond that his preceptor*s name was 
Manohara Dasa and that his commentary was completed 
in S. 1769 (1712 A.D.).’1' Priya Dasa himself states that 
the date of completion of *Rasika MohinI*, one of his 
other four works, published by Baba Kr§na Dasa, was
S.179U (1737 A.D.). On the basis of these two dates
3 _ _P.D.MItal has estimated that Priya Dasa was born^about
S. 1730 (1673 A.D.) and died in about S.1800 (1743A.D.).
Baba Krjna Dasa,^on the other hand, contents himself
with stating that Priya Dasa was born sometime prior to
S.17U0 (1683 A.D.).
On the basis of the available evidence no definite
statements about the life-span of Priya Dasa can be made.
It is possible, as P.D.MItal suggests, that Priya Dasa
lived for 70 years, but this is purely hypothetical. It
would seem best in the present circumstances to defer
judgement about the life-span of Priya Dasa until a
detailed reading of the second part of the commentary has
been completed, as internal evidence contained in this
second part may throw more light on this question.
1. See p. 22..
2. See p. $-$.
3« Cf.Caitanya mata aura Bjaj__sahitya, p.2U3*U. Cf.Priya Dasa ji ki gramthavali, Preface, p.l.
In all his works Priya Dasa describes Vrndavana, 
and the greater part of ’Rasika MohinT* is devoted to 
the glorification of Vrndavana*1 In the second verse 
of the concluding section VI of the commentary (kav* 
v*63l)> Priya Dasa says:
’Know Priya Dasa as a servant of the servants 
of his (i.e.Manohara Dasa’s) servants*
He has written a detailed commentary, a 
source of pleasure*
His heart has fallen into the hands of the 
Lord of G-ovardhana (i.e* Kr§na).
He dwelt in Vrndavana and has sung the Lord’s 
sports and the lives of the devotees**
Thus, Priya Dasa describes himself in the above 
lines as a servant, i*e. disciple, of Manohara Dasa; as 
the writer of the commentary; as an ardent worshipper of 
Krsna; and as an inhabitant of Vrndavana* Although we 
do not know where Priya Dasa was born, it is certain that 
he lived for some time in Vrndavana. Moreover, there 
are a few references made by Priya Dasa to the temple of
1. See p* S8.
Radha-ramana in Vrndavana, e.g. in 'Caha Bell1, v.U and 
in 'Rasika MohinT', v.2 where Priya Dasa has praised 
Gopala Bhatta, who was the founder of the temple.
In 'Bhakta SumiranT',v.232 Priya Dasa tells us that 
he wrote this work at the command of the priest of the 
Radha-ramana temple. It may be deduced from this that 
Priya Dasa was closely associated with this temple in 
Vrndavana.
P.D.MItalj^supplying a few more details about 
Priya Dasa, states that Priya Dasa came from his birth­
place to Vrndavana in his youth and was initiated there 
by Manohara Dasa into the Caitanya cult. Later he made 
a pilgrimage to the holy places such as Allahabad,
Citrakuta etc. and then went to Jaipur. He lived in 
the Galata asrama (i.e. hermitage) where he was inspired
to write the commentary. P.D.MTtal's account, which is
-  —  —  2 similar to that of Baba K^§na Dasa, is purely hypothetical,
as there is no evidence for it.
As for external evidence, the only source of informa­
tion about Priya Dasa is the works of later commentators,
1. .cit. ,p.2i|-3•
2. Cf.op.cit.,Preface,p.1.
of which Raghuraja Simhafs 1Rama-rasikavalT* (S.1921,
i.e. 186U A.D.)^and Pratapa Simhafs ’Bhakta-kalpadruma1
(S.1923»i.e.1866 A.D.), are the main ones.
_  3Raghuraja Simha, in his commentary, mentions two
different persons called Priya Dasa. The first Priya
Dasa is referred to as the author of a commentary on the
Bhakta Mala and as a disciple of Manohara Dasa. In the
later part (uttara caritra) of his work, Raghuraja Simha
describes a second Priya Dasa who, at the age of twelve,
became a disciple of Candralala of Vrndavana, and who was
the preceptor of Visvanatha Simha, the father of Raghuraja
Sijpha.^ This Priya Dasa was born in a village called
Ramapura, near Suratanagar; his father was a Brahmana
_ _ 5named Vamadeva and the name of his mother was GamgabaT. 
According to Raghuraja Simha, his father Visvanatha Simha 
was born in S.18U6 (1789 A.D.) and Priya Dasa, the preceptor 
of Visvanatha Simha, died in S.1875 (1818 A.D.).^ Con­
sequently , there was a gap of 81 years between the death 
of this second Priya Dasa (1818 A.D.) and the last known 
work of the first Priya Dasa (1737 A.D.)* This gap and
1. Cf.op.cit.,p.989*
2. Cf.op.cit.,p.12.
3. Op.cit.,p.580.
4. Ibid.,pp. 885 and 886.
5. Ibid., p.886.
6. Ibid., p.900.
7. Ibid., p.898.
the fact that the two Priya Dasas are described by 
Raghuraja Simha in two separate sections or parts of 
his work, preclude any possibility of the two accounts 
referring to one and the same person.
In spite of this, in his preface to ’Priya Dasa
jT kl gramthavall* (see p.l), Baba Krsna Dasa states
that Priya Dasa, the author of the commentary, was born
in Rajapura in Suratanagar and that his parents were
Vasudeva ana Gamgabal, ^ from which one infers that Baba
Kj»§na Dasa has derived his information from Raghuraja
Simha*s commentary, and that he has confused the two
2accounts. P.D. MItal gives a similar account to that 
of Baba Kr^na Dasa, adding that Priya Dasa was a Brahmana 
and born somewhere outside Braj. He refers to Baba Kr$na 
Dasa’s account, but states the "Gujarati Bhakta Mala" as 
his main source of information,without specifying the 
author or title of this work. The five caupal verses he 
quotes, however, are identical with those which occur 
after doha verse 11 in *Rama-rasikavalT*,p.886. Thus,
1. If our inference that Baba Krsna Dasa got his information 
from Raghuraja Simha*s commentary is correct, then one 
must presume that*he read the *m* of Ramapura as *j* and 
the *m* of Vamadeva as *s*, making it *su*. P.D.MItal has 
also drawn attention to these variations in spelling.
2. 0£>.cit.,2U2.
it would seem that P.D.MTtal has also confused the two 
accounts, and that he, like Baba Kpsna Dasa, has taken 
some facts from Raghuraja Simhafs account of the second 
Priya Dasa and applied them to the first.
Like other Vaisnava poets of the medieval period, 
Priya Dasa became the subject of apocryphal stories 
showing his miraculous powers. Pratapa Simha, in his 
'Bhakta-Kalpadruma1 (pp.15-17)> tells five stories under 
the heading, fthe importance of the Bhakta Mala*. Of 
these five stories, two are directly associated with 
Priya Dasa. These two stories are also told by Raghuraja 
Simha. The fact that both stories about Priya Dasa have 
been included by these two contemporary writers shows that 
they were widely known at that time.
The first story, as told by Pratapa Simha, ^ "relates 
how Priya Dasa once went to a village called Hodala, 
about U5 miles (20 lqo£as) from Bra;). He stayed there in 
a temple belonging to Lala Dasa, the mahanta of the 
temple, and gave a public reading of the Bhakta Mia.
It so happened that thieves raided the temple and some 
people attributed this raid to the po®r quality of
1• Op • c i t ., p . 16 •
Priya Dasa’s katha (i.e. public reading) of the Bhakta 
Mala. When the mahanta asked Priya Dasa to continue 
the katha. the latter refused to do so until everything 
was restored. Hearing this, all the people in the 
temple fasted. At night God frightened the thieves 
so much that early in the morning they brought every­
thing back to the temple. Consequently, everyone acquired 
faith in the katha of the Bhakta Mala. In Raghuraja 
Simha*s version of the story'1'the names of the village 
and the mahanta are not given and there are a few other 
differences. In the raid, which took place on the third 
night, thieves stole everything, including the idol and 
the copy of the Bhakta Mala. When Priya Dasa himself 
fasted, the thieves were struck with blindness. They 
fell at Priya Dasa’s feet in repentance and their eye­
sight was restored. The story is also told by Baba
_ 2Kr§na Dasa who has combined both versions.
According to the second story, as told by Pratapa 
3Siipha, there was once a wealthy merchant who heard the 
katha of the Bhakta Mala from Priya Dasa and acquired
1. Cf. Op.cit.,pp. 581-82.
2. Op.cit., Preface, p.2. 
3* Op.cit.,p.17.
faith in it. Priya Dasa, at his request, provided
him with a copy of the Bhakta Mala so that he would
be delivered from his sins. Some time later when 
the merchant was approaching death, he became frightened 
by Yama's messengers and asked his sons to fetch the copy 
of the Bhakta Mala and to place it on his chest. By the 
time his sons returned, he was dead; but when the copy 
of the Bhakta Mala was placed upon his chest, he was re­
suscitated and told his family that Yama’s messengers had 
been dragging him away and that the Lord’s attendants had 
frefed him. He asked all the members of his family to
read and listen to the Bhakta Mala, and at the end of
their lives to place it on their chests. He then ascended
to Vaikumtha. It is said that his descendants still main- • •
tain this tradition. Raghuraja Simha*s version of this 
story is the same, except that it omits the resuscitation 
of the merchant.
In both stories, Priya Dasa is presented as a 
narrator of the Bhakta Mala. Both stories illustrate 
the miraculous power of the Bhakta Mala and of Priya Dasa, 
around whom the stories are woven. Apart from the fact 
that they show Priya Dasa’s popularity in the Vaisnava 
community of that time, these stories do not add much to
the account of his life. Though, since they are un­
corroborated by other evidence, the historical value 
of these two stories is slight, they nevertheless seem 
to indicate that, as with the Bhagavata and the Ramayana, 
there was a tradition of popularising the Bhakta Mala, 
and presumably also the commentary, by public recitals 
(kathas)♦ It appears probable that in his later life 
Priya Dasa himself was a professional kathavacaka, i.e. 
public narrator, of the Bhakta Mia.
( i i) Was Priya Dasa a contemporary of Nab ha Dasa?
Priya Dasa's statement in the opening verse of the 
Bhaktirasa-BodhinT (Bh.B.,v.1.3) that he was commanded 
by Nabha Dasa to compose a detailed commentary on the 
Bhakta Mala has led many scholars to assume that the two 
poets were contemporaries. Radha K£§na Dasa,^for example, 
explicitly states that Nabha Dasa issued the command in 
person and that he lived long after 16U3 A.D. (S.1700).
pSimilarly, G.A.Grierson implies that Priya Dasa was a 
pupil and contemporary of Nabha Dasa. He writes: "As
1. Cf. Bhakta-namavalT, Preface, p.72.
2. Art.cit.,JRAS•,1909>P«608.
he (i.e. Priya Dasa) tells us in the introductory
verses, he wrote it (i.e. the commentary) under the
direct orders of Nabha Dasa."'1' Although aware of the
considerable time-lag between the death of Nabha Dasa
2and the date of the commentary, nevertheless, relying 
on Priya Dasa's statement in the opening verse and a 
further statement in kav.v.633 of the concluding section, 
Grierson seems convinced that the two poets were contempor­
aries. Also aware of this time-lag, the Misrabandhus 
attempt to explain it away by stating that Priya Dasa 
composed his commentary long after receiving the command 
of Nabha Dasa.^
Although sympathising with these scholars in their 
cotoon error, one is compelled by the length of this time- 
lag to conclude that the two poets were not contemporaries. 
Even if, for the sake of argument, one accepts the upper 
limit for the date of the Bhakta Mala as 1639 A.D. (S. 
1696), as has been suggested by S.S.Bhagavan Prasada^and
1. Ibid.,p.621, footnote.
2. Ibid., p.621, footnote.
3« Referring to his first statement in Sh.B.,v.l.3, Priya Dasa
writes in kav.v.633: Nabha ju kau abhilakha purana lai 
kiyau mai tau, taki sakhl prathama sunai hike gai kai; i.e.
’I have fulfilled the wish of Nabha Dasa, its evidence I
have well explained in the beginning.1
U* Cf .Misrabandliu-vinoda, vol.l .p .391*
5* S.S.Bhagavan Prasada gives (op.cit.,p.U6o) frhe lower and
the upper limit for the date of the Bhakta Mala as 1583 A.D 
(S.161*0) and 1623 A.D. (S.I680), but also states (cf.op.cit 
p.38) that the Bhakta Mala takes us down to 1639 A.D.(S.1696).
accepted by Grierson,^then, supposing that Priya Dasa 
was only twenty years old at the time he received 
Nabha Dasa’s command, he would still have been 93 years 
old by the time he completed his commentary in 1712 A.D.f 
for Nabha Dasa could not have ordered him to write the 
commentary before he himself had completed the Bhakta 
Mala* This means that he would have been 118 years 
old by the time he completed ’Rasika MohinT1 (1737 A.D*), 
and if one accepts, as so many do, 162U A.D* as the 
upper limit of the Bhakta Mala, then a further 15 years 
have to be added to Priya Dasa’s life-span, making a 
grand total of 133 years. Clearly, such a long active 
life is incredible. The two poets could not possibly 
have been contemporaries. An alternative solution has 
to be sought.
The most plausible alternative that suggests itself 
is that Priya Dasa was not commanded by Nabha Dasa in 
person, but by means of either a celestial or an inner 
voice, prompting him to undertake a commentary. Besides 
the time-lag which forces one towards such a conclusion,
1. Art.cit. ,JRAS. , 1 9 0 9 6 0 7 > footnote 1.
?. For example, see Radha Krsna Dasa, op.cit.,pp. 70-71;
Syama Sundara Dasa, Ramcaritamanasa, Introduction^.XIV; 
and the Misrabandhus, Misrabandhuvinoda,vol.1,p.391*
there is also a cogent linguistic argument which may­
be adduced* The text of Bh.B.,v.l.6 reads: jagai
.1aga mahi kahi vanl viramaiyai. The phrase *vanl 
viramaiyaif, literally ’the voice ceased or was caused 
to cease*, indicates that it was a voice (vanl = vanl)* 
The phrase, in the infinitive, * van! vi ramana *, or its 
equivalent in modern Hindi * vanl rukaria *, means *to be 
unable to speak?, and is not generally used in the sense 
of *to stop speaking*. It may also connote, or imply,
*a physical disability*, or even as a euphemism, *death*. 
Therefore, had Nabha Dasa been alive at the time when he 
gave the command, Priya Dasa would have been unlikely 
to use the phrase, ’varil viramaiyai*, to mean that 
Nabha Dasa stopped speaking. Moreover, the word vanl 
is also used in conjuncts, e.g. bhavisyavani (i.e. 
prophecy or prediction); antarvayl (i.e. inner voice or 
the voice of one’s soul); akasavanl (a celestial voice 
or a voice from heaven) etc. It is therefore probable 
that Priya Dasa was using vanl as an abbreviation for 
akasavani or antarvanl to imply that the source of his 
poetic inspiration for writing the commentary was either 
celestial or from within.
Priya Dasa is known as the author of the Bhaktirasa- 
BodhinT, and there is no mention of his other works in 
any history of HindT literature. Baba Kpsna Dasa of 
Kusuma Sarovara, Govardhan, Mathura, published Priya 
Dasa’s other four works, viz. Ananya ModinT, Caha BeIT, 
Bhakta SumiranT and Rasika MohinT, under the title 
'Priya Dasa jT kT gramthavall' in S.2007, i.e. 1950 A.D. 
Although there are slight differences in spelling of 
these titles, the works are also described by P.D.MItal,1
pand three of them have been included in the Khoja Reports 
as the works of Priya Dasa. A brief account of these 
works follows:-
(l) Ananya ModinT. There are sixty-nine doha 
verses in this work; doha no. 13 is followed by one 
kavitta verse, doha no.61 by two and doha no.61+ by four. 
These seven kavitta verses are separately numbered, and 
doha no. 53 is followed by eleven padas composed by Hari- 
rama Vyasa. These eleven padas are also separately 
numbered from 1 to 11, and the name 'Vyasa' occurs in
(iii) The other works of Priya Dasa*
1. OJucit. ,pp. 21+5-1+7*
2. Khoja Reports, i.e. reports on search for HindT manu­
scripts. All references here are made to *Hsdtalikhita 
HindT pustako ka samksipta vivarana' (=HSV.), 2 vols., 
published by NagarT#Pracaririi Sabfra, Banaras, S.2021 
(1961+ A.D.) •
the last line of each pada. Priya Dasa's name occurs 
in the 3rd foot of the last doha no. 69 • This short 
work deals with the true nature of devotion, and 
emphasises the complete and undivided devotion to Kp§na 
and Radha. Two manuscripts of this work are described 
respectively in Khoja Report, 1929-31 $ 273A and 19U1-43* 
319 9 of which the latter is dated S.1826 (1769 A.D.)
and is in the possession of Baba Vam£l Dasa of Vrndavana.'1’
(2) Caha Bell. There are fifty arilla verses 
followed by one kavitta verse. This work describes the 
beauty of Krsna and Radha to whom the poet pays homage, 
expressing his eagerness to see them. Priya Dasa's 
name occurs in verse no.1+8. According to Khoja Report,
1917-19>139> a manuscript of the work is in the possession
_ _ _ _ pof GosvamT Radha Car ana of Vi^ndavana.
(3) Bhakta Sumiraril (Bhakti Sumarihi q.v.). This 
is a short work which lists all the names of devotees 
mentioned in the Bhakta Ifala. There are 235 caup al 
verses. The author tells us in verse no. 32 that he
1. Cf. HSV.,vol.l,p.l9
2. HSV.,vol.l,p.291*
wrote the work at the command of a priest (pu.jarl)
called Radha Ramana. Although Priya Dasa's name
occurs in the last verse no. 2351 its authorship has
been called in question. Khoja Report, 1906-8,1U3^
2and the Misrabandhus ascribe the work to Caina Rai
who is said to have flourished in about S.1769 (1712 A.D.)
-  -  3and to have been a disciple of Priya Dasa. P.D.MItal
includes it among Priya Dasa's works; but he says that
it has also been ascribed to Caina Rai. In addition
to the fact that Priya Dasa's name occurs in the last
verse, the work begins with the praise of Priya Dasa's
preceptor Manohara Dasa and Caitanya as do his other
works, including the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT. MItal in
pointing out these facts, further adds that no other
work has been found written by Caina Rai and nothing is
known about his life, and therefore he cannot understand
why 'Bhakta SumiranT' has been ascribed to him.^ However,
Baba Kysna Dasa has published this work in 'Priya Dasa
jl kT gramthavalT1, and tells us that it is based on a
manuscript which he obtained from Baba VamsI Dasa of
_  5Vrndavana •
1. Ibid.,vol.1,p.300; and also vol.2, p.62#
2. Cf. Mi^rabandhu-viroda, vol.2, p.622.
3 • Op .cit., p. 2i+6 .
Iw Ibid., p. 2U7«
5. Cf. op.cit., Preface, U.
(U) Rasika MohinT (Rasika ModinT q.v.). This 
work is composed in doha metre, having 111 dohas. It 
describes the importance of the walk around Braj (Bra.i- 
parikrama)« starting from Vrndavana. All the main 
places such as Prema Sarovara, Nanda gava, Lalita kumda, 
and so forth have been described in the light of their 
association with Kpsna and Radha. According to the 
date given in doha no. 10U, it was completed on Vaisakha 
sudi tritiya, S.1794, i.e. the third day of the bfcight 
half of the month of Apri1-May, 1737 A.D. Priya Dasa's 
name occurs in doha no. 107* Two manuscripts of the 
work have been described respectively in Khoja Report, 
1929-31, 273d and 1941-43, 519^ , of which the first is 
dated S.I835 (1778 A.D.) and the second S.1826 (1769 A.D.).1 
Apart from these two manuscripts of the work, Baba Kr§na
_ 2Dasa tells us of another which he obtained from Sri Nanda 
Ki^ora 'Muku$avale' of Vrndavana.
3 _W.Ward has mentioned a Bhagavata in the dialect of
Bundelkhanda written by Priya Dasa (Priytt-Dasu) who has
1+ 5been regarded by Garcin de Tassy and G.A.Grierson
1. Cf. HSV.,vol.2.p.242.
2. Op.cit.,Preface,p.1+.
3* Cf.A^view of the history,literature and mythology of the 
Hindus, vol.!+, p. 1+81 •
!+• Cf.Histoire de la literature Hindouie et Hindustanie, 
vol.2,p.511.
5. Cf. The modern vernacular literature of Hindustan,p.86.
as the same person as the author of the Bhaktirasa- 
BodhinT. Priya Dasa wrote his works in Braj, and 
not in the dialect of Bundelkhanda. Therefore, the 
author of the Bhagavata mentioned by Ward must have 
been some other Priya Dasa, and possibly the same 
Priya Dasa who has been described by Raghuraja Simha^
, __ ras the preceptor of his father, Visvanatha Simha, to
whom he recited the Bhagavata Purana*
—  -  —  2Baba Kfgna Dasa mentions another work written by
Priya Dasa, which is a translation in Braj poetry of
selected dlokas of the Bhagavata Purana, and a manuscriptt
of which is in the NagarT PracarinT Sabha, Banaras* Baba
K^na Dasa is referring to 'Bhagavata sulocana tlka',
which is ascribed to Priya Dasa in Khoja Report, 19U1-U3* 
z141• The other works attributed to Priya Dasa in the 
Khoja Reports^are:
(i) Pada RatnavalT, Khoja Report,1920-22, 133d;
and 19^1-43* 5 1 9 ^  •
(ii) PlpajT kl katha, Khoja Report, 1929-311 273c•
(iii) Priya Dasa-samgraha, Khoja Report, 1926-28, 36lc*
(iv) Bhaktiprabha kl sulocahi 'fTka, Khoja Report,1920-22,
133c.
1. Op.cit.,pp. 897-98.
2. Op.cit.,Preface, p.U*
3« Cf.HSV.,vol.l,p.600; and also vol.2,p.99*
Ibid.,vol.l.p.600.
(v) Saijigraha, Khoja Report, 1929-31* 273g*
(vi) Samgltamala, Khoja Report, 1929-31 *373**•
(vii) Samglta Ratnakara, Khoja Report, 1929-31* 273e.
However, without a critical study of these manuscripts 
in India, no further comments can be made about these works
(iv) The preceptor of Priya Dasa.
Both internal and external evidence prove that 
Manohara Dasa (Manohara Rai q.v.) was the preceptor (guru) 
of Priya Dasa. In the opening verse of the Bhaktirasa- 
BodhinT, Priya Dasa has used the word manaharana (=manohara) 
lit. charming, referring to Caitanya; but as a pun it 
suggests the name of Priya Dasa's preceptor (Manohara Dasa) 
By doing so, Priya Dasa praises both Caitanya and Manohara 
Dasa. Bh.B.,v.l.1-2 redds as follows:
"Mahaprabhu Krsna Caitanya manaharana ju ke 
Carana ko dhyana mere nama mukha gariyai."
This technique of composing the opening verse is 
followed by Priya Dasa in his other works as well. The 
text of the opening verses of his four works, published 
by Baba Kysna Dasa, reads as follows:
(i) Ananya ModinI, doha verse no. 1 :
Srl Caitanya manaharana bhaja
£rT Nityananda samga /
Sri Advaita prabhu parisada
jaise aipgi amga Z/1
(ii) Caha Bell, arilla verse no. 1:
Ha ha srl manaharana Mahaprabhu,
£rT Nityananda gau /
Amita prema phala die sabana k6,
— ~ / /2 eka bumda rasa pau //
(iii) Bhakta Sumiranl, cafpftiai vefse no. 1:
Sumirau srl manaharana anupa /
Mahaprabhu Caitanya sarupa //
(iv) Rasika Mohirii, doha verse no. 1:
Mahaprabhu Caitanya Hari,
rasika manohara nama /
Sumiri car ana araviipda vara,
varano mahima dhama //*
It will be seen from the four verses quoted above
1. Cf. Priya Dasa jT kl gramthavall, p.12.
2. Ibid., p.26.
3. Ibid., p.31.U. Ibid., p.l.
that the term 'manaharana' (-pa) has been used in 
the first three and the term ’manohara* in the fourth. 
Although they are alternative forms of the same meaning, 
Priya Dasa shows his preference for 'manaharana' which he 
also uses in the opening verse of the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT• 
Moreover, interpreting these terms as Manohara Dasa, we 
can see Priya Dasa's attitude towards his guru whom he 
ranks as equal to Caitanya, e.g. the opening verse of 
'Bhakta SumiranT' can be interpreted as follows:
'Meditate on the incomparable 6rT Manohara Dasa;
He and Mahaprabhu Caitanya are one and the same.*
Priya Dasa devotes the first kavitta verse of the 
concluding section VI of the commentary (kav.v.630) to 
Manohara Dasa, describing him as a great devotee of Krsna 
and highly admired and respected as a talented poet.
Writing in praise of his preceptor, Priya Dasa says:
'All those, to whom he (i.e.Manohara Dasa) gave the
ability of appreciating and composing poetry, received 
Their hearts were delighted, and filled with fresh 
enthusiasm.
In the temple of his heart dwells the beloved of Radha,
i.e. Krsna,• # • w
Who looks beautiful like a reflection in a mirror.
When sitting in the assembly of the admirers of poetry, 
he used to describe the Rasara.ja, i .e. Srngara-rasa. 
Everyone would gaze at his face and all kinds of joys 
would blossom.
Kysna received the name Manohara, since he enchanted 
everyone*s heart.
His heart was enchanted by [my preceptor] who was 
therefore called rai*.
In the first line of the following verse (kav.v.631»l)
Priya Dasa introduces himself as a humble servant of 
his preceptor:
*Know Priya Dasa as a servant of the servants of his 
(i.e. Manohara Dasa’s) servants.*
In the last line of kav.v.650 Priya Dasa uses the
word rai. implying that his guru was a king of enchantersr
as he had attracted even Kr§na*s heart. On this basis
P.D.MItal^interprets rai as part of the name, and believes
2that Priya Dasa’s preceptor was called Manohara Rai.
1. Op.cit.,pp. 23U-35 and 2U2-U3*
2. In a letter written to me on 13th September, 1966, Sri 
MItal expressed this opinion, arguing that the term 
dasa is generally added to the names of those belonging to the Bhakti School. y
In the opening verse of* 'SrT Radha-ramapa rasa-sagara*
(p.l), Priya Dasa's preceptor himself tells us that 
his preceptor Rama Sarapa Caftaraja gave him the name 
'Manohara* at his initiation. In the following verse 
he uses the term 'dasa Manohara', which may be interpreted 
either as his full name Manohara Dasa, or literally as 
'the servant Manohara*. He quite frequently uses this 
term in his works, and occasionally even uses Manohara 
Dasa, e.g. the last line of a pada in 'K§apada-gTti 
ciptamapi' (cf. p.7, raga Gaurl) reads as follows:
'karuna-sipdhu anatha vapdhu suni, jiyata Manohara Dasa.*
Baba Kp^na Dasa has published his three works under the
name Manohara Dasa, and the same name has been used by
1 — — 2 3Raghuraja Sipha, S.S.Bhagavana Prasada, G.A.Grierson^ and
R.K.Garg.^ In HSV., vol.2, pp. 134 and 263, he is mentioned
as Manohara Dasa (Manohara), the author of 'Radha-ramapa
rasa-sagara-lila', and is also called KisorT Dasa which
must have been his name prior to initiation. This shows that
1. Op.cit.,p.580.
2. Op.cit.,pp.4 and 1326.
3* Art.cit.,JRAS.,1909,p.610, footnote 1.
4* Op.cit.,p.939; and also Introduction, p.19*
the name of* Priya Dasa’s preceptor is more commonly 
accepted as Manohara Dasa and therefore the same has 
been used throughout this work.
Baba Krsna Dasa has published the following four 
works of Manohara Dasa:
(1) Srl Radha-ramana rasa-sagara. It is mainly 
written in the kavitta metre, and describes the love- 
sports of Krsna in all the seasons. According to the 
date given in the last verse of the work, it was completed 
in S. 1757 (1700 A.D.)•
(2) Rasika JTvani. Apart from some kavitta and 
doha verses, this work consists of padas based on differ­
ent ragas.such as Hamlra, Kalyana, Kamoda, Bhupall, 
Kanharo, Vibhasa, Rama Kali, Bhairava etc. The love- 
sports of Kr§na and Radha are the main theme of this work.
(3) Sampradaya-Bodhini. It deals with the four 
Vaisnava schools, viz. Srl sampradaya, Brahma sampradaya, 
Rudra sampradaya and Sanaka sampradaya, and lists the 
names of the followers of each of them. It is mainly 
written in doha and chappai verses.
(U) K§anada-glti-cimtamani• It is a collection of 
padas composed by forty-seven poets, such as Sura Dasa, 
Nanda Dasa, Kr§na Dasa, Caturbhuja Dasa etc., and includes 
twenty-one padas of Manohara Dasa.
We do not know very much about Manohara Dasafs life.
S.1710 (1653 A.D.) and lived in Vrndavana. In all his 
works he frequently uses the term Radhika (or Radha) - 
ramana, i.e. Kr§na, the beloved of Radha, which represents 
him as a devotee of both Krsna and Radha, and also closely 
associated with the temple of Radha-ramana in Vrndavana,
pwhich was founded by Gopala Bhatta in S.1599 (15U2 A*D*). 
Manohara Dasa was a follower of the GaudTya sampradaya, 
and has often written in praise of Caitanya. In the' 
opening verse of both 'SrT Radha-ramana rasa-sagara' and 
'Sampradaya BodhinT', he mentions the name of his pre­
ceptor as Rama Sarana Cat^araja and praises him highly, 
and in the following verse of the former work he gives 
a list of the guru-parampara. tracing it back t6 Caitanya*
Stammbaum of the guru- succession from Caitanya:
1. Op.cit.,p.235«
2* Ibid.,p.33; cf.also Growse,F.S.,Mathura: A district memoir, vol.1,p .121*
3« Cf.MTtal,P.D.,op.cit.,pp*32 and 3k»
lu Ibid.,pp*55-36; cf. also De, S.K.,op.cit.,p.1^5*
According to P.D.MTtal,^he was a Brahmana born in about
Caitanya (1U86-1553 A.D*)
Gopala Bha£$a (about 1500-1585 A.D.)3
Rama Carana CakravartT (not known)
Rama Parana Cattaraja (not known)
Manohara Dasa (^*1700 A.D.)
In 'Sampradaya BodhinT' (pp.5-6), Manohara Dasa 
gives a brief account of .the Brahma sampradaya which is 
the second of the four Vai§nava schools, and lists the 
names in succession, tracing back from Caitanya to 
Madhavacarya. A similar list is given by S.K.De,^based 
on Baladeva Vidyabhusana's 'Govinda-bhasya' and 'Prameya- 
ratnavalT'. Both lists are given here for comparison.
Manohara Dasa's list as Vidyabhusana's list as
given in 'Sampradaya given by slK.De:
BodhinTi:
1. Madhavacarya 1. Madhva (AnandatTrtha)
2. Padmanabha 2. Padmanabha
3. Narahari 3. Nrhari
k. Madhava k. Madhava
3. Ksobha-prakasa 5. Aksobhaya
6. JayatTrtha 6. JayatTrtha
7. Jfianasimdhu 7. JfTanasindhu
8. Mahanidhi 8. Mahanidhi
9. Vidyanidhi 9. Vidyanidhi
1. Op.cit.,pp. 1U-15, footnote 3*
10. Rajendra 10. Rajendra
11. J ayadharma 11. Jayadharma
12. Purusottama• 12. Purusottama•
13. Brahraanya 13. Brahmanya
Ik. Tiratha Vyasa ( = .r/Vyasa-
tlrtha) Ik.
Vyasatlrtha
15. Lak^mTpati 15. Laksmipati
16. Madhavendra 16. Madhavendra Purl
17. Tsvaranamda 17. Isvara Purl
18. Mahaprabhu Caitanya 18. Caitanya
It will be seen from the above two lists that they
enumerate the same names, except for slight variations 
in spelling. At the end of his list, Manohara Dasa 
quotes as his source four slokas. ascribing them to 
G-opala Gosvami (i.e. Gopala Bhatta), though they give 
the sanie list of names as Baladeva Vidyabhusana. Thus, 
Caitanya was eighteenth in the preceptorial succession 
from Madhva, although his followers established a 
separate sect known as the Gaudlya sampradaya to which 
Priya Dasa, being a disciple of Manohara Dasa, belonged.
In all his works Priya Dasa presents himself as 
an essentially religious person, writing only devotional 
poetry. He is one of the medieval Hindi poets of the 
Bhakti School. In his commentary on the Bhakta Mala, 
he gives equal importance to the devotees of both Rama 
and of Ky§na and does not make any distinction in 
narrating their stories; nevertheless in his other 
works he certainly appears as an ardent worshipper of 
Ky^na to whom he shows his complete and undivided 
devotion, and not even once does he mention the name of 
Rama. Thus, Priya Dasa as a poet and devotee belongs 
to the Kr§na cult, one of the main cults of Vai§navism*
All the sects belonging to the Kr§na cult are off­
shoots of the Bhagavata Purana, and are founded on its 
doctrine of bhakti. which lays stress upon a passionate 
love for Kr§pa as the supreme deity and life-long devotion 
to his service. Bhakti is regarded as the highest religious 
experience and the means to spiritual realisation. 
Caitanyaism is the true representation of the emotional 
aspect of this theory of bhakti, as applied to both Kp§pa
(v) The religious standpoint of Priya Dasa*
and Radha. One of the main readings of Caitanya and 
his six immediate followers was the Bhagavata Purapa, 
which exercised an enormous influence on the development 
of the sect. Although Caitanya comes into the preceptorial 
lineage of Madhva, the philosophic position of his sect is 
Nimbarka's bhedabheda. i.e. dualistic monism, rather than 
Madhva*s dvaita, i.e. dualis^m.^ In the importance given 
to Radha as Kr§nafs eternal consort, Caitanyaism also 
owes a great deal to Nimbarka. Priya Dasa, being a 
disciple of Manohara Dasa who was fifth in the preceptorial
psuccession from Caitanya, was a follower of Caitanya. It 
will be seen that in his interpretation of bhakti and also 
in many other aspects, Priya Dasa shows a considerable 
amount of influence of Caitanyaism in his works.
In his commentary on the Bhakta Mala, Priya Dasa 
declares the supremacy of bhakti as the highest religious 
emotion. He describes twelve elements of bhakti. such 
as faith, hearing the story and repeating the name of the 
Lord, meditation, the service and the company of saints 
etc. (Bh.B.,v.3). He stresses the importance of the holy 
in enhancing bhakti by describing how the young plant
1. Cf. Parquhar,J.K.,op.cit.,p.308; and also Bhandarkar, R.G 
Vai^navism..., p.85.
2. Cf. Parquhar, J.N., op.cit., 317; and also Grierson, B.A. 
art.cit., JRAS., 1909 > p.621.
devotion becomes a huge, strong tree by the water of 
saintly company (Bh.B.,v.6). He defines a sincere 
devotee as one who is true to God, his own preceptor and 
God's servants, who keeps his vows firmly, and whose eyes 
flood with tears while uttering the name of Hari 
(Bh.B.,v.9*1-4)• It will be noticed that all the 
stories he relates, commenting on the names mentioned 
by Nabha Dasa, illustrate the power of devotion; but 
in the introductory and concluding verses of the 
commentary, where the commentator has more freedom to 
express his personal attitude, Priya Dasa interprets 
bhakti in terms of the devotion to Kr^na and Radha.
For example, in the last line of Bh.B.,v.3, he states 
that one who observes the twelye elements of devotion 
will meet Kr^na and his beloved Radha; in Bh.B.,v.5* he 
describes Nabha Dasa, although a devotee of Rama, as 
pleasing Kr^na (3yama) by presenting to him the garland 
of VaijayantT flowers. In the last verse of the 
commentary (Bh.B. ,v.634) > he addresses Kr^p.a, asking to 
be put through any torture rather than to encounter a 
person indifferent to devotion. In the following lines 
the poet's heart overflows with devotion to his Lord:
'You may burn me in fire 0 Kp§na, drown me in the sea, 
Impale me, make me drink deadly poison,
Have me bitten by scorpions, swathe me in millions 
of serpents,
Throw me in front of an elephant, frighten me with all 
kinds of calamities,
Cause me to be eaten by a lion, bury me in the ground,
Have me pierced by a sharp spear; I will not be 
grieved.
0 Kpgna, the life of the people of Braj, listen to my 
one resolution:
Let me not see the face of one who is indifferent to 
devotion*1
'Ananya ModinT' and 'Caha Bel!', two other works of 
Priya Dasa, are completely devoted to Kp^pa and Radha.
The former, as its title suggests, deals with the pleasure 
derived from the complete and undivided devotion, which 
Priya Dasa expounds by saying that one should discard the 
worship of all other gods, and should adore with complete 
love Krppa and Radha, the divine couple, alone (doha v.14)# 
Priya Dasa recognises only one relation and that is based 
on the devotion to Krsna:
'All relationships to one's body, mother, father, 
son, and so on are false.
The only true relationship is that of the devotee to 
K^§pa; it is sweet and tasty no matter where one 
finds it.' (doha v.20)
Priya Dasa's devotion to Kp§pa and Radha reaches 
its peak in 'Caha Bell'. The devout heart of the poet 
overflows with love in describing the supreme beauty of 
the divine couple, whom he praises throughout this work.
A number of epithets for Radha have been used by the poet, 
which indicate the importance he gives to her, e.g., 
prltama-rati-pranat the soul of Kp§pa's sport (v.ll); 
rasa-rasikinl, the enjoyer of Kp^na's Rasa-lila (v.12); 
Mohana-prapa-adhara♦ the support of Krsna's life (v.12); 
Vrndavana-ranl. the queen of Vpndavana (v.13); premamayl 
rasa-murati, the embodiment of rasa and treasure of love 
(v.lU); savala ramga cita corl, the captivator of the 
dark-complexioned Kr§na (v.16). The central theme of 
this work, as implied by the title, is the poet's eagerness 
to see the divine couple, who are described wandering 
together in the groves in Vpndavana and engaged in different 
love-sports. The following dohas are given here as typical 
examples of the poet's expression of his desire:
1<1
i) ’Listen to this request, 0 Kr§na, the ocean
of compassion, please show me your moon-like face. 
If you are not capable of granting this boon, 
at least come into my heart.1 (v.2l)
ii) ’0 Radha, the goddess of all pleasures and one served
by everyone,you have^power of granting joys;
Bestow upon me this joy, that I may behold with my 
eyes the sports of the divine couple.’ (v.28)
iii) '0 Ky§na, the sweet music you used to play on your
flute to call the beloved Radha,
Let me hear for a while and let my body, my heart 
and my soul be reviv^ed.’ (v.3U)
Thus, Priya Dasa, following Caitanyaism closely, 
presents Radha as Kr§pa’s eternal consort in the Vyndavana- 
lila. The glorification of Ky§p.a*s Vyndavnna-lTla, 
originally, lies in the Bhagavata, although it does not 
mention Radha by name.^ In ’Rasika Mohihl’, which deals 
with Br a j-p ari krama. Priya Dasa describes the main places 
in Braj,associated with the erotic sports of Kr$na and Radha.
1. Cf. De,S.K.,op.cit.,pp. 6-7*
Stressing the importance of Vrndavana, which he defines 
as the crown-jewel of all the sacred places (v.87) and 
superior to even Vaikuiptha and Goloka (v.93)> Priya 
Dasa declares:
'The best place on the earth is Vrndavana.
It will be the greatest mistake if one does not
dwell there. When will one find it again?' (v.7)
and
'When the places and beauty of Vrndavana become 
dear to one,
All kinds of desires for wealth and physical 
pleasures fly away.* (v.18)
Similarly, a few verses in 'Ananya Modinl' and 'Caha 
Bell' are written in praise of Vrndavana and also of 
the river Yamuna, and each comment made by the poet is 
deeply coloured with intense religious feeling.
Like other Vai§nava poets, Priya Dasa also regards 
bhakti as superior to moksa. and shows his belief in 
rebirth. He desires to be born again and again, as he 
will then be able to serve the saints, which is considered 
as the highest duty to attain bhakti (Bh.B.,v.70.1-2)• 
Furthermore, he declares that he has no concern with yogis.
yatis and tapis, but he has placed his hopes in the 
dust of the feet of the Lord's beloved, who are rare 
in this world and whose love, faith and devout conduct 
have enthralled his heart (Bh.B.,v.22.1-4)•
It is bhakti that Priya Dasa regards as the only 
criterion for virtue and merit, and includes in the 
commentary the stories of all devotees irrespective of 
their caste and class. This is one of the main and 
distinguishing features of Vai^navism, common to all its 
sects, to admit all religious privileges, such as worship, 
reading the sacred books, reciting the name and praises 
of the Lord etc., to all without any caste discrimination, 
even to a Cabala. The socio-religious reform begun by 
Ramananda even allowed Brahmanas and members of the 
degraded castes to dine together, provided they were the 
devotees of Vispu.'1' The Caitanya sect also relaxed the 
rules of caste, and Caitanya himself allowed all privileges 
in the worship of K£§na to all, although it was only a
preligious, and not a social fellowship. Priya Dasa goes 
a stejh further and approaches Ramananda in this particular
1. ^ f .Bhandarkar,R.Gr.,op«cit.,p .6(5.
2. Cf. Parquhar,J.K.,op.cit.,p.311; and also De, S.K. op.cit.;p.108,footnote 1.
respect, of which the story of Svapaca Valmiki (Bh.B., 
w . 71-78) is an excellent example. The fact that Priya 
Dasa interprets the name Valmiki, mentioned by Nabha 
Dasa (Bh.M.,v.11.3 ) referring to maharsi Valmiki who was 
the author of the Ramayana, as two Valmikis to include 
the story of Svapaca Valmiki, shows the importance he 
gives to this devotee of Krsna, though he was a Capdala. 
In this story, Kr§na not only reveals the superiority 
of Svapaca Valmikifs true devotion to that of the saints, 
but he also instructs King Yudhipfhira to bring him into 
his kitchen to feed him. This attitude of Priya Dasa, 
is also expressed in the story of Sabarl (Bh.B. ,w>.27-33) 
and the story of Guha (Bh.B.,vv.91-92)•
Although Priya Dasa does not go deeply into all the 
metaphysical theories of Caitanyaism, he does regard 
Caitanya as the incarnation of Kr§na, and his disciples 
as Kr§pa's associates (ganas) in the Vyndavana-llla. It 
will be seen that in the opening verse of each of his 
published works, the lines of which have been quoted 
before (see pp. 60-61 ), Priya Dasa praises Caitanya, and 
also his own spiritual preceptor Manohara Dasa. He uses 
the traditional method of writing a magiAalacarapa (i.e. 
benediction) but instead of praising Rama, Kr§pa, Gapesa,
Sarasvatl or any other god or goddess, he writes in 
praise of Caitanya, which is evident proof of his 
belief in Caitanya as a deity, Kr$pa incarnate. Moreover, 
in his commentary on Bh.M.,v.72, he presents the following
arguments in support of his belief:
(1) When Kp§na was overcome by the love of the
Gopls, he desired to experience the colour of their
love in his body. The red colour (traditionally, the 
colour of love) would not show up against his dark com­
plexion. For this very reason, Kp§na, the son of 
Yasoda, incarnated himself as Caitanya, the son of SacT, 
having a fair complexion (kav.v.330)• This poetic im­
agination may be compared with that of Kp§na Dasa Kaviraja 
who, in his *Caitanya-caritampta', expounds that Kp§na, 
for the purpose of realising his own divine nature, 
usurped the complexion and devotional spirit of Radha, 
and was reborn as Caitanya, the dual incarnation of 
Kr§na and Radha.1
(2) Once in Jaganriathapurl everyone saw Caitanya 
in his divine form. Caitanya manifested himself unto
them with four arms, and then also with six arms (kav.v.331)♦
1. Cf. De,S.K.,op.cit•,p.U36.
Priya Dasa gives this argument, though rather fanSsrful, 
for those who doubt the divinity of Caitanya*
Similarly, Priya Dasa believes in the theory, 
which is fully described by Kavikar^apura in Jjis *Gaura- 
gapoddesa* in 1576 A.D.,^that all the associates of 
K£§$a became incarnated together with Caitanya as his 
disciples* In the first eight verses of !Ananya 
ModinT* and *Caha Bell*, he praises Nityananda, Advaita, 
Rupa, Sariatana, Gopala Bha£$a, and others, and refers to 
them as Caitanya*s par^adas, i.e. attendants. The 
term par^ada is technically used for the attendants 
of Vif$u or of Kr§na, and its application here shows 
Priya Dasa’s attitude towards both Caitanya and his 
disciples.
The influence of Caitanyaism on Priya Dasa may
also be seen in his divergence from the conventional
rasa-theory, which was given a new turn by Rupa Gosvaml
by interpreting the religious emotion of bhakti as rasa.
the literary-aesthetic joy, and by establishing the five
2divisions, of bhakti as the five main bhakti-rasas.
The fact that Priya Dasa, in Bh.B.,v.U.1-2, declares that
1. For full details, see De,S.K.,op.cit.,pp. U5-U6, 
footnote 1; and p.130.
2. For further details, see notes on v.U*l and 2.
he has expressed in the commentary the five main 
bhakti-rasas fully and well, shows that he has adopted 
the new rasa-theory of the Caitanya sect.
Thus, it may be concluded from what has been 
said above that the religious standpoint of Priya Dasa 
in its wider frame-work, is that of a Vai§pava devotee 
completely devoted to Kr§na, and that as a sectarian 
his voice is an echo of Caitanyaism.
CHAPTER II
THE MANUSCRIPTS AND EDITIONS
DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUSCRIPTS AND EDITIONS
The constituted text of the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT is 
based on the four manuscripts and a printed edition. The 
sigla HA refers to the Bodleian Library manuscript, HB, HC 
and HD represent the three manuscripts in the India Office 
Library, and e represents the printed edition.
Out of these four manuscripts HB, HC and HD are the 
same manuscripts as used by G. Pollet in the “Studies in 
the Bhakta Mala of Nabha Dasa", and are represented there 
by the sigla b, a and c respectively. The manuscript HA 
is a later discovery, which I found in the Bodleian Library, 
Oxford. Out of a number of printed editions of the "Bhakta 
Mala", only one, represented by e (f by G.Pollet), is in­
cluded in the apparatus criticus. It is the oldest edition 
which is available. The other editions are based on it, 
and are full of misprints. As they do not add anything 
significant to the text, they have not been included.
The description of Mss. HB, HC and HD is based mainly 
on the typewritten "Short catalogue of Hindi manuscripts in 
the India Office Library" and the handwritten "Alphabetical 
catalogue of Hindi manuscripts in the India Office Library"
(J.F.Blumhardt Hindi MSS. draft catalogue, MSS•EUR.D.500)
which has been referred to in giving the catalogue numbers 
of these three manuscripts in the specimina. //here necessary, 
I have added some important details* Ms*HA is uncatalogued, 
and I have given my own description of the manuscript*
Ms. HA
No.: Ms. Hindi f.2.
Pols. 2 310 (1-2 blank).
Size: 6%  x 4 in. (16 x 10 cm.)
Lines: 9 lines to a page, each line about ki ins. long*
Date: Asoja badi navaml ditavara, S.I858 (1801 A.D.).
Scribe: Harlrama.
Character2DevanagarT•
This manuscript is very well written in small DevanagarT 
characters on thin yellowish white Indian paper. It has 
been bound in cardboard covered with red silk cloth embroidered 
with black and gold flowers, and has folding flaps covering 
all four sides. The last kavitta verse of the commentary in 
Ms.HA is numbered 632. There are eight blank pages in the 
beginning and two at the end, numbered from i to viii and i to 
ii respectively written in Roman numerals in square brackets. 
This numbering must have been done later by someone other than
the scribe* Folios 1 to 155 are numbered in red ink by 
the scribe, and are again numbered in pencil in Arabic 
numerals continuing to the end of the manuscript* The 
Arabic numbering does not agree with the original; folio 
152 having been numbered 155 by the scribe* References 
correspond with the Arabic numbering throughout*
There is a note on page (i), saying - "Bought by the 
Bodleian 11*12.1888 for 40 fr. from Labitte Paul et. Cie".
There is another note in faded pencil "Found in the.....
of Sheikh......in the fort of Lamba when plundered by our
troops on St.Patrick’s day 1823* Lamba is 30 miles from 
Ajmer.1
A study of a large scale map of India revealed a place 
called Lamba bara about 30 miles from Ajmer.* This must be 
the Lamba of the note. There are two words before and 
after ’of Sheikh1 which are illegible. Though we do not 
have any definite name, the words 1 Sheikh1 and ’fort1 would 
indicate that this manuscript belonged to a man of wealth 
and importance, possibly a prince. My conclusion is 
supported by the appearance of the manuscript as well, 
especially its binding and decoration.
This manuscript is very different in appearance from
the other three, and seems to have been written by an expert
* Lamba bara: Lat. 26° 18' N. Long. 75° 10’ E. RAP 1:1,000,000
Sheet 551, Square AM.
professional scribe. The handwriting is very good, neat 
and regular. The first two and the middle two pages and 
the second last page are beautifully decorated. They all have 
three bright yellow borders with two bands of flowers between 
them making a total border of roughly an inch right around 
the page. The first page (fol.3b) has white flowers with 
green leaves on a red ground in the outside border, and red 
flowers with blue scroll and leaves in the inside border.
The second page (fol.Ua) has pink flowers with green leaves 
in the outside border, and yellow flowers with red scroll 
and leaves in the inside border. Both these pages have a 
large flower, yellow and pink respectively, in a circle in 
the centre of the page, and the corners (inside the double 
border) are decorated with a quarter of the flower on that 
page. The two middle pages, fols. 152b and 153a, are 
identical in having gold flowers with green leaves in the 
outside border and blue flowers with red scroll and leayes 
in the inside border. Another interesting feature here is 
that the characters are written alternately in black and red 
on fol. 152b, and in red and black on fol. 153a. The scribe 
obviously decorated these two pages to indicate the centre 
of the manuscript. The second last page (fol. 310a), where 
the text of the commentary ends, has borders in the same
colours but with a slightly different flower.
Leaving these decorated pages apart, each page of the 
manuscript has a margin of 2 cm. marked by three red lines 
down each side. The headings, some of the verse numbers, 
the viramas (two strokes) and the margins are in red ink.
The outside edges of the pages are also painted red with 
the same pattern of white flowers and green leaves as on 
fol. 3b. Yellow paste has been used for crossing out the 
mistakes.
Very often the matras (such as f  > ^  etc.), which 
the scribe could not fit inside, are written in the margin.
In most of the cases the ink and the pen are the same, but 
sometimes a finer pen has been used. These matras are 
regarded as part of the text, and written by the scribe 
himself, e.g. ajamela (v.19*), pataki (v.19), klyau (v.U9)*
The omitted words or syllables are put in the margin by the 
scribe, and such corrections are indicated by HAmg. in the 
critical apparatus, e.g. ae HAmg. (v.18, cf.cri.app.,Bh.B.,v.19)* 
There are a few examples of 1scriptura continua1, e.g.
*blna lai ba.iavai lalani rijhavai tyatt tyad ati mana 
bhavai gavai lalani ri.jhavai tyau tyafl*( v. h3 >cf. cri.app.. 
Bh.B. ,v.1^*5) • The underlined is the actual text of 1.5,
1ati mana bhavai* being the beginning of 1.6.
* The numbers of the verses here correspond with that of Ms.HA*
Ms .HA very frequently uses the Anuriasika where 
it is not necessary, e.g. Rama (v.io), mathal (v.i+l)*
The scribefs habit of nasalizing vowels is so common 
that it has been ignored in the critical apparatus*
In Ms.HA, unlike the other three Mss*, b is 
distinguished from v, and is used as b, e.g* bata (v.17)* 
Sometimes b is used also for v, e*g* bicara (v*8), while 
in BB and HC v is frequently used for b. In HA a dot 
is frequently used underneath v and y, e.g. jlva (v.6), 
kiyau y5 (v*7)* These distinctions have been ignored in 
the critical apparatus.
Among the other peculiarities of Ms.HA are:
- s used for s, e.g. pravesa (v.10), subha (v.19)
syama (v.70); but in a few cases s has been kept, 
e.g. Sivaju (v.15)*
- ch used for ks, e.g. parlcha (v*92); but in a few
cases k§ is retained, e.g. ParTk§ata (v.92),
Tak§aka (v.92), ak§ara (v.23)*
- § used for kh, e.g. su§a (v.6l), de^ata (v.27)*
- ri used for p, e.g. risi (v.27)*
- n is used for $, e.g. carana (v.1.2);
but sometimes n is retained, e.g. karijiaphula (v.3*5)*
- i used for ya at the endings of words, e.g.,
jai (v.85; v.87); lapa^ai (v.U6); dhoi (v.50); 
pai (v.86)
- e used for ye at the endings of words, e.g.,
lyae (v.5l); gae (v.8l).
Ms.HA is closely related to Ms.HD, as they have a 
number of peculiarities in common (cf. Stemma Codicum).
Ms.HB
No.:
Pols.:
Size:
Lines:
Date:
Scribe:
Character:
Mss.Hindi B.52.
157.
x in. (24.x 13 cm.)
10 to 12 lines in a page, each line about 7£ ins. 
long.
5rava$a sudl ekaiji, S. 1869 (1812 A.D.).
Ramadasa (*Dasaf)•
Devanagarl•
This manuscript is complete and is written on smooth 
white paper. It has been bound in dark brown leather. It 
has the commentary of Priya Dasa in 632 kavitta verses, the 
last five of which are separately numbered*.
Ms.HC
No.:
Pols.:
Lines:
Size:
Mss.Hindi C.12.
192.
x lofr in.(16.5 x 27 cm.) (upright).
15-20 lines in a page, each line about ki in.long.
Date: x
Scribe r x
Character: Devanagarl.
This manuscript is written on dust-coloured paper. It 
has been bound in a red cover. It is incomplete and breaks 
off in the middle of kavitta verse 550 of the Bhaktirasa- 
BodhinT, and thus it does not have the date nor the name of 
the scribe. According to the two catalogues of Hindi manu­
scripts in the India Office Library, this manuscript was 
written in the 19th century. There are several orthographical 
and other corrections by a second hand in the margin, with 
occasional pencilled notes in English.
Ms.HD
No.:
Pols.:
Size:
Lines:
Date:
Scribe:
Character:
Mss. Hindi D.ll.
130.
ll£ x in. (29 x 15 cm.).
12 to 13 lines in a page, each line about 9 in.long, 
x
X
Devanagarl •
This manuscript is complete. It is fairly well written 
on rough yellowish paper, much worn at the edges. It is not
bound but has been kept in a wooden cover, and tied with 
string. The date and the name of the scribe are not given 
and the last kavitta verse of the commentary is numbered 62U* 
According to the two catalogues of Hindi manuscripts in the 
India Office Library, this manuscript was written in the 19th 
century.
Edition e
Sri Bhakta Mala sa^Tka, with prose commentary called 'Bhakti- 
sudhavindu-svada1 by S.S.Bhagavan Prasada,Banaras,S.1960-66 (A.D.
■ —. . , ... ... , — — —  — .1903^
Note: For further details of Mss.HB, HC, HD and ed.e see
G. Pollet, op.cit., pp. 17-23*
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STEMMA CODICUM
According to the similarities in their readings and 
omissions, the four manuscripts form two different groups. 
The first group consists of Mss.HA and HD, and the second 
of Mss.HB and HC.
(a)
Identical readings are frequently found in HA and HD as 
opposed to HB and HC, e.g.:
agya HA HD: ajha HB HC (Bh.B.,v.1.3; 13*2; 91.k);
Baijayaiptl HA HD: Vaijayamti HB HC (Bh.B. ,v. 5*3) I
Bhakti Mila HA HD: Bhakta Mala HB HC (Bh.B. ,v.7.8);
jihaja HA HD: jahaja HB HC (BH.B. ,v.10.3) ;
Galatai HA HD: Galate HB HC (Bh.B.,v.13*3); 
bhakti HA HD: bhakta HB HC (Bh.B. ,v.13.8);
madhi HA HD: madhya HB HC (Bh.B.,v.26.1); 
bai$he HA HD: bai^hi HB HC (Bh.B. ,v.2*7.7); 
puchai HA HD: puche HB HC (Bh.B.,V.9U.7)•
Occasionally HA agrees with HD, and HB with HC in its 
use of:
(i) ye for yai and vice versa, e.g.
sunalye HA HD: sunaiyai HB HC (Bh.B. ,v. 1.1+);
loo
viramaiye HA HD: viramaiyai HB HC (Bh.B.,v.1.6); 
laiye HA HD: laiyai HB HC (Bh.B.,v.101.8).
(ii) au for o and vice versa, e.g.
paryau HA HD: paryo HB HC (Bh.B.,vv.26.7; 67.7);
karyau HA HD: karyo HB HC (Bh.B.,v.37.2);
khijau HA HD: khijhyo HB, khljyo HC (Bh.B. ,v.l+7.8);
kahyau HA HD: kahyo HB HC (Bh.B.,v.67.8);
pyasahi HA HDImg.: pyasoi HB, pyasoi (BH.B.,v.100.2);
diyau HA HDImg.: diyo HB HC (Bh.B.,v.100.5)•
(iii) aft for o and vice versa, e.g.,
raokati HA HD: moko HB HC e (Bh.B.,vv.37.1; k9.6);
kati HA HD: ko HB HC e (Bh.B.,v .15.6); 
yasau HA HD: yaso HC HCI (Bh.B.,v.^1.2)•
(iv) ai for e and vice versa, e.g.,
tatai HA HD: tate HB HC e (Bh.B.,v.13.6).
In most cases HA agrees with HD in its use of the 
Anusvara and Anunasika as opposed to HB and HC, e.g. 
kal HA HD: kai HB HC (Bh.B.,v.2+7.2; 58.U);
mai HA HD: mai HB HC (Bh.B.,vv.17.7; 89.1);
kaha HA HD: kaha HB HC (Bh.B.,v.76.3); 
tajau HA HD: tajau HB HC (Bh.B.,v.86.6); 
nalna HA HD: naina HB HC (Bh.B.,vv.87.6; 97.1.
There are a few examples of the same variant reading 
in HA and HD as opposed to HB and HC, e.g.
kal HA, kg HD: au HB HC (Bh.B.,v.89.7);
do§I HA HD: droha HC, drohl HB HCI (Bh.B.,v.63.7);
ani HA HD: ai HB, ai HC (Bh.B.,v.63.l);
adi adi HA HD: adi savai HB HC (Bh.B.,v.96.1).
In HA and HD each kavitta verse is divided into four 
lines, marked by two strokes ( ||), whereas in HB and HC 
there is no such division and a verse is written continuously* 
There are some examples of the same wrong spelling in HA 
and HD, e.g.
punirukta HA HD (Bh.B.,v.2.2);
Bhaktirasa-Bodhani HA HD (Bh.B.,v.2.8); 
nisadina HA HD (Bh.B.,v.8.1)•
Occasionally HA is closely related to HD in having certain 
omissions or omissions corrected later, e.g. 
lal HAI HDImg.(Bh.B.,v.1.3)j
before disi, cahd is omitted in HA HD (Bh.B.,v.100.8)
There are some examples where HD in its marginal correc­
tions agrees with HA, e.g.
maryau HA HDImg. (Bh.B.,v.63*^); 
pyasauT HA HDImg.(Bh.B.,v.100.2); 
diyau HA HDImg. (Bh.B.,v.100.5);
Svaratha HA HDmg.(Bh.B•,v.82*3)•
loX
(b)
In most cases the two Mss.HB and HC of the second group
agree with each other in their use of:
(i) i for 1, e.g.: kavitai HB HC (Bh.B.,v.2.l);
madhuratai HB HC (Bh.B.,v.2*3)J 
thoroi HB HC (Bh.B.,v.88.6).
(ii) u for U e.g. ta'u HB HC (Bh.B.,vv.25.5; 88.2);
kou HB HC (Bh.B.,v.88.5).
There are a few examples of the same wrong spelling 
in HB and HC, e.g.
saba: sabha HB HC (Bh.B.,v.23*3);
Indra: Idra HB HC (Bh.B.,v.82.5)«
In some cases HCI or HCImg. agrees with HB, e.g. 
droha HC: drohi H8 HCI (Bh.B.,v.63*7); 
duri HC: duri HB HCImg.(Bh.B.,v.72.2)•
Though the close relation between HB and HC is evident 
in the cases listed above, there are a couple of examples where 
HA and HB have the same unusual spelling, e.g.
Sudhanva: Sudhanya HA HB (Bh.B.,v.82.2);
Arjuna: Arjjuna HA HB (Bh.B. ,v.8i|.l) .
Similarly there is an instance where HA and HB have the 
same omission, e.g.
after avata, na is omitted in HA HB (Bh.B.,v.96.2)•
Whether these few similarities show any true relation 
between HA and HB is doubtful. They may be purely 
accidental. However, the collation of other manuscripts 
not available in England may prove useful in clarifying 
this point.
Since in the present state of our knowledge there is 
no evidence to show which of the two groups is closer to the 
archetype, the relation between the four manuscripts may be 
represented by the following stemma:
Autograph 
Arch!type
THE CRITICAL RECENSION
It may be concluded from the description of the 
manuscripts and the !Stemma Codicum1 that Ms.HD is closely 
related to Ms.HA, and may well be as old as, if not older 
than, HA. The two manuscripts of the first group are given 
preference in constituting the text. With some exceptions 
for which there are definite justifications, the readings 
in HA and HD are preferred, e.g.
agya HA HD (Bh.B.,v.1.3; v.13.2; 91.U);
Bai jayaiptl HA HD (Bh.B.,v.5.3);
Galatai HA HD (Bh.B.,v .13.3); 
bhakti HA HD (Bh.B.,13.8); 
ani HA HD (Bh.B.,v.63.1); 
puchai HA HD (Bh.B.,V.9U.7).
The following are the main exceptions to my general 
preference for the readings in HA and HD.
Because of their consistent habit of using the 
Anunasika and Anusvara superfluously, the readings in HB and 
HC are preferred in these cases, e.g.
kauna HB HC : kattna HA HD (Bh.B.,v .13.7);
kai HB HC : kal HA HD (Bh.B.,vv.2.6; hi.2; 58.4);
naina HB HC : nalna HA HD (Bh.B.,vv.85.6; 87.6; 97.1)
In a few cases where HA and HD have spelt a word 
wrongly, and this mistake is obvious, the reading in HB 
and HC, especially when supported by e, is preferred, e.g.
Bhakta Mala HB HC e: Bhakti Mala HA HD (Bh.B.,v.7.8)
jahaja HB HC e: jihaja HA HD (Bh.B.,v.10.3).
Similarly in a few cases a different reading of 
HB and HC, when it is supported by e, is preferred, e.g* 
madhya HB HC e : madhi HA HD (Bh.B.,v.26.1); 
au HB HC e : kal HA, kg HD (Bh.B. ,v.89.7).
But in a few cases a variant of HB and HC, though 
not supported by e, is preferred as it obviously gives a 
better reading, e.g.
drohl HB HCI : do§T HA HD, dve§T e (Bh.B.,v.63.7); 
adi savai HB HC : adi adi HA HD, Aja adi e (Bh.B.,v.96 
In some cases a reading in HB is regarded as being 
correct, especially when supported by e, and is preferred to 
those of HA, HC and HD, e.g.
Bhaktirasa-Bodhinl HB e: Bhaktirasa-Bodharil HA HD, 
Bhaktarasa-BodhanT HC (Bh.B.,v.2.8); 
Mataipga HB e: Mataipga HA HC HD (Bh.B. ,v.28.1).
There is an example where a reading in HB has been 
preferred to all other readings, e.g.
sTtha sltha HB: slta sita HA HC HD e (Bh.B.,v.78.1)•
In a few cases HC has the correct reading and is 
supported by e, e.g.
pheri HC e : phiri HA HB HD (Bh.B.,v.66.5);
bajyo HC e : bajai HA HB HD, bajau HDI (Bh.B.,v.77.8);
Suratha HC e : Svaratha HA HD mg., Surata HB (Bh.B.,
v.88.3 );
Sudhanva HC e : Sudhanya HA HB, Sudhanna HD mg.
(Bh.B.,v.88.3).
In some cases HCI and HCImg. are not correct while 
the readings before correction agreed with at least one of 
the other manuscripts, e.g.
ghura hai HC : pura hai HCImg. (Bh.B.,v.5U*7); 
gherl HC : gharai HCImg. (Bh.B.,v.57*4); 
paga HC : vaga HCI (Bh.B.,v.£9*3); 
aisT : asl HCI (Bh.B., v.60-5).
But there is an example where a corrected reading in 
HC (i.e. HCI), supported by e, has been chosen, e.g.
Citraketu premaketu HCI e : Citraketa premaketa
HA HB HC HD (Bh.B.,v.65.5\ 
There are a few examples where HD has the correct 
reading and it is confirmed by e, therefore it has been pre­
ferred to the readings of HA, HB and HC, e.g.* ' •*»
racl HD e : racl HA HB HC (Bh.B.,v.2.1);
Kllha HD e: kllla HA, Kilha HB, Kila HC (Bh.B.,v,13.2); 
karl HD e : kari HA HB HC (Bh.B.,v.77.2).
lol
There is an example of lec.sin. in HD which has 
been preferred to all other readings, e.g.
he HD : hai HA HB, hal HC e (Bh.B.,v.33.l).
Conjectures have been made only where absolutely 
necessary* There is an example of conjecture where the 
readings in three manuscripts do not fit metrically and the 
reading in the other manuscript is wrongly spelt, though it 
is correctly spelt on another occasion, e*g*
SaurT cj. (cf. Saurl, Bh.B.,v.33*5) : SorT HA,
Savarl HB e, SlvarT HC (Sevarl HCImg.), Sauvarl 
HD (Bh.B.,v.31.8).
Similarly there is another example of conjecture
where the readings in all four manuscripts are obviously
wrong as none of them fits into the context, and the 
reading in e is wrongly spelt, e.g.
paya cj.: payau HA, payo HB HC HD, paya e (Bh.B.,v.85*U)<
Other examples can hardly be called conjectures in 
their strict sense, as they agree with edition e. In a 
few cases where the readings in all four manuscripts are 
obviously wrong, or do not make sense within the context, the
|
reading in e has been chosen, e.g.
aipai e : aisal HA, vopai HB, aupai HCI, opai HD
(Bh.B. ,v.l4-5*U);
baithT e : baithe HA HD, bai^hi HB HC
(Bh.B.,v.U7.7); 
vipra e : bana HA, vlna HB HC HD (Bh.B.,v.69*U); 
parlk§a e : parT§a HA, parik^ya HB, paricha HC, 
paraksa HD (Bh.B.,v.82.5); 
mamsa e : masa HA HB HC HD (Bh.B.,v.82.6).
There are two examples where all four manuscripts 
have the same wrong spelling of a word. I have given this 
spelling in the text, but the correct spelling, supported by 
e, is given in square brackets, e.g.
s l t a  [ s l t h a ]  ( B h . B . w . 1 0 .8 ;  1 3 . 5 ) .
Generally some minor orthographical differences have 
been ignored in the critical apparatus, e.g. the distinction 
between b and v, and the differences in spelling caused by a 
superfluous use of the Anusvara and Anunasika.
In all four manuscripts there is a certain amount of 
inconsistency in spelling, especially with endings such as 
e (f ) or ye (^), and i (?) or ya (^). In such cases I have 
made no attempt at uniformity, as these were and still are 
alternative spellings.
None of the four manuscripts makes any distinction 
between <J (s) and r (?), <JLh (z) and rh (^). In most cases 
§ (^) is used for kh (^). These spellings, so commonly
found in Hindi manuscripts of the 17th-l8th centuries, 
are now regarded as errors, e.g. ladaria and pa<Jhana; the 
correct spellings are larana and parhana respectively.
Similarly dekhana spelt desana would be regarded as a 
mistake, because kh and § are no longer interchangeable.
As all four manuscripts have consistently used d, <Jh and §,
I have replaced them by r, rh and kh respectively, without 
mention in the critical apparatus. In doing this I have 
followed the accepted method of modern Hindi books and 
editions of the medieval Hindi texts.
In Devanagari script there are no capital letters. 
Following the traditional method of Roman script, the first 
letter of each line of the kavitta verses and of the proper 
names is transcribed in the constituted text with a capital 
letter.
None of the four manuscripts has numbered the lines 
of the verses. In HA and HD each verse is divided into four 
lines, marked by two strokes (ll ) at the end of each line.
But in HB and HC there is no such division and a verse is 
written continuously. In the constituted text each verse 
is divided into eight lines. The 1st and 2nd, 3rd and i+th,
5th and 6th and 7th and 8th lines of each verse correspond 
with the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 2+th lines of that verse in HA and HD.
The fullstops fall at the end of the 2nd, Uth, 6th and 
8th lines of each verse in the text. Similarly a comma 
is placed at the end of the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th lines of 
a verse, but a few times this comma occurs before the last 
word of the line to denote that the word after the comma 
syntactically belongs to the next line, e.g. slsa (Bh.B., 
v.63*3)> deha (Bh.B•,v.97*3) etc. In doing so I have 
followed the method of writing a kavitta verse, adopted 
by modern Hindi books. I have numbered the lines from 
1 to 8 for ease of reference.
The numbering of the Bhaktirasa-Bodhinl verses 
( n o s.1-101) in the manuscripts and 
edition e.
All four Mss. and edition e consist of the text of 
the Bhakta Mala and of the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT as well; 
but they all, except Ms.HB, number the two texts separately.
In Ms.HB after Bh.B.,v.8, the first doha verse of the Bhakta 
Mala is numbered 9, and then Bh.B.,v.9 is numbered 10. This 
pattern of combining the two texts has been followed through­
out.
Other inconsistencies in the numbering in the Mss. are 
caused either by the carelessness of the scribes in writing 
a number wrongly or omitting it, or by the including of extra 
verses.
In Ms.HA Bh.B.,v.8 is wrongly numbered 7* Consequently 
the entire numbering is wrong and there is a difference of 
one throughout. Among the minor mistakes are those numbers 
which have been written wrongly but do not affect the overall 
numbering, as the following numbers are correct, e.g. no. 23 
and no. 28 are written 13 and 3$ respectively but are followed 
by 2k and 29* In Ms.HA Bh.B.,v.98 is wrongly numbered 15
instead of 97• The verse 15 of the Bhakta Mala, which 
follows Bh.B.,v.98, accounts for the scribe’s mistake. 
Bfe.B.,v.99 has again been wrongly numbered 96, thus in­
creasing the difference in the numbering to two. But the 
following verses (Bh.B.,vv.100 and 101) are numbered 99 
and 100 respectively, making once again a difference of one.
In Ms. HB the scribe has made one mistake; after no. 21 
(Bh.B.,v.l5) he has numbered the following verse (Bh.M.,v.9) 
2k instead of 22, increasing the total difference in the 
numbering by two. Bh.B.,v.101 is numbered 129* Having 
included the 26 verses of the Bhakta Mala, this number should 
have been 127* After no.88 (Bh.B.,v.75) the next verse is 
not numbered but it does not affect the overall numbering, 
as the following verses are numbered correctly.
Out of all four Mss. only HC has the numbering entirely 
correct. There is not a single mistake or omission, and 
therefore it corresponds throughout to that of our text. In 
Ms.HD BH.B.,v.29 is not numbered but it does not affect the 
numbering of the following verses, as the next verse 
(Bh.B.,v.30) is numbered 30. Bh.B.,vv. 33 and 34 are both 
numbered 33> making a difference of one in the numbering. 
Since Bh.B., v.100 is not numbered and the following verse
(Bh.B.,v.101) is numbered 99> the total difference in 
the numbering is two. In edition e after verse no. 51 
(Bh.B.,v.U7) the following verse (Bh.B.,v.U8) is misprinted 
51 instead of 52, but it does not affect the numbering of 
the following verses, as the next verse (Bh.B.,v.1+9) is 
numbered 53*
In Ms.HA after Bh.B.,v.l5 there are 8 extra verses 
but they are separately numbered from 1 to 8, and therefore 
do not affect the overall numbering of the text. In Ms.HC 
there are four extra verses (different from those in HA) 
numbered from 16 to 19* As the following verses are again 
numbered from 16 onwards, the entire numbering is not affected. 
The edition e has the same four extra verses, but includes 
them in the numbering of the text of the Bhaktirasa-Bodhinl. 
These four extra irerses in edition e are numbered from 16 to 
199 and the following kavitta verses are numbered 20 onwards. 
Thus there is a difference of U in the entire numbering,
Bh.B.,v.101 being numbered 105*
The following table gives the complete picture of the 
concordance of tbe Bhaktirasa-Bodhini verses (nos.l-10l) in 
the manuscripts and edition e.
Table showing the concordance of the Bhaktirasa-Bodhinl 
verses (nos*1-101) in the manuscripts and edition e♦
Bh.B.V. Ms.HAno.
Ms.HB
no.
Ms.HC
no.
Ms.HD 
no.
ed.e
no.
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3
k k k k k k
5 5 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7 7 7
8 7* 8 8 8 8
9 8 10 9 9 9
10 9 Ik 10 10 10
11 10 15 11 11 11
12 11 16 12 12 12
13 12 17 13 13 13
Ik 13 19 Ik Ik lk
15 Ik 21 15 15 15
8 extra U extra 1+ extra
verses verses verses(nos.1-8) (nos.16-19) (nos.16-19)
16 15 25* 16 16 20
17 16 26 17 17 21
ed.e
no.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
3k
35
36
37
38
39
UO
kl
k2
k3
kk
Ms.HA 
ny.
Ms.HB
no.
Ms.HC
no.
Ms.HD 
no.
17 27 18 18
18 28 19 19
19 29 20 20
20 31 21 21
21 33 22 22
22 34 23 23
13(23) 35 24 24
2k 36 25 25
25 37 26 26
26 38 27 27
27 39 28 28
38(28) 40 29 X
29 41 30 30
30 42 31 31
31 43 32 32
32 44 33 33
33 45 34 33
34 46 35 34
35 47 36 35
36 48 37 36
37 49 38 37
38 50 39 38
39 51 40 39
tt&
Bh.B.
V.
Ms.HA 
no.
Ms.HB
no.
Ms.HC
no.
Ms .HD 
no.
ed.e
no.
41 40 52 41 40 45
42 41 53 42 41 46
43 42 54 43 42 47
44 43 55 44 43 48
45 44 56 45 44 49
46 45 57 46 45 50
47 46 58 47 46 51
48 47 59 48 47
(misprint
49 48 60 49 48 53
50 49 61 50 49 54
51 50 62 51 50 55
52 51 63 52 51 56
53 52 64 53 52 57
54 53 65 54 53 58
55 54 66 55 54 59
56 55 67 5 6 55 60
57 56 68 57 56 61
58 57 69 58 57 62
59 58 70 59 58 63
60 59 71 60 59 64
61 60 72 61 60 65
(
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lh*B.
V.
Ms.HA 
no.
Ms.HB
no.
Ms.HC
no.
Ms.HD 
no.
ed.<
no.
62 61 73 62 61 66
63 62 74 63 62 67
64 63 75 64 63 68
65 64 76 65 64 69
66 65 77 66 65 70
67 66 78 67 66 71
68 67 79 68 67 72
69 68 81 69 68 73
70 69 83 70 69 74
71 70 84 71 70 75
72 71 85 72 71 76
73 72 86 73 72 77
74 73 87 74 73 78
75 > 7 4 88 75 74 79
76 75 X 76 75 80
77 76 90 77 76 81
78 77 91 78 77 82
79 78 92 79 78 83
80 79 93 80 79 84
81 8o 94 81 80 85
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Bh.B.
V.
Ms.HA
no.
Ms.HB
no.
Ms.HC
no.
Ms.HD 
no.
ed.e
no.
82 81 95 82 81 (in the mg.)
86
83 82 96 83 82 87
84 83 97 84 83 88
85 84 98 85 84 89
86 85 99 86 85 90
87 86 100 87 86 91
88 87 101 88 87 92
89 88 102 89 88 93
90 89 104 90 89 94
91 90 105 91 90 95
92 91 106 92 91 96
93 92 109 93 92 97
94 93 110 94 93 98
95 94 111 95 94 99
96 95 112 96 95 100
97 96 113 97 96 101
98 15* 114 98 97 102
99 96* 127 99 98 103
100 99 128 100 X 104
101 100 129 101 99* 105
Note: * denotes a verse wrongly numbered and where the
mistake affects the numbering of the following 
verses*
CHAPTER III
TEXT OP THE BHAKTIRASA-BODHIftI 
(vv. 1-101)
TRANSLITERATION OP THE HINDI
CHARACTERS
Vowels
a a i T u u % e ai
Consonants
Velars: k kh g gh
Palatals: c ch 3
Retroflex: t• th d dh
r rh
Dentals: t th d dh
Labials: P ph b bh
Semivowels: y r 1 V
Sibilants: s § s
Aspirate: h
Nasal symbols
Anusvara: m• (e.g. aipka)
Anuriasika: 0*0 (e.g. mal)
a followed by i: afi
a followed by u: afu
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Manuscripts:
HA Bodleian Library, Ms. Hindi f.2, uncatalogued.
HB India Office Library, Mss. Hindi B.52, catalogue
no. S. 2090.
HC India Office Library, Mss. Hindi C.12, catalogue
no. S. 2936.
HD India Office Library, Mss. Hindi D.ll, catalogue
no. H. 33*
-I Corrected by a second hand.
-mg. Correction in the margin by the scribe.
-mgl. Correction in the margin by a second hand.
Edition:
e Sri Bhakta Mala sa^Ika, by Sltarama Sarana Bhagavan
Prasada, Banaras, S. 1960-66 (A.D. 1903-9)*
The recent publication 1 Sri Bhakta Mala* by Rama 
Ky§padeva Garg is carefully edited from one Ms., and is 
quite valuable but the collated text of Bh.B. had already 
been typed before I could get hold of a copy of it. 
Occasionally it has been referred to in the translation and 
the notes.
The other printed editions are based on the edition e, 
and are full of printing mistakes. It was not considered 
necessary to include them in the apparatus criticus, as they 
do not add anything significant to the text.
Mahaprabhu Kr§na Caitanya manaharana ju ke,
Carana ko dhyana mere riama mukha gaiyai.
Tahi samai Nabhaju naT agya dal lal dhari,
Tika vistari Bhakta Mala ko suriaiyai.
Kljiye kavitta bamda chaqida ati pyaro lagai,
Jagai jaga mahi kahi van! viramaiyai.
Jano niju mati aipai sunyo Bhagavata £uka^a^
Drumani pravesa kiyo aisShT kahaiyai.
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Bh.B.,V.l
(1) Kr§na HDI; ju HA.
(2) kau HA, kau HD; mere HA, meral HD; galye HA HC, gaiye HD.
(3) tahi HD e; samai HD, samaya e; na HB, ne HC e, ajffa HB HC,
ajffa e; da’i HC, dal HDImg.; lal HAI, lai HC, lal HDImg.
(4) bisatara HA, vistara HC HD; kau HA, kau HD; sunalye HA HD.
(5 ) kijiyai HB; vamdha HB HD; pyarau HA.
(6) mahi HA HD; kahl HC; vanl HB e; viramaiye HA HD.
(7) Jano HA e, Janati HB; nija HC e; ayapai HC, aipai HD;
sunyati HA, sunyau HB, sunyo e; suka HD.
(8) drumana HB; pravesa HB, prevela HCImg.; klyau HA, kiyau e 
aisalhl HA HD, aisehi HC, aisei e; kahalye HA, kahaiye 
HCImg. HD.
(a) The 7th and 8th lines of this kavitta verse are missing 
in HC, but have been written in later in the margin in 
a different hand.
(1)
(2)
(3 )
u )
(5)
( 6 )
(7)
(8)
IBh.B.,V.2.
Racl kavitai sukhadal lagai nipa^a su- (1)
Hal au sacai punirukti lai mi£al hai. (2)
Ak§ara madhuratai anuprasa jamakal, (3 )
Ati chavi chal moda jhari si lagai hai. (k )
Kavya kl barsl niju mukha na bhalal hota, (5 )
ITabhaju kahai tatal prau^ha kai surial hai. (6)
Hydai sarasal jopai suniye sadal yaha (7)
Bhaktirasa-Bodhinl sunama 'flka gal hai. (8)
(1) racl HA HB HC; kavitai HB HC; sukhadal HB, sukhadai HCI 
su HB, so HC.
(2) hai HB HC; sacai HB, sacai HD; punirukta HA HD, puna- 
rukta HB; mi^hai hai HB, mitai hai HC.
(3 ) achara HC, achira HD; madhuratai HB HC; anuprasa HB; 
jamakai HC.
(U) chai HC; jharl si HB; lagai hai HA HC.
(5 ) kabi HA; badai HA HC; nija HB HC e; bhalai HC; hoti e.
(6) kahai HC, kahai HD; tate HB HC e; prodha HD, praurhi e; 
kal HA HD; sunai hai HB, sunai hai HC.
(7) h^daya HCI; sarasal HB, sarasai HC; jopal HA, jaupai HB; 
suniyS HA, suniyai HB, suniyai e; sadal HB, sadai HC; 
vaha HB.
(8) Bhaktirasa-Bodhanl HA HD, Bhaktarasa-Bodhahl HC; 
sunama HB; gai hai HC.
Bh.B.,V.3*
Sraddhal phulela au ubatanau sravana katha, 
Maila abhimana amga aqigana churaiyai.
Manana sunira anhavaye amguchaya daya, 
Navana vasana pana saudhau lai lagaiyai. 
Abharana nama Hari sadhu seva karnaphula, 
Manasi sunatha samga amjana banaiyai.
Bhakti maharani ko simgara caru blrl caha, 
Rdiai jo nihari lahai lala pyarl gaiyai.
(1)
( 2 ) 
(3) 
(k)
(5)
( 6 )
(7)
( 8 )
(l) sradhai HC, sradhai HD; yau HA; uva$ano HB, va^ano HC;,
(2) aijigani HA e; chu^alye HA, churaiye HD e.
(3) sunira HB; anhaval HA, anhavai e; amguchal HA,
amguchae HB, aipgocha HC, amguchai e.
(1+) navani HD e; valana HB; sodho HB, saudho HC, saudhau
HD, sodho e; lagaiye HA, lagaiyai HB, lagaiye HD e.
(5) abharana HC; sadhu HB, sadhiu HD; seVa HB; karpaphula HA.
(6) manasi Sunatha saijiga HB; banalye HA, banaiye HD e.
(7) kau HA, kau HB HC e; slqigara HB, simgara HC; caru blrl
cahai HA, cahai virl caru HB, caha blrl caru HD.
(8) Ifahai is omitted in HA, rahe HC, iahai HD; jati HA, jau
HD; 111a HD; galye HA, gaiyai HB, gaiyai HCImg. 
gaiye e.
sravana e.
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Bh.B.,V.U.
Samta dasya sakhya vatsalya au simgara caru, (l)
Paipcau rasa sara vistara hike gae hai. (2)
£ika ko camatCkara janoge vicar a mana, (3)
Inake sarupa mai anupa lai dikhae hai. (k )
Jinakai na asrupata pulakita gata kabliu (3)
Tinahu ko bhava siipdhu borai so chakae hai. (6)
JaulaS rahai duri rahai vimukhata puri hiyo (7)
Hoya cura cura naiku sravana lagae hai. (8)
(1) samta da£a sakhya HB; batsala HA, vatasalya HD; sigara 
HB; ru HD (before ru ca is omitted).
(2) pamchaft HA; sara HB; bisatara HA; nlkal HA HD, hike HCI;
gai hai HB, gaye hai HC.
(3) kau HD; camatakara HC HD; Jan5ge HA, janaugai HD,
Janauge e; bica HA, vicai HD, bicari e; mana HA HB.
(i+) Inike HA, inlke HB; svarupa HC e; mai HB HC; le HC; 
diye hai HB, dekhae hai HC.
(5) jinike HB, jinake HC; pulikita HD; ga HC (gata HCI); 
kabhu HA.
(6) tinihu HA, tinhu HD, tinahu e; kaft HA HD; ke HB; simdhu HC; 
vore HC, bori e; so HB; chakae hai HB, chakaye hai HC.
(7) jolau HA, jaulau HB, jolo HC; rahai HB HD e; dura HA, dura 
e; rahe HC, rahau HD; pura HA, pura e; hiya HA, hiyS HB HD.
(8) hoi HA, hota HD; cura cura: cura HA; nSku HA, neku HB e,
neka HC; sravapa HC e; lagae hai HA, lagaye hai HB,lag"aya 
hai HC.
life
Bh.B.,V*5*
Pamca rasa sol pagica ramga phula thaka hike, (l)
Pike pahirayabe ko raci kai banal hai. (2)
Baijayamtl dama bhavavatl ali Nabha nama, (3)
Lyal abhirama Syama mati lalacai hai. (U)
Dhari ura pyari kihu karata na nyari aho, (5)
Dekho gati nyari dhari payana ko al hai. (6)
Bhakti chavi bhara tatai namiti simgara hota, (7)
Hota vasa lakhai jol yatai jani pal hai. (8)
(1) soi HC; phula HA; katha HC, thake e; nike HB, nlkal HD.
(2) plkal HD; pahihalve HB; ku HA, kau HC, kad HD; kai HA 
HD) vanai hai HC.
(3) vaijayaijiti HB HC.
(U) lyaya HD, lal e; lalacai hai HC.
(5) dhari HB; pyari HB; kehd HB, kyad hu HD, kihu e.
(6) dekhau HB e, dekhaT HD; palni HA, paini HB; kau HA, 
lau HB, ko HCI, kau HD e; al hai HD.
(7) tate HB HC e; navita HA, namita e; simgara HB,
§£i]igara e.
(8) vasa HB e; likhai HA; yate HB HC e; pai hai HB.
R 7
Bh.B.,V.6.
Bhakti taru paudha tahi vighna dara cherT hu ko, (l)
Bari dai vicara vari sfcyo satasamga sad. (2)
Lagyaul barhana goda cahd disi karhana so (3)
Carhana akasa jasa phailo bahuraipga sau (U)
Saqrta ura alavala sohhita visala chaya, (5)
Jlye jiva jala tapa gaye yo prasamga sad (6)
Dekho barhavara jahi ajahu ki samka hutl, (7)
Tah.1 per a bamdhe jhulal hathi jite jaijiga sad. (8)
(1) bhakti HC; podha HA; bighana HA; hu HC; kau HD e.
(2) de HA HC; vicari HD; slcyau HA, sicyo HB; so HB HD e, 
so HC.
(3) lagoi HB, lagyoi HC, lagyol HD, lagyol e; gauda HA, 
goda e; cahu HA HD; disa HA HC, disi e; so is omitted 
in HA, so HB.
(U) carhana is omitted in HA; akasa HA, aka£a HB e; yasa e;
phailau HA HC, phelyo HD, phailyo e; bahu ramga HA;
so HB HC, so HD e.
(5) samta HB; sobhita HCImg., sobhita e; visala HB e; 
vilala HD; chaa HB.
(6) jiye HB e; yad HA, jo HB, ya HD; so HB, so HC, s5 HD e.
(7) dekhyo HB, dekhau e; barhavari HD e; ajahu HD e;
£aipka HB e, samka HC; hat! HB, huti HC.
(8) tahi e; perha HA, pe HD; baqidhe is omitted in HA,
bamdhe e; jhule HA HC, jhulai HB; jite HC; so HB HC, so e.
»Tako jo sarupa so anupa lai dikhaya diyo, 
Kiyo yo kavitta pa$a mihi madhi lal a hai. 
Guna pai apara sadhu kahe amka carihi mai, 
Artha vistara kaviraja takasala hai.
Suni samta sabha jhumi rahi ali £reni mano, 
Ghumi rahi kahai yaha kahadhau rasala hai. 
Sune he Agara aha jane mai agara sahi,
Cova hhae Nahha so sugamdha Bhakta Ifala hai
(1)
( 2) 
(3) 
(k) 
(3) 
( 6)
(7)
(8 ).
(1) jakau HA HD e; £orupa HC, svarupa e; sau HA, ^o HB,
le HC; dikhai HA, dekhai HB; diyau HA, diyo HBI, diyo HC
(2) kiyau HA, kiyo HC; jo HB, yau HC; kabita HA; mihi HA e,
mihi HC; madhya HC e.
(3) guna HB HC e; pal HA; sadhu HC HD; kahai HB HD, kahai HC
aka HB; carah! HC HD; mai HB HC.
(U) aratha HA; visatara HD; karaja HC (kaviraja HCImg.);
■fakasala hai HB.
(5) suni samta HB; jhuli HC; sreni HB e, seril HD; manau HA e
manS HD.
(6) kahai HA e; kahadho HB; rasala hai HB.
(7) sune HB; hai HB HC; mai HB HC; sahi HB.
(8) coa HB; bhaye HA e, bhaya HC; sugamdha HB, sugamdha HC;
Bhakti Mala hai HA HD.
Bare bhaktimana nisidina guna gana karal,
HaraT jaga papa japa hiyo paripura hai.
Jani sukhamani Hari saijrta sanamana sace
Baceu jagata rlti prlti jarii mura hai.
Tau duraradha kou kaise kai aradha sakai?
Samajhyo na jata mana kaijipa hhayo cur a hai.
__ _ (a)Sohhita tilaka bhala mala ura rajai aipaiv '
Bina Bhakta Mala bhakti rupa ati dura hai.
(1) bhaktamana HC; nisadina HA HD, nisidina HCImg.e; 
gunagana HC e; karai HB.
(2) harai HB; hiyau HA, hiyo HD.
(3) jana HA, jani HDI; sukhamana HA, sukhamane HD; sac§ HA,
sacai HD.
(U) vace HB, vace HC, vacaiu HD; jani HB.
(5) tauu HA, tau HB HC; duradha HC (duraradha HCImg.); kou HC;
kai HA (after kai s§ kai is omitted in HA), kaise kai
HCI e; aradhi HB e.
(6) samajhyau HA, samajho HC e, samajhyo HCImg.; bhayau HA.
(7) aipal HD.
(8) Bhakti Mala HD; bhakta HC; duri hai HA.
(a) The 7th and 8th lines of this kavitta verse are missing
in HB.
Note: In Ms.HA this kav.verse has been wrongly numbered 7; it 
diould be 8, as the no. of the previous verse is 7* Con- 
33quently the entire numbering of the following verses is wrong.
I3S
Bh.B.,V.8.
( 1 )
(2)
(3 )
(k )
(5 )
( 6 )
(7)
(8)
|3«
Bh.B.,V.9.
Hari guru dasani sau samco soi bhakta sahi, (1)
Gahi eka teka phiri uratat na tarT hai. (2)
Bhakti rasa rupa ko sarupa yahai chavi sara, (3 )
Caru Hari riarna leta asuvani jharl hai. (10
Vahi Bhagavamta samta prTti ko vicara karai, (5 )
Dharai dura isatahu Pamduna sau kari hai. (6)
Guru guruta! kl sacai lai dikhal jaha, (7)
Gal sri Paihari ju ki riti ramga bhari hai. (8)
(1) gura HA HB; dasana HA; so HB e, so HC; saco HA HB, 
sacau HD; so hai HB; sahi HC.
(2) gahi HB HC (gahi HBl); yeha HB; pheri e; urate HB HC e.
(3 ) bhakti HC (bhakti HCl); kau HA HD e; svarupa HB, surupa
HC (svarupa HCl); ihai HA.
(4) asuvana HA HC, asruvani HB, Ssuvani e.
(5) kau HA HD; vicaru HC; karal HCl HD.
(6) dharai HC (dharaT HCl); duri HA e, duri HC; isata HB;
ju HA, hu HB HC; Pamdvani HA, Pamdvana HC; so HB e, 
so HC, sau HD.
(7) sacai HB; le HC; tahi HC.
(8) srl Paihari ko HB (ju is omitted); bhari hai HB.
13/
Bh.B. ,V. 10
Manasi sarupa mai lage he Agra Dasa ju ve 
Karat a bayara Habha madhura sabhara safl. 
Carhyo ho jahaja pai ju sisya eka apad'a mai, 
Karyo dhyana khicyo mana chu^yo rupa sara safl 
Kahata samartha gayo bohita bahuta duri,
Avau chavi puri phiri dharau jahi tjhara sau, 
Locana ughari kai nihari kahi bolyo kauna,
C D
(2 )
(3)
(U)
(5)
(6) 
(7)
Vahi jyauna palyo sit a [sltha] dai dai sukuvara sau. (8)
(1) svarupa HB e; mai HB HC, me e; lagai he HB, lagai hai HC;
ju is omitted in HB, ju HC; vai HD.
(2) bayari HA HD, veyari HB; sabhara HC; su HA, so HB e, so HC.
(3) carhyau HA HD; carho HB; hau HA, hau HD; jihaja HA HD;
ju HA, su HB, ju is omitted in HC; si§a HA, si§ya HB, 
sisya e; mai HB HC, mS e.
(U) karyau HA HC; khicyau HA, khaicau HC; chu$yau HA HD, 
chutyo HC; manasara HA; su HA, so HB HC.
(5) samaratha HC; gayau HA; bahuta HB; dura HC HD.
(6) avo HA HD, ayo HC; pura HA HB; pheri HC; dhare HA HC HD;
jahi HD, tahi e; so HB HC, so e.
(7) kai HD; kahi HB, kahyau HC, kahyo e; bolyau HA e; kavana 
HC, k5na HD•
(8) vohi HC; jona HA HD, yauna HB, jauna e; palyau HA e;
^Ita HB; dai dal HA, de de HC; sukumara HB HC; so HB HC,
so e.
13^
Bh.B.,V.11.
Acaraja dayo nayo iha lau pravesa hhayo, (l)
Mana sukha chayo janyo samtani prabhava kau. (2)
Agya taba dal yaha bhai topai sadhu k^pa, (3)
Unahi ke rupa guna kahau hiya bhava kaft. (U)
Bolyo kara jori yako pavata na ora-chora, (5)
(Tau Rama Kr§na nahi pau bhakta dava kau. (6)
Kahl samujhaya vei hrdai aya kahai saba, (7)
Jina lai dikhaya dal sagara mal nava kafl. (8)
(1) aciraja HD; dayau HA, bhayo HB; nayau HA; iha HB HC, 
yaha e; lau HC, lo HD; pravesa HC e; bhayau HA.
(2) chayau HA, chayo HD, chayo e; janyau HA, janyau HD; 
saiptana HA HD e; ko HB, ko HC e, kau HD.
(3) ajKa HB HCj ajffa e; ihai HA, yahai HD; bhai HC, topai 
HA; sadhu HA HD; kripa HB.
(U) unahi HA HC, unahi HB; ko HC, kaH HD; guna HB e; kaho
HB e; hiya HA HC; ko HB, ko HC e.
(3) bolyau HA; jora HC; yakaft HA, yakau HD; pau HB; nahi HB;
vora chora HAf yora chora HB.
(6) gau HB, gau HC; nahi HB HC; pavau HC; ko HB, kau HC,ko e.
(7) kahi HB; samajhai HA, samujhavau HB samajhaya fiD; vei HC, 
vol e; hrdaya HCI e; ai HA e, al HB, kahai HB HC.
(8) jini HD; le HC; dikhal HA HD, dekhae HB, dikhaya HCI; 
dai HC; mo HB, mai HC, mS e; ko HB, kau HC, ko e.
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Bh.B.,V.12.
HanuMan^ a v^aijisa hi mai janama prasiddha jako, (l)
Bhayo d^gahina so navina bata dhariyai. (2)
Umara vara§a paipca mani kai akala amca, (3)
Eata vana chori gai vipati vichariyai. (U)
Kilha au Agara tahi cjagara darasa diyo (3)
Liyo yo anatha jani puchi so uchariyai (6)
Bare siddha jala lai kamamdala so sice naina, (7)
Caina bhayo khule ca§a jorT ko nihariyai. (8)
(1) Hanuman HB HC (Hanuman HCl); bamsa e; mai HB, me HC,
mS e; prasidhi HA, prasidha HC, prasaipsa e; jakau HA HD.
(2) bhayau HA; dhariye HA HD e, dhariyai HC.
(3) umari HA e; pamca is omitted in HA; kai HA; aca HA.
(4) chari HB; bicariye HA HD e.
(3) Kllla HA, KI HC (Kila HCImg.); tahi HB HC e; darasa e;
diyau HA, diyo e.
(6) liyau HA, liyo HC; jo HB, yau HC, yo HD; puchi HB; 
ucariye HA HD e.
(7) le HC; so HC, sau HD; sice HB, sice HC HD; naina HA HD e.
(8) Caina HA e; bhayau e; cak^a HA, ca§u HB; jori HB; kau HA, 
ko HD; nihariye HA HD e, nihariyai HC.
(a) Hanuman: Hanuman for metrical rhythm.
13*
Bh.B.,V.l3.
Paya pare amsu ae k^pa kari samga lyae, (l)
Kilha agya paya mamtra Agara suriayo hai. (2)
Galatai pragata sadhu seva so virajamana, (3)
Jana anumana tahi tahala lagayo hai. (U)
Carana prachali saipta sita [sitha] so anamta priti, (3) 
Jahi rasa riti tate hrdai ramga chayo hai. (6)
Bhai harhvara tako pavai kauna paravara, (7)
Jaiso bhakti rupa so ariupa gira gayo hai. (8)
(1) pai HA, paye HB, paya e; pari HA HD e; asu HA, asu HB HC,
asu HD; aye HA HC; lae HB e, lyaye HC.
(2) Killa HA, Kilha HB, Klla HC; ajna HB HC, ajna e; pai 
HA e, paye HB; sunayau hai HA.
(3) Galate HB HC e; sadhu HD.
(U) jani HC HD e; tahi HA HD e; lagayau hai HA.
(3) carna HB, carana HC e; prachali HB HC; sltha e; sau HA, 
so HC, sau HD; amta HC.
(6) fani HB HC; tatai HA HD; h^daya HB HC e; chayau hai HA.
(7) hadvara HA, harhvari e; takau HA HD e; kauna HA HD,
kona HC; varapara HD.
(8) jaisau HA HD; bhakta HB HC; anupa HC; gayau hai HA.
/3S“
Bh.B.,V.lU.
Jete avatara sukha sagara na paravara, (l)
Karai vistara IIla jivani udhara kau. (2)
Jahl rupa majha mana lagai jako pagai tahi, (3)
Jagai hiya bhava vahi pavai kauna para kau. (U)
Saba hi hai nitya dhyana karata prakasal citta, (3)
Jaise ramka pavai vitta^jopai janai sara kau. (6)
/ b )Kesani kutilatai aisS mina sukhadal, (7)
Agara suriti bhai basau ura hara kau. (8)
jite HA HD e; varapara HD.
karS HA HD; visatara e; jlvana HB e; uddhara HD e; 
ko HB, kau HC.
jahi HB HC; majhi HD; la HC (lagai HCImg). 
jage HB, jamai HC mg.; hiye HA HC (hiya HCI); vohi HB; 
kauna HA HD, kauna HC (kona HCI); ko HB, kau HC. 
sabhahi HB; he HA, hai HB HC; prakasai HA HB, prakase 
HC, prakasal e.
jaise HCmg. e; jaisal HD; jaupai HB, jopai HD; janal HA, 
jane HC; ko HB, ko HC.
kosana HA, kesani e; kutilatai HC; ese HC, aise e. 
basai HA, vaso HC; ko HC.
1jaise ramka pavai vitta’is omitted in HC, but has been 
corrected in the margin in the scribe1s own handwriting- 
The 7th and 8th lines of this kavitta verse are missing 
in HB.
Bh.B. ,V.15
Samtani sahaya kaja dhare nrparaja Rama, 
Carana sarojani mai cinha sukhadalyai.
Mana hi mataqiga matavarau hatha avai nahi, 
Take liyS amkusa lai dharyo hlye dhyaiyai.
(a)AisS hi kulisa papa parvata ke phoribe ko, ' 
Bhakti nidhi joribe ko kamja mana lyalyai. 
Jopai budhivaipta rasavamta rupa sampati mai, 
Karilai vicara saba nisi dina gaiyai.
(1)
( 2) 
(3) 
(k)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(1) samtana HA HC; sahai HA, saha HB; nrpa Rama raja HB, 
nrpa raja Rama HC.
(2) Carana HB HC e; sarojana HB; mS HA e, mai HB HC; sukhadalye 
HA HD, sukhadaiye e.
(3 ) mana hau HB, mana hi HC; matavaro HC e; nahi HA ,nahi e.
(U) takai HA; liye HC e; amkusa HB e; le HC; dharyau HA HD;
hiyo HB, hiya HC HD; dhalyai HA, dhyaiye HD, dhyaiye e.
(5) aisehl HB e, aisehi HC; kulisa HA e, kulisa HB; kau HA, 
kau HC HD.
(6) kati HA HD; lyaiye HA HD, lalyai HB, lyaiye e.
(?) jaupai HA HB, jope HC; mai HB HC.
(8) karile HC; saba: aisai HA, aisS HB; nisa dina HA, nisu
dina HD; galye HA HD.
(a) The 5th and 6th lines of this kavitta verse are the 7th and 
8th lines in e; and instead of the 7th and 8th lines (in the
position of_the 5th and 6th lines) the text is as follows:
Sathata sfetavai sita tahi t§ ambara dharyo,
Haryo jana soka dhyana klnhe sukha paiye.
For further readings, see AppendiCtfi^-jaft*^ 1-2.
WBh.B.,V.l6
Dvadasa prasiddha bhaktaraja katha Bhagavata 
Ati sukhadai nana vidhi kari gae hai.
Sivaju ki hata eka bahudha na janai kou,
Suni rasa sanai hiyo bhava urajhae hai.
Sita ke viyoga Rama vikala vipina dekhi, 
Sankara nipuna Sat! vacana suriae hai.
Raise ye pravlna Isa kautuka navina dekhau, 
Manehu karata amga vaisehi banae hai.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(U)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(1) dvadasa HB e; praddha HC (prasiddha HCImg.).
(2) kari HC; gaye hai HB, gaye he HC, gaya hai HD.
(3) 3ivaju HA, 3ivaju HB HC, 3ivajl e; janal HA HD, jane 
HC; kaui HA, kou HC.
(/+) sane HA, sane HC; hiye HA, hiyo HD; urajhae hai HA, 
urajhaye hai HB, urajhaye he HC.
(5) £Tta HC; bivoga HA; bipana HA, vipinT HC; dekhi HC.
(6) Samkara HB HC e; nipuna e; Sat! HB, Sati HC; sunaye 
hai HB, sunaye he HC.
(7) ye:e HA HD, e Rama HC; prabina HA e; isa HB, isa HC,
Isa e; nablna e; dekhau HB HD, dekhyo HC.
(8) maneu HA, maneu HB, manahu HC; vaisei HA, vaisahi HB, 
vaisehi HC; vanaye hai HB HC.
f3a
Bh.B.,V.17.
SIta hi sau rupa vesa lesa hu na phera phara, (l)
Ramaju nihari neku mana mai na al hai. (2)
Taba phiri ai kai sunai dal Samkara kau, (3)
Ati dukha pai bahu vidhi saraujhai hai. (4)
I§£a ko sarupa dharyo tate tana pariharyo, (5)
Paryo baro soca mati ati bharamal hai. (6)
Aise prabhu bhava page pothina mal jagamage, (7)
Lage mokau pyare yaha bata rljhi gal hai. (8)
(1) so HB HC e; lasa hu HB, le hu HC (lesa hu HCI), lesa hu e.
(2) Ramaju HB HC (Ramaju HCImg.), Ramajl e; nihara HC: naTku 
HA, neka HB; mai HB HC (me HCI), mS e; ai hai HB, al hai HD.
(3) phirl HC; al HB HC; kai HA; sunaya HC HD; Sa^ikra HA,
Sankara e; ko HB, ko HC e.
(U) paye HB, pal HC, paya HD; vahu vidhi HCI; samajhal hai HA, 
samujhal hai HD.
(5) 1sta HC; kau HA HD; svarupa HB e; dharyau HA HD; tatal HA,
tat§ HD; tanu HB e; praharyau HA, pariharyau HC,
paraharyau HD.
(6) paryau HA HD; badau HA HD; soca e; atai mati HA; bharamal 
HA (hai is omitted), bharamai hai HB HC.
(7) pagai HB; pothina HB; mai HB HC, me e; jagamagai HB HC 
(jagamage HCI)•
(8) lage is omitted in HB, lage HC; moko HB, mokau HC, moko e; 
gai hai HB.
Bh.B.,V.18.
Cale jata maga ubhai khere Siva di$ha pare, (l)
Kate paranama hiye bhakti lagl pyari hai. (2)
Paravatl puchai kiye kauna ko Ju kahau moso, (3)
Disata na jana kou taba so ucarl hai. (4)
Bara§a hajara dasa bite taha bhakta bhayo, (3)
Nayo aura hvai hai duji thaura bite dhari hai. (6)
Suni kai prabhava Hari dasani sau bhava barhyau, (7)
Rarhyau kaise jata carhyau ramga ati bhari hai. (8)
(1) magha HA; ubhe HB; khede HC; Siva HCImg. e; dl£ha HA,
dlthi HB e, dithi HC.
(2) karai HB; pranama HA HB, paranama HC (y5 pranama HCImg.);
hiye HA, hiya HC, hiya e; lagi pyari hai HB.
(3) Paravati HB; puchai HB, puchai HC (puche HCl), puch§ HD;
kiya HB, kiye e; kauna HA HD; kau HA, ko HCl e; ju HB;
kahau HC (kaho HCl), kaho HD e; mosau HA, moso HC.
(U) dlkhata e; kou HA HC; ucari hai HB.
(3 ) hajara HB; bite HA; bhayau HA.
(6) naye HA; vaura HB, ora HD; dayo HB; bata HA; dhari hai HB.
(7) dasana HA, dani HC (dasani HCImg.); te HB, so HCl, sau HD,
so e; barhyo HB.
(8) rahyo HB, radyo HCImg.; kaisai HA HD, kaise HC e; carhyo 
HB, cadyo HCImg.; bhari hai HB.
Dharyo pitu matu nama Ajamela same a bhayo, (l)
Bhayo ajamela chutl tiya subha jata ki. (2)
Kiyo mada pana so sayana gahi duri daryo, (3)
CJaryo tana vahi so ju kinho lai kai pata ki. (U)
Kari parihasa kahu dus£a naT pathae sadhu, (5)
Ae g£ha dekhi buddhi ai gal sataki. (6)
Seva kari savadhana samtani rijhai liyo, (7)
Karayana nama dharyo garbha bala bata kl. (8)
(1) dharyau HA HD e; pita mata HA, pita mata HC HD (pitu mata 
HCI); Ajamela HC (Ajamila HCI); sacau HA, samca HA, 
samco e; bhayau HA.
(2) chu$i tiya HC (chutl tiya HCI),tiya chutl e; £ubha e; 
jati ki HC.
(3) kiyau HA,kiyo HC; seyana HB; duri HC,dura HD; daryau HA e. 
(U) garyau HA e; vahi HB HC (vahi HCI); safl HA, tS HB, sau HC
(so HCI); ju HA; kinau HA, kiyo HC, kinau HD; lai ke HB, 
le ke HC; pataki HAmg.
(5) kari HB; prahasa HA; na HC, ne HCI e, ne HD; pathaya HB, 
pathaye HC; sadha HA, sadhu HD.
(6) a HA (ae HAmg.), aye HB; graha HA HC, ghara e; vudhi HC; 
ae HB, aya HC HD; gai HC.
(7) saiptana HC; rijhaya HC HD; liyau HA, liyo HC.
(8) Haraya^a e; dharyau HA e, dharo HD; pataki e.
Aya gayo kai a moha jala mai lapa^i rahyo, (l)
Maha vikarala jamaduta di dikhaiye. (2)
Vahi suta Narayana riama jo krpa kai diyo, (3)
Liyo so pukari sura arata suriaiye. (U)
Sunata hi parasada ae vahi thaura dauri, (5)
Tori dare pasa kahyo dharma sama jhalye. (6)
Hare lai vidare jaya pati pai pukare kahi, (7)
Suno vajamare mata javo Hari galye. (8)
(1) ai HA e, aye HB; gayau HA; mai HB HC, m§ HDe; lapeta HB; 
rahyau HA.
(2) jamaduta HC (jamaduta HCI), yamaduta e; dai dikhaiai HB, 
de dikhal hai (di dikhaiye HCImg.),di dikhaihaiye HD,V
so dikhaiye e.
(3) vahi HB, vohT e; riava HD; kai HA HD, diyau HA, diyo HC 
(diyo HCI).
(4) liyau HA, liyo HC (liyo HCI); pukara HD; arati HA HD; 
suhaiai HB, suiiai hai HC (suiiaiye HCImg.), sunai hai ye 
HD, suiiaiye e.
(5) sunata hi HB; pari§ada HB, pari^ada HD; aye HB HD; taihi 
HB, vohl e; daura e.
(6) tora HC, tari e; daryo HB; kahyau HA HD e; dharama HA, 
dharmma HB e; samujhaiai HB,samujhalhai HC (samujhaiye 
HCImg.), samujhaT hai ye HD, samujhaiye e.
(7) hari e; le HC; bidare HA; jai HA e; jama HBjpal HA; kahi
(continued overleaf... )
(continued from previous page ...)
HB HC e.
(8) sunaft HA, sunau HB; vanamiarai HB, vajramare e;
mati HC; gaiye HA e, gaiai HB, gai hai HC (gaiye 
HCImg.).
Para§ada mukhya kahe soraha subhava siddha, 
Seva hi kl riddhi hiye rakhl bahu jori kai* 
Srl pati Narayana ke prinana pravlna maha,
Dhyana karai jana palai bhava dyga kori kai.
(a) -Sanakadiv 'diyo srapa preri kai divayo apa,
Pragata hvai kahyo piyo sudha jimi ghori kai
G-ahi pratikulatal jo pai yahi mana bhal,
Yate riti hada gal dharl ramga bori kai*.
(1)
(2) 
(3) 
(k )
(5)
( 6)
(7)
( 8)
(l) pari§ada HB HC HD; mukhi HA; kahai HB; svabhava HA HB; 
siddhi HB e, sidha HC.
(2) ridhi HC, rddhi e; hie HA; kai HA HD, ke HC.
(3) Narayana HA HB e, Narayana HC; pranana HA, dhyanana HB
prlpana e; pravlna e.
(U) karai HB e, kare HC; palai HB HC; kora HB; kai HA HD,
ke HC.
(5) dayau HA, diyo HC; sapa e; prere HD; kai HA, ke HC;
divayau HA*
(6) hvai : kai HB; kahau HA e; piyau HA, plyo HC HD; jima
HA; kai HA HD, ke HC.
(7) gahi HA HB; pratikulatal HC; jau pai HA, jau pai HB;
yahi HA, ihai HB.
(8) yatai HA; hrada HC HD; dharau HB, dhari HC; kai HA HD.
(a) After Sanakadi, kadika is extra in HC, but has been
corrected by a different hand*
Bh.B.,V.22.
Hari ke je vallabha hai durlahha hhuvana majha, (l)
Tinahl ki pada renu asa jiya kari hai. (2)
JogI jatl tap! taso mero kachu kaja nahi, (3 )
Prlti paratiti rlti merl mati hari hai. (U)
Kamala Garura JUmavana Sugrlva adi, (5)
Sabai svada rupa katha pothina mai dhari hai. (6)
Prabhu so sacai jaga klrati calai ati, (7)
Mere mana bhal sukhadai rasa bhari hai. (8)
(1) hai: hai HB HD, te HC; durllabha HB HC, dullabha HD; 
jagata mahi HD.
(2) jinahl ki HA, tinha ki HB; r£na HA, renu is omitted in
HB, re$u e; jia HB; kari hai HB HC, dhari hai HD.
(3 ) tasau HA, tasau HC; kachu HA; nahi HA, nahi e.
(U) paratita HA, pratlii HB HD, paratii-i HC (paratiti HCl); 
meri HC (merl HCl); hari hai HB HC.
(5) tTabavana HA, Jamavagita HB, Jamvuvana HD, Jambavana e.
(6) pothina HC; mai HB HC, mS e; dhari hai HC (dhari hai HCl), 
bhari hai HD.
(7) prabhu HA; sati HA, so HC; klrita HC; calai HCl.
(8) sukhadai HB.
Ratana apara sara sagara udhara kiye,
Liye hita caya kai bariaya mala kari hai.
Saha sukha saja Raghunatha maharaja ju katt,
Bhakti so Vihhigana ju ani bhe$a dhari hai.
Sabha hi kl caha avagaha Hanuman gare,
Dari dai sudhi bhai mati aravarT hai.
Eama bina kama kauna phori mani dine dari,
Kholi tvaca nama hi dikhayo buddhi hari hai.
\ H *
Bh.B.,V«23«
(1) udhari HA HD, hudhara HB; kiyo HB.
(2) liyo HB; cai HA, cai HD; kai HA HD, so HB; banai HA e, 
variaye HB; mala kari hai HB, ma HC (mala kari hai HCImg.).
(3 ) sabha HB HC; Raghunatha HD; ko HB HC e.
(U) satt HA, so HB HC; Vimi§ana HC, Vibhi§a$a e; ju HB;
ana HC; bhe£a e; dhari hai HC.
(5) sabha hi HC; cahi HA; avagahi HA HD, avagaha HC (ava- 
gahl HCI); garai HC (gare HCI), garal HD.
(6) da1! HB; bhai HB; mati HC.
(7) vinu HC; k5na HD; mani e; dlnhe HB, dine HC, dlnhe e.
(8) tuca e; riamahi HB HC; dikhayau HA, dekhavo HB, dikhal HC; 
vudhi HD; hari hai HC.
( 1)
(2)
(3 )
(4 )
(5 )
(6)
(7)
(8)
Bh.B.,V.2U.
Bhakti jo Vibhisana ki kahai aiso kauna jana, (l)
Aipai kachu kahi jata suno cita lai kai. (2)
Calata jahaja pari ataka vicara kiyo, (3)
Kou amgahina nara diyo lai bahai kai. (U)
Jai lagyo £apu tahi rachasani goda liyo, (3)
Moda bhari raja pasa gae kilakai kai. (6)
Dekata siipghasana te kudi pare naina bhare, (7)
Yahi ke akara Rama dekhe bhaga pai kai. (8)
(1) Vibhisana e; kauna HA, kona HD.
(2) aipai HA, apai HB; kachu HD; kahyo HB; jati HA, jati
HD e; sunau HA; mana HB; laya HD; kai HA HD.
(3 ) calata ja HB (after ja,haja is omitted); para HB, pari 
HC; ataki HA e; kiyau HA, kiyo HC.
(i+) kou HB HC; diyau HA, diyo HD; le HC; kai HD.
(5) jaye HB, jaya HD; lagyau HA, lagyo HB; $apu HC; ragisani
HA, rachasani HC (rachasani HCI), raksanani e; layau HA,
liyau HD.
(6) bhare HB; gaye HB HC; kilakai HC (kilakai HCl), kilakaya 
HD; kai HA HD.
(7) slmghasana HB, simhasana HCI e; tal HA HD; kudi HA HC
(kudi HCI), kuda HD; parai HB, para HC (parai HCl); 
naina HA HD; bharai HB, bhare HD.
(8) yahi ke HA HD e; akara HD; pal HA HC, paya HD; kai HD.
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Bh.B.,V.25*
Raci so sigighasana pai lai baithaye ta china te (l)
Rachasani rlji deta man! subha gharl hai. (2)
Cahata mukharavimda ati hi anaijida bhari, (3)
§harakata naina hira $eki tharho charl hai. (4-)
Tau na prasanna hota china china china joti, (5)
Hujiye k^pala kahau merl mati darl hai. (6)
Karau siijidhu para mere yahi sukha sara, diye (7)
Ratana apara lyaye vahl thaura pharl hai. (8)
(1) ravi HA, ruci HB; so HD; simgha^na HA, simghasana HB,
simhasana HCImg. e; prai lai HA, lai HB, pai le HC; 
baithae HA e, baithare HB; tahi k§ina HA, ta chi$a te HB,
tahi china te HC, tahi chana e.
(2) ra^isani HA, rak§asana HC e, rachisani HD; rljha deta HA
HD, deta rljha HC; mani HB e; subha e.
(3 ) cahaita HA; ati hi anaijida bhari HC.
(U) naina HA HD, nayana HB; £eka HA, $ekl HC; $ha$o HA,
HC/ \ tharhyo HB; chari hai/(chan hai HCl).
(3) ta'u HB HC (tauu HCImg.); prasana HA HC; china china china 
HCImg., china china china HDImg., chana chana china e; 
jota HD, jyoti e.
(6) hujiyai HB, hujiye HC (kljiye HCImg.); kripala HA; kaho HC,
kahau is omitted in e; merl mati hari hai HB, mati merl 
ati hari hai e.
(continued on next page...)
(7) karo HC e; simdhu HD; merai HD; ehl HB; diyo e.
(8) ratna HB; laye e; vahi HB; pheri hai (phari hai HCI), 
kari hai HD, pherl hai e*.
(continued from previous page .#•)
I“V1
Bh.B.,V.26.
Rama nama likhi slsa madhya dhari diyo yake, 
Yahi jala para karai bhava samco payo hai.
(aTahi thaura baitho mano nayo aura rupa bhayo, 
Gayo jo jahaja sol phiri kari ayo hai.
Liyo pahicani puchyo saba so bhakhana kiyo,
Hiyo hulasayo suni vinai kai carhayo hai.
Paryo hira kudi neku paya na parasa karyo,
Haryo mana dekhi Raghunatha nama bhayo hai.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(k)
(5)
(6)
(7)
( 8 )
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
likhi HB, likhi HC; sisa HB; madhi HA HD; diyau HA;
yakal HA, pakau HD, yako e.
ehi HA, yehe HB; simdhu HC; sacau HA, samcau HD, payau 
hai HA.
tahi HB; bai$heai HA, baithau HD, baithyo e; manau HA,
man5 HD; nayau HA, ora HC; bhayau HA.
gayau HA; jihaja HA HD; phlra kari HC; ayau hai HA.
liyau HA; pahacani HA, pahacana HB; puchyau HA, puchau HB;
saba khana HA (saba sau bakhana HAImg.); kiyau HA, kiya e.
hiyau HA; hulasayau HA, hulasayo HC; vinai HA HD, vinai
HC; ka HA HC; carhayau hai HA.
paryau HA HD; naiku HA, neka HC, naiku HD; pai HA HBj 
paya e; karyau HA HC.
haryau HA HC; dekha HA; nava HA HD; bhayau hai HA.
The order of the lines of this kavitta verse is faulty in 
HB. The 1st and 2nd lines of this kav.v.are followed by the 
5th and 6th lines (marked as 3) in HB;and after that fliyo pahacana ... hiyo hulasayof is repeated. The scribe is awar« 
of this mistake as he has crossed it out by putting a row
(continued overleaf....
/5b
Vana mai rahata riama Savarl kahata saba, (l)
Cahata £ahala sadhu tana nunatai hai. (2)
Rajaril ke sesa risi asrama pravesa kari, (3)
Lakarlna bojha dhari avai mana bhai hai* (i|)
Nhayabe ko maga jhari kamkarani blna dari, (5)
Begi uthi jaya neku deta na lakhai hai. (6)
U£hata sab*ara kahai kauna dhad buhari gayo, (7)
Bhayo hiya soca kou baro sukhadal hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.27.
(1) mai HB HC, mS HD e; rati HB (rahati HBl); riava HD; SivarT
HA, Sevari HC; kahati HB (kahata HBl).
(2) sadhu HD; tanu e; nunatai hai HA, nunatai hai HC e.
(3) se§a e; bi§ai HA, rl§i HC, re§i HD, y^i e; pravesa e;
kiyo HB, kari HC.
(Z+) lakarlni HA, lakarina HB; dharT HB HC.
(5) nhalbe HA HB, nhaibe e; kau HA, kad HD; magha HA; jharl
HA HC HC; kamkarlna HC.
(6) u$hi HCI; jai HA e, jai HB; naTku HA, neka HB; jati HA HD,
j“ata HB, deti e; na lakhai hai HB.
(7) savarai HA, savarai HC, sabare e; kaihai HA, kahi HB, kahai
HD e; kauna HA HD; dau HB, dhau HC e, bahari e; gayau HA.
(8) bhayau HAImg., paryo HB; hiye soca HA, baro soca HB, hiya 
soca HC, hiye soca e; kou HD.
(footnote continued from previous page ...)
of dots above the line. The 3rd and Lf.th lines of this kav.v.
are the 5th and 6th lines (marked as 2) in HB.
I S t
Bh.B.,V.28.
Barei asamga ve Matamga rasa ramga bhare, (1 )
Dhare dekhi bojha kahyo kauna cora ayo hai. (2)
Karai nita cori aho gaho vahi eka dina, (3 )
Bina paye priti vaki mana bharamayo hai. U )
Bai'fhe nisi cauki deta si§ya saba savadhana, (5 )
Aya gai gahi lai kapai tana nayo hai. (6)
Dekhata hi rigi jala dhara call nainana tS, (7)
Bainana so kahyo jata kaha kachu payo hai. (8)
(1) Matamga HA HC HD; bharai HB.
(2) dharai HB; dekhi HC; kahyau HA HD; kona HD; ayau hai HA.
(3) niti HB; ahau HA; gahau HA; voha HB; yeka HC; dina e.
(U) pae HA e; vako HC; bharamayau hai HA.
(5) nisa HA, nisi e; si§a HA, si^ya e; saba saba saba^-hana HA.
(6) al HA HC, ae HB, ai e; gahi HB HC; la'i HC; kape HB,
tanu HC e; nayau hai HA, nayo hai HC.
(7) dekhata hi HB HC; risa HD, r§l e; jala dhara HB; bahl e;
naina HC, n§nani HD; te HB e, so HC.
(8) vainaril HB, vayana HC, vainani HD; sad HA HD, so HB; 
kahyau HA, kaho HC (na kaho HCImg.); jati HC; kachu HA; 
payau hai HA.
Note:- The following verse (Bh.B.,V.29) has not been numbered 
in Ms.HD.
[6*
Bh.B., V. 29 •
Di£ha hu na sohi hota mani tana gota chota, (l)
ParT j"aya soca sota kaise kai nikariyai. (2)
Bhakti ko pratapa ri§i janata nipa^a hike, (3)
Kaiu ko£i vipratai yapai vari dariyai. (U)
Diyo basa asrama mai sravana mai nama diyo, (5)
Kiyo suni rosa sahai kin! gati nyariyai. (6)
Savarl sad kahyo tuifta Rama darasana karau, (7)
Mai tau paraloka jata ajha prahhu pariyai. (8)
(1) dltha hu HA, di^ha hu HB, di£ha hu HC, di^hl hu e; 
sauhi HB, sohi HC; hoti HB HCI; mana HA, mahl HB HC; 
go chota HC (gota chota HCI).
(2) pari HB HC; jai HA HB; sauta HA, soto HD; kaisal ka 
HA, kai sal kai HD; nikariye HA HD, nikariye HC.
(3 ) kau HA HD; ri§ya HA, £§i e; nikal HA HD, nike HC.
(U) kou HB, kaiyo HC, kaipra HD, kaiu e; yapai HA;
dariye HA HC HD.
(5) diyau HA; mai HB, me HC, mg HD e; sravana e; mai HB, 
mg HD e; diyau HA; nama diyo kanana me HC.
(6) kiyau HA, kiyo HC; rosa HCImg. rausa HD, rptsa e; 
pati HA, pat! HB, pati HD; nyariye HA HD.
(7) Sivari HA, Sevari HC; so HB HC; kahyau HA, kahau HB; 
darasana HBl; karo e.
(8) mai to HB HC; ghaloka HA; ajna HC, agya HD; pariye HD. 
Note: In Ms.HD this verse is unnumbered.
15 3
Bh.B.,V.30.
Guru ke viyoga hiye daruna lai soga diyo, (l)
Jiyo nahi jata aipai Rama asa lagl hai. (2)
Nhayabe ko ghata nisi jata hi buhari saba, (3)
Bhai yo abara ri§i dekhi vitha pagi hai. (U)
Chuya gayo neku kahu khijata aneka bhati, (5)
Kari kai viveka gayo nhana yaha bhagi hai. (6)
Jala so rudhira bhayo nana krimi bhari gayo, (7)
Nayo payo soca tau janai na abhagl hai. (8)
(1) gura HC; k§ HA HD, ko HB; biyauga HA; daruna HB e; 
le HC; soka HB HC, sauga HD, soka e; diyau HA.
(2) jiyau HA, nahi HA HD, nahi e; apai HA HB, epai HC,
tau e; asa HA HC; lagi hai HC.
(3) nhaibe HA e, nhalve HB; ke HA, kau HD; ghati HA,
bat a e; jati hi HA, jati hi HB, jata hi HC; buhara HC, 
bahari e.
(4) yaO HA, yo HB, o HC; abari HA; ri§i HB HC, £§i e; vyatha e
(3) chuyau gayau HA, chuyo gayo HB HD e; n§ku HA HD; kahu HA,
kahu HB e, kahu HC; khijhata HC, khijata HD; bhati HC
(6) kari ke HA; gayau HA; nhanha HA; eha HB; bhagi hai HC.
(7) sau HD, so e; rudhira HA HB; bhayau HA; krami HA HD, 
krama HC, krmi e; bhara HC; gayau HA.
(8) nayau p*ayau HA; socu HA, soca e; ta!u HB HC, tauu e; 
janS HA, jane HB; na HC.
Lyavai vana bera lagi Rama kl ausera, phala (l)
Cakhai dhari rakhai phiri mithe unhl joga hai. (2)
Ifaraga mS rahai jaya locana bichaya kabhu (3)
A^vai Raghuraya drga paval nija bhoga hai. (U)
Aise hi bahuta dina bite maga jovata hl,^a  ^ (5)
Aya gaye aucaka so mite saba soga hai. (6)
Aipai tana riunatai “ai sudhi chipl jal, (7)
( b ) —FuchS apa Sauriv ;kaha tharhe aura loga hai. (8)
(1) lyave HC, lavai e; lagi HC; ki: ki HC; osera HA, avasera 
HB e; bhala e*
(2) cakhai dhari rakhi HA, cakhyo dhari rakhyo HB; pheri HA, 
phari HC, phera HD; mithi HB, mlthe HCl; una e; joga hai 
HA HB HC, jo joga hai HD.
(3) mai HB HC; rahai jai HA, jai rahai e; bichal HA, bichai e; 
kahu HB, kabhu HA HCl.
(U) aval e; Raghurai HA, Ragharaye HB, Ragharal e; pavai HA HB 
HC; nija HCImg.; bhoga hai HA HB HC.
(5) aisa hi HB, aise hi HCl, aisal HD; dina HA; jovatl hi HA, 
joata hi HB, johata hi e.
(6) al gae HA HB, ai gae e; aucakya su HA, aucaka hi HC,
aucaka su HD, aucaka so e; mi{i HA, mite HB; soga hai HB HC
---------------------- (continued overleaf ...)
(a) In M* HB the 5th and 6th lines of this kavitta verse are
the 7th and 8th lines, and the 7th and 8th lines are the
5th and 6th lines. •
(b) Savarl : cj: Saurl for metre.
(7) apai HB, kapa HC (aipai HCImg.), aipai HD; tanu e; 
riutai HA, nunatai HC; ae HB, ai HC; chipi HB, chipi e 
jaya HC HD.
(8) puche HB, puchai HC, puchi HD, puchal e; aya HC;
Sori HA, Savarl HB e, Sivari HC (Sevari HCImg.),
Sauvari HD; kaha HC; aura: saha HC e; loga hai HA HB HC.
(continued from previous page ... )
|S"6
Bh.B.,V.32.
Puchi puchi aye taKa Savarl ko sthana jaha, (l)
Kaha vaha bhagavatl dekhau drga pyase hai. (2)
Hi gal asrama me jani kai padhare apa, (3)
Dura hi te sastamga kari casa bhase hai. (1+)
Ravaki u$hai lal vitha tana duri gal, (3)
Hal nlra jharl naina pare prema pase hai. (6)
Baithe sukha paya phala khaya kai sarahe vel, (7)
Kahyo kaha kahaft mere maga dukha nase hai. (8)
(1) puchi puchi HC (puchi puchi HCImg.); ai HA, ae HD e;
Sorl HA, Sevarl HC, Syorl e; kau HC e asthana HA HC e; 
jaha HC (jaha HCl).
(2) kaha HC (kaha HCl); voha HB; dekho HB HCImg, dekhau HD; 
pyase hai HB HC.
(3) aye ga’i HB, ai gaye HC (aya gayl HCImg); me HA, mai HB 
HC; jani ke HA HD, jana kai HC (jani kai HCl); padhare 
HBI; apu HB HC.
(U) duri hi HAI mg., duri hi HB, duri hi HC (duri hi HCImg.)); 
te HA, tai HD; kari HA; casu HC (casa HCl); bhase hai 
HB HC.
(3) ravaki HC; uthaya HC HD; la'i HC; duri HA, dura HC;gafi HB
(6) na*i HC; nena HA HD; prema para HB; yase hai HB, pyase 
hai HC, pyase hai HD.
(7) pal HA, paye HB, pai e; khai HA e, khae HB; ke HA, ke HB,
(continued overleaf ...)
kai HD; sarahai HB; el HB, vei HC e.
(8) kahau HA e; kaho HA, kaliau HB, kaho HC; dukha HB 
riase hai HA HB HC HD.
(continued from previous page ...)
Karata he^a^soca saba bai^he ri§i asrama mai, (l)
Jala ko bigara so sudhara kaise kijiye. (2)
Avata sune he vana patha Raghunatha kahu, (3)
Aval jab a kahal yako bheda kahi dijiye. ' (k)
Itanei majha suni Sauri^c^ke viraje ani, (5)
Gayo abhimana calau paga gahi lijiye. (6)
He khunasaya kahi riira ko upaya kahau, (7)
Gahau paga bhilanl ke chuye svacha bhijiye. (8)
(1) Karata HCl; hai HA HB, hai HC e; bathe HA; ri§ya HA,
ri§a HC, £§i e; saba £§i baithe e; mai HB HC, me e.
(2) ko: kau HA HD; vikara PB, vlgara HD; kaisai HA, kaisS
HD; kijiyai HB HCl.
(3 ) sunai HB; hai HA HB HC, hai e; vaina HB; pamtha HA;
kahu HC.
(4) aye HB, avai HC HD; kahai HB HC; yakau HA HD; kahi HC 
dljiyai HB, dijiye HC.
(3) itanei IIB, itana'i HC, itane HD; majhi HD; sune HB HC
Savari HB e, Sevari HC, Sivarl HD; kai HA HC (ke HCl)
ke* HD; virajai HC (viraje HCl), virajal HD; ana e.
(6) gayau HA; calo HB HC e; lijiyai HB HC.
(continued overleaf ...)
(a) Lectio singular in HD.
(b) In Ms. HB 'kahi dijiyai1 is followed by 'aye khunasa1
which has been crossed out by the scribe by putting a 
row of dots above the line.
(c) Savari : Saurl for metre. Cf. Sauri Bh.B.;V.31 • 8.
(continued from previous page ... )
(7) aya e; sunisaya HA, khunasaye HB; kahi HC; nira HCI; 
kau HA HD e; upai HA, upae HB; kaho HC.
(8) gaho HC; bhilihi e; ke : ko HC (Ke HCImg.); svaccha e; 
bhijiyai HB HCI.
I b o
Bh.B. ,V.3l/a'1
Janakl harana kiyo Ravana marana kaja, (1 )
Suni Slta vanl khagaraja daurau ayo hai. (2)
Bari ye laral 11 nl deha vari pheri dlnl, (3 )
Rakhe prana Rama mukha dekhibo suhayo hai. U )
Ae apa goda sis a dhari dyga dhara slcyo, (5 )
Dal sudhi lal gati tanahu jarayo hai. (6)
Dasaratha vata mana kiyo jala dana, yaha (7)
Ati sanamana nija rupa dhama payo hai. (8)
(1) hara$a HB e, harana HC (harapa HCImg.); kiyo HB HC 
(kiyo HCImg.); Ravana HC (Ravapa HCImg.), Ravana e; 
marana KB e, marana HC (marana HCImg.).
(2) suni HB HC (suni HCImg.); van! HC (vanl HCImg.), banl e; 
daure HB, doryau HC (dauryau HCImg.), dauro e; ayau hai HA.
(3) hari pai HA HB, baril HC (hari yai HCImg.); larai HB 
(larai HCImg.), laral e; linhi HC (11111 HCImg.), llnhl e; 
vari: pheri HB (phari HCI); pherl HC (pheri HCImg.); 
dlnhl HC (HCImg.) e.
(U) rakhai HD; prana HC (prana HCImg), prana HD e; Rama mu HC
(Rama mukha HCImg.); dekhihau e; suhayau hai HA, suhavo
hai HB, suhayo hai HC (sohayo hai HCImg.).
(continued overleaf ... )
(a) In MS. HB the original text of this kav.v. has a line
drawn around it to cross it out,and it has heen rewritten 
hy a second hand in the margin on the top right hand side. 
In the critical apparatus HC indicates the original text 
and HCImg. the marginal correction.
(continued from previous page ... )
(5) aya HA HD; apa : apa apa HB, apu HC (apa HCImg.); 
sisa HB e, sisa HC (sisa HCImg.); dhara HB, dhari HC 
(dhari HCImg.); driga dhari HC (d£ga dhara HCImg.); 
sicyau HA, sicyo HB HC (sicyo HCImg.).
(6) dai gati HA (after dal, sudhi lai is omitted in HA),
day! sudhi lay! gati HCImg.; tanahtf HB, tanahu HC (HCImg.), 
tanahu e; jarayau hai HA.
(7) Dasarata HA, Dasaratha HC e (Dasara HCImg.), Jasaratha HD; 
mahi HA, mani HD; kiyau HA, kiyo HB; jala danna HC (jala 
dana HCImg.); yahai HA, Iha HB, yaha is omitted in HCImg.
(8) sanamani HD; paau hai HA.
Note: In Ms. HD the number of this Kavitta verse is 33* The
previous two verses (nos. 32 and 33) were originally 
numbered 31 ancl 32, but have been corrected later 
probably by the scribe himself as the ink and the pen 
are the same. The following verses (from 33 onwards) 
have not been corrected. Consequently Bh.B.,vv.33 and 3^4- 
are numbered 33 and 33 in HD, making the entire numbering 
of the rest of the verses wrong.
Ambarl§a bhal^L ki ju risa kou karai aura, (l)
Baro mati baura kihu jata nahi bhakhiyai. (2)
Duravasa^a^risi slkha suni nahi kahu sadhu, (3)
Mani aparadha sira jata khaici riakhiyai. (U)
Lai upajai kala Krtya vikarala rupa,^^ (5)
Bhupa mahadhira rahyau tharhau abhilakhiyai• (6)
Cakra dukha mani lai krsana teja rakha kari, (7)
Pari bhira brahmana kau Bhagavata sakhiyai. (8)
(1) Ambarisa HC (Ambari§a HCl), Ambarifa e; bhakta HC e; kl ju:
ju ki HB (ki ju HBI), ki HC (ki ju HCImg.); rlti HAj
sarisa HC (sarisa HCl); karai aura kou HB, kou karai ora 
HC, kou aura karai HD.
(2) barau HA; mati HC (mati HCl); vora HD; kyau hu HA, kyo hu HB, 
kyau HC (kayau hu HCImg.); jana e; nahi HB HC; bhakhiye HA 
HD e, bhakhiyai HC (bhakhiye HCl).
(3) Durvasa HB HC; risi HC (rsi HCImg.), risi e; Sikhi HB, 
si§ya HC (£isya HCImg.), sisi HD, khisi e; nahi HA^HC, nahi
HB; kahu HA, kahu HD, kahu e; sadha HA, sadhu HD.
(k) mani HB; khaici: khaici HA HB HC (khaici HCImg.) ;nakhiye HA.H)a
(5) la* i HC; upajaya HC HD.
(6) rahyo HC e; £harho HC e (thadyo HCImg. ); abhilakhiye HA HD e.
(7) mani lai: iriana le HC;k£sanu HB,krsa HC (krsana HCl).
(8) vabhana HB, brahmana HC (brahmana HCl), vamana HD; kau : k5 
HB HD, ko HC e; sakhiye HA HD e.
(a) Durvasa : Duravasa for metre.
(b) The 3th and 6th lines of this kav.v. are missing in HB.
Bhajyo disa disa saba loka lokapala pasa (l)
Gayo nayo teja cakra cuna kiye darai hai. (2)
Brahma 5iva kahi yah a gahi tuma $eva burl, (3)
Dasani ko bheva nahi janaG veda dharai hai. (U)
Pahuce Vaikumtha jaya kahyo dukha akulaya, (3)
Haya haya rakhau prabhu kharau tana jarai hai. (6)
Mai tau hu adhina tina guna ko na miana mere, (7)
Bhakta vatasalya^a^guna sabahi ko $arai hai. (8)
(1) bhajyau HA HD, bhajyo HC (bhajyo HCl), bhajyo e; disa disa 
HB, disa disa HCImg., disa disa e; loka : loka is omitted 
in HA; pasa : samga HB.
(2) gayau HA, gavo HB, gaye e; nayau HA; cuna : cura HB,
curna HC; kiye HA HC (kiye HCImg.), kiyg HD; dare hai HB,
daryau hai HC (daryo hai HCl), dare hai HD, dare hai e.
(3) Siva HA; yaha gahi tuma : tuma gahi eha HB, iha gahi tuma
HC; $eka HB.
(4) dasana HA e, dasanl HC; kau HA, kau HD; bheda HC e; nahi HB,
nahi HC; janai HA, jane HB, jano HC, janyo e; vida HD; dhare
hai HB, dharyau hai HC (di aryo hai HCl), dhare hai e.
/  \  he>(3) pahxicai HB; vayakumtha^; jai HA, ja HB; kahyau HA; akulai
HA, akulaye HB.
(continued overleaf ... )
(a) bhakta vatsalya : bhakta vatasalya for metre. Le£. sin. in
HB.
(6) hai hai HA, hae hae HB; rakho HB HC; kharo HB, jare hai 
HB, jaryau hai HC (jaryo hai HCI), jare hai e.
(7) mai to HB HC, mai tau e; hu : ho HB, hau HC HD,hhti e; tina 
HAmg. HB; gunana HB, guna e; kau HA; mana : mane HC; 
merai HA, meral HD.
(8) hhakta vatsalya HA HC e, bhagata vatsalya HD; guna HB e; 
ko : kau HA HD; tare hai HB, taryau hai HC, tare hai e.
(continued from previous page ... )
11>»
Mokau ati pyare sadhu unako agadha mata, (l)
Karau aparadha tuma sahyo kaise jata hai. (2)
Dhama dhana vama suta prana tana tyaga karai, (3)
Dharai merl ora nisi bhora moso bat a hai. (U)
Mereu na samta binu aura kachu same! kahau, (5)
Javau vahi thaura jatai mitai utapata hai. (6)
Bare! dayala sada dina pratipala karal, (7)
Nyunata na dharai kahu bhakti gata gata hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.37.
(1) moko HB HC e; sadha HA; unakau HA, unaki e; mata : mati e.
(2) karo HB HC, karyo e; sahyau HA; kai HA, kese HC, kaisS HD.
(3) prana : prana HC e; karai HB HC.
(Z|) dharai HAmg., dhare HB, £harai HC; ora : yora HB, aura HD; 
nisa HA, nisi HB e; mausau HA, moso HB e, mosau HC.
(5 ) mereu HD, mereu e; na : ni HB; bina HA HD; ora HCImg.; 
kachu HA; saci HA; kahau HB HC.
(6) Java HB, javo HD, jao e; vohi HB, vahi HC; jate HB e;
mi£e HB; detapata hai HD (lec.diff.).
(?) vadei HB HC; deyala HB; pratapala HA; karai HA HB HC.
(8) riunata HC HD; na dhare HA, na dharai HB, na dhare HC;
kahu HB, kahu HC, kahu e.
I bb
Bh.B.,V.38.
Hvai kari nirasa flsi ayo nrpa pasa, calyo (l)
Garva s5 udasa paga gahe dina bhakhyau hai. (2)
Raja laja mani mydu kahi sanamana karyau, (3)
Dharyau cakra^a^ora kara jori abhilakhyau hai. (4)
Bhakta nisakama kabhu kamana na cahata hai, (5)
— C b ) — —Cahata huv 'vipra duri karau dukha cakhyau hai. (6)
Dekhi kai vikalatai sada samta sukhadal, (7)
AI mana majha sabai teja dhaki rakhyau hai. (8)
(1) risi : risya HA, £si HB HCImg. e; ayau HA; yayo HB; calyau HA
(2) so : sau HA, so HB HC; gahe : gahyo HB, gahai HC; bhakhyo 
hai HD e.
(3) mani : mana HC; karyau : kiyo HB, karyo e.
(U) dharyo HB HC e; ora cj.: aura HA HD, vora HB HC; jora HA HC
e (jori HCl); abhilakhyo hai HB e.
(5) niskama HB; kabhu HA HC (kabhh HCl); hai : hai HA HC, hau HB.
(6) cahata hau HB HD, cahata hu HCImg., cahata hai e; duri: dura
HC; karo HC HD; dukhya HB, cakhyo hai HB HD e.
(7) dekhi kai HA, dekhi ka HD; vikalatai HD; sukhadai HD.
(8) ‘ai HB; majha HA HB; saba HC e; dhaki HA HC, rakhyo hai && ^ 61
(a) In Ms. HD the first two words of the A|th line fdharyau cakra*
are followed by 1nisakama kabhu kamana na caha* which belong 
in the 5th line of this kav.v. The scribe has realised his 
mistake and crossed it out by putting a row of dots above 
the line.^
(b) *cahata hu* is omitted in HC which is an example of homoeo- 
graphon. It has been corrected in the margin by a second 
hand.
Eka nrpa suta suni Ambarl§a bhakti bhava, (l)
Bhayo hiya bhava aiso vara kari lijiye. (2)
Pita so nisaijika hvai kai kahi pati kiyo mai hi, (3)
Vinai mani merl vegi clthi likhi dljiye. (ij.)
Pati lai kai calyau vipra chipra uhl purl gayo, (5)
Nayo cava janyau aipai kaise tiya dhljiye. (6)
Kahau tuma jaya rani baithl sata aya mokau (7)
Bolyau na suhaya prabhu seva majha bhljiye. (8)
Bh.B.,V.39.
(1) suni: suni HB HC; bhakta bhava HA HC.
(2) bhayau HA; hiye HB, hi ye HC; aisau HA; kari : kara e;
lljiyai HB HC e (lljiye HCl).
(3) pita HC; sau HA, so HC HD; nisamka e; hvai kal HA HD, 
hvai ke HC e; kahyo HB; klyau HA, kio HC; mai hi HB HC 
(mai hi HCl).
(k) vinai HA HD; mana HC; likhi: llkhya HA; dljiyai HB HC e 
(dljiye HCl).
(5) pati HC; lai kal HA, le ke HC e; calyau is omitted in HB, 
calyo HCl e; chipra HB; uhi HA, vahl HC e, vaha HD; gayau HA,
(6) nayatf HA; janyo HC e; aipai HA, apai HB; kaisal HA HD; tiya
HC e; dhljiyai HB HC e (dhljiye HCl).
(7) kahyo HB, kaho HC e; jai HA HB; baithf e; al HA HB; mokQ
HA, moko HB, moko HC e.
(8) bolyo HB e; na suhai HA, na sohal HB; majha : majha HA;
bhljiyai HB e, bhljlyai HC.
Kahyo nrpa suta so ju kljiye j at ana kauna, (l)
Pauna jimi gayo ayo karaa nahi biya kau. (2)
Pheri kai pathayo sukha payo mai to janyo vahai (3)
Baro dharamagya vake lobha nahi tiya kau. (4)
Boll akulaya mana bhakti hi rijhaya liyo, (5 )
Kiyo pati mukha nahi dekhau aura piya kau. (6)
Jliya kai nisamka tuma bat a yaha kahau meri, (7)
Ceri jau na karau tau pai levo papa jiya kau. (8)
Bh.B. ,V.2jO.
(1) kahau HA; so: sau HA, so HB HC; ju HC; kljiyai HB HC 
(kljiye HCI); yatana e; kona HD.
(2) pauna HAImg., pavana HC, p3na HD; jima HA, jimi HB, jimi
HCI; gayau HA, gavo HB; ayau HA; nahi e; viya HC; ko HB HC.
(3) pheri HCI; kai HA HD; pathayau HA; sukha HB; payau HA; mai HB 
HC; tau HA; janyau HA, janyau HC HD ( janyo HCI); yahai HA 
HD, iha HB.
(U) barau HA HD; dharmmajna HB, dharmajfta HC e; vako HB HC;
nahi HB, nahi HC, nahi e; tiya HC; ko HB HC.
(5) akulai HA e, akulai HB HC (akulai HCI); hi: hi HB HC (hi 
HCI); rijhal HA, rijhae HB; liyau HA, liyo HC (liyo HCI).
(6) kiyau HA, kiyo HC; musa HC (mukha HCI); nahi HA e; dekho HB,
dekhyau HC; piya HC (piya HCI); ko HB HC.
(7) jai HA HCIe, jaye HB; kai HA, ke e; nisamka HCImg.e; yaha : 
yeha HB; kaho HC; yaha bata tuma meri kahau e.
(8) jau na: jo na HA HC,jyau ne HB; karo HC;tau pai HA, to pai HC;
levau HA, lehu HB, leva HC; jiya HA,jia HB; ko HB HC.
I ° I
Kahi vipra jaya suni caya bhaharaya gayo, (l)
Dayo lai khadaga yasau phere pheri lijiye. (2 )
Bhayo jo vivaha utsaha kahu mata nahi, (3 )
£1 pur a Aijibari§a dekhi chavi bhijiye. (h)
Kahyo nava mamdira mai jhari kai baserau d e v a u , (5)
Devau saba bhoga vibhau riana sukha kTjiye. (6)
Purava janama kou mere bhakti gamdha huti, (7)
Yate sanabamdha payo yahai mani dhijiye. (8)
Bh.B.,V.1+1.
(1) kaho HC; jai HA, jal HB; caya : cai HA HB; bhaharal HA, 
bhaherai HB; gayau HA.
(2) dayau HA, diyo HC; le HC; khadga HB; yaso HB HCI, yaso e; 
phera HC (phero HCI); lijlyai HB, lijiye HC (lijiye HCl).
(3 ) bhayau HA; ja HA, ju HC IiD e; utasaha HD; kahu HB, kahu HC;
nahi HA, nahi HC HD.
(1+) a * i HC; dekhi: dekhi HC (dekhi HCl); bhijiyai HB HCl.
(5) kahyau HA HD; nave HA,nayo HC; mamdara IiA; me HC, mS e; jhari 
kai HAHD; vase deva HC, vasera devo HD, basero devo e.
(6) deva HC,devau is omitted in HD,devo e; kijiye: kijiyai HC.
(7) purava janma HC; kauu HA, kou HDe; merS HA, merai HD;bhaktaHDg
(8) jatal HA HD; payau HA; yaha HA HD, ihai HB; mana HA HC (mahi 
HCl); dhljiyai HB, dhijiyai HC, dhijiya HD.
(a) The 5th and 6th lines of* this kavitta verse are missing in HB.
\ I °
Rajani ke sesa pati hhauna mai pravasa kiyo, (l)
Liyo prema satha dhiga mamdira ke aiye. (2)
Eahari $ahala patra cauka kari rijhi rahi, (3)
Gahi kauna jaya jamai hota na lakhaiye. (U)
Avata hi raja dekhi lagai na nime^a kihu, (5)
Kauna cora ayo merl seva lai curaiye. (6)
Dekhi dina tina phiri cinha kai pravina kahi, (7)
Aiso mana jo pai prabhu mathe padharaiye. (8)
Bh.B.,V.U2.
(1) rajani HC; ke HD; sesa HC; pati HB; bhauna HA HD,asrama HB;
mai is omitted in HB, me HC, m§ e; pravesa HC; kiyau HA,
kTyo HC.
(2) liyau HA, liyo HC; mamdira: mamdara HA; kai HD, aiye KA HCl, 
ai hai HB.
(3) vahira HB, vahari HCl; cauka kari HB.
(i|.) kauna: kaunai HA; jai HA,jae HB;jame HB,jamai HC,jamS e;
hauti HA;na e; lakhaiye HA,lakhalai HB, lakhaiye HCl.
(5) raja: raja HC; dekhi HB HC; nime§a HB; kahE HA HB, kyau hQ 
HC, kyo hu e.
(6) kona HC, k5na HD; ayau HA, avai HC; lai : le HC; curaiye HA, 
coraiai HB, coraiyai HC e.
(7) dekhi dina HB HCl; tini HB; phiri HB, pheri HC e; cinha HA
HC, cinhi HB, cinhi e; kahi: kahi HC e.
(8) aisau HA, aise HB; jau pai HA, jau pe HB; mathai HA, mathS
HD; padharaiye HA, padharaiyai HB e.
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Lai Lata mani mano mamtra lai suhayo kana, (l)
Hota hi bihana seva nlkl padharai hai. (2)
Karata simgara phiri apa hi nihari rahai, (3)
Lahai nahi para d£ga jharl si lagai hai. (4)
Bhai barhavara raga hhoga sau apara bhava, (5)
Bhakti vlsatara^ a^rlti pura saha chai hai. (6)
Nrpa hiu sunata aha lag! copa dekhibe kl, (7)
Ae tatakala^^mati ati akulai hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.U3*
(1) la!i HB; mano : manau IiA, man5 HD; lai : le HC; sunayau HA.
(2) hauta hi HA, hota hi HC; vihana HB; padharai hai HB.
(3 ) karati e; apa hi : apu hi HB e; rahai :rahe HC.
(U) nahi : nahi HB HC.
(5) vadavara HB, varhavari HD; sau : so HB HC HD, so e.
(6) vistari HB, vistara HC e; pura : rasa HB, purl e.
(7) nypa hu HB HD, nrpa hu HC; lagl : lagi e; caupa HA HD, 
caupa HB HC (copa HCI); kl : ko HB.
(8) aye HA HD; akulai hai HD.
(a) vistara : visatara for metre.
(b) tatkala : tatakala for metre.
17*
Bh.B.,V.UU.
Hare hare pava dharai pauriyana mane karai, (l)
Khare arahare kaba dekhad bhagabharT kafl. (2)
Gae cali mamdira laG suipdarl na sudhi amga,^a  ^ (3)
Raipga bhiji rahi dyga laya rahe jhari kau. (U)
Blna lai bajavai^^gavai lalana rijhavai ty5 ty5, (5)
Ati mana bhavai kahai dhanya yaha gharl kaQ. (6)
Dvara pai rahyo na jaya gae lala^aya <Jhiga, (7)
Bhal u£hi $harhl dekhi raja guru Harl katt. (8)
(1) harS harS HA, haral haral HD; pava cj.: pava HA HB HC HD; 
dhare HC, dharai HD; pauriyana! HD, pauriana HB, pauriyani e; 
manal HA, manS HD; kare HC, karal HD.
(2) kharai arabarai HB, khare arabarai e; kabare HA; dekho HB HC; 
magabharl HB; k5 HB, kau HC, ko e.
(3) gaya HBImg.; maijidara HA; lau HBImg. HC e; suipdari HA,
suipdara HD.
(U) bhiji: bhiji HA, bhari HBImg.; lae rahi HBImg.; katt: k5 
HBImg., ko e.
(continued overleaf ... )
(a) The 3rd and Uth lines of this kavitta verse are missing in
HB, but are written in later upside down in the margin at the
top by a different hand.
(b) In Ms.HA Tblna lai bajavai'^is followed by ^lalani rijhavai 
tyafl tyafl ati mana bhavai gavai lalani rijhavai tyafl tyafl1. 
which is a good example of scriptura continua. The under­
lined is the actual text.
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(continued from previous page ... )
(5) vlna le HC (vina le HCl); lalani HA HD; tyaQ tyad HA*
(6) kahai: kahal HA HD e; yaha : ya HB; katt : ko HB, ko e.
(7) rahyo na: rahyau na HA, na rahyo HC; jae HB; <|higa 
lalacaya HCImg. e.
(8) £harhl : •fhadT HC, •fharhi e; raja gura HB; kaft : 
kS HB, ko e.
17 f
Bh.B.,V.U5.
Vaise hi hajavo b i n a ^ t a n a n i  navina lai kai, (l)
Jhina sura kana parai j"ati mati kheiyai. (2)
Jaise raipga hhiji rahi kahi so na jata mo pai, (3)
Aaipai mana naina caina kaise kari goiyai. (k)
Kari kai alapacarl pheri kai sabhari tana, (5)
Aya gayo dhyana rupa tahi majha hhoiyai. (6)
Priti rasa rupa bhai rati saba biti gal, (7)
Nai kachu riti aho jamaT nahi soiyai. (8)
(1) vaisaT hi HA, vaisa hi HB, vaise hi HD; bajavau HD, bajao e; 
tanana HB HC HDImg. (tanaril HCI); navina HC, navina HDImg.; 
after navina, vina in HA; lai kai HA, le ke HC, le ka HDImg.
(2) jhana HDImg.; kana:ka HDImg.; pari HA, pare HB HC; jate HC, 
daiu HD (data HDImg.); mati HAI; khoiye HA e, kholyai HC, 
khoiye HD.
(3) jaisat HA HD; bhiji : bhini HB; mo pai : mo pal HD; so na 
data mo pe kahi HC.
(U) aipai cd* : aisai HA, vopai HB, aipai HC (aupai HCI), 
opai HD; nSna cena HA, nalna HD (after naina, caina is 
omitted in HD); kaisai HA, kaisai HD; goiye HA e, goiyai HC, 
goiye HD,
(a) In Ms. HD after fvais§ hi badavau vina*, 1 tanani navina 
lai kai d^ina sura kana1 is omitted, but is written in 
later in the margin at the bottom by a different hand.
(5) kari kal HD; alapacari HB, alapa caro e; pheri kal HA,
pheri ke HC; sabharT HC, sabhari e.
(6) ai HB; gayau HA; tahi : tahi HB e; majha HB; bhoiye HA 
moiyai HC, bhoiye HD.
(7) bhai : ma’i HB; sabha HB; bita gai HD.
(8) kachu HA; aho : ahau HA; jamai HB HC, jame e; nahi HB,
nahi HC, nahi e; solye HA HC HD, soiye e.
(continued from previous page ... )
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Bata suni rahi aura raja gae nai thaura, (l)
Bhai siramaura aha kauna vaki sara hai. (2)
Hama hu lai seva karai pati mati vasa karai, (3)
Dharai niti dhyana vi§ai huddhi rakhi dhara hai. (U)
Suni kai prasanna bhayo ati Ambarisa isa, (3)
Lag! copa phaila gal bhakti ghara ghara hai. (6)
Barhai dina dina cava aisoi prabhava kou, (7)
Palate subhava hota anamda ko bhara hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.U6.
(1) suni : suni HD; aura : au HB, ora HC; gayo HB; nai HB, 
na'i HC; thora HB.7 m
(2) siramaura HB, siramora HC; aba : ora HC; kauna HA HD, kona 
HC; sari hai HD.
(3) hama hu le HC; karai cj.: karai HA HB HC HD; pat! msti HB;
basi HA, basa e; karai HB HC.
(h) dharai HB HC; nitya HC e, nita HD; vi§aya e; budhi HA HC;
dhari hai HA HC HD (dhara hai HCl), dhari hai HB.
(5) suni kai HA; prasana HA, prasanya HB; bhayau HA, bhae e;
Amvarisa HB; isa HB, Isa HD.
(6) copa cj.: caupa HA HD, caupa HB HC (copa HCl), cofa e;
phaili gal HA HCI; ghari ghari hai HA, ghari hai HD (ghari
ghare hai HDImg.)•
(7) vadho HB, vadhyo HC; dina dina HB; aisaui HA, aisoi HB, 
esoi HC; sabhava H^; kou HD.
(8) palatai HC HD e, ravabhava HA; hauta HD; ko : kau HA; 
bhari hai HD.
177
Bh.B. ,V.i+7.
Nhata hi Vidura nari amgani pakhiari kari, (l)
Tiya gae dvara Ky§na boli kai sunayo hai. (2)
Sunata hi svara sudhi dap! lai nidari mano (3 )
Rakhyo mada bhari dauri ani kai citayo hai. (U)
Dari diyo pita pa£a kati lapafaya liyo,^a ' (5)
Hiyo sakucayo vesa vegi hi banayo hai. (6)
Baithi dhiga aya kera chili chilaka khavaya, (7)
Tlyo pati khijhyo dukha koti guno payo hai. (8)
(1) nhati hi Vidura HB; amgana HC e; pakhara HD; kari HCImg.
(2) ai HA e, ae HB; dvari HA; kai : kal KA HD; sunayau hai HA.
(3) suna hi sura HB; dari HB, darai HC; lai nidara HB; manau
HA, mano HD•
(1+) rakhyau HA HD; mada bhari mano HB; ani is omitted in HB;
kal HD; citayau hai HA, citayo hai HC.
(5) dara HD; dayau HA, diyo HC; lapatai HA e; layau HA, liyo HC.
(6) hiyau HA; sakucayau HA, sukacayo HD; vega hi HA HD;
banayau hai HA.
(7) baithi cj.: baithe HA HD, baithi HB HC; dhiga ae HB; kalra
HA, kari HB; chila HA, chila HC; chilaka HA; khaval HB HC.
(8) ayau HA; pati HB; khijyau HA HD, khijho HC; guno : gunau 
HD, guno HC; payau hai HA.
(a) The 5th and 6th lines oi* this kavitta verse are missing 
in HB.
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Bh.B. ,V.Z|8.
Prema ko vicar a apa lage phala sara dena, (l)
Caina payo hiye hari hari dukhadai hai. (2)
Bole rljhi Syama tuma kino baro kama aipai (3)
Svada abhirama vaisi vastu mai na pal hai. (i+)
Tiya sakucaya kara kati darau haya prana - (5)
Pyare kau khavae chili chi 1 aka na bhai hai. (6)
Hita hi ki bata dou kou para pavai nahi, (7)
Hlkai kai laravai soi janai yaha gal hai. (8)
(1) prema kau vicari HA HD; apu HC e; lagyo HB, lage HC; 
dena : dena HD.
(2) caina HA, cena HD; payau HA; hiyo HC, hiyo HD e.
(3) bole rijhi HB; ifyama e; kTnau HA HD; badau HA; apai HB,
aipai ’HC (aupai HCI).
(U) vaisi : vaisi HB; mai : mai HB HC, me e.
(5) tiya HC; sakucae HB; kati HAmg.; darau HB, daro HC; hai 
HA, hae HB ; prana HB HC e.
(6) kau : ko HB HC e; khavai HA, khavai HC e, khavaya HD; chila
HA, chila HC HD; chilika HB, chllaki HD.
(7) hita ki KB (after hita, hi is omitted in HB), hita hi ki 
HC; vate HB, vatai HC, bate e; dou kou HA, kou dou HB, 
dou kou HC; nahi IiA HC, nahi HB; para pavai nahi kou e.
(8) nikai kai HD, hike kai e; Janai : janai HA HD; yaha : 
ehi HB.
Bh.B.,V.1*9.
Baro nisakama 'sera cuna hu na dhama dhiga, (1)
Ai nija bhama priti Hari so janai hai. (2)
Suni soca paryo hiyo kharo arabaryo, mana (3 )
GArho lai kai karyo bolyo ha ju sarasai hai. (U)
Javo eka bara vaha vadana nihari avo, (5 )
Jo pai kachu pavo lyavo mokau sukhadai hai. (6)
KahT bhali bata sata loka mai kalamka hvai hai, (7)
Janiyata yahi liye kinl mitratai hai. (8)
(1) badau HA, bade HC; nihkama HB; cuna hu HCI.
(2) bhama : vama HC; Hari HB; sau HA HD, so HB; janai hai
(3) suni HB; soca paryau HA HD; hiyau HA; kharau HA, kharyo 
HB HCI; arabaryau HA HD e.
(U) gadhau HA, gadhyo HB; lai kai HA HD, le kai HC; karyau HA 
HD e; bolyau HA HD; ha ju HC (hara ju HCl); sarasai hai HC.
(3) vaha : vai HB, vaha HC; badana HA; avo : ayo HB.
(6) kachu : kachu HA; payo HB; lavo HB; moko HB HC e; sukhadai 
hai HB HD.
(7) mai : mai HB HC, me e; hvai hai : vhai hai HC HD.
(8) janiyani HA; yahi HB; lie HB, liya HC, liye e; mltratai 
hai HB HC.
(a) niskama : nisakama f o r  metre.
I GO
Tiya suni kahai Kysna rupa kyau na cahai daya, (l)
Dahai dukha apa hi sau hacana sunaye hai. (2)
AT sudhi pyare ki vicare mati £are saha, (3)
Dhare paga maga Jhumi DvaravatT aye hai. (h)
Dekhi kai vibhuti sukha upajyau abhuta kou, (5)
Calyau mukha madhurT ke locana tisaye hai. (6)
Darapata hiyo dyorhi laghi mana garho kiyo, (7)
Liyo kara gahi caha taha pahucaye hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.50.
(1) tiya HA, tia HB; kyau na : kyo na HB, ko na HC; cahai HC; 
jai HA HB.
(2) apa hi : apa hi HB, apa hi HCImg.; so HB HC e; sunayo hai 
HB, sunaye hai HC HD.
(3) ai HB; vicare : vicarai HA HD; tare : tarai HA HD, darai HB. 
(k ) dharai HA HD; jhumi : bhumi HB, bhumT HC; Dvaravati HD;
ae hai HA HB, aye hai HC.
(5) dekhi kai HA; upajyo HB e; kou : kou HBI, kou HD e.
(6) calo HB, calyo HC e; ko HB (ke HBl); tisae hai HB,
tisaye hai HC.
(7) hiyo : hiyau HA, hiyo PIC; dyaurhl HA, daurhl HC; naghi HB, 
Iasi HD; garhau HA; kiyau HA, kiyo HC.
(8) liyau HA, liyo HC; kara gahi HB; taha : taha HA, taha HB; 
pahucaie hai HA, pahucayo hai HB, pahuce hai HC.
101
Bh.B.,V.51.
Dekhyo Syama ayo mitra citravata rahe neku, (l)
Hita ko caritra dauri roya gare lage hai. (2)
Llano eka tana bhayo layo aise laya chat1, (3 )
Nayo yaha prema chu^al nahi amga page hai. (4)
Ai dubaral sudhi railana chutal tate, (3)
Ane jala ran! paga dhoe bhaga jage hai. (6)
Seja padharaya guru caraca^calaya sukha - (7)
Sagara buraya apa ati anurage hai. (8)
(1) dekhyau HA; Syama e; ayau HA; citravrata rahai HB; nalku HA.
(2) hita kau HD; caratra HA, caritra HB; dauri HB; roi HA HC e,
neku HB; gare HD; lae hai HB, lage hai HC.
(3) manaQ HA; bhayau laiyau HA; aisal HA, aiso HC; chat! lae 
aise HB.
(4) nayau HA; iha HB; chutai HA HC, chutyo HB; nahi HB HC, 
nahi e; page hai HA HC, pagai hai HB.
(3) ai HC; milana : milana HC; chudai HA; tatal HA, tanai HC, 
tane HD, tane e.
(6) anS HA; paga : pava HB; dhoie HA; jage hai HB HC.
(7) seja HB; padharai HA HB; caraca calal HA HB.
(8) buraya : burai HA HB; ati : ati HB; anurage hai HB HC
(a) carca : caraca for metre.
I O *
Bh.B.,V.52.
Cirava chipaye kamkha puche kaha lyae mokau, (1 )
Ati sakucaye bhumi takai drga bhije hai. (2)
Khaici lai gamthi muthi eka mukha maj^a dai, (3 )
Dusari hu leta svada paya apa rijhe hai. (4)
Gahyau kara rani sukhasarii pyari vastu yaha, (5)
Pavo bati mano sri Sudama prema dhlje hai. (6)
Syama ju vicari dini sampati apara, vida (7)
Bhaye pai na jani sara bichurana chije hai. (8)
(1) chip aye : chap aye HB, chipae HC e; kakha HA HC FID; puchal 
HA HD; lyaye HC; moko HB HD, moko HC e.
(2) ati sakucae HB e, ati sakucaya HC; take HB HC, takS HD, 
takai e; bhije hai HB, bhije je hai HC, bhiji ha? HD.
(3) khaici HC; la1i HB; garathi HB, gathi HCI; muthi HC (muthi 
HCl), muthi HD; majha HB HC, majhi HD.
(i±) dusariu HA, dusari hu HB e, dusarT hu HC; paya : pae HB;
apa : ati HB, apu HC e; rijhe hai HB HC.
(5) gahyo HB HC e; vastu : hasta HA; iha HB.
(6) payo HB; vati HB HC; mano HD e; srl Sudamo HA; dhije ha? :
bhije hai HA, dhije hai HB HC.
(7) Ju : ju HB; vicari HC (vicari HCl); sampata HC.
(8) hhaya HA, bhae HB e; bichurana : bichurata IiA, bichurani 
HCI e; chije hai HA KB HC.
Itt3
Ae nija grama vaha ati abhirama bhayo, (l)
Nayo pur a Dvarika so dekhi mati gal hai. (2)
Tiya ramga bhirii saipga satani sahelT lTril, (3 )
Kin! manuhari yo pratTti ura bhaT hai. (i+)
Vahai Hari dhyana rupa madhuri ko pana, taso. (3 )
Rakhai nija prana jake priti riti nai hai. (6)
Bhoga ki na caha aise tana n i r a v a h a ^ k a r a i , (7 )
Dharai so! cala sukha jala rasamaT hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.53.
(1) aai HA, aye HD; neja HA, niju HD; vaha : eha HB; bhayau HA*
(2) nayau HA ; so : sau HA; ga!i hai HB, gal hai HD.
(3) samga satana sahelT lirii HB.
(U) klnhi HC; manuhara HB; yo : vo HB, yau HC; ura : tava HB; 
bha'i hai HB.
(5) rupa : mukha HB; tasau HA, taso HB e.
(6) rakhe HB, rakhai HCl, rakhau HD, rakhai e; niju HD; 
jakai HC, jakai HD; na fi hai HB.
(?) na : ne HB; aisai HA, aisai HD; nirvaha HB, riiravaha HC; 
karg HA.
(8) dharai HA; sau! HA, soi HB; rasama'i hai HB.
(a) nirvaha : niravaha for metre.
|O if
Bh.B.,V.3U.
Huto nrpa eka tako suta Camdrahasa bhayo, (1)
ParT yo vipati dhai lyai aura pura hai. (2)
Raja ko divana take rahi ghara ana, bala (3 )
Apane samana samga khelai rasadhura hai. (k)
Bhayo brahma bhoja kou aisoi samjoga banyo, (5)
***Ae ve kumara jaha viprana ko sura hai. (6)
Boli uthe sabai ter! suta ko ju pati, yahai (7)
Huvo cahai jani suni gayo laja ghura hai. (8)
(1) hut au HA, ha to IIB, hutau HD; tako : takau HA, take e; 
suta HB; bhayau HA.
(2) pari HA, paryo HB; yau KA, yo HB, yau HC; vipati HC; dhyai 
HC (dhai HCI); lai HB, lyai HCImg.; aura pura hai HB.
(3 ) ko : kau HA, kau HD; devana HC, divana e; tako HC, takai 
HD; ghari HA; ani HC HD.
(U) apanai HA HD; khele HB HCImg.; rasa dhuri hai HA, rasa
sara hai HB, rasadhura hai HCI.
(3 ) bhayau HA; kou : kou HC, koi HB e; aisaui HA; banyau HA HD.
(6) aye HA, aya HC; ve : yai HB, vai e; kuvira HD; jaha HB, 
jaha HC; vipranha HB, viprani HD; kau HA HD.
(7) boli uthai HB; saba HA; ko : kau HA e; jo HB, ju HC; 
ihai HA HC.
(8) huvo HA, huyo HB, hevo HC; jani HC HD e; gayau HA; ghura
hai HB, ghura hai HC (purahai HCImg.)
\6S
Paryo soca bharl^a^kaha kar5 y5 vicari aho, (l)
Suta jo hamarl tako pati siso cahiye. (2)
§arad yahi mari yako yahai hai vicara taba (3)
Boli nlca jana kahyo maro hiya dahiye. (4)
Lai kai gae duri dekhi bala chavipura hama (5)
Joni paro dhuri dukha aiso avagahiye. (6)
Bole akulaya tohi maralge sahaya kauna, (7)
Magad eka bat a jaba kahad taba bahiye. (8)
Bh.B,,V.55.
(1) paryau HA HD e; kard : karau HA, karad e; yad HA e.
(2) jo : jau HA; takau HA; aisau HA; cahiyai HC e.
(continued overleaf ... )
(a) In Ms.HB the arrangement of the lines of this kavitta verse 
is_very faulty. In the 1st line of this kav.v."paryo soca 
bhari" is followed by ,fvako yahai hai vicara taba" (of the 
3rd line of this kav.v. J instead of ukaha kar5 y5 vicari aho", 
which has been written in the 3rd line in HB, followed by 
"suta ja hamarl" from the 2nd line of this kav.v. Then the 
i+th line of this kav.v. is the 2nd line in HB, replaced by 
"tako patl yaiso cahiai" from the 2nd line of this kav.v.
This is an example of accidental mistake caused by lapsus 
calami and scriptura continua. Consequently, the rhythm 
and the rhymes of this kav.v. are faulty in HB; e.g. the 
kth and 6th lines. The text of this kav.v. in HB is as 
follows:
Paryo soca bharl yako yahai hai vicara taba 
Boli nlca jana kahyo maryo ehl dahiyai.
Kaha karafl yau vicari aho suta ja hamarl 
Tako patl yaiso cahiai.
Darau ehl mari lai kai gayo dukha dekhi bala 
Chavipura hama joni paro dhurl dukha aiso
avagahiai•
Bole akulae tohi marege sahae kauna 
Mago eka bata jave kahi tave cahiyai.
(3) daro HC, daro HD; yahi HCImg.; yakau HA HD e; after 
yahai, hai is omitted in HA; vicari HD.
(1|) boll HC (holi HCImg.); nica HA (nlca jana HAImg.); kahyau
HA HD e; garau HA, marau e; hiye HA, hiyo HC; dahiyai HC e.
(5) lai kai HA, le kai HC; dura e; dekhi HCl.; ha chavipura
HC (haia chavipura HCImg.).
(6) jona HA, yoni e; parai e; dhura HD e; aisau HA HD; 
avagahiyai HC e.
(7) bolai HA; akulai HA; maralge cj.: maraige HA HD, marege 
HC; sahai HA; kona HC, kona HD.
(8) mago HD; kahatt : kahau I1C; bahiyai HC e.
(continued from previous page ... )
1(57
Lfani lino bola vai kapola madhi gola eka, (l)
Ga^daki ko suta karhi seva niki kini hai* (2)
Bhayo tadakara yo nihari sukha bhara bhari, (3)
Nainani ki kora hi so ajha vadha dihi hai. (U)
Gire murajhaya daya ai kachu bhaya bhare, (5)
§hare prabhu ora mati ana^ida so bhihi hai. (6)
Hut! chathi amguri su kati lai du§ana ho, (7)
Bhusana hi bhayo jaya kahi sarpca cihi hai.^a  ^ (8)
Bh.B.V.,56.
(1) lino : linau HA, lino HB, liyo HC (liyo HCI), linho e; vola e
HB, vola vai HCI, bola ve e; madhya HB e, madha HC (madhya
HCImg.); eka gola HC.
(2) Gaijiduki HA; kau HA HD; karhi HB; niki : niki HC.
(3) bhayau HA; y5: yau HA, yo HB; sukha bhara HCI; bharai HB.
(4) nanSna HA, nainana HB, nenani HD; so: so HA HB; ajna HB HC,
agya HD.
(5) pare murajhai HB, gire murajhai HD e ; a1 : aya HC HD, ai e; 
bhai HA, bhai HB.
(6) dhara HA; ora : aura HA HD, vora HB, so : so HB HC e.
(7) huti HA, huti HB; chathi HB; agurl HA HB; so HC e, §u HD;
kati la'i HA, kati la !i HB; du§a$a HB; hau HA.
(8) bhusana HA, bhu§ana HB HC; hi HC (hi HCI); bhayau HA, bhafi
HB; jai HA, jai HB e; samci HB; cinhi hai HA HB HD, clhi hai
HC (chinhi hai HCI)•
(a) cinhi hai : cihi hai for metrical rhyme.
I o <j
Vahai desa bhumi mai rahata laghu bhupa aura, (l)
Aura sukha saba eka suta caha bhari hai. (2)
Nikasyo vipina ani dekhi yahi moda mani, (3)
Kini khaga chaha ghirl mrgi pati sari hai. (U)
Dauri kai nisaijika liyo paya nidhi ramka jiyo, (5)
Kiyo manabhayo so badhayo sriya vari hai. (6)
Kou dina bite n£pa bhaye cita cite, diyo (7)
Raja ko tilaka bhava bhakti visatar! hai.^a  ^ (8)
Bh.B.,V.57.
(1) vaihai HA HB, vahai HC; desa HB e; mai KA HC H C ; bhupa : 
bhupa HA.
(2) ora HC; eka : yeka HC (eka HCImg.); bhari hai HB.
(3) nikasyau HA e; nikase HC; vipana HA HC, vipini H3; dekhe HC, 
dekha HD; yahi : mohi HB.
(4) kirii HC (kinhi HCImg.); chaha HC; gheri HB, gheri HC (gharai 
HCImg.); mrga pati HB.
(5) dauri kal HA; nisamka e; liyau HA, liyo HC; payau HA, payo 
HB, pai e; nidhi kara HB; jiyau HA, jiyo HC.
(6) kiyau HA, kiyo HC; manabhayau HAImg., manabhavo HB; so 
badhayau HA; srlja HA, sripa HB, sri HC, sri hu e,
(7) kou HB HC; bite HCl, bite e; bhaye : bhaya HA, bhae e;diyauHA«
(8) ko : kau HA; tilaka HC, tila e; vistari hai HA HB, vistari 
hai HC (vistari hai HCl).
(a) vistari hai : visatari hai for metre.
Rahai jake desa so naresa kachu pavai nahi,
Baha bala jora diyo saciva pa^haya kai.
Ayo ghara jani kiyo ati sanamana so
(a)Pichani'1 'liyo vahai bala marau chala chaya kai 
Dai likhi cithi jahu mere suta hatha dijai,
IQjai vahi bata jako ayo lai likhaya kai 
Gae pura pasa baga seva mati pagi kari, 
Bhari drga hida neku soyo sukha paya kai
C D
(2)
(3)
(U)
(5)
( 6 )
(7)
( 8 )
(1) rahe HA, rahe HC, rahai HD; take HC; desa HCI e; sau HA;
naresa HCI e; kachu HD; nahi e.
(2) baha HA; bala jori e; diyau HA, diyo HC (diyo HCl); pa^hal 
IiA HB, pathai e; ke HA, kai HD.
(3) ayau HA; kiyo : kiyau HA, kiyo HC; so : sau HA.
(i+) pichana HB e; liyau HA; marau : maryo HB, maro HC e, mar5 HD
chala chai HA HB, chala chai e; kai HA HD.
(5) del HC; likhi HB; citthi e; jahu HA, jao e; dijai : dijai
HA, dije e.
(6) kije e; vahi HA, vohi HB; jakS HA HD; aya HA; le HC; likhai 
HA, lakhai HB, likhai e; ke HA.
(7) gayo pura HB; pagi : paga HB e; kari HC e.
(8) nida: nlda HB; naiku HA, neku HD; soyau HA; paya : pai HA e,
pai HB; kg HA.
(a) pahacana : pbhani for metre.
Ho
Bh.B.,V.39
Aya mill alini mS lalana ko dhyana hiye, 
Piye mada mano g£ha ai jaba dhijl hai.
Vi§aya sunama abhirama d^ga amjana so, 
Vi§aya banal mana bhai rasa bhiji hai.
Khelati sahelini so ai vahi baga majha,
Kari anuraga bhai nyari dekhi rijhl hai.
Paga madhi pati chavi mat! jhuki khSci lai,^a  ^
Bamci kholi likhyo vi§a dena pita khljhl hai.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(k)
( 5 )
( 6)
(7)
(8)
(1) khelata HC HD; sahelini HB, sahelini HC; sau HA, so HC;
ai e; vahi HA, vahi HB e; majha HB.
(2) bhai : bhafi HB HC; rijha hai HA.
(3) paga HC (vaga HCl); madhya HC; jhuki HC (jhuki HCImg);
khaici HB, kh§ci HCImg., khalca HD, khaici e.
(U) vaci HB, vamci HD; likhyau HA; likhyo pita daina vi§a HB; 
Ithljl hai HD.
(5) sunama : sonama HB; so : so HB HC.
(6) banai HA e; mana ma'i HB; rasa : sara HC.
(7) ai HA HB, ai e; mili HB; alina HB HCl; mai HB HC; ko : kau 
HA HD; hiye HC (hiye HCl).
(8) piye HA, piye HC (piye HCl); mano HA HD; graha HA; ay a
jaba HD, ai taba e.
(a) In Ms. HC the 3rd and 4th lines of this kavitta verse are the 
3th and 6th lines, and the 3th and 6th lines are the 3rd and 
4th lines. The scribe seems aware of this mistake as he has 
marked the 1st and 2nd lines No.l., 3rd and 4th lines No.3, 
3th and 6th lines No. 2, and 7th and 8th lines No. 4.
n i
Ufhyo Camdrahasa jihi pasa likhyo lyayo, ayo (l)
Dekhi mana hhayo garhe gare so lagayo hai. (2)
Dai kara pati hata likhi mo suhati, holi (3 )
Vipra ghari eka majha vyaha ugharayo hai. (4)
Kari aisi riti dare hare nypa jiti, sriya (5)
Deta gai hiti cava para pai na payo hai. (6)
Ayo pita hie a suni dhuma ai mica mano, (7)
Bano lakhi dulaha ko sula sarasayo hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.60.
(1) uthyau HA HD; Camdahasa HB; jehi HC; lakhyau HA, likho HB; 
lyayau HA, layo e; ayau HA, jayo e.
(2) hhayo : hhayau HA; garhal HA HD, garhe HCImg.; garai HD; 
sad HA, so HB HC; lagayau hai HA.
(3 ) hei e; likhi : liklii HB HC (likhi HCImg.); mo : so HB; 
sohati HB HC.
(k) eka : ika HA, yeka HB HC (eka HCImg.); majha HA HB; vyahu HA;
ugharayau hai HA, udharayo hai HB, uhharayo hai e.
(5) aisi : aisi HC (asi HCI); riti HA HC (riti HCI); jiti :
Jita HB; sri HB HC e.
(6) gai : gafi HC; hit! HB HC; caya HC; parai HA; na payau hai HA
(7) ayau HA; pita HC (pita HCImg.); suni HC; dhumi HA, ghuma HB 
HC, ghumi e; manau HA, mano HD e.
(8) hanau HA, hano HD; dulaha ko cj•: dulaha yu kau HA, dulha ko
HB, dulaha ko HC, dulaha ju ko HD; sula e; sarasayau hai HA.
Bai^hyau lai ekamta suta kari kaha bhramta yaha,
Kahyo so vrtaipta kara patl lai dikhal hai.
Bamci aipca lag! mai tau barol abhagl, aipai
1 arau mati pagi be£l ramra hi suhui hai.
Boli nlca jata bata kahi tuma javo ma^ha,
Avai taha kou mari darau mohi bhai hai.•
Candrahasa ju so bhakhyo devi puji avo aju,
Merl kula pujya sada riti cali a! hai.
n *
Bh.B.,V.6l.
(1) bai^ho HB, baithyo e; le HC; ekati HA, ikamta e; kari HB; 
bhrata HB, bhramti HCI; lha.HB.
(2) kahyau HA HC; vritata HA, nitamta HB HD e, nitamta HC 
(vrtamta HCImg.); kari HA HD, kari HB; le dakhai hai HCI*
(3) baci HA, bamci HB; mai to HB HC, mai to HD e; baraui HA; 
aipai HA, apai HB, epai HC.
(U) maro HB e, marau HC, maro HD; hi : ho HA, ho HC HD, hu e; 
suhai hai HA.
(3) boll HB; nica jata HA, nica jati HB e, nlca jati HC; kahi 
HA; javau HC.
(6) taha kou HB, kou taha HC; marl HB; daro HB HC.
(7) ju : ju HB; sau HA, so HB HC; bhakhyau HA HD; pujl HC 
(puji HCImg.); avsu HA, ayo HB; ajau HA aju HD, apa e.
(8) pujya : puji HA, pujya HB, puja HD e.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
( 6 )
(7)
( 8)
Calei karana puja desapati raja kahi, (l)
Mere suta nahi raja vahi kau lai dljiye. (2)
Saciva suvana sad ju kahyo tuma lyavo javo, (3)
Pavo nahi pheri samai aha kama kijiye. (4)
Dauryo sukha paya caya maga hi mai liyo jaya, (3)
Diyo so pa^haya nypa ramga majha bhijiye. (6)
Devi apamana te na daro sanamana karad, (7)
J"ata mari daryo ya sau bhakhyau bhupa lijiye. (8)
(1) calol e; karap.a HC; desapati HA HD, desapati e; raja HB HC
(2) merai HA; suta HB; nahi HA, nahi HC; vahi HCImg.; ko IIB HC
le HC; dijiyai HB HC.
(3 ) saciva HA; suana HB; so ju HB HC HD, so ju e; kahyau HA HD
lyavau javau HA, lavo javo HB e.
(4) pavau HA; nahi HB; phera HA HC; sama! HA HD, samaya e; 
kljiya-i HB HC.
(5) dauryau HA HD; pai cai HA e, pai cai HB, paya cava HC; mai
HB, me HC, m§ e; liyau HA, liyo IiC (liyo HCl); jai HA e,
jai HB, aya HD.
(6) diyau HA; su HB; pa^hai HA e, pathae HB; majha HB HC, rnahl 
e; bhijiyai HB HC.
(7) te : tal HA, te HD; daryo HB, darau HD; karau HB, karo HC.
(8) daryau HA HD; ya so HB, ya sau HC, ya so HD e; bhakho HB,
bhalchyo e; lijiyai HB HC.
Kahu ani kahi suta tero maryau nicani nai, (l)
Sicani sarira drga jala jhari lagi hai. (2)
Galyo tatakala dekhi giryo hvai bihala, sisa (3)
Pathara sau phoryo maryo aisoi abhagi hai. (U)
Suni Camdrahasa cali vegi matha pasa aye, (5)
Dhyaye^a^paga devata ke katai aipga ragu hai. (6}
Kahyo tero drohi yahi krodha kari maryau mai hi, (7)
( b 1U£hai' 'dou dijai dana jlye barabhagi hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.63.
(1) kahft HB, kahu HD; ai HB, ai HC; tairo HD; maryo HD, maro e; 
nicana HB HC; ne HB e, nai HC.
(2) sicani HB, sicana HC, sicana e; sarira e; jala d£ga HA HD,
drga nira HC e; jhari HB, jhara HC.
(3 ) calyau HA HD; dekhi HC (dekhi HCImg.); giryau HA HD; vhai 
HC HD; Sisa HB.
(4) sau : so HB, so HC, so HD e; phoryau HA HD, phoro HC (phori
HCI); maryau HA HDImg., maryo HB, aisohi e.
(3) suni HB; cali HB; vegi HC (vegi HCI); ae HB HC, ayo HD.
(6) dhyae HA, dhyaya HB, dhae HC (dhai HCImg.); ka-fai cj.: ka£i
HA, pay a HC, kata HD, Kate e;
(7) kahyau HA HD; terau HA, teryau H3; do§i HA HD, droha HC 
(drohi HCI), dve§i e; yahi HA HD e; maryo HB, maryo e; mai 
HB HC; hi HC, 1 HD, h! e.
(8) u$he HB, uthai HC; dou HB; jiye: HB HD e.
(a) After dhyaya, fpaga devata ke katai* is omitted in HB.(b) ji uthai is intended.
Bh.B. ,V.61+
Aura kama kamana na sevaebhilakhiye.
_ (a)kama krodhav 'moha mada adi lai kai duri kiye 
Jiye n£pa pai aiso nainani mai rakhiye.
Kahi jitl bata adi amta la£ suhata hiye, 
Parhai u$hi prat a phala Jaimuni hai sakhiye.
§higa ko samaja taki bata kaha bhakhiye. 
Hari Hari nama abhirama dhama dhama sunai
Karyo aiso raja saba desa bhakta raja kiyo (1)
( 2 )
(3)
(4)
(5 )
(6)
(7)
( 8)
(1) karyau HA HD; aisau HA; sabha HB; desa e; kiyau HA, kivo HB, 
kiyo HC, karyo e.
(2) ko : kau HA HD; bhakhiyai HB HC, bhakhiye HD.
(3) abhirama : abhirama HB; sunai : suni HA, sunai HD.
(U) kama kama na HB; abhilakhiyai HB, abhilakhiyai HC.
(3) kama krodha lobha mada adi HDImg.e; le kai HC, lai ke e; 
duri kiye HC.
(6) jiye n^pa HDImg.e; pai HA, paya HD; nainana HB, nenani HC, 
nSnani HD; mai HB, me HC, me e; rakhiyai HB, rakhiye HCImg.
(7) jitl : jiti HA, eti HB; adi ama amta HA, adi agita HB; lau HB, 
lo HC, lo e; suhati e; hie KB.
(8) pa^hae HB; Jaimini mS e; sakhiyai HB HC.
(a) In Ms_. HD after kama krodha, the words, ,rmoha mada adi lai 
kai duri kiye jiye nrpa", are omitted but have been written 
by the scribe in the margin at the top of the page. The text 
in HD reads as follows: lobha mada adi lai kai duri kiye
jiye n^pa’*
Kau§arava nama jo bakhana kiyo Nabha ju nal,
(a)Maitre' /abhirama ri§i jani lijai bata mai. 
Ajna prabhu dal jahu Vidura hai bhakta mero, 
Karau upadesa rupa guna gata gata mai.
(b )Akarura' 'adi Dhruva bhaye saba bhakta bhupa 
Uddhava se pyareni ki khyata pat a pat a mai.
Gitraketu prema ketu Bhagavata khyata, jate 
Palatyo janama pratikula phula ghata mai.
(1)
(2) 
(3) 
U )
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(1) jo: jau HA, so e; kiyau HA, kiyo HC; ju: ju HB; nai HB, 
ne HC e, ne HD.
(2) ri§i : £si HCImg.e; liyo HB, lijai HCl, IIje HD; mai HB HC, 
mg e.
(3) ajna HB HC, agya HD; javau HA; merau HA HB e.
(U) karau HCImg.; upadesa HCl; guna HC e; mai HB ^C, mg e.
(5) Citraketa prema keta HA HB HC HD (Citraketu prema ketu HCl) 
jate: jatai HA HD.
(6) palatyau HA HD; pratikula HA, pratiku HC (partikula HCl);
phula phula HA, phula HC (phula HCl), phala e; vata HB;
mai HB HC, me e.
(7) Akrura HB e, Akrura HC (Akrura HCl); bhae HD e; bhakta: 
bhakti HA.
(8) Uddhava HCImg.; se: se vase HA; pyare ji ki HB, pyare niki
HC, pyarena ki e; mai : mai HB HC, mg e.
: Matire for metre 
Akarura for metre.
Kiuptl karatuti kaisl karai kauna bhuta pranl, (l)
Magata vipati jasau bhajal saba jana hai. (2)
Dekhyau mukha cahau lala dekhe bina hiye sala, (3)
Hujiye k^pala nahi dijai basa vana hai. (U)
Dekhi vikalal^a^prabhu amkhi bhari ai, pheri (5)
Ghara hi katt lyai Kij*§na prana tana dhana hai. (6)
Sravana viyoga suni tanaka na rahyo gayo, (7)
Bhayo vapu nyaro aho ehl samco pana hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.66.
(1) Kunti HC e; karatuta HA; kaise HBI HCI, aisi e; pranl : 
pranl HA HC e.
(2) roagata HA HB, rnagati e; vipati HC (vipati HCl); jaso HB HC,
jaso e; maje HB, bhajai HC; sabha HB; hai: hai HD e.
(3) dekhyo HB HCImg.e; sukha HA; cahu HA, cahau HB, cahai HC; 
binu HC e; hiyai IiA, hiye HC; sala HB e.
(i|) hujiyai HCI; nahi e; dlje HA; hai : hai HD e.
(5) vikalatai HC; akhi HA, akha HB; pheri : phiri HA HB HD.
(6) kaH : ko HB HC e, ko HD; lal e; prana HD; hai : hai HD e.
(7) sravana HC e; vivoga HB; rahyau HA HD; gagau HA, gavo HB.
(8) bhayau HA; nyarau HA; ahau HA; el HA HD, vel HB, yahi e; 
sacau HA, £aipce HB, samce HD; hai : hai HD e.
(a) vikalatai : vikalal for metre.
I I ^
Bh.B.,V.67*
(a)Dropativ ysati ki hata kahai aiso kauna pa£u 
Khalcata hi pata pa£a^^ko£i gune bhae hai. 
Dvarika ke hatha kahi boli jaba satha hute,
Dvarika satt phiri ae bhakta vanl nae hai.
  ( 0 ) _Gae Duravasa 'ri§i vana mai pathae nica,
Dharmaputra bole vinai avai pana lae hai.
Bhojana nivari tiya sTi kahi soca paryo,
Cahai tana tyago kahyo Kr*§na kahu gae hai.
(1)
(2) 
(3) 
U )
(5)
(6)
(7)
( 8 )
(1) Dropadi HC e; aiso : yaisau HA; pa£a HB HC (pa£u HCI).
(2) kheca HC (khecata HCImg.); gune: guna HB, gu$e HD; bhayo 
hai HB, bhae hai HC.
(3) Dvaraka e; ke HBl; kahi HB HC, jaba e; boll taba e; sathi 
hdte HA, sathi hute HD.
(4) sau : so HB, sau HC, so e; phiri HB, pheri e; vanl e; nai 
hai HB, nae hai HC.
(5) gaye HB; risya HA, £si HCI e; mai HB HC HD, me e; pathaya HC.
(6) Dharmmaputra HB; binal HA, vinaya e; ati HA; pana HB; laye 
hai HB, lae hai HC.
(7) nivara HB; tia HB, tiya HC, triya e; ani HB, aya HC HD, ai e; 
soca e; paryau HA HD.
(8) cahai HA; tanu e; tyagai HA HC, tyagi HD (tyagi kara HDImg.); 
kahyau HA HD; kahu HC, kahu HD e; gaye hai HB, gae hai HC.
(a) Draupadi : Dropati for alliteration.
(b) In Ms.HB the words, !,khalcata hi pata pata", are omitted.
(c) Durvasa : Duravasa for metrej cf.*Bh.B*,V.3 5.3 .
i n
Sunyo bhagyavati ko vacana hhakti bhava bharyo, (l)
Karyo mana ae Syama pujyo hiye kama hai. (2)
avata hi kahi mohi bhukha lag! devo kachu, (3)
Maha sakucai magai pyaro nahi dhama hai. (4)
Visva ke bharanahara dhare hai ahara aju, (5)
Hama sau duravo kahi van! abhirama hai, (6)
Lagyo saka patra patra jala samga paya gae, (7)
Pixrana trilokl vipra ganai kauna nama hai. (8)
Bh.B. ,V.68.
(1) sunyau HA, sunyau HD; bhagyavamti HA, bhagavati HB,bhagavati 
HC e (bhagavata HCImg.); kau HA HD; bharyau HA HD.
(2) karyau HA HD, karo HC; aye KB; 3yama HCl e; pujyau HA HD,
pujyo HB, puje e; hiye HC, hiya HD.
(3) avata hi HB; mohi HA; devo : deva HB, deu HD.
(k) maha sakucae HA HD e; mage pyaro HA, apai sidho HB, magai
pyarau HD, magai pyaro e; nahi HB, nahi e.
(5) visva HB HC e; bharanihara HB; dharai hai HB, dharyo hai HC, 
dhare hai e; ahara HC, aju HB HC.
(6) hama so HB HC HD, hama so e; durake e; van! e.
(7) lagau HA, lagyo HB; saka HB e; paya : pai HA e, paye HB*
(8) purana HBI, pura^a e; trelokT HB, trailoki HC; gine HA, 
ganai HD; kona HD.
Zee
Bh.B.,V.69*
Jina hi ke ura Hari nita basal tina hi kl, (1)
Pada renu caina daina abharana kljiye. (2)
Jogesvara adi rasa svada mai pravlna maha, (3 )
*Vipra Srutideva takl bata kahi dijiye. (4)
Ae Hari ghara dekhi gayo prema bhari hiyo, (5)
Ucau kara kari pata pheri mati bhljiye. (6)
Jite sadhu saqaga tinai vinai na prasaijiga kiyo, (7)
Kiyo upadesa moso barha paya lljiye. (8)
(1) jinha hi HB, jinha hi HB; kai HA; ura Hari niti HA, Hari ura 
niti HB, Hari ura nita HC, Hari hita ura e; vasai KB,
vase HC; tinha hi ke HC.
jK,j§ . .1-. 1
(2) pada rena HA HD; caina dalna HA, caina dena HB, caina deta 
HC, cainu dainu e; abhara$a e; kljiyai HB HC.
(3) josvara HB, jogesvara HD, yogesvara e; svada HC; mai HB HC, 
mS e.
(U) vipra cj.: bana HA, vlna HB HC HD, vipra e; Sutadeva HB,
Srutadeva HC HD; kahi : kahi HC; dljiyai HB HC e.
(5) aye HA HD; dekhi HC (dekhi HCImg.); gayau HA; hiyau HA, 
hiyo HC.
(6) uco HB, uco HC e; kara kari HB, kari kara HC; pata pheri HB; 
bhijiyai HB HC e.
(7) jete HC; tinhe HC, tine HD, tinhai e; vine HC, vinaya e;
prasaijma HC; klyau HA, kiyo HC.
(8) kiyau HA, kiyo is omitted in HB, kiyo HC; upadesa e; mosatt HA 
moso HC; barha HB e, barhi HC; pal HA, pava HB; lijiyai HB, 
lljiyai HC e.
(continued from previous page ... )
(7) Jinhe HB HCImg.; Jana HD; gai HA HB; kyau hu HA HB, kyau 
hu HC; aghai HA HB HD; caya is omitted in HA, cai HB.
(8) bhai HA, bhai HB, bhaya is omitted in HC; bharl HB HC; 
hiyau HA, hiye HC; bharl HB; nalna HA, nayana HC, nena HD; 
dariye IIA HD, dariyai HB.
2C!
Bh.B.,V.70.
Janma puni janma ko na mere kachu soka aho, (l)
Sa^ ita pada kamja renu sisa para dhariye. (2)
Pracinabaraha^adi katha parasiddha^^^jaga, (3 )
Ubhai Valamika^c^bata cita tal na £ariye. (U)
Bhaye hhlla samga bhUa ri§i samga ri§i bhaye, (5 )
Bhaye Rama darasana 11la visatariye. (6)
Jinhal jaga gaya kjhu sakai na aghaya caya, (7)
Bhaya bhari hiyo bhari naina bhari dhariye. (8)
(1) janama puni janama HA HD; kau na HA; merai HA, merS HD; 
kachu HA; soca e; ahau HA; after ko na, soka mere kachu 
aho in HC.
(2) renuireni HA, renu HC (renu HCImg.),renu HD;sisa HB; 
dhariyai HB HC.
(3 ) Pracinabrahl HA HB, Pracinabarahi HC, Pracinabarhi e;
parasiddha : siddha HA, prasiddha HB, prasiddha HC.
(If.) ubhai HB; Valmika HC, Balamiki e; citta e; te HB, tai HC 
na tariyai HB HC.
(3 ) bhaye^^: bhae HD; £si samga £ si HCImg. e; bhaye^iiyl’ 
bhae HB e, bhayai HC.
(6) bhae Rama darasana e; bistariye HA, vistariyai HB HC.
(continued overleaf ... )
fa) Pracinabarhi : Pracinabaraha for metre.
(b) prasiddha : parasiddha for metre.
(c Valmiki : Valamika for metre.
(d) darsana : darasana for metre.
Huto Vaiamika eka Supaca sunama tako, (l)
Syama lai pragata kiyo Bharata^ a^mal galyai. (2)
Paijidavani madhi mukhya Dharmputra raja, apa (3)
Kino jajna 'bharl risi ae bhumi chalyai. (i+)
Tako anubhava subha samkha so prabhava kahai, (3)
MJopai nahi bajai tau apuranata alyai. (6)
Sol hata bhai vaha bajyo nahi soca paryo, (7)
Puchai prabhu pasa yakl nunata batalyai. (8)
(1) hutau HA, hoto HD; Valamlka HC (Valmlka HCImg.); Supaca: 
Svapaca HA HC; takau HA, takau HD.
(2) Syama HCI e; le HC; klyau, kiyo HC (kiyo HCI); Bharatha HA
e; mai HB HC, me e; gaie HA, gaiye HD, gaiye e.
(3 ) Pamdavani HC (Pamdavana HCImg.), pamdavana e; madhya HB HC e; 
mukhi HA, mukha HB; Dharmmaputra HB; apu HC.
(4) klnau HA, klnho HC; jagya KD; ri§a HA, r§i HB HCImg.e;
bhuml HB; chaie HA, chaiye HD, chaiye e.
(3) takau HA HD; subha : suni HA, subha HCImg., subha HD; saqikha 
HA KD; so : sad HA.
(6) jaupai HA HB; nahi HB, nahi HB HC; tau : to HC e; "aiye HA, 
alye HD, aiye e.
(7) sul HC (sol HCImg.); voha HB, vahu e; bajyau HA; nahi HC HD; 
soca e; paryau HA HD.
(8) puche HA, puchai (puchai HCI), puchal HD e; prabhu HA; nunata 
nyunata e; bataie HA, bataiye HD, bataiye e.
(a) Hahabharata: Bharata for metre.
a©1/
Bh.B.,V.72-
Das ani ko dasa ahhimana kl na basa kahu, 
Purana kl asa taupai aiso lai jivalyai.
Bole Ky§na deva yako suno saba bheva aipai,
Nike mani leva bata duri samujhalyai.
Bhagavata samta rasavaipta kou jaiyo nahi,
Ri§ina samuha bhumi cahu disa chalyai.
Jopai kahau bhakta nahi nahi kai sal kahau, gahau 
Gamsa eka aura kula jati so bahalyai.
(a)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4 )
(5)
(6)
(7)
( 8 )
(1) yako : yakau HA; sunau HA, jano HB, sunau e; sabha HB; 
aipai HB.
(2) nlkai HD; duri : duri HB, duri HC (duri HCImg.); samajhalhai
_  HP _HA, samujhaiyai HB, sama , samujhaiye e.
(3) bhagavamta HB; kou: kou HB HC; jiyau HA, jevo HB HC, jeyo e;
nahi HA, nahi HC, nahi e.
(k) ri§ini HB, £sina HCImg.e; samuha bhumi HB; cahu HB, cahft HC;
disi HB, disi HCImg.e; chalye HA HD, chal hai HB,chaiye e.
(5) jaupal HA, jaupe HB; bhakti HA;nahi nahi HA, nahi nahi HB;
kaise HB, kaise HC e; kahau HB HC, kahu HD; gaho HB, gaho HC, 
gahu HD.
(a) In Mb .HD. 1abhimana kl na* is followed by the words asa 
topai aiso lai jimaiye, which occur in the 8th line. The 
scribe, after realising his mistake, has crossed them out 
by putting a row of dots above these words#
(continued overleaf ... )
(6) eka : ika HB; jati : jata HC; sau HA, so HB; bahaiye HA
HD, bahaiye e.
(7) dasana HA HC; kau HA, ke HB; ki : ko HB e; kahu HC.
(8) purana HA, purana HB HC e; ko asa e; jaupai HA, topai ED
aisau HA; le HC; jimaiye HA, jevalyai HB, jivaiye HD, 
jivaiye e.
(continued from previous page ... )
jLois
Aiso Hari dasa pura asa pasa disai nahi, (l)
Basa hina kou loka lokani mai palyai. (2)
Terei nagara majha nisi dina bhora sajha, (3)
Avai jaya aipai kahu bata na janaiyai. (U)
Suni saba cauki pare bhava acaraja bhare, (3)
Hare mana naina aju vegi dai batalyai. (6)
Kaha haft kaha Jhaft j aha hama j'ay a dekhai, ( 7)
Lekal kari bhaga dhaya paya lapa^aiyai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.73.
(1) aisau HA; nahi : nahi HC, nahi e.
(2) basa binu HC e; kou HB HC; lokana HA HB; mai HB HC, me e;
palye HA HD, paiye e.
(3) terei HB; majhi HD; nisi dina HB e; sajha : majha HD.
(U) jaya : jai HA, jahi HB; apai HB;kahu HA, kahft HB, kahu HC;
na : na HC; janalye HA, janalye HD, janaye e.
(3) saba : tava HC; cauka HA, cauki HB HC; para HB, pari HD; 
acarija HD; bharai HB.
(6) harai HA; naina HA HD, nayana HC; aju HB, aja HC; vega HC; 
de HC, hi e; bataiye HA HD, bataiye e.
(7) kaho HC (kaha HCImg.); riava HA HD e, haft HCImg.; kaha HA HB,
kaha HCImg.; gaft HB, £haft HCImg., thava HD, £hava e; jaya :
jai HA, jaye HC; dekhai HB HC.
(8) lekhal cj. lekhal is omitted in Ha , lekhl HB, lakhai HC, 
lekhe HD; dhai pai HA, dhai pai HB; lapa£aiye HA HD, 
lapa£aiye e.
Jite mere dasa kabhu cahai na prakasa bhayo, 
Karatt jo prakasa mana! maha dukhadaTyai,
Mokad paryo soca jajna purana ki loca hiye, 
Liye vako nama jini gava taji jaiyai.
Aisai tuma kahau jamal rahau nyare pyare sada 
Hamahi livaya lyaya nlke kai jivalyai.
Javo Valamika ghara baro avalika sadhu,
Kiyo aparadha hama diyo jo bataiyai.
(1)
(2) 
(3) 
(U) 
(5) 
06)
(7)
( 8)
(1) jite HB, jete HC; kabhu HA, kabhu HB; cahe HB, cahai HC; 
bhayau HA.
(2) karau HB, karo HC; jau HD; mano HB, mane HC; dukhadalye HA 
HD, dukhadaiye e.
(3) moko HB, moko HC e; paryau HA HD; jagya HA HD; purana HC; 
hiyal HA, hiya HC (hiya HCl).
(U) liyaU HA, liye HC; vakau HA HD; riava HD; jina HA; jalye HA
HD, jaiye e.
(5) aise HA, aiso HC, aisau e; kaho HC; jamai HB, jame HC, jamS 
raho HC.
(6) hamahi HB HC; livai lyavai HA, livai lyai HB, livai lyai e;
nlkal kai HA, hikai kai HB; jimaiye HA, jevaiyai HB,
jivaiye HD, jimaiye e.
(7) ghara : ghari HA; badau HA; avyalika HD.
(8) kiyau HA, kiyo HC; diyo : diyau HA, diyo HC; jau HA, ju HC 
bataiye HA HD, bataiye e.
<• •
^ u w
Arjuna au Bhimasena calei nimamtrana kau, (l)
Altars ughari kahyo "bhakti bhava dura hai. (2)
Pahdce hhavana jaya cahu disi phiri aya, (3 )
Pare bhumi jhumi ghara dekhyo chavi pura hai, (4)
Ae ^rparajani kad dekhi taje kajani kau, (3)
Laoani sad kapi kapi hhayo mana cura hai. (6)
Pavani kau dhariyai ju juthani lai dariyai ju, (7)
Papa graha tariyai ju kljai bhaga bhura hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.75*
(1) Arjjuna HA HB HC; calaivau HB; kad : ko HB e, kau HC, ko HD.
(2) kahyo : kahyau HA, kahi e; duri hai HA HB.
(3) pahuce HA HB HC; jai HA HB, jai e; cahu HA HD; disi HB,
disi HCImg. e, disa HD; aya : ai HA e, ae HB.
(4) pare bhumi HB; dekhyo : dekhyati HA, dekhyo HCImg. ;puri hai HA.
(5) aye HC HD; n^parajana HA HC (-ni HAmg.); ko IIB e, kau HC, 
kd HD; dekha HCImg.; teye HB, tajje HD; kajana HC; ko HB HC
e, ko HD.
(6) lajana HC; so HB, sau HC, so HD; bhayo : bhayau HA.
(7) pavana HA HC (payana HCImg.), payani e; ko HB HC e, ko HD; 
dhariye HA HD e; ju HB; jutha lai HB, juthani le HCl, 
ju^hana ko e; dariye HA HD e.
(8) gyha HA HB HD; tariye HD e; ju : au HA HD; klje HD e.
3o9
(a)Juthani lai daratt sada dvara kau buharau, 'nahi
Bh.B.,V.76.
(1)
( 2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6) 
(7)
Aura kad niharau aju yahi samco pana hai.
Kahau kaha jevau kachu pachai lai jivavo hamai 
CTarii gai riti bhakti bhava tuma tana hai.
Tab a to lajanau hiye K£§na pai risanau, nrpa 
Cahau sol thano mere samga kou jana hai.
Bhora hi padharau aba yahi ura dharau, aura 
Bhuli na vicarau kahi bhalai jopai mana hai. (8) (b)
(1) ju£ha HB; le HC; darau HB; kau : ko HB e, kau HC; buharS 
HB; nahi HC HD.
(2) kaft : ko e; niharau HD; aju HB, aju HC; lhai HB, ehl HC;
sacau HA, samcau HD.
(3) kaho HCI e; kaha HA HD; jevau HBl, jeo HC, jaivo HD, jevo e; 
kachu HB HC; pache HC e; le HC; jeva HB, jevavo HC, jevavo e; 
hama HA, hame e.
(4) jani HB.
(5) taba tau HA; lajanyo HB, lajano HC; hiyo HB, hiye HC; pai : 
pe HC; sanau HA, risano HC, risano HD.
(6) caho HB; £hanau HA, ■fhanau e; kou HD e; janai hai HC.
(7) padhare HB, padharo HC HD;yehl HA HC, lhai HB; dharo HC HD; 
ora HC.
(8) vicaro HB HC;kahi HB; bhala HA,bhale HC,bhall e; jaupai HA HB.
(a) In Ms.HB.after buharo,!nahi aura kau niharau* is omitted.
(b) In Ms.HB. the scribe has forgotten to write the number of this 
kavitta verse which should be 89 as the previous and the 
following verses are respectively numbered 88 and 90.
2 I C
Bh.B.,V.77.
Kahi saha riti suni Dharmaputra priti bhai, (l)
Kari lai rasol Kysna Dropati sikhaT hai. (2)
Jetika prakara saha vyamjana sudhari karau, (3 )
Aju tere hathani ki hota saphalai^ a^hai. (h)
Lyaye ja livaya kahyo bahira jivaya devau. (3 )
Kahi prabhu apa lyavo amka bhari bhai hai. (6)
Ani kai baithayo pakasala mai rasala grasa (7)
Leta bajyo s'aipkha Hari daigdaki lagai hai. (8)
(1) saba : sabha HB; Dharmmaputra HB; bha!i HC.
(2) kari HA HB HC; kai HC (lai HCImg.); rosoi HB; Dropadi HC, 
Draupadi e; sikhaye hai HB.
(3) jetaka HA; saba : savai HB; vijana HB, vimjana HC HD; karo e. 
(k ) aji HA, aja HB, auju HD; hathana ki HB, hathani ko e; hoti e;
suphalai hai HB.
(3) lyae HD e; livai HA, levae HB, livai e; kahai HA HD e; vahara 
HC HD; jivai HA,jevae HB,jimai ejdeva HB,deu HC,devo HD e.
(6) apa : apu HC e; lyaai HB, lyaau HC; bhari I1D.
(7) bai^hayau HA, vaitharo HB, vethayo HC; pakasala e; mai HB, 
me HC, mS e.
(8) bajai HA IIB HD (bajau HDl); saijikha HCImg., saijikha HD; 
lagai hai HD.
(a) saphalata : saphalai for metrical rhyme.
aw
Sitha sitha prati kyo na bajyo kachu lajyo kaha, (l)
Bhakta ko prabhava tu na Janata yo J aniyai. (2)
Bolyo akulaya Jaya puchiye Ju Dropati kau, (3)
Mero dosa nahi yaha apa mana aniyai. (U)
Irani same a bat a Jati buddhi ai dekhi yahi, (3)
Saba hi milal merl caturl bihaniyai. (6)
Puche te kahi hai Valamika ma$ milayo yate, (7)
Adi prabhu payo pau svada unamaniyai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.78.
(1) sita sita HA HC HD e;prati HB; kyau HA,kyo HC;na bajau HA;
kachu HA; laJau HA, lyajyo HB; kahi HA.
(2) bhakti HB e; kau HA HD; tu : tu HB, tai e; yo : ye HA, Jo HB,
yo HC; Janiye HA e, Janiyg HD.
(3) bolyau KA;akulai HA,akulai HB HC;Jai HA,Jai HB;puchau aju HA, 
pucho aju HB, puchi ye Ju HC; Drop adi HC,Draupadi e;k5 HB e^ko HC.
(k) merau HD; do§a HDImg.;nahi HC, nahi e; apu HC e;aniye HA e,
aniyS HD.
(3) mani HB HC e;saca HA HC;Jata HC;vudhi HC(vuddhi HCImg.);khi HA 
(after ai, de is omitted in HA), delchi HCImg.; Jahi HB.
(6) sabha hi HB, saba hi HC; milaya HC, milaya HD; bihaniye HA 
HD, bihaniyai HC.
(7) puche HB HC (puche HCImg.), puchai HD; tai HA, te HD; kahyo HC;
hai is omitted in HC,haI HD; mai : mai HB HC; milayau HA,
(continued overleaf ...)
(a) In Ms.HB. Janiyai is followed by the words mani samea bata, 
which occur in the 3th line. The scribe, after realising his 
mistake, has crossed them out by putting a row of dots above these words.
milayo HB; yate HA e, yatai HC KD.
(8) adi HC; payau HA; pau HB HC, pahu HD, pau e; anumaniya HA, 
anumaniye HCImg. HD.
(continued from previous page ... )
Bh.B. ,V.79.
Rukmamgada baga subha gamdha phula pagi rahyo, (1 )
Kari anuraga deva vadhu laina avahi. (2)
Rahi gal eka ka^o cubhyo paga baigana ko, (3 )
Suni nrpa mall pasa ae sukha pavahl. (4)
Kahau ko upaya svarga loka kaH pathaya dljai, (5 )
Karai ekadasi jalLsi dharai kara javah?. (6)
Vrata ko to nama ihi grama kou janai nahi (7)
Kinau ho aJana kalhi lyavo guna gavahl. (8)
(1) Rukmagada HA; subha e; phala HA; rahai HA HB, rahe HD.
(2) kari HB; vadhu HB; lena HA, lena HC e; avahi HA HB HC.
M  ^
(3) rahi gayo HB; ka£au HA, kata e; cubhyau HA, cubho HB; paya 
HD; bggana HA, baigani HD; kau HA, kau HD.
(U) suni HB HC (suni HCI); ai HA, aye HD; pavahl HA, pavahl HB HC.
(5 ) kaho HC HD; koi pai HA, ko upaye HB; sorga HB, sura HC; ko
HB HC e, ko HD; pathal HA, pathaye HB, pathai e; dija HA, 
diyai HB, dije HD.
(6) ekadasi HD; javahi HA, javahi HB HC.
(7) kau tau HA; ehl HB, ehi HD, yahi e; kou HB HC; janS HA;
hah? HB, nahi HC.
(8) kino HB e, kiyo HC; ana HA (ajana HAmg.), ajana HC, ajina HD; 
kalhi HA, kalhi HB, kali HC; lyavau HA, lavo e; gu$a HB HC; 
gavahl HA HC.
Pheri nrpa dor! suni banika ki lattrT, bhukhT (l)
Rahi hi kanaurT nisi jagl una mariyai. (2)
Raja dhiga ani kari diyo vrata dana, bhai (3)
Tiya yo urana nija loka kau padhariyai. (h)
Mahima apara dekhi bhupa nai vicar! ya kau (5)
Kou anna khaya ta kau bamdhi mari dariyai. (6)
Yah! ke prabhava bhava bhakti vistara bhayo, (7)
Nayo coja sunau saba puri lai udhariyai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.80.
(1) pheri HB; dor! HB, dadjfl e; suni HA HD e, suni HB; binaka HA,
vanTka HC (vanika HCI); lori HA, lauri HC, lori HD.
(2) kanori HA, kanori HD; nisa HA, hisi HB e; uni HD; mariye HA, 
mariyai HC, mariye HD.
(3) dhiga HB; diyau HA, diyo HC; bhai: gai e.
(h) tiya yo : tiya HA (yo is omitted in HA), yo tia HB, yau tiya
yo HDImg., tiya yau e; udani HB e; kau : ko HB HC e, ko HD; 
padhariye HA HD.
(5) dekhi bhupa HCImg.; na HB, ne HC e , ne HD; vicari HA HD, 
vicar a HB HC (vicar! HCI); ya ko HB, kiyo HC, yako e.
(6) kou HB HC e; khai HA, khae HB; tahi HB, tako HC e, ja kaC
HD; bamdhi HB; dariye HA HD.
(7) yahi HB HC; kai HA; after prabhava, bhava is omitted in KB,
bhava HCImg.; visatara HD e; bhayau HA.
(8) nayau HA; coja e; sunyo HB, suno HC e; pari HB; le HC; 
udhariye HA HD.
2\S~
Bh.B.,V.8l.
Ekadasi vrata ki sacai lai dikhai raja, (l)
Suta ki nikal sunau nike cita laya kai. (2)
Pita ghara ayo pati bhukha nal satayo ati, (3)
Magai tiya pasa nahi diyo iha bhaya kai, (i|)
Aju Hari basara so ta sara na kou pujai, (3)
Dara kaha mica ko yo mani sukha paya kai. (6)
Taje una prana pae vegi Bhagavana, vadhu (7)
Hiye sarasana bhai kahyo pana gaya kai. (8)
(1) EkadasT HC HD (-si HCImg.); sacai HB; le HC; dikhfai HD.
(2) suta HA; suno HB HC, suno HD; nikal HA; citta HD e; lai HA
HB e, kal HA HD.
(3) ghari ayau HA; bhukha HCImg.; na HB, ne HC e, n£ HD; 
satayau HA, satayo HB.
(4) magai HC (magau HCImg.); tia HB, tiya HC; nahi I1B HC; diyau 
HA, diya HB HD, diyo e; yaha HA e, eha HB, yehi HC; bhai
HA e, bhai HB; kal HA HD.
(3) so : ho HC; kou pujai HB HC, pujai kou e.
(6) dura HB; ko : kau HA; yad HA, Jyo HB, yo HC; mani HB HC;
p*ai HA HB, pai e; kal HD.
(7) tajai HA; pae : payo HB, paye HC; vadhu HD e,
(8) hiya HA, hiye HC; s arasani HD; kahyau HA HD; gai HA HD e, 
gal HB.
i l  lb
Bh.B.,V.82^
Sunau Haricamda katha vitha bina dravya diyo 
Tatha nahi rakhi beci suta tiya tana hai.
Suratha Sudhanva ju saG dosa ke karat a mare, 
Samkha au Likhata vipra bhayo mailo mana hai 
Imdra au Agina gaye Sivi pai parik^a laina, 
Kati diyo mams a rijhi samco janyo pana hai. 
Bharat a DXadhica adi Bhagavata bica gaye,
Sabani suhaye jina diyo tana dhana hai.
(1)
( 2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
( 6)
(7)
( 8 )
(1) suno HB HC e, suno HD; vyatha e; binu HB HC; darba HA HB,
daravi HDmg.; diyati HA, diyo HC.
(2) nahi : mahi HB, nahi HC HDmg.; rakhi HB; tiya HC.
(3) Svaratha HA HDmg., Surata HB; Sudhanya HA HB, Sudhanria HDmg.; 
ju HB HC; so HB, sau HC, so HDmg.e.
(U) Samkha HB HCImg. e; likhita HC e (likhata HCImg.); bhayau
HA; mailau HA HDmg.;
(5 ) Tdra HB HC; Agini HA, Agni HB; gae HA HDmg.; Siva HA,Siva HB,
Sivl HDmg., Sivi e; parik§a cj.: parisa HA, parik§ya HB, 
paricha HC, paraksa HD; lena HC e.
(6) diyau HA, diyo is omitted in HB; diyo HC; mamsa cj.: masa 
HA HC HD, si£a KB; rijhl HC; sacau HA; janyau HA HB.
(7) Bharatha HA; gaye : gae HDmg.e.
(8) sabhanhi HB; suha HB, sohaya HC; jini HCImg.; diyau HA, 
diyo HC.
(a) In Ms.HD the scribe has omitted this kavitta verse completely,
but, after realising his mistake, he has written it in laterround the margin. The handwriting and the ink are the same,
but a finer pen has been chosen to fit the verse in to the margin.
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Bh.B.,V.83.
Vimdhyavali tiya si na dekhi kahu tiya naina, (1)
Bamdhyau prabhu piya dekhi kiyo mana cauguno. (2)
Kari abhimana dana daina bai'fhyo tuma hi kati, (3 )
( a)Kiyo apamana ymaT tau manyo sukha sauguno. (U)
Tribhuvana chini liye diye bairi devatana, (5 )
Prana matra rahe Hari anyo nahi auguno. (6)
Aisi bhakti hoya jopai jago rahau soya aho, (7)
Rahai bhava majha aipai lagai nahT bhauguno. (8)
(1) Vimdhyavali HA HD; tiya HB HC; dekhi HB; kahu HC; n§na HD.
(2) bamdhyo HC e; piya HC; dekhi HCImg.; kiyo cj.: Kiyau HA,kiya
HB KD e, kiyo HC; cauguno HD: -ganati HA, -guno HB HC, -gunau
(3) kari abhimana KB; daina HBl, dena HC e; bathyo KB, bathyau
HD; tuma hi HD e; ko HB HC e,ko HD; baithyau tuma hi kati 
dena HA.
(4) kiyau HA, kiyo HC; apamana HA, apa HB; mai to HC, mai to e; 
manyau HA HD; manyo e; dukha HB; sauguno HD; -gunau HA e, 
-guno HB, soguno HC.
(3) tribhuvana HD: -ana HB, -na HC (vana HCImg.); liye HA HD, 
liyo HCI; diyo HC; devatani HD; bairi devatana diye HA.
(continued overleaf ... )
(a) After kiyo apa, the words mana mai tau are omitted in
HB.
(6) prana HA HCImg.; rahai HA HB; Hari HB HC (-pi HCl);
anyo HD e; -yau HA* -ai HB, -yo HC; nahi HB HCl; auguno HD: 
- natt HA, -no HB HC, - nau e.
(7) aisi HB; hoya HD; -1 HA, e HB, -i e; jaupe HB; jagau HA; 
raho HB e; soya HC : -1, -e HB, -i HD e; ahau HA, aiho HD.
(8) rahau HC, raho e; bhauna majha HBI; apai lage HB; nahi HB; 
bhauguno HD : -no HB HCImg., -nau e.
(continued from previous page ... )
Arjuna kai garva bhayo Krsna prabhu jani layo, (l)
Dayo rasa bhari yahi roga jyo mitaiyai. (2)
I'erau eka bhakta ahi toko lai dikhau tahi, (3)
Bhaye vipra vrddha samga bala cali jaiyai. (k)
PahCcata bhakhyo jay a Horadhvaja raja kaha, (5)
Vegi sudhi deva kahu bata ja janaiyai. (6)
Seva prabhu karau neku rahau pava dharau, jaya (7)
Kahau tuma baithau kahi agi si lagaiyai. (8)
Bh.B. ,V.81w
(1) Arjjuna HA HB; ke HA e, ko HB HC; garbha HC (-rva HCImg.);
bhayau HA; layau HA, liyo HC.
(2) diyau HA; yahi : jahi HB; jyau HA, jo HC, jyau HD; mi jaiyai 
HC : - lye HA HD, -iyai HB e.
(3) mero HB HC e; yeka HD; tauko HA; le HC, lal KD; dikhaH HB,
dikhayo HCImg..
(k) bhae HA e, bhavo IIB; vrdha HB; jaiyai HA HB: - iyai HC e, 
-lye HD.
(5) bhakhyau HA; jai HA HB, jai e; Moradhuja HD; raja HCIm^; 
kaha HC HD.
(5) bega HA; deva: diyau HA,diyo HB, deu HD,devo e; jahu HB,kahi
HC, kahu HD; janaiyai HA HC: janaiyai HB,-iye HD, -iyai e*
(7) karati : karo HA, karo HC; n§ku HA HD; pava HA HB HC,pau e;
dharau HA HB,dharo HC; jai HA HB,jaT HC, jai e.
(8) kaho HD; baitho HB HC e; agi si HB,aga si e; lagaiyai HB HC: 
-lye HA HD, -iyai e.
Cale anakhae paya gahi a£akae, jaya
( a)Kypa kau sunal tatakala'* 'daure ae hai.
Bari krpa kari aju phari chaha beli merl, 
Nipata nabela phala pHya jatal pae hai. 
Dijai ajna mohi so! kijai sukha lijai yahi, 
Pijai vani rasa mere naina lai sirae hai. 
Suni krodha gayo moda bhayo so paricha hiye 
Liye cita cava aise vacana sunae hai.
(1)
(2)
(3) 
(k) 
(5) 
( 6)
(7)
(8)
(1) anakhai HA, anakhaya HCImg.HD e; pai HA, paya e; gahi HB; 
a£akae HB: -i HA, -ye HC, ya HDe; jai HB.
(2) kad : ko HA, ko HB e, kau HC; sunai HA, sunaya HC HD e;
dauryo HB; ayo hai HB, ae hai HC, aye hai HD.
(3) aju : aja e; cahe veil KB, cahe veli HC.
(U) nabela : navina HC; phula HB; paya cj.; payau HA, payo HB HC
HD, pay^a e; jate HB, yate HC e; paye hai HB, pae hai HC,
paya hai HD.
(5) dijai HA; ajna HB HC (ajna HCImg.), agya HD; lijai : lijai 
HB, lije HC; ehi HB, yehi HC.
(6) vapl e; naina: naina HA HD; sarae hai HAmg.,seraye hai HB, 
siraye hai HC. v
(7) sunyo HB; gayau HA; bhayau HA, bharyo HB; paricha HA HC, 
parik§ya HB, pariksa e; hiya HB, hiye HC.
(continued overleaf ...)
(a) tatkala : tatakala for metre.
(8) liye HC; cava : caye HB; aisal HD; sunaye hai 
sunae hai HC.
(continued from previous page ... )
2 2 Z
Deve ki pratijna karau kari ju pratijna hama, (l)
Jahi bhati sukha tumal sol mokatl bhai hai. (2)
Kilyo maga simha iha balaka kati khaye jata, (3)
Kahi Khavo mohi nahi yehi sukhadal hai. (4)
ICahu hhati choro nrpa adho jo sarira avai, (5)
Tauhl yahi tajau kahi hat a mo janai hai. (6)
Boli u£hi tiya aradhamgl^a^mohi jaya devo, (7)
Putra kahai mokatl leu aura sudhi ai hai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.86.
(1) deva ki HB;pratigya HA;karo HB HC e; kari ju HB;pratTgya HD.
(2) mlhl HA, yahi HB, jahi e; tumal HA HD: -mai HB, -me HC,
-mhal e; moko HB HC e, mokau HD; hhai hai HB HC.
(3 ) milyau HA; raagu HB; siipgha HB; iha HB, yahi HCImg.e, ehi HD; 
kati : ku HA, ko HB HC e; khaaT HA HD.
(4) kahi HC; khavau HA, khahu HB; mohi HB HD; nahi HA HB, nahi
HC; yahi HA HD e; ehi HB.
(3) kahu HA HB, kahu HC; chodyo HB; jo: jau HB; sarira e.
(6) tohi HB, tohi HC; jahi HB; tajau HBHC; kahi : Iha HB;
samajhai hai HA, mo janai hai HC, so janai hai HD.
(7) holi HCImg.; aradhyamgi HA, aradhamgl HC HD; mohi HB; jai
HA e, jai HB; devau HA, deva HB, deu HC.
(8) moko HB HC e; levau HA, leva HB, levo e; ora HC; ai hai HC
(al hai HCl).
(a) ardhamgi : aradhamgl for metre and metrical rhythm.
Bh.B.,V.87.
Suno eka bata suta tiya lai karauta gata, (l)
CiraT dhiral bhira! nahi pi chai uni bhakhiyai. (2)
Kinaft vahi bhati aho hasa lagi ayo jaba, (3)
Dharyo drga nlra bhira vakari na cakhiyai (U)
Cale anakhaya gahi paya so sunaye baina, (3)
Naina jaia bayo amga kama kehi nakhiyai. (6)
Suni bhari ayo hiyo nija tana Syama kiyo, (7)
Diyo sukha rupa vitha gal abhilakhiyai. (8)
(1) sunatt HA, suno HD; karauta HA HB: -rota HC HD, -rauta e.
(2) cirai HA HC, cire HB; dhlral dhTraT HA, dhire bhire HB, 
dhirai bhirai HC; nahi HA HB HC; piche HB e, pache HC; 
unha HB, una HC e; bhakhiye HA HD e, bhakhl HAI HC.
(3) kinau HA: -nau HB, -no HB, -no HD, -nhyo e; vahi HC; aho : 
aha HC; laga ayau HA.
(ij.) dharyau HA; bhira: bhiru HC HD; vakara HB e, vakeri HC; 
na HB; calchiye HA HD e, cakhi hai HC (-khi hai HCImg.).
(5) anakhai HA, anakhae HB, anakhai HD; gahi HB; pai HA, paye 
HB, paya e; so : sau HA HD; sunae HA HB ; vena HC.
(6) naina HA HD; vayau HA , vao HB, ayo HC; kehi : kiha HA,
kou HB, kihl e; nakhiye HA HD, nakhi hai HC (khi hai HC IMg.
(7) sune HB; ayau hiyau HA; kiyo : kiyau HA.
(8) diyau HA; vyatha HB e; gai HB; abhilakhiye HA HC HD e.
Mopai tau na diyo jaya nipata rijhaya liyo 
Tau rljha diye bina mere hiye sala hai.
Kagau vara koti cot a hadalau na cukata hai 
Sukata hai mukba sudhi aye vahi hala hai. 
Bolyo bhaktaraja tuma hare maharaja, kou
Eka mokatt dijai dana diyo ju bakhana vegi, 
Sadhu pai paricha jini karau Kali kala hai
Thor01 karata kaja manau krtya jaia hai.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
( 6)
(7)
(8)
(1) mope HB; ho HB, to HC e; na dayau HA, na diyo HC HD, diyo 
na e; jai HA e, jae HB; rijhai HA e, rijhal HB; liyau HA, 
liyo HC.
(2) ta’u HB HC; rijhl HB, rijhi HD e; diye HC, dlyS HD; merai 
HA; hiye HC.
(3) mago HC, magau e; bara HA e; koti coti HB; badalo HC e.
(U) sukata hai HC; muha HB; ae HA e, avai HB; vohl HB, vahi
HC, vahi HD.
(5) bolyau HA; tumha HB; maharaja HB; kou HB HC.
(6) thoroi HB HC, thorou e; manau : mano HB HC e; krta KA e.
(7) moku HA, moko HB HC e; diyo : dTyau HA, diye HB, diyo HC e 
ju HB HC; vakhani HD, bakhano e; vegi HB.
(8) sadha HA, sadhu HD; paricha HC, parTksa e; jina HA HD, 
jani HC, jana e; karo HA mg. HC e, ano HB.
«3S~
Bh.B.,V.89.
Alaraka^ a\ki)^^kirati mai racau nita samco hiye 
Kiye upadesa hu na chu£ai vi§ai vasana.
Mata Mamdalasa ki hari ye pratijna suno,
Avai jo udara majha pheri garhha asa na.
Pati ko nihoro tate rahyo cho^o koro, tako 
Lai gaye nikasi mili Kasi nrpa sasana.
Mudrika ughari au nihari Dattatreya ju kati,
Bhaye hhava para kari prahhu ki upasana.
(1)
(2) 
(3) 
(U)
(5)
( 6)
(7)
(8)
(1) Alarka HC; klrati HA HD (ki kirati HDImg.) e, ko kirati HB; 
mai HB HC, mg e; racau HA: -yau HB, -au HD, -mco e; sacau 
HA, saco HC; hiye HC.
(2) kiyo HC;upadesa e; hu HB HC; chutai HB HC; vi§aya HCI,vi§a e
(3) mata ju HA; ye: e HB, yai HC; pratijna HB, pratigya HD;
suno HB HC: -nau HA, -no HD, -nau e.
(*+) jo : jai HA, jau HD; majha HC, majhi HD; phera HD, phiri e;
garhha HC (-rva HCImg.); asa na: vasana HB (repeated, cf.,
(5) pati HC (—ti HCI); kau HA; nihaurau HA, nihauro HD; tatal 
HA HD;rahyau HA,rahau HB;chotau kaurau HA; takad HA.
(6) lai gayo HB, le gae HB; nikasi HA; mili HB; Kasl HB e;
sasana HB e.
(7) au: kai HA, kg HD; nihara HA; Dattatreya HC e; -tre HA HB,
-trai HD; ju HC (ju HCImg.); ko HB HC e, k5 HD.
(8) hhayo HB; hhau HB; upasana HB.
1.2)
a) Alarka : Alaraka for metre 
h) Om. for metre.
Aho Ramtadeva nrpa samta Duskamta vamsa,
Ati hi prasamsa so akasa vrtti lai hai. 
Bhukhe kaft na dekhi sakai avai so uthai deta 
Neta nahi karai bhukhe deha china bhai hai.
Calls a au a$ha dina pachai jai a anna ayo, 
Diyo vipra sudra nica svana yaha nal hai. 
Hari hi nihare una majha tab a ae prabhu,
(1)
( 2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
( 6)
(7)
( 8)
(1) ahau HA, ara HD; Ramtideva e; Dusakamta HC (-kumta HCl), 
Duskumta HD, Dusakamta e; vamsa HCl.
(2) ati hi HB HC; prasamsa HCl e; so : sad, so is omitted in
HD; akasa H0I; brata HA#
(3 ) bhukhe HCImg., ko HB HC e, ko HD; sakai : sake e; so : sau
HA; u'fhai HB, uthaya HC.
(U) neti HD e; nahi HA HB, nahi HC; karai HA HD e; bhukhe HCImg#
(5) calisa au a£ha dina HB; pachS HB, pachai HC, pache e; anna: 
ana HA; ayau HA.
(6) diyau HA; sudra HB, sudra svana HCImg. e; iha HB; china 
bhai hai HC (repeated, cf., 1.4)*
(7) Hari hi HB, Hara hi HC; nihare HB HC: -re HA, -rai HD,
-rai e; uni HB; lie : aye HD.
(8) bhakhe HA, bhaje HB, bhaye HD; jite : jite HB; bhogaft :
-go HB, -gau HC, go HD; chai hai HC.
(a) chai hai : chai hai for metrical rhyme#
Bhllana ko raja Guha Rama abhirama priti,
( a)Bhayo vanavasa milyo maragav ymaT ay a kai.
Karau yaha raja ju viraji sukha dijai mokau,
Bole cainasaja tajyau agya pitu paya kai.
Daruna viyoga akulata drga asrupata,
Pachai lohu jata vaha sakai kauna gaya kai.
Rahai naina mudi Raghunatha bina dekhai kaha,
Aho prema riti mere hiye rahi chaya kai.
*>;
(1) bhilanha HB, bhilani HD; kau HA; Kama HCImg.
(2) bhayau HA HD; milyau HA HD; mai : mo HB, mai HC, mS e; 
ai HA HC e, ai HB; kai HA HD.
(3) karo HC; ju : ju HC (ju HCl); moko HB HC e, mok5 HD.
(U) bolai HA, bolo HB; vainasaja HC, c£nas2aja HD; tajo HB,
tajyo e; ajna HB HC (ajna HCl) e; pai HA e, pal HB; kai HD
(3) daruna HCImg. e; drga is omitted in HB.
(6) pache HB, pachai HC, pache e; lohu HA, lohu HD; voha HB; 
kona HD; gai HA e, gal HB; kai HD.
(7) rahe HA HC e; naina HA HD; mudi HB, mfidi HC (mudi HCImg.); 
vinu HC; dekhe HA HB, dekho HCImg., dekhaft e; kaha HCI.
(8) ahau HA, aha e; rita HC; mere IiD; hi ye HC, hiyS HD; rahi 
HC; chai HA e, chai HB; kai HA HD.
2*7
Bh.B.,V.91.
(a) marga : maraga for metre.
(1)
(2 )
(3)
(k)
( 5 )
(6)
(7)
( 8 )
22.0
Caudaha varasa pacha! ae Raghunatha natha, (l)
Satha ke je bhila kahai ae prabhu dekhiyai. (2)
Bolyo aba pau kaha hoti na pratlti kyauhu, (3)
Priti kari mile Rama kahi mokad pekhiyai.^3  ^ (4)
Parasi pichane lapa^ane sukha s“agara (5)
Samane prana pae mano bhaga bhala lekhfrai. (6)
Prema kl ju bat a kyadhu vanl mai sjkiata nahi, (7)
Ati akulata kahau kaise kai visekhiyai. (8)
Bh.B.,V.92.
(1) varasa HA HD e: -sa HB, -sa HC; pache HB HC e, aye HC HD; 
hatha HAmg.
(2) sathi HA; bhila HC (bhilla HCImg.); kahai cj.: kahai HA HB
HC HD, kahai e; aye HA HC; dekhiye HA HC HD e.
(3) bolyau HA; nau kaha HB, pau kaha HC; hota HB HD; hi HB; 
pratiti HC (-tlti HCImg.), pratita HD; kyohu HB, kehu HC, 
kihu HD, kyohu e.
(k) kari : kari HB; kahi : kahai HA, kahi e; mokad HA : -ko HB
e, -kau HC, -ko HD; pekhiye HA HD e.
(5) parasi HB; pichand lipa^ane HA, pichand lapatanS HD.
(continued overleaf ... )
(a) In Ms. HB the kth line of this kavitta verse is followed 
by the 7th line; then follow the 5th, 6th and 8th lines. 
The scribe seems to be aware of his mistake as he has 
marked a tick at the end of the misplaced line (the 7th 
line of this kav.v.).
(continued from previous page ... )
(6) subane HA, samanai HB; prana HC e; paye HB HC e; nianati HA, 
manS HD; bhai a bhaga HA e, bhaga bhai a HB; lekhiye HA HD e.
(7) ju : ju HA HB HC (jo HCImg.); kyohu HB, kyauhu HC, kihu 
HD, kyShu e; me HB HC, m5 e; nahi HB HC.
(8) akulae HB; kahe HB, kaho HC HD; kaisal kai HA HD, kaise ka 
HB; visekhiyai HB HC: -sekhiye HA HD e, -sekhiyai HCImg.
Sravana rasika kahu sune na Parlk§ita se,
0*0
Fana hu karata lagai koti guni pyasa hai,
Muni mana majha kyauhu avata na dhyavata hu,
(a)Vahi garbha madhya dekhi ayo rupa rasa hai.
Kahi Sukadeva ju saft Jeva merl 11jai j ani,
Prana lage katha nah? Tak§aka ko trasa hai.
Kljiye paricha ura an! mati sani aho,
0*0Van! viramani jaha jivana nirasa hai.
(1)
( 2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
( 8 )
(1) sravana HA HD; sravana HB, -varna HC, va$a e; rasika HB; 
kahtt HC; sunai na HB, sune na HC; Pariksita HD e; -k§ata HA, 
-chita HB, -rlksata HCImg.
(2) panau HA HDI, pana'u HB; lage HB HC, lag! e.
(3 ) muni HB; kyohu HB e, kayauhG HC, kihu HD; fna dhyavata1 is 
omitted in HA; hu : hu HC.
(4) vahi HC; majha HB HC; deklia HC (-khi HCImg.); ayau HA; 
rasa HC HD e; -si HA HB.
(3) Susadeva HA HC (Sukadeva HCImg.)e; ju HB; so KB HC,so e; 
teva HB.
(6) prana HA HCI; lagai HA, lo HC; nahi HA, nahi HC; ko : 
kau HA, ko HD.
(7) paricha HA HC : -k§a HCImg.HD e, -riksya HB; ani mati sani 
HB; ahau HA.
(8) jivana HB HC e: -ni HA HD; nirasa IIC (-sa HCImg.).
(a) rupa rasi hai: rupa rasa hai for metrical rhyme*
3 3 1
Bh.B. ,V.9i+.
Garbha ta? nikasi cale vana hi ma? kiyo vasa, (l)
Vyasa se pita kaft nahi uttara hu diyo hai. (2)
Dasama siloka^suni guni mati hari gal, (3)
Lai nal rlti parhi Bhagavata liyo hai. (U)
Rupa guna bhara sahyo jata kaisa? kari, ae (3)
(. b )Sabha nrpa (Jhari bhljyo prema rasa hiyo hai. (6)
Puchai bhakta bhupa thaura £haura para? bhadra jai, (7) 
Gai u£he javai mano ramga jhara kiyo hai. (8)
(1) ta? : te HB HC e, tS HD; nikasi HB, cali HA HD, calo HB; 
hi : hi HB; me HB, mai HC HD, me e; kiyau HA, kiyo HC, 
karyau HD.
(2) katt : ko HB HC e, ko HD; nahi HB HC HD, nah? e; utta HA, 
utara HD; hu HB, hu HC e; dlyau HA, diyo HC.
(3) da|ama HA HB HC e, slauka HA, sloka HB HC e; guni is omitted 
in HB, guna HD; mati HB; hari HB HD.
(!+) lafi nafi HB; rltl HA; parhl HB; layau HA, liyo HB, layo HD.
(5) rupa HB HC (rupa HCl); gunu HB; bhara HB HC (-ri HCl),
bhari e; sahyau HA HD; kaise HB, kese HC, kaise e; aye KB HC
(continued overleaf ... )
fa) sloka : siloka for metre.
(b) In Ms. HA after the 6th line of this kavitta verse, the 
words‘rupa guna bhara sahyau jata kai sal! kari’ (3 th line) 
have been repeated. This is an example of dittography.
(6) dhari : $arl HB, dhari HCImg.; bhljyau HA, bhljyo HCI; 
hiyau HA, hiyo HC.
(7) puche HB HC e; para! : -rai HB, -re e; bhora HA, bhaura HB 
bhadra pare HCI; Jaya HD, jai e.
(8) gal HA e, gaya HD; u£hai HA, uthai HD; jaba HA, jabe e; 
manad HA; jhara HA HD: -ri HB, -rl HC); kiyau HA,
kiyo HC.
(continued from previous page ... )
2 3 3
Bh.B.,V.95*
Sumirana samco kiyo liyo dekho saba hi mai, (l)
Eka Bhagavana kaisai k”a£ai taravara hai. (2)
Kajibo khadaga jala boribo sakati^jaki, (3)
Tahl kad niharai cahd ora so apara hai. (k)
Puche te bafayo khambha taha hi dikhayo rupa, (5)
Praga$a anupa bhakta vanl hi sad pyara hi a. (6)
Du§£a daryo mari gare amtal lai dari ta^ u (7)
Krodha ko na para kaha kiyo yd vicara hai. (8)
(1) sumirapa HB; sacau HA, samco HB; kiyau 11yau HA, kiyo
liyo HC; sabha HB; me HB, mai HC, md e.
HB(2) kaise HB, kese HC, kaise e; katai j; taravari hai HB HC.
(3 ) katibau HA; khadga HB.
(k) tahi HB e; ko HB HC e, ko HD; nihare HB HC; cahu HA HD;
vora HB.
(5) puchai IIA; td HD; bat ayau HA; hi : 1 HA HB, i HC; dikhayau 
HA, dekhayo HB.
(6) vanl : vani KB, ban! e; sad : so HB, so HC e; pyare hai HB.
(7) daryau HA HD; garai HA, garal HD; amte HB, atai HC; lai
HA HC, la1i HB; ta*u HB HC.
(8) ko : kau HA; kaha : kaha HB; kiyau HA, kiyo HB HC; yau HA,
yo HB HC; vicarl hai HB.
(a) sakti : sakati for metre.
2 3
Bh.B.,V.96
IJare Siva adi savai dekhyo nahi krodha aiso,
Xvata na dhiga kou Lak§aml hu trasa hai.
(a)Taba tau pathayo Prahalada ah«J.adav 'maha,
Aho bhakti bhava pagyo ayo prabhu pasa hai.
Goda mai uthai liyo sisa para hatha diyo
( Id ^Hiyo hulasayo kahi van! vinai rasa hai.
3.1 jaga daya paga paryo Srl N^siipgha ju kau, 
Aryo yo chutavo karyo roaya jnana riasa hai.
(1)
(2 ) 
(3) 
(k)
(5)
( 6)
(7)
( 8)
(1) darai HB, daraT HD; Siva HB HCImg. e; "adi adi HA HD, adi 
savai HB, Aja adi e; dekhyau HA HC; nahi HB HC; kraudha 
aisau HA.
(2) After avata, na is omitted in HA HB; dhiga HB; kou HB HC; 
Lak^lml HC; hu HB HC (ko HCImg.).
(3) tau : to HB e, so HC (tau HCImg.); pathayau HA; ahlada HB.
(b) pagau ayau HA.
(5 ) maT : mai HB, me HC, me e; uthaya HC HD; llyau HA, liyo 
HC; sisa HB, sisa HCImg.; dayau HA, diyo HC HD.
(6) hiyau hulasayau HA; kahi HB HC; bani vani HA (dittography), 
vani HC; binal HA, £ine HC; after kahi, variga vilasa hai
a) Prahlada ahlada : Prahalada ahalada for metre.
b) rasi hai : rasa hai for metrical rhyme; cf. Bh.B.,V.93«^U
(continued overleaf ... )
(continued from previous page ... )
in HB (lec.sin., a completely false reading).
(7) ai daya lagi paryo paya HC; paga : lagi HA HD e; paryau
HA HD; Nrsimgha HA HC HD; -siha HB, -simha e; kad HD:
kai HA, ko HB e, ko HC.
(8) aryau HA HD; yau HA, yo HB; churavo HA, ch^bayo HB;
karyau HA HD; jHana HAmg., gyana HD; riasa HCl; he HC, 
ha? HD.
X3 i
Cale Akarura^a^Madhupuri tS visura, naina (l)
Call Jala dhara kaba dekhau chavipura kau. (2)
Saguna manavai eka dekhibo hi bhavai, deha (3)
Sudhi visaravai lotyau lakhi paga dhura katt. (4)
Vamdana pravina caha nipata navina bhai, (3)
Dai Sukadeva kahi jivana ki niura kau. (6)
Mile Rama Krsna jhile pai kai manoratha kau, (7)
Hile drga rupa kiye cur a cura cura kau.^^ (8)
Bh.B.,V.97.
(1) Akrura HA, Akrura HB HC (-rura HCl); tai HA, te HB HC; 
visura HB, visuri HD; naina HA HD.
(2) cali HB; dekhau HA: -kho HB HCImg., -kho HD; chavipura HC; 
ko HB HC e, ko HD.
(3) saguna HB; dekhibo Hi HA HD e : -1 HB, -hi HC.
(U) sudhi visaravai HB; lotyo HB, lotai HC e; lakhi HC (-khi 
HCImg.) dhura cj.: dhura HA, -rl HB HC, -ri HD; ko HB e, 
kau HC, ko HD.
(6) Srukadeva HA, Sukadeva HB HCImg.; kahi HD e; jlvani HA HD; 
ko HB, kl HCl; muri HB HC; ko HB HD, kau HC, ko e.
(7) jhile: jhile HC;paT HB HC e, paya HD;k5 HD; kau : ko HB HD, 
ko HC e.
(8) kiye : kiye HC, kiyo e; cura cura cura kau : cura cura kau 
HA (cura^^is omitted in HA), -ko HB, -kau HC, hiyo cura 
cura ko e.
(a) Akrura : Akarura for metre.
(b) The word cura has. been repeated twice for emphasis. The
printed edition^replaces the first cura by hiyo which seems
to be a better reading,but is not supported by any of the Mss.
X37
Bh.B.,V.98
Diyo saravasva kari ati anuraga Bali,
P“agi gayo hiyo Prahalada sudhi ai hai.
Guru bharaniavai riiti kahi samujhavai, bola 
Ura mai na avai kiti bhiti upajal hai.
Kahyo jol kiyo samco bhava pana liyo aho, 
Diyo dara Hari hu nai mati na calaT hai. 
Rljhe prabhu rahe dvara bhae vasa hari mani
0
Srl Suka bhakhanl prlti rlti sol gal hai.
( 1 )
(2)
(3)
(U)
(5)
( 6 )
(7)
( 8)
(1) diyo HCI HD e: -yau PIA, -ye HB; saravasva HD: -sva HA HC 
(-sva HCImg.), -sya HB, -su e; kari HB.
(2) gayau HA; hiyau HA, hiyo HC.
(3) gura HA; bharamayo HC; niti HB, nita HD; samajhavai HA HD, 
samujhayo HC.
(i+) mai : mai HB HD, me HC, mS e; nai HA; ayo HC, aval HD; 
ketl HB e; bhita HA.
(5) kahyau HA HD; kiyo : klyau HA, kiyo HC; saipcau HA; pana :
prana HB; liyau HA, rakhi liyo HB, liyo HC.
(6) diyau HA, diyo HC; dari HC; Hari HB e; hu HC, hu HD; na HB,
nai HC, ne HD e; mati hu na HB (mati na HBl); calai hai HA
HB.
(7) prabhu HA; rahai HA, rahai HB; dvarai HA; vasi IIA, basa e; 
mani hara HB, hari mana HC.
(8) Suka HB HCI; bakhanl : pani HB; prlti rlti : prlti rl HA
(after rl, ti is omitted, haplography); soi gai hai HAmg* 
See note on next page*
Bh.B.,V.99*
Sveta dipa vasT sada rupa ke up*asT, gae 
Narada vilasi upadesa asa lag! hai.
Dai prahhu saina jini avo ihi aina, drga 
Dekhai sada caina mati ati anuingl hai.
Phi re dukha p”aya jaya kahi Sri Vaikumthariatha,
Satha liye cale lakho "bhakti amga pagi hai.
Dekhyo eka sara khaga rahyo dhyana dhari, risi 
Puchai Hari kahau kahyo baro barabhagT hai.
(1) Sveta dvipa HCImg.; vasi HB.
(2) vilasi HB; upadesa HB HCImg.e; asa HB, asa e.
(3) da’i HB, dei HC; sena HB HC, sena HD; avau HA, avai HB; 
ehi HD; aina HA.
(U) dekhS HA HB, dekhe HCImg.; cena HA HD; ati : gati e.
(5) phiri HA HB; pal jai HA, pai ja il  HB, pai jai e; kahi HC.
(6) liyo HC; lakhyau HA, lakho is omitted in HB, lakho HC 
(lakhyo HCImg.).
(7) dekhyo HA, dekho HB; rahyau HA HD; dhare HC; r^i HCImg. e*
(8) puche HA HC, puche HB; Hari kahau HB HD : -hyau HA, -ho HC, 
kaho Hari e; kahyo HB HC e: -hau HA, -hyau HD; barau I1A, 
baro 4s omitted in HB.
Note: In Ms.HA after Bh.B.,v.97 (no. 96 in HA) the following
kav.verse (Bh.B.,v.98) has been wrongly numbered 15* The 
verse 15 of the Bhakta Mala, which follows Bh.B.,v.98> 
accounts for the scribe’s mistake. The 11 Chappai verses 
of Bh.M., no. 15-26,are followed by Bh.B.,v.99 which^A 
has again been wrongly numbered 96, but Bh.B.,vv.100-101 
are numbered 99 and 100 respectively.
(1)
(2)
(3 )
(U)
(5 )
(6)
(7)
( 8)
Bh.B. .V.IOO.^
Varava hajara bite bhae nahi cita cite, 
Pyasol rahata aipai pan! nahi pljiyai.
Aciraja dekhi ca§a lagai na nimesa kihu, 
Cahtt disi phiryo aba seva yak! kljiyai.
C Id }Pavai jo prasada jaba jibha saC savada 'leta 
Leta nahi aura yaki mati rasa bhijiyai*
Lijai bata mani jaia pana kari dari diyo,
Liyo caumca bhari drga bhari budhi dhljiyai.
(1)
(2) 
(3) 
(k )
(5)
( 6)
(7)
(8 )
(1) var$a e; bhae: bhaya HB; nahi HB, nahi e; cita HB; cite HDIm
(2) pyasaui HA HDImg., pyasoi HB; apai KB, epe KC; hu na HB, 
nahi e; pijiye HA e, pijiye HC.
(3) pavS HDImg.; jau HA HB; prasada HB; sau : so HB HC e.
(U) nahi HC, nahi e; vakl mati HB; bhljiye HA e, bhijlye HC.
(3) 11 je HB; diyau HA HDImg., diyo HC.
(6) liyau HA mg. HDImg., liyo HC; camca HA, coja HB, coca HC,
comea e; bhari HB; driga HC; bhare HA, bhari HB.
(7) acaraja HB e; casu HB; lagaT HDImg.; nime§i HB; kahu HB, 
kihu HC.
(8) cahu is omitted in HA HD, cahu e; disi KB, disa HDImg.;
phiryau HA HDImg.; yaki : yako HB; kljiye HA HC e.
(a) In Ms.HD this kavitta verse is completely omitted, but has 
been written in later by a different hand. The ink and the 
handwriting are different and a finer pen has been chosen to 
fit this kav.v. in the margin at the top side of the page, 
(fe) svada : savada for metre.
Note: As a result of the omission of this kav.v..the following
verse has been numbered 99 in HD. The sec.m. has not number­
ed his mg.corr., nor has he altered the nos. of the follow­ing verses.
avo
fa . i
Bh.B.,V.101.
Calau age dekhau kou rahai na parekhau, bhava (l)
Bhakti kari lekhau gae dipa Hari gaiyai. (2)
Ayo eka jana dhai arati samai vihai, (3)
Khaici liye prana pheri vadhu vak^I aiyai. (U)
Vahi ina kahi pati dekhai nahi mahi paryo, (5)
Haryo yako jiva tana giryo mana bhaiyai. (6)
Aaisal putra adi ae samce hita mai dikhae, (7)
Pheri kai jivae ri§i gae cita 1aiyai. (8)
(1) calo HC e; agai HA HD; dekho HB HC (-khyo HCImg.); kou
IID e; rahe HB; parekho HB HC HD.
(2) lekho HB HC, likhau HD; gaye HC; dvipa e; galye HA HC HD,
gaiye e.
(3) dhai : dhai HB e, dhae HC, dhaya HD; samai HA HD, same HC,
samaya e; vihai HC, vihaya HD, vihai e.
(U) khaici HB HCImg.; liyo HB, liye HC; prana HC (-$a HCImg.);
vadhu HD e; jaki HB, yakl HD e; aiye HA HC HD, aiye e.
(3) vaifci HA, vahi HC; ini HB; dekhai : dekhyo e; nahi HB,
nahi HD e; paryau HA HD.
(6) haryau HA HD; yakaC HA, jako HB; giryau HA HC, giro HB;
bhaiye HA HD, bhaiyai HC, bhaiye e.
(7) aise HB HC, aisS HD, aisai e; mai : mai HB HC, me e; 
dikhaye HB HD.
(8) kai : kai HA, ke e; jivaye HD; ri§a HA, p§i HCImg. e; 
gaye HB HD; laiye HA HD, laiye e.
Appendix I 
(Extra Readings)
After the 15th kavitta verse (no. 12+ in HA) the 
following eight verses are extra in HA.
Lfanasa amanatl kari kahu kai na kara hota,
Bi§aya bi . ana bicarata sukha mani kai.
Cahi karirii kai sa^ga dhahi kara nikai lagai 
Take gahibe kad dharyau amkusa pramani kai.
Rakhai pati sobha kari slta bata ghama hairai,
Saba guna dharoa dharyau aijibara kati jani kai.
Kulisa kati dharyau takau heta yau bicaryau maha, 
Pataka acala chana majha deta bhani kai.
Kamala kau basa saba sukha kau nibasa karai,
Tapani kau nasa aisal sabana ucaryau hai.
Jana mana bhatira kau parama ramanika £haura,
Carana kamala mai kamala yatai dharyau hai.
Saba do§a janani chudha kai nasakaraka hai,
Bhukati mukati hu kau heta niradharyau hai.
(a)Kahai Raghubira RaghabTra' jana pira hari,
Carana kai majha cinha jaba kau savaryau hai.
(a) Read Raghubira
fa)Khalani marariv nija jana mana trasaharl,
Saba sukhakarl Hari yatai dhuja dhari hai, 
Aurahu kahata heta carana sarana gahai, 
liarai china majha prabhu takau dhuja dhari hai, 
Tlratha ari bala deva surabhl sarlra kahai, 
Takau pada pavana parama hitakarl hai,
Du jo heta sunad papa saya rahai sol tirai. 
Gopada jyu yaha bhava siipdhu maha bhari hai,
Kamala kau bhrafa saba sukha kau data apa,
Kukha sad lagayau gayau gayau bedana bariaya kal 
Jana mukha deta khala bighana bija heta,
Yatai samkha cinha dhayrau ati cita caya kal, 
Kamadika ari rahe dasana kai pichai pari,
Tinake vinasana kad cakra dharyau ai kal,^)
(a) Read murarl,
(b) The last two lines of this verse are missing.
Sakaia manoratha saphalata janayabe kaft,
Paya majha dharyau Hari jambu phala janiyS.
Janama marana maha roga take harabe kau,
Saba sukha karibe katt sudha kuqibha mianiye.
kaha t^ya tapani tg tarapita jagata tinhai,
SItala karana sita kirana bakhaniye.
Kamadika bikara kha£a khamdana kai kaja khat 
(a) -K5na jatrav 'rakhyau jana mana sukha daniye.
Maha bhava jala mai bikala jana jlva jani, 
Tinake ubarabe ku mlna cinha gayau hai.
Tina loka jite jlhl aisau haimakara dhuja, 
Sou bhgya mani kai sarani manau ayau hai. 
Tatal prabhu paya gahal rnadana madana rahai,. 
Mina dharibe kau dHjo heta yahu payau hai. 
Bimdu tila janau takau karana bakhanafl mana 
Rukhau maha tahi kari deta neha chayau hai.
(a) Read «5amtra*
Uokati jo bhajata Hari kahata tajata baso 
Tghani gani eka Ilka kari sakhl hai.
Athava sabani hi tai baro hota mero dasa,
Yaha jariavana kau ura dharesa rakhi hai.
Bi§ai bi^adhara grasyau takau do§a harana ku 
Dharyau a^takauna yamtra Bidhi Siva bhakhi hai.
Maha baslkarana aneka roga harana kau
Karana trakauna yamtra jaisal ganyau lakhi hai. (7 )
Harana kai samai jamaduta aya gherata hai,
Taha Rama nama kauu kaisalu kahata hai.
Tinake bhagaibe kau take sukha paibe kau,
Dharyau hai dhanu§a cinha gavata mahijita hai.
Aise bis a amkana sati affikita car ana caru,
Sol dhanya jinakl sarana jo gahata hai.
Papana dahata saba sukhani lahata parama
Pada hu gahata Raghubira yau kahata hai. (8)
Note: The number of the marks on Rama’s two feet described in
these eight verses in HA is twenty, as has been stated in 
the 5th line of v.8. The printed edition e and Ms.HC have 
four extra verses which are completely different from 
these eight verses.
These eight verses in HA are composed in the kavitta 
metre by a person named Raghubira who has twice mentioned 
his name, once in the 7th line of v .2 and again in the 8th 
line of v.8. The scribe has numbered these verses from 1 
to 8 separately from the text of Priya Dasa. Therefore, 
there is no doubt that these eight verses in HA are a later interpolation.
Appendix II
After the 15th kavitta verse the following four verses 
are extra in HC.
Kapa^a au kucala may! jala savai jltave ko (l)
Dara ke darasa kiyo jeto anayasa hai.^a  ^ (2 )
Java ko hetu suno sada data sada vidya ko (3 )
Sumati ko sugati ko susaippati nivasa hai. (4)
China china me sabhita hota Kali kl kucala de§a (5 )
Dhvaja sau visesa jano abhai ko visvasa hai. (6)
Gopada so vhai hai bhava sagara suni nagara je (7)
Jopai naina hiye ke lagavi mi^a trasa hai. (B) (16)
(a) The 1st and 2nd lines of this verse are the 7th and 8th 
lines of v.lb in e, and therefore the order of the lines 
in e is 4> 5> b, 7> 8, 1,2. The text in e is as follows:
Tjavaf hetu suno sada data siddhi vidya hi ko, (l)
Sumati sugati sukha sampati nivasa hai. (2)
Chinu me sabhita hota Kali kl kucala dekhi, (3 )
fDhvaja* so vesesa jano abhai ko visvasa hai. (4)
Gopada so hvaihai bhava sagara nagara nara, (5 )
Jopai naina hiya ke lagavai mi£ai trasa hai. (6)
Kapata kucala mayabala sabai jltabe ko, (7)
TDaraf ko darasa kara jltyo anayasa hai. (8)
Sathafa satavai sita tate pada ammara dharyo, (l)
Iiaryo jana soka dhyana kinhai sukha payiyai.^a  ^ (2)
Kamahu nisacara ke marive ko cakra dharyo (3)
Mamgala kalyana hetu svasti kahu maniyai. (b)
I.'a$galika jamvuphala phala carahu ko phala, (5)
Iiana kamana aneka purana nitya dhyaniyai. (6)
Kalasa jyo sudha ko sara bharyo Hari bhakti rasa, (7)
Nainana klje mana ma aniyai# (d)
(a) The 1st and 2nd lines of this verse are the i|th and 5th 
lines of v .15 in e (cf. cri.app., h.B.,v.l5) and the 
order of the lines in e is 3>4>5>6,7>8 plus the 1st and 
2nd lines of v.18 in HC. The text in e is as follows:
ICamahu nisacara ke maribe ko 1 Cakra1 dharyo, (l)
Mangala kalyana hetu svastika hti maniye. (2)
haijigalika f jambuphala’ , phala carihu ko phala, (3)
Kamana aneka bidhi purna, nit a dhyaniye. (k)
’Kalasa1 ’sudha ko sara* bharyo Kari bhakti rasa, (5)
Naina put a pana kijai, jijai mana ani ye. (6)
Bhakti ko barhavai au ghatavai tina tapahu ko, (7 )
’Ardha candra* dharana ye karana hai janiye. (8)
Bhakti ko vadhavai au ghatavi tina tapana ko (l)
Ardha cai.dra dharana ye karana hu janiye.^a  ^ (2)
Visaya bhujamga vaiamika tana mahi vase (3 )
Dasa ko na aase tate jatana anusaryo hai. (4)
As^akona satakona trayakona jamtra kiye, (5)
JTye joi jani jake dhyana ura bharyo hai, (6)
MTna vimdu Ramacaipdra kino vaslkarana papg, (7)
Tahite nikaya jana mana jata haryo hai, (8) (18)
(a) The 1st and 2nd lines of this verse are the 7th and 8th 
lines of v,17 in e, and the order of the lines in e is 
3,4,5,6,7,8 plus the 1st and 2nd lines of v.19 in HCC. 
The text in e is as follows:
Vi§aya bhujanga valamlka tana mahi basai, (l)
Dasa ko na dasai, tate yatna anu^saryo hai. (2)
’A^takona* *§atakona* au *trikona* jamtra kiye, (3)
Jiye joi jani jake dhyana ura bharyo hai. (4)
Moina1 1vindu1 Ramacandra kinhyo va^ikarna paya, (5)
Tahite nikaya jana mana jata haryo hai. (6)
Samsara sagara ko paravara pavai nahi, (7)
'TJrdhva rekha1 dasana ko setubandha karyo hai. (8)
Samsara sagara ko varapara pave nahi,
( a)TJrdha rekha dasana ko setavamdha karo he.
Dhanu§a pada mahi dharyo haryo soca dhyanina ko 
Ifanina ko maryo mana save jaga sa^siye.
(Purusa pada mahi dharyo haryo soca)
Purusa jo vise§a pada kamala me vasayo Rama 
Eeta abhirama suno JSyama abhilakhiye.
Sudho mana sudhe vena sudhi karatuti saca,
(1)
( 2 )
(3)
(k)
(5a)
(5b)
( 6)
(7)
Aiso jana hoya mero yaki jyo rasiye
(a) The 1st and 2nd lines of this verse are the 7th and 8th 
lines of v.18 in e, and the order of the lines in e is 
3 ,Z|,5,6,7>8 in HC plus the 7th and 8th lines of v.13 in 
all four Mss. (cf. cri. app., Bh.B.,v.l3). The text of 
v .19 in e is as follows:
*DhanufIpada mahi dharyo, haryo soka dhyanina ko, (l)
Ivfanina ko maryo mana, Ravanadi sakhiye. (2)
* Purusa vise§* pada kamala basayo R"ama, (3)
Hetu suno abhirama, Syama abhilakhiye. (k)
Sudho mana sudhi bana sudho karatuti saba, (3)
Aiso jana hoya mero, yahi ke jyo rakhiye. (6)
Jopai budhivanta rasavanta rupa sampati m§, (7)
Kari hiye dhyana Hari nama mukha bhakhiye. (8)
Out of all four Mss. only HC and the printed edition 
e have these four extra verses. iote that the recent pub­
lication ^ri Bhakta L'ala', edited by Rama Ihf§ndeva G-arg, does 
not include these four verses, though after v .15 the following
Note:
verses are numbered from 20 onwards.
These four kavitta verses in HC and e are completely 
different from the eight extra verses in HA (cf.Appendix I), 
and they are not numbered separately as are the eight 
verses in H.A. In HC and e after v.15 these four verses 
are numbered from 16 to 19 > but in HC after v.19 the following 
verses are again numbered from 16 on.vards whereas the number­
ing of the_following verses in e is continuous. The editor 
S.S.Bhagavan Prasada (cf. op.cit.,p.77) has added a footnote 
after v.19 in which he admits that the verses from 15 to 19 
have been regarded by some people as interpolation (ksepaka).
Moreover, the order of the lines of these four verses 
in HC is different from that of the printed edition e, and 
in HC, apart from several omissions amd metrical mistakes, 
the rhymes are faulty, e.g. the 2nd line of each of the four 
verses does not rhyme with the 1+th, 6th and 8th lines of 
that particular verse.
Considering the evidence listed above, I have no doubt 
that these four verses are e&tra, that they do not belong 
to the original text of Priya Dasa and that they are inter­
polated later in order to complete the list of the twenty- 
two marks on Rama’s two feet mentioned by Nabha Dasa (cf. 
Bh.M.,v.6), of which Priya Dasa has mentioned only three 
(cf. Bh.B.,v.15).
CHAPTER IV 
ANNOTATED TRANSLATION
N O T E
In the translation the explanatory additions are 
marked by square brackets. A few times round brackets 
are used for phrases which are not in the text but are 
added to clarify the meaning or to explain references 
where necessary.
In the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT the verbs are very often 
used without their pronoun subjects; these are added without 
brackets, as they are grammatically part of the text.
Similarly, there are no definite or indefinite articles in 
Braj (nor even in Modern Hindi), and these also are used in 
the translation without brackets.
The words £§.i, asrama, Pharma» Faya, guru, darsana, 
ghata, etc. are generally retained in view of their importance 
as concepts. They have their own semantic history, and 
therefore it is very difficult to find their exact equivalent 
terms in English.
Where necessary, footnotes are added in order to make 
the translation clear, or to explain puns and references in 
the context of a given verse, or to give alternative transla­
tions based on the variant readings or different interpreta­
tions.
A table showing the contents of the translati°n (vv.1-101)
Z S I
is also given in the beginning for ease of reference 
under a particular heading. These headings are based 
on all four LIss. and the printed edition e, and it is 
probable that they were originally given by the author 
himself.
2 3 3
TABLE SHOWING THE CONTENTS OP THE TRANSLATION
(vv. 1-101)
1. Mamgalacarana and the celestial command. v. 1
2. The title and the merits of the commentary. V. 2
3. The true form of Devotion. V. 3
4. The five kinds of devotional sentiment. V. k
3. Love for K^§na - the dominant emotion. V. 5
6. The power of saintly company. V. 6
7. A portrait of ISTabha Dasa. V. 7
8. The importance of the Bhakta Mia. V. 8
9. The qualities of a devotee. V. 9
10. The command of Agra Disa. vv. 10-11
11. The childhood of Kabha Dasa. vv. 12-13
12. The incarnations of Vi§nu. V. Ik
13. The footmarks of Rama. V. 15
14. Siva. vv. 16-18
15. Ajamila. vv. 19-20
16. The sixteen attendants of Vi$$u. V. 21
17. The beloved of God. V. 22
.COi—i Hanuman. V. 23
19. Vibhisana. vv. 24-26
20. Sabari• vv. 27-33
21. Jatayu. V. 34
22. AmbarT^a. vv. 35-46
•CM Vidura. vv. 47-48
24. Sudani a• vv. 49-53
25. Candrahasa. vv. 54-64
26. A group of devotees [Kausarava, Citraketu, 
Akrura, Dhruva and Uddhava]. V . 65
27. Kunfl• V . 66
28. DraupadT. vv. 67-68
29. The nine principal yogis and Srutadeva. V . 69
30. PracTnabarhi and Valmiki. V . 70
31. Svapaca Valmiki. vv. 71-78
32. Rukmaipgada. vv. 79-81
33. A group of devotees [Hariscandra, Suratha and 
Sudhanva, 3ibi, Bharata and Dadhici]. V . 82
34. Vindhyavali. V . 83
35. Loradhvaja. w . 84-88
36. Alarka. V . 89
37. Rantideva. V . 90
38. Guha. vv. 91-92
39. Parik^ita. V . 93
40. Sukadeva. V . 94
41. Prahlada. vv. 95-96
•C\J
-d Akrura. V . 97
k3. Bali. V . 98
kk. The inhabitants of tlie vVhite Island. vv. 99-10!
V.l
Magigalacara^a* and the celestial command*
I was meditating [in my heart] on the feet of the
charming^Mahaprabhu Ky§pa Caitanya, and singing
[God*s] Name with my mouth*. (1-2)
-  - 3At that time Nabha Dasa ordered - and I accepted
the command - (3 )
"Write a detailed commentary on the Bhakta ^ala
and recite it* (4)
Compose it in the kavitta,^a metre [which] is very
sweet* (5 )
May it become famous throughout the world*" So
saying the [celestial] voice ceased* (6)
I considered my mind [inadequate], but I had heard
_ 5 # 6 / \in the Bhagavata^how Sukadeva (7)
Entered the forest (and caused it to speak)* [I 
concluded that Nabha Dasa] would similarly speak 
[through me]• ( 8)
* Benediction*
1* There is a pun on manaharana (= manohara}; the respected 
Manohara Dasa who was the preceptor of Priya Dasa* See 
notfes on v*l*l*
2* i*e* I was engaged in sagiklrtana. Cf. also notes on v.l*2*
3* The author of the Bhakta Mala* Cf. Bh.B. ,w. 10-13•
One of the most popular metres in medieval Hindi poetry, 
consisting of 31 syllables. See Introduction, pi24ft*
5* The Bhagavata_Pura$a.
6. The son of Vyasa and the celebrated narrator of the Bhg.Pur. 
to king ParTk§ita. See notes on v.l.7.
The poetry I hare composed, is full of joy, rich
in heauty (l)
And perfect in trutfc. I have avoided, [where
possible], the defect of tautology; (2)
[Prom] the sweetness of the syllables, the
alliterations and Yamakas1 (3)
Extreme beauty is diffused and a cascade of
pleasure flows. (U)
To praise one's poetry with one's own mouth, is
not appropriate. (5 )
Nabha Dasa spoke through me. Therefore, I have
described in detail [its excellence]. (6)
Even if one hears it all the time, one's heart
will be delighted. (7 )
[Such] is the commentary I have composed, the well-
named Bhaktirasa-Bodhinl. (8)
T h e  t i t l e  and  t h e  m e r i t s  o f  th e  c o m m e n ta ry .
1. Paronomasia: the repetition of same word or syllables
similar in sound but different in meaning. Cf. 
M.Monier-Williams, op.cit., s.v., Yamaka, p • 81+5•
Faith is the fragrant hair-oil and hearing the 
story [of God] is the unguent;
[By applying these two] cleanse the stain of 
pride from all parts of your body*
Having bathed in the waters of meditation and 
dried yourself with the towel of compassion,
[Put on] the clothes of humility and apply the 
perfume of vows*
The Name of Hariris the ornaments, the service 
of saints the ear-rings;
Mental-worship is the nose-ring; prepare [then] 
the collyrium of the company [of saints for 
the eyes]*
Such is the charming toilet of Queen Devotion;
love is the betel-nut, (the finishing touch)*
He who observes such [devotion] will meet Lord Kp§pa 
and His Beloved, so say [the holy scriptures].
T h e  t r u e  fo r m  o f  D e v o t io n
1. Qod._ 
2* Radha*
V.4
The five kinds of devotional sentiment
(i)
These five main rasas^I have expressed [in my 
poem, both] fully and well* ( 2)
The effectiveness of this commentary^you will 
realise [if you] give it careful thought: (3)
I have elaborated all aspects [of these rasas] 
incomparably* (4)
Those whose [eyes] never shed tears [before, and
As long as they remain far away from [the Bhaktirasa 
Bodhirii] they will retain their complete indiffer-
1* Tranquillity*
2® Servitude*
3® Friendship*
4* Parental affection*
5® Erotic sentiment* Cf* also notes on v*5*5®
6* The five devotional (or religious) sentiments* See 
notes on v*i|*l-2®
7® The Bhaktirasa-Bodhinl*
8* Lit* break into pieces*
whose] bodies have never thrilled,
Are now submerged in a sea of emotion and over 
whelmed with joy*
(5)
( 6)
ence [to God],
Q[But their] hearts will melt the moment they hear 
my words.
(7)
( 8)
V.5
Love for Kygpa - the dominant emotion.
The five rasas are beautiful floral tassels of
five [different] colours. (l)
To garland the Beloved [Lord Kp§pa] has been
i
carefully woven (2)
By His sincere devotee named Habha ali,1 a garland
of Vai jayantl2flowers, (3)
* _ 3And it has been presented to the charming Syama,
who finds it alluring. (U)
He draped this favourite [garland] round His neck
and would never part with it. (5 )
Behold its strange movement:^it has slipped down
to His feet. (6)
The burden of Devotion's beauty has humbled
Sfggara. (7 )
He who witnesses this is enthralled [by the love ef
of God], as is well-known. (8)
1. Nabha Dasa's pen-name* lit. a female friend. Cf. notes 
on v.5 .3 .
2. Sesbania aegyptiaca : a kind of yellow flower which 
blossoms in clusters. Cf. also notes on v.5*3.
3 . Kr§pa.
U* Also mystery.
5» Erotic sentiment. Cf. notes on v.5*1*
Devotion is like a young tree which is frightened 
of even a she-goat*
[But when] enclosed by good thoughts and sprinkled 
with the water of saintly company,
It begins to grow and its branches begin to spread 
in all directions;
It reaches towards the sky and its multicoloured 
fame spreads [over all the world]*
The heart of a saint is like the foot^of the tree;
2its deep shade is inviting*
All creatures are refreshed there and their torments 
cease, so it is said*
Behold, the growth of [this tree]* [Once] it 
feared even a she-goat*
[Now] to this tree are tethered, swinging [helplessly] 
elephants, victorious in battle*
The power of saintly company*
1* A trench made round the root of a tree to retain 
water*
2* Lit* beautiful*
V.7
A portrait of Nabha Dasa.
[Nabha Dasa has] incomparably exhibited1 the true
character which each [saint possessed]. (l)
The poetry he composed is like a red jewel [seen]
through a fine piece of muslin. (2)
Though the saints have a myriad virtues, [Nabha
Dasa] has described them in a few words, (3)
Whose connotations are countless. This Prince of
poets is a mint. (U)
Hearing [this lovely poem], the assembly of saints
is overjoyed, like a swarm of bees (5 )
Circling round and humming - "How delicious it is." (6)
__ 3I had heard of Agara Dasa before, now I truly know
him to be aloe wood;** (7 )
[Whose] perfume is Nabha Dasa [and whose] fragrance
is the Bhakta Mala. (8)
1. In the Bhakta Mala.
2. Lit. in four syllables. Perhaps referring to the tetra­
syllable title of Nabha Dasa’s work, ’Bhakta Mala*.
3* The spiritual preceptor (guru) of Nabha Dasa. Cf. BJuB.,w.
10 and 11.
2*. There is a pun on agara. Agara («Agra Dasa) has been com­
pared with agara («agaru), the aloe wood of a large spread­
ing tree, Aquilaria agallochum. It contains a dark-coloured 
fragrant, resinous substance. _The perfume of this substance 
has been compared with Nabha Dasa, and the fragrance it gives 
off with the Bhakta Mala. Cf. Bh.B.,v.7.8.
The importance of the Bhakta Mala.
One may he very devout, singing night and day the
[Lord's] praises; (1)
One may be [engaged in] freeing the world from sins 
and one's heart may be brimful with the repetition 
[of God's Name]. (2)
One may be sincere in paying homage to God and the
saints, considering this the source of happiness. (3 )
One may have realised that Love is the [very] root
[of Creation and thus] be free from worldliness. (U)
Even so [true devotion] is arduous, how can one
attain it? (5 )
It surpasses understanding: one's mind quakes and
crumbles [at the thought of it]. (6)
One's forehead may be adorned with a tilaka1and
one'8 neck embellished with a rosary, but (7 )
Without the Bhakta Mala [one] is far fr6m [achieving]
even a glimpse of Devotion. (8)
V . 8
1. A mark on the forehead made with coloured clay, sandal­
wood, or unguents, either as an ornament or a sectarian 
emblem.
2. Lit. the form.
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The qualities of a devotee.
He alone is a sincere devotee, who is true to
God, his guru1and [God's] servants; (l)
Who has made a solemn vow and then [whose] heart
has not wavered [from it]* (2)
The essential beauty of genuine Bhakti-rasa is this: (3)
[When one] utters the lovely Name of Hari, [one's]
eyes flood with tears. (U)
God Himself values the love of His devotees [so
highly], (5)
That He lays aside even His Divinity, as He did
with the Fay<Javas.^ (6)
Wherever the true qualities of a guru are described, (7)
* j.There is praised the conduct of Sri Payaharl, which
was [indeed] many-splendoured. (8)
1. The spiritual preceptor who imparts the initiatory
Maytra or prayer and instructs his disciple in the 
scriptures.
2. The devotional sentiment. Cf. notes on v. U*2.
3* The five renowned sons of PaMu (i.e. Yudhi§Jhira, Bhlma,
Arjuna, Nakula and Saha Deva;. Cf._notes on v.9*6.
U* The respectsftier Sri K$*§pa Dasa Payaharl who was the
spiritual preceptor of Agra Dasa. Cf. notes on v.9*8*
Agra Dasa was meditating upon a mental image [of 
God] f
And was "being fanned "by Nabha Dasa with loving 
care*
[Meanwhile] one of his disciples, who had boarded 
a ship and was in danger,
Concentrated his thoughts on Agra Dasa, [whose] 
attention was drawn [to him and was thus] 
distracted from absolute Beauty*
The spiritually capable [Nabha Dasa then] said
[to Agra Dasa], "The ship has sailed far on its
„  1 way*
Draw back [your attention] to absolute Beauty and 
concentrate again [on it] as before/'
Opening his eyes and looking at him [Agra Dasa] 
asked, "Who said that?"
"The one you so kindly fostered, by giving rice^ 
[from your own plate," replied Nabha Dasa]*
T h e  command o f  A g ^ ra  D a s a *
1* i.e. the ship is out of danger. Cf. also notes 
v*10*5*_2* Nabha Dasa*
3# Lit. a grain of cooked rice*
7 6 3
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This gave [Agra Dasa] a fresh surprise: what
spiritual heights [Nabha Dasa] has reached,
[he thought.] (l)
His heart filled with joy, and he realised [the
extent of] the saint'V power. (2)
He then addressed1[Nabha Dasa], "The grace of the
saints has come upon you. (3 )
Describe their nature, virtues and the feelings
of their hearts." (k )
With joined hands [Nabha Dasa humbly] replied, "No
one can define their limits. (5 )
I may sing in praise of Rama and K£§$a [but] cannot
comprehend the mystery of devotees•* (6)
[Then Agra Dasa] explained to him, "Into your heart
will come and speak through you the One, (7)
Who showed you the ship on the sea." (8)
1. Lit. commanded.
2. Agra_Dasa was referring to the spiritual power which 
Nabha Dasa had displayed in saving the ship from 
danger. Cf. Bh.B.,v.10 and also notes on v.10.5*
The childhood of Nabha Dasa*
He, whose birth is famous in the dynasty of
Hanuman, (l)
Was born blind; imagine this strange condition* (2)
He was five years of age, when fearing famine
like fire (3 )
His mother abandoned him in the forest* Consider
his misfortune* (4)
[While going along] that same road KTlha^and
Agra Dasa saw him* (3)
Taking him for an abandoned waif, they questioned
[him and he] gave replies* (6)
The older saint [Kllha] sprinkled water on his
eyes from a Kamamdala*^ (7)
He^was overjoyed [when he] opened his eyes and
saw them both* (8)
V . 1 2
1
1* Nabha Dasa*
2* The celebrated monkey chief, cf* notes on v.23*5* Nabha 
Dasa's name is associated with the dynasty of Hanuman, 
about which there are different points of view* See 
notes on v*l2*l*
3* A disciple of 3rl K£§$a Dasa PayaharT* Cf* notes on 
v*l2*5*U# A gourd or wooden vessel for keeping water, used by 
ascetics* It usually has a spout and a handle*
3* Nabha Dasa*
He fell at their feet, tears came [to his eyes].
They were moved to compassion and took him 
with them.
Receiving Kllha's command, Agra Dasa recited 
the Maqgtra.^
Service was available for saints who arrived at
A
Galata [a£rama1•
Considering [Nabha Dasa] suitable, he engaged
him in that service.
[Nabha Dasa] had endless love for washing the
feet [and eating] the leavings of the saints.
3He experienced the essence of Devotion, and 
therefore, his heart was filled with love.
It grew abundantly. Who can define its limits?
[But] he has sung with his incomparable voice the
form of Devotion, which [he possessed]. (8)
V . 1 3
1. i.e. Agra Dasa imparted the Mamtra to Nabha Dasa, thus 
making him his_disciple. Cf *._also footnote v.U3»
2* A gaddl of RamanandT_Saippradaya which was founded by 
Sri K£§$a Dasa Payaharl in Galata near Jaipur. See 
notes on v.13.3.
3. The word rasa here implies bhaktl-rasa .i.e. devotion 
or the devotional sentiment.
( 1)
(2)
(3 )
(U)
(5 )
(6) 
(7)
All incarnations [of God] are seas of happiness 
without limits.
He spreads His IIla1to free all living beings.
[When] one’s mind is attracted to a particular 
incarnation, one becomes Immersed in it;
A devotion, [peculiar to that incarnation], awakens 
in one*8 heart. Who can set a limit to it?
All these incarnations are eternal. By meditating 
on them the mind is enlightened.
He, who understands the essence of it, is like a 
poor man who acquires riches.
Like curly hair, the Pish [and so on] are a 
source of pleasure.
3 _I admire these good teachings^of Agra Dasa and may 
they adorn my heart like a garland.
T h e  i n c a r n a t i o n s  o f  V i § p u .
1. Divine sport. i;
2. The fish, the Boar, the Tortoise and the ttan-lion 
Incarnations of Vi§pu. See notes on v.lU«l«
The Footmarks of Rama*
To protect the saints, Rama, the king of kings,
bore (l)
On His lotus-feet the marks1that give happiness* (2)
The mind is an elephant in rut, difficult to
control* (3)
Therefore He bore the goad* Meditate on it in
your heart* (U)
Similarly [He bore] the thunder-bolt to obliterate
the mountain of sins. (5 )
To hoard the treasure of Devotion [He bore] a lotus*
Concentrate your mind upon it* (6)
If you are wise and a lover of the abundant beauty
[of God] (7)
Meditate on all [these marks and] sing their praises
night and day* (8)
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1* According to Hindu mythology Rama bore forty-eight marks 
equally divided on His two feet* Each footmark is re­
presented by a symbol and has a specific function_to_ 
perform* Out of these forty-eight footmarks Nabha Dasa 
has described twenty-two (cf* Bh*M.,v*6), while Priya 
Dasa mentions here only three* In order to complete 
the list extra verses have been interpolated later, eight 
verses in Ms.HA and four in HC e* See Appendix 1-2; 
cf* also notes on v*15*2*
27<?
Siva.
V . 1 6
In the Bhagavata. the stories of the twelve
principal bhaktas^of renown, (l)
[Which are] a source of great pleasure, are
narrated in various ways# (2)
There is a story about Siva [which] people do
not often know# (3 )
Hearing it, onefs heart is filled with adoration
and one’s mind with amazement# (4)
Seeing Rama in the forest distressed by separation
from SIta, (5)
2 # 3Satl spoke these words to the sagacious Sagikara:-^ (6)
lfHow can he be God omniscient? [I have a] strange
curiosity to investigate it#" (7 )
*
Though forbidden [by Siva], she disguised herself
[to look] the same [as SIta]# (8)
1# A bhakta is a devotee (esp. a votary)# Reference has feeen 
made here to the twelve chief bhaktas of Vi§^u, originally
mentioned In the Bhagavata Purana, who were primarily en­
gaged in teaching and spreading the doctrine of Vai§^avism 
and faith in Vi§$u# Nabha Dasa (cf# Bh#M.,Tf#7) gives their 
names as follows: Vidhi (Brahma), Narada, Sankara (Siva),
Sanakas, Kapila, Manu, Prahlada, Janaka, Bhl§ma, Bali,Suka 
and the righteous one (Yama or Ajamila cf# Pollet, G.A#, op# 
cit#^ notes on v#7 #3 )# Qut of these_twelve chief bhaktas, 
Priya Dasa chooses only Siva, and Ajamila whom he regards as 
the twelfth bhakta, the righteous one#
It is interesting to compare the number twelve of these 
bhaktas with the twelve dislples of Christ. Cf# The Gospel 
of St.Mark, ch#3, vv.lU-19*
2# diva’s wife# Cf# notes on v#l6#6#
3« Siva# Cf. notes on v.l6#3#
Her appearance and dress were just like Slta's; 
there was not the slightest difference*
Rama looked at her, [hut] felt nothing in his 
heart.
* rThen she came back and told Saijikara [all about 
it].
He became very unhappy and admonished her in 
different ways [saying]:
"You disguised yourself like [Sita], the adored 
one, I have therefore abandoned your body."^
[Hearing this] she became very sad and her mind 
perplexed.
Such is [Sagikara], engrassed in the love of the 
Lord; he shines among the scriptures.
I adore him; [and therefore] I have sung this 
story with delight.
1. i.e. my love for you.
[While they1] were going along the road, Siva 
saw two hills.
He saluted them, and in his heart appreciated 
the devotion [of the two hhaktas ]•
Farvati^asked: "Whom did you salute? Tell me.
I do not see any one." Then he replied,
"There dwelt a bhakta there ten thousand years
ago.
There will be another one on the second hill after 
[ten thousand years]. I remembered this."'
[When] sh£ heard this, the influence of God’s 
servants [upon her] and her love for them 
increased.
How can one describe it? [For] the colour [of 
her devotion] deepened greatly*
1* Siva and his wife*
2. 3iva admired the devotion of the two bhaktas who
mentioned i$ 11. 5 and 6.
3* i.e. Safi, Siva’s wife*
< / 3
Ajamila.
His father and mother named him Ajamela,^[and
the name] came true, (l)
o[For ] he became involved in Illusion and left
his wife of a high caste. (2)
3He became addicted jbo alcohol and thus he dis­
carded prudence. (3 )
U 5He ruined his life for the sake of one who had
committed sins.^ (4)
As a joke some wicked person sent [a few] saints
[to him]• (5 )
When he saw them arrive at his home, his mind
turned to piety. (6)
By serving them with care, he pleased thfc saints. (7)
They called his unborn child Narayapa, and he
complied. (8)
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1. i.e. Ajamila.
2* There is a pun on ajamela (aja + mela): aja f. (fr.Skt.
s/ aj to drive) means Maya or Illusion or a She-goat, symbol­
ically here the prostitute with whom Ajamila became infatua­
ted; and mela n. = milana (fr. Skt. y mil to meet, to 
assemble); bhayo mela = became united or connected. Cf. 
M.Monier-Williams, op.cit.,s.v.
3* Lit. drank.
k. Lit. body.
5 * i.e. a prostitute.
6. Or who had made him a sinner. Cf. notes on v.19*1*
[While] he was still enmeshed in the net of* 
attachment^Death overtook him.
Death*s most terrifying messengers came into view.
That son, whom [the saints] had graciously named
__ p Narayapa,
He called loudly in his pitiful voice.
Hearing [his call], the attendants [of Vi§pu] 
came, running to that place.
Snapping [Death’s] snares, they expounded Pharma.^
Defeated and driven away, [Death's messengers]
went to their Master;^reported [what had occurred]; 
and entreated him [to help them]*
"Listen, fools", [He replied]. "Do not go [to one 
who] sings Hari’s Nama (even in error)."
1. i.e. moha.
2. Ajamila's son. Cf. Bh.B.,v.19*8. There is a pun 
Narayapa, which is another name of Vi§pu.
3« Righteousness.
U* Yama.
2 7 ^
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The sixteen attendants of Vi§$u*
[Nabha Dasa] has described the sixteen chief 
attendants^[of Vi§pu who were] endowed with 
supernatural powers*
They have hoarded in their hearts [the abundant] 
riches of [God’s] service*
_  pThey are highly skilled in pleasing Narayapa, 
the Lord of Srl*^
They meditate [on the Lord] and protect His devotees 
as the lids [protect] the eyes*
At the instigation [of Vi§pu] Himself, the Sanakas^
: ourBed [two of His attendants, Jaya and ViJaya]* 
[Then Vi§$u] manifested [Himself unto them and] said: 
’’Drink it Joyfully as though it were ambrosia*”  ^
They accepted a life opposed [to the gods and 
replied], ”If it pleases you, [0 Lord]*”
I have therefore praised their absolute fidelity, 
which was deeply dyed [in the love of God]*
1* The names of the sixteen attendants of Vi?$u,given by Nabha 
Dasa (cf. Bh*M*,v*8),are: Vi§vaksena, Jaya, ViJaya, Prabala, 
Bala, Nanda, Sunanda, Subhadra, Bhadra, Caqa<Ja, Pracagwja, 
Kumuda, Kumadaksa, Slla, Suslla and Su§ena* (Cf*Pollet,G*A*, 
op.cit*, noteson v*8). Out of these sixteen attendants of 
Vi§pu, Priya Dasa has mentioned only two, Jaya and ViJaya* 
See notes on v*21*5*
2*
Sri pati: an epithet of Vi§pu; also Lak§mT pati (Srl 
syn* = Lak§ml)•
4* Sanaka and brothers* Cf. notes on v.21*5*
5 * i.e. accept the curse as a blessing*
(1)
(2)
(3)
( 4)
(5)
( 6)
(7)
( 8)
The beloved of the Lord^are rare in this world; (l)
In the dust of their feet I have placed the
hopes of my heart. (2)
2 X hI have no concern with yogi s. ya tie, and tapis. (3 )
The love, the faith and the conduct [of the
beloved of the Lord] have attracted my mind. (4)
_ 5Kamala, Garura, Jamavaipta, Sugrlva and the others, (5 ) 
Whose delectable stories are related in the
T h e  b e lo v e d  o f  God#
scriptures, (6)
Were true to the Lord [and thus] achieved fame
in the world. (7 )
[Their stories] delight my heart, give it pleasure
and fill it with Love [of God.] (8)
1. The number of the beloved of the Lord, given by_Nabha Dasa 
(cf. Bh.M.,v.9)» is forty-two,out_of which Priya Dasa has 
mentioned here the names of Kamala, Garura, Jamavaipta and 
Sugrlva (see notes on v.22.l). Among the other hanes,about 
whom he writes in detail in the following verses, are: 
Hanuman (BJi.B. ,v.23); Vibhl§a$a (Bh.B.,vv.24*26); SabarT (Bh 
B. , w . 27-33); Jafayu (Bh.B. ,v.3U); Ambarl§a (Bh.B. ,w.35-46) 
Vidura (Bh.B. , w . 47-48)_; Sudama (Bh.B.,vv. 49-53); Candrahas; 
(Bh.B.,w. 54-64); Kau§arava, Citraketu. Akrura, Dhruva and 
Uddhava (Bh.B.,v.65); KuntI (Bh.B.,v.66) and DraupadI (Bh.B. 
w .  67-68).
2. Those who practise Yoga which is abstract contemplation and 
mental abstraction practised as a system, expounded by Pataqa 
jali. By means of Yoga a yogi aims at the complete union of 
the human spirit (fttma) with the Supreme Spirit (Paramatma).
3* Those ascetics who have completely subdued their passions ani 
have abandoned the world£ see notes on v.22.3*
4# Those ascetics who are primarily engaged in religious auster­
ities, observing penances and self-mortification.Cf. also not< 
on v.22.3 .
5* Lak^ml, V i ^ u ’s wife.
V.23 
Hanuman.
[Ravap^] acquired an abundant wealth in jewels from 
the sea.
[Vibhl§ana] made a necklace [of it], with love and 
enthusiasm.
_  pIn front of the king of kings, Raghunatha, the 
source of all pleasure,
Vibhl§apa placed [the necklace] as a present, with 
devotion.
[Rama] gauged the desire of the assembly for it and 
round Hanuman*s neck 
He hung it. [Hanuman] became conscious of it and 
his mind was perplexed.
'*What use is it without Rama’s [Name]?1* [he thought]
and snapping it, scattered the Jewels. (7)
Tearing open the skin [of his chest] he showed the 
very Name [of Rama] and amazed all. (8)
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1. The demon king of Laipka. Cf. notes on v.23» and also 
Bh.B.,v.3U*2. Rama. Lit. the lord of the race of Raghu, the great­
grandfather of Rama.
(1)
(2) 
(3)
(4)
(5)
( 6 )
VibhT§apa#
Is there any person who can describe the devotion 
of Vibhl^a^a?
Nevertheless, I have tried to describe a little 
of it; listen attentively#
A sailing ship was suddenly becalmed; [the merchant] 
reflected
And threw a disabled man overboard (i.e# as an 
offering)•
[The man] floated to an island?" The demons took him
2in their arms#
Overjoyed and laughing uproariously, they went to 
the king.^
Seeing [this man, Vibhlsapa] sprang from his throne, 
and his eyes filled with tears#
"How fortunate I am that I have seen Rama in the 
guise of this man," [he thought].
1. i.e. Laqika now Ceylon.
2# Eit*I$p.
3. Vibhls^a#
T pHe embellished him [with clothes and ornaments]
and immediately seated him on the throne. (1)
He joyfully rewarded the demons and considered
it an auspicious moment. (2)
He desired [to gaze at] his lotus-face and was
filled with great happiness. (3 )
Tears flowed from his eyes. He stood there with
a staff, [like a guard]. (1+)
[The man] was still not pleased. Each moment the
glow [in his cheeks] grew less. (5 )
"Have pity on me," [Vibhl§apa said]. "Tell me
[what it is you,want?] [Seeing you so sad], my
mind is frightened." (6)
"Send me back across the sea," [the man said].
"That is the substance of my happiness." [Then
Vibhl§a$a] gave him (7 )
Countless jewels and restored him to that place
(where he was found). (8)
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1. Vibhl§apa.
2. According to the readings ' ravi so* in Ms.HA and *ruci so' 
in Ms.HB (cf. cri.app.,Bh.B.,v.25*1) the other possible 
translations of this line are:
(a) [Vibhlsa$a] immediately seated him on the throne [which 
was shining] like the sun.
(b) With great delight [VibhT§apa] immediately seated him 
on the throne.
He wrote the Name of Rama and placed it on 
the man’s head,1 [ saying] , 
tfThis will carry you across the water*" [The 
man] found [Vibhlsapa's] faith true*
[He floated hack and] sat in that place*2 His 
appearance seemed to have changed.^
The ship [on which he] had sailed, returned*
Recognising him, [the merchant] questioned him 
and he gave a full account*
Hearing it, [the merchant’s] heart was overjoyed 
and at his request, [the man] boarded the ship*
He leapt onto the water, [but] it did not at all 
touch his feet*
Seeing this, [the merchant's] mind was fascinated 
[and he began] to love the Name of Raghunatha.
2&c
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1* Vibhl§apa wrote Rama’s name and, wrapping it in a piece
of cloth, tied it on the man’s head* Cf* S*S*Bhagavan 
Prasad* op.cit*,p*111; and also Garg,RamaK£§padeva, op.cit*, 
P*57*
2* i.e* The place from where the man had boarded the merchant*
ship and started his journey*.
3* The man also acquired faith in Rama’s name and, consequently
he possessed a divine power and glow on his face* Cf. also 
S*S*Bhagavan Prasad* op.cit*,p*112*
(1)
(2)
(3) 
(k )
(5)
(6)
(7)
( 8)
z&l
V.27 
Sab ari.
There lived in the forest [a woman, whom]
everyone called SafcarT.^ (l)
She wished to serve the saints, [but] her
body was unworthy.^ (2)
In the last hour of darkness, she used to enter
the adramas of the rsis# (3)
And leave bundles of fire-wood. It filled her
heart with pleasure. (U)
She used to sweep the path to their bathing
place and pick up pebbles. (5)
She used to return quickly, and was not seen fey
anyone at all. (6)
The rsis. rising early, used to wonder, "Vftio has
swept [the path1?]? (7)
Their minds were troubled [and they thought],
"Someone is looking after our comfort•” (8)
1. Sabarl (Savari): an outcaste poor woman belonging to 
the Sahara (prob. for Sahara} aboriginal tribe in the 
Deccan. dee notes on v.27*l*
2. i.e. She was an untouchable. The aboriginal tribes like 
Sahara, Pulianda and Kirata and Ni§ada had gained their 
low position as outcastes or untouchables through the 
growth of hon-violence and a disliking or even hatred for 
hunters (Cf. also Basham, A.L., op.cit.,p.l45)• Therefore 
she considered her body unfit and was reluctant to go in 
person to serve the saints.
•Cl? X
Mataipga^was a strict recluse and was full of 
love and devotion*
Seeing a bundle [of fire-wood], placed there, he 
aaid [to his disciples], "Some thief has 
come here.
[The thief who] always steals [my pious deeds] 
must be caught one day.
Unable to discover [the identity], my mind is per­
plexed by this [thief’s] love."
That night the disciples sat and kept a careful 
watch.
As soon as she came, they seized her. She was 
trembling with her body bent.
Seeing this, a stream of tears flowed from the 
s eyes.
pHow can I describe in words what [joy] he found!
V . 2 8
1. A saint who was a devotee of Rama. Cf. notes on
2. Other possible translation of 11.7 and 8 is:
As soon as she saw the £§i, a stream of 
tears flowed from her eyes.
How can I describe in words what [joy] she 
found!
(1)
(2) 
(3) 
(U)
(5)
( 6)
(7)
( 8)
• 28* 1*
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She could not even look straight [at him],
considering her body low-caste. (l)
She fell into a river of grief. [He wondered]
how to rescue her. (2)
The knew full well the power of devotion. (3)
"The brahamanahood of millions should be sacrificed
for her," [he thought].. (k)
He gave her a dwelling in his a^rama and imparted 
to her ear [Rama*s]*Name. (5)
Hearing of this, all [the saints] were furious and
drove him from their caste. (6)
He said to Sabarl: "[Stay here]. You will
see Rama. (7)
o[But] I am going to paraloka. The Lord has ordained
it." (8)
1. Thus Mataipga made her his disciple.
2. i.e. I am ascending to heaven (para + loka = the next 
world). Cf. notes on v.29*I*
Separation from her guru caused her unbearable
grief. (1)
She did not [even want] to live, but the expecta­
tion of [seeing] Rama lingered [in her heart]. (2)
Before dawn she used to sweep the entire ghata.1 (3 )
She was [once] late and was seen by a saint, which
agitated her. (i+)
He brushed against her slightly, and gave her a
good scolding. (5)
[Then] he reflected and went back to bathe again;
she hurried off. (6)
The water turned into blood and filled with
various worms. (7)
This gave him a fresh anxiety. But he did not know
[its real reason and thought] her inauspicious*. (8)
V .3 0
1. A bathing place on the bank of a river. Generally 
it is paved or stone staifctflead down to the water to 
facilitate bathing.
2. Lit. unfortunate*
The saint considered her responsible for contaminating 
the water_as, being a low-caste woman, she was not allowed 
on the ghafra. This reflects on a general attitude towards 
the caste system in India, and especially towards the un­
touchables who were 'denied the access to the temples and 
the comforts of orthodox religion* (Cf. Basham, A.L.,op* 
cit. p.114-5)*Another example of this attitude is the saint*' act in 
driving the r^i Mataijiga from their caste because he made 
Sabarl his disciple and gave her a lodging in his hermit­age.
■ < C J
She used to bring plums from the forest and
wait eagerly for Rama. (l)
She used to taste the fruit and put aside the
sweet ones, [that were] fit for Him.^ (2)
She used to go and stand on the path, watching
out for Him, (3 )
[Ehinking], "When will Raghuraya come and my eyes
receive their reward?"' (1+)
Thus a long time passed in waiting [for Him.] (5 )
Suddenly He arrived; all her sorrow ceased. (6)
But she thought of the unworthiness of her body,
she hid herself. (7 )
[Rama] Himself inquired from the people, standing
[nearby], "Where is Sabarl?"^ (8)
V .31
1. It is believed that each day SabarT used to taste each 
and every plum she had picked, to choose the sweetest 
ones for Rama. This unusual behaviour of a devotee, 
especially_an untouchable, is accounted for by her extreme 
love for Rama, which overshadowed all other considerations*.
2. Rama, the King of the race of Raghu*
3* According to the reading in Ms.HB (cf. cri.app.Bh.B. ,v.31*8) 
another translatioriof this line is:
On Hi8 arrival [Ram©] inquired from all people 
standing [nearby], "Where is SabarT?".
^06
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Asking [His way as He went, Rama] arrived at
the place where SabarT [lived]. (l)
"Where is the fortunate lady?" [He said.] "My
eyes are thirsting to see her.” (2)
Thinking that [Rama] Himself had come, she
appeared in the hermitage. (3 )
[The moment] she saw Him in the distance, she
prostrated herself.. (i+)
Rushing forward, He lifted her up; all the
suffering of her body melted away* (5 )
AUbesh stream of tears^flowed from her eyes;
she [regarded herselfj most fortunate. 2 (6)
[Rama] sat down and made Himself comfortable.
He ate the fruits^and praised them. (7 )
He said to her, "I cannot express [how well] you
have removed all the discomforts of my journey." (8)
1. i.e. tears of_joy..
2. As an idiom pasa parana (or pau baraha hona) = to win 
a game of dice by throwing two sixes, to be successful 
in an enterprise.
The word pasa J[Skt. pasa) also means a net or a snare;; 
pase parana (pasa mS parana) * to be ensnared. Thus 
another translation of Tpare prema pase hai1 is:
[Rama] was ensnared in her-love.
3* The plums. Cf. v*31*2 and also footnote.
All the saints were sitting in the alrama*
puzzling over (l)
How the polluted water was to be purified* (2)
[Someone said], "I have heard that Raghuriatha is
somewhere on the forest-path; (3)
When He arrives, we will ask Him to explain the
secret of it*"1 (U)
Meanwhile, they heard that He had come and was
sitting at SabarT's* (5)
[Hearing this], their pride melted away [and they
decided] to go there and fall at His feet* (6)
They went there with [some] bad grace^and asked
Him to tell [them] what to do with the water* (?)
"Gras£ BhTlinl ’s^feet; their touch will purify
[the water,” He replied]* (8)
1. Lit* angrily (i*e^ reluctantly). The saints were 
displeased that Rama went to the place of SabarT who 
was an untouchable*
2* Bhllinl : a BhTla woman ; SabarT*
Jafayu*.
Havana abducted JanakI, 1 in order to die (at
the hands of Rama.) (l)
pHearing SIta’s cries, the Vulture-king rushed
[to help her.] (2)
He fought hard, and then sacrificed his life.'* (3 )
[But] he hung on to his last breath, desiring to
see Rama’s face. (U)
[Rama] Himself arrived; took his head in His lap;
and Hi8 eyes sprinkled it with tears. (5 )
After telling [Slta's] whereabouts [Ja$ayu] ascended
to heaven*. [Rama] cremated his body*, (6)
[He] showed him the same respect as Dasaratha; and
made a libation. (7 )
It was a great honour: [Ja$ayu]j attained His form**
and heavenly kingdom.'* (8)
1* The_ daughter of King Janaka, Sit a*,
2. Jafayu*.
3* Lit. body.
U* Dropping the form of a vulture, Jafayu appeared in all 
the beauty of Hari (Vi§pu). Cf. also notes on v.3U»2* 
5* Vaikugitha*
AmbarTfa.
Anyone who tries to compete with the devotion of
AmbarTfa (l)
Would be quite mad. No one can describe it. (2)
The saint Durvasa did not listen to the advice
of any of the ascetics. (3)
Considering [Ambarl§a] guilty, he let down his
matted hair and tore at it. (U)
He made deadly Kytya^appear in her terrifying
form [of fire]. (5)
2The king was very calm and remained standing
[there] politely. (6)
Thinking of [his] misery, the Cakra^by its power
turned the fire into ashes. (7)
[Then] the brahmana^was in danger; as the
Bhagavata testifies. (8)
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1. A sorceress who was created by Durva£a from one of his 
hairs to destroy the King Ambarlfa. Cf. notes on v.35»5*
2. Ambarl§a.
3. The discus of Vi§pu, called SudarSana.
U. Durvafa.
W o
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He ran away in each direction [ in turn]; to 
all regions [of the Universe and] their 
guardians (l)
He went* The increasing incandescence of the
Cakra was burning him to pieces* (2)
Brahma and Siva said to him, "You have adopted
this bad habit* (3)
You do not know the mystery of [God’s] servants,
even though you have mastered all the Vedas*" (U)
[At last] he reached Vaikuijrfcha^and, desperate
with pain, begged [Vifpu] - (5)
"Alas! alas!! protect me, 0 Lord! [the Cakra]
is scorching my pure body*" (6)
"I am subject to [my devotees," said Vi§pu]* "I
oam not proud of my three virtues* (7)
The virtue of affection for devotees*^overrides all
[others*] (8)
1* The heavenly kingdom of Vi§iju*
2* The three qualities of Vi§£u based on His three epithets: 
Sarpagatapala, the protector of one who seeks_His shelter 
artina£aka, the destroyer of afflictions; brahmanyadeva, 
the god of thfc brahmapas*
3* An epithet of Vi§nu, i.e. kind to the devotees*
"The saints are very dear to me", [Vi§$u 
added]*. "Unfathomable is their faith.
You have committed a crime; how can I tolerate it?
Abandoning their homes, wealth, wives, sons, lives 
and bodies,
They give their entire attention to me; and day 
and night they are concerned only with me.
For me also there is nothing [dearer than] the 
saints; I tell you the truth.
Go back to that place;^so that all your troubles 
may cease.
[My devotees] are very kind; they always protect 
those who are in distress.
They do not heed the faults of others; all parts 
of their bodies are filled with my devotion."
1. i.e. to AmbarTga.
[Thus] disappointed, the saint [Durva£a] 
returned to the King. He walked 
Sadly with his [hurt] pride and, grasping 
[AmbarT^a's] feet, humbly addressed him.
The king was embarrassed. He replied gently 
and showed him respect.
He turned towards the Cakra.and with folded 
hands he beeeeched it:
"The devotees are without desires. They do not 
long for anything.
[But] I wish you to relieve the brahmana's 1 
distress; he has suffered enough."
Seeing [the King's] anxiety, [the Cakra], a 
continual source of pleasure to the saints,
Was moved to compassion and completely concealed 
its incandescence.
1. i.e. Durvasa's.
A princess heard how devout AmbarT^a was.
A desire to marry him grew in her heart.
Fearlessly, she told her father, ”1 have chosen 
a husband [for myself.]
Accede to my request, and write a letter [to him] 
immediately.”
Taking the letter a vlpra^set forth and soon 
reached [the king’s] town.
"I appreciate [the princess’s] fresh desire but 
how can I take her as my wife?” [replied the 
king.]
”Go and tell her that I already have hundreds 
of queens,
But I do not like even to talk [to them]* My 
heart is engrossed in the service of the Lord.”
1. A brahmana messenger.
[The messenger] said to the princess, "What 
should be done now?
I went there and back like the wind; but did
not have a grain of success."
[The princess replied], "Though he has sent you 
back, I am pleased to learn that he
Is a highly virtuous man and has no desire for 
women.1,1
Excitedly, she added, "His devotion alone has 
attracted my heart.
[Now] I regard him as my husband and shall not
look at the face of any other man.
Go and fearlessly tell him of my decision;
If he does not make me his servant,^he will be 
responsible for the sin [of taking] my life.”
1. i.e. wife*
M r
The vipra informed [AmbarT§a] who was
astonished to hear of her eagerness. (l)
He handed over his sword, [saying], "Let her
perform the wedding ceremony^with this." (2)
When the wedding took place, [the princess's]
joy knew no hounds. (3)
2She came to Ambarl§a's capital. Seeing her
beauty [he] was enchanted. (U)
He ordered [his servants], "Clean the new temple
and make it a home [for her]. (5)
Provide her with every luxury and amenity, and
with all kinds of comforts. (6)
In her previous birth she had a pure love [for me]. (7) 
She has, therefore, attained this relationship and
in view of it I have accepted her. (8)
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1. An Indian custom of marriage according to which a bride 
and bridegroom circumambulate seven times round the fire.
2. Lit. town.
During the last hour of darkness she entered 
her husband's palace*
Accompanied by her love, she approached the 
temple*
She was pleased to perform peripheral services;
[like] washing the utensils [of worship and] 
sweeping the floor*
How could she be discovered? She used to move 
in such a way as not to be noticed*
The moment the king arrived, he saw this, and 
stared without blinking*
"What thief has been here, and stolen my services 
[to God]?"1 [he thought]*
This went on for three days*'*' Then the perspicacious 
king recognised her and said:
"If such is your heart, why not shoulder [the full 
service of] the Lord?"
1* Lit* the king saw this for three days*
She accepted the advice [of Ambarl§a] as though
he were imparting a mamtra to her ear.^ (l)
Before dawn she performed her worship well. (2)
She adorned [the idol} and gazed at it [admiringly]. (3) 
She could conceive of no limits [to its beauty].
Her eyes streamed with tears. (4)
Her [love] grew and grew. Her joy in singing
praises and making offerings was endless. (5 )
Her devotion was immense; [the fame of] her
conduct spread throughout the entire town. (6)
Even the king, hearing of it, now became eager
to see her. (7)
His mind was very impatient; he came [there]
immediately. (8)
1. Maiptra: a hymn or sacred prayer, esp. a sacred formula 
of prayer to any individual deity, usually imparted by 
a guru (preceptor) to a new disciple for initiating him 
into, and authorising him to practise, that particular rel­
igious faith or cult. A person is supposed to keep his 
maytra a secret. This concept of initiation is similar to 
"Tin nomine Patris* etc. of Christian Baptism (cf. F.S .Grows* 
op.cit., Vol.l, p.120)»
He approached qiietly on tip toe, and forbade
the guards [to inform the queen]. (l)
He was extremely impatient, [thinking], "When
shall I see the fortunate lady?" (2)
He arrived at the temple* The beautiful [queen]
was oblivious of her person* (3)
She was steeped in love* Her eyes streamed with
tears* (U)
She was playing a Vina1and singing [praises],
and pleasing Ky§na more and more* (3)
[The king’s] heart was filled with admiration and
he said, "Blessed is this moment." (6)
He could stay at the door no longer, and went in,
being drawn to her* (7)
She stood up, [when she] saw the king, her guru
and God • ( 8)
1* Vina or blna is a several stringed instrument which is
described as a stick-zither with a round stick (sometimes 
made of a bamboo) and two big gourds suspended near the 
ends* It is one of the earliest instruments of India*
Cf. Sachs, Curtj op*cit.,p*22U»
[AmbarT^a said to her], "Go on playing the
Vina as before, improvising fresh melodies. (l)
Let your sweet voice fill my ears, as my mind 
is lost in it.
I cannot express how steeped you are in [God’s] 
love.
But how can I conceal the joy [you have given to 
my] heart and eyes?"
After singing the alapa.^she began to improvise 
the melody again*
pShe became occupied in meditation on [God’s] 
beauty; she was [completely] immersed in it*
Her love became the embodiment of rasa.^ The night 
slipped by.
How extraordinary her conduct was, for she never
slept [that night]* (8)
1* The prelude or the first section of a classical music per­
formance* According to certain traditions the alapa consisl 
of four parts: sthayl, antara, saipcarl and abhoga. The difl 
erence between these four parts of the alapa depends upon 
which musical register^of a_raga (melodic scheme) is empha­
sised., The reading ’alapa caroT, in the printed edition e 
( cf .cr^app. ,Bh.B*v*l|-5),gives a better meaning?
She sang the four parts of the alapa*
2* i*e. Bhakti-rasa. the devotional sentiment. Cf.v.U*2*
3* There is a pun here based on £lesa in the equivocal use of 
the word ’dhyana’. Ragas or mode's of Indian music have beei 
described in terms of visual images. To each raga correspoi 
a definite idea or emotion, associated with a particular 
visual image of one of the gods which the musician keeps in 
his mind while playihg or singing the raga (e.g., cf.Dani^lc 
Alain,op.cit.,p.32)• ’Dhyana rupa* may be referring here to 
the visual image, associated with the raga she was singing.
(3)
(U>
(5)
(6) 
(7)
[When] the other consorts heard that the king 
had gone to the new queen,
[They thought], "She has become the chief [ queen]* 
Who can rival her now?
We also shall serve [God and thus] gain power over 
our husband’s mind.”
They constantly meditated and put aside [all] 
thoughts of sensuality*
Hearing of this, the king Ambarlga became very 
pleased*
Enthusiasm grew [among the people] and devotion 
spread to every house*
The love [of God] increased each day; such was 
the [new queen’s] influence#
She changed [everyone’s] nature and filled [the 
whole town] with happiness#1
1# Another possible translation of 11*7 and 8 $8;
The love [of God] increases each day; such 
is the power of devotion*
It changes [one’s] nature and fills [one’s 
heartj with happiness#
Vidura.
Vidura* s wife was bathing, cleansing her 
limbs.
Ky§$a arrived at the door and called her loudly*
Hearing His voice, she lost her presence of mind,
As if [His voice] were intoxicating. She came 
running and saw [Him].
He put His saffron robe [about her]; she wrapped 
it round her waist.
She felt embarrassed and quickly dressed herself.
She came and sat by [Him]. She peeled some 
bananas and gave Him the skins to eat.
Her husband^came and, [seeing this], was annoyed. 
[Realising her mistake], her unhappiness increased 
ten million-fold*2
1. Vidura*
2. Another possible translation of this line let
Her husband came, [seeing this], was 
annoyed and his unhappiness increased 
t emriL 11 i on-f o Id •
3 0
1 2 He considered [his wife’s] love [the cause],
and himself began to give [X£§$a] the flesh
of the fruit. (l)
He felt comforted at heart. [He thought], "My
wife had caused a great discomfort."^ (2)
Gratified, Syama^said, "You have done well, but (3)
I do not find the same sweet taste in this thing." (U)
[Vidura*8] wife felt ashamed [and thought],
"Alaslql should chop off my hand, (5)
[For] I peeled off the skins and gave them to
Beloved [Ky§$a] to eat. He could not have
enjoyed them]." (6)
Both of these are the illustrations of love. No
one can define its limit. (7 )
Only he, who loves [Ky§$a] whole-heartedly, can
comprehend it, so say [the scriptures]. (8)
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1. Vidura.
2. Compare ^he mistake of Vidura*s wife with the thoughtless­
ness of SabarT (cf. Bfc.B.,v.31*2), both caused by their 
extreme love for K^§$a and Rama respectively*
3* Or lit. a woman is a source of great unhappiness.
U* K?§$a.
Sudama.
[Sudama] was completely free from desire# He 
did not have even a seer^of flour in his 
house. (l)
[Once] his wife came and reminded him of his
love for Hari#2 (2)
Hearing [her words], he was grieved and extremely
agitated in his heart. (3 )
He plucked up his courage and replied: "Yes,
madaml we are close [friends.]" (U)
"Go and see His [charming] face one day", [his
wife said]. (5 )
"If you get anything, bring it. It will make me
happy." (6)
"It’s fine advice you are giving me: it will earn
me censure in the seven worlds. (7 )
[People] will think that I sought [K£§$a*s]
friendship for this alone." (8)
1. An Indian measure of weight of sixteen cha^akas, just 
less than two pounds.
2. K£§£aj#
3* Sudama was grieved because he perceived the true reason 
behind his wife’s comment. She makes her intention 
clear in 1.6.
Hearing [Sudania’s words] his wife said, "Why 
don’t you want to go [and look at] K y r a ’s 
beauty,
Which alone destroys [all] sorrows, 11 and she 
cited the scriptures. 1
He was reminded of his beloved [friend]. He 
reflected and put aside all his scruples.
He set forth, felt overjoyed on the way and
— — 2 arrived at Dvaravatl.
He saw its grandeur and was filled with some 
strange joy.
He hurried in. His eyes were thirsting for the 
beauty [of Kp§$a’s] face.
His heart was fearful, [but] he plucked up 
courage and crossed the threshold.
Eagerness seized his hand and drew him there.
1. Lit. words, the teachings of the Sastras.
2. K£§pa’s capital*
[When] Syama^saw His friend arrive, for a
while He [stood motionless] like a picture. (l)
[He remembered] his loving conduct. He rushed
forward crying and embraced him. (2)
He took him to His bosom, so that they seemed
to become one body. (3 )
Such was their strange love. They were in­
separable. Their bodies merged. (U)
He recalled [Sudama’s] frailty and, therefore,
released him. (5 )
His consort [Rukmipl] brought water. He washed 
[Sudama’s] feet; He considered Himself
highly honoured. (6)
He seated him on His bed and began talking about
their guru.^  (7 )
[Thus] steeping him in the ocean of joy, He
Himself was filled with love. (8)
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1. K£§$a.
2. Kr§na*s chief consort. Cf. notes on v. 31«6.
3* i_.el SaipdTpani. He was the tutor of K£§$a and Bala-
rama. Sudama_also was one of his disciples. Thus
Kysna and Sudama were co-pupils. Cf. also notes on 
v.31.7.
[Sudani a] had some cirava^hidden under his arm* 
[Kygija] asked him, 11 What have you brought me?
[Sudama] was embarrassed: he was looking down
at the ground, and his eyes were wet [with 
tears]•
[Ky§pa] snatched the parcel and put a handful 
[of rice] in His mouth.
He was about to take a second [handful], being 
delighted with the taste [of the first].
The queen grasped His hand [and said], "This 
dear gift is pleasurable.
Share it [before] you eat.,f They were [both], 
it were, immersed in Sudama’s love.
/ _ 7Syama reflected; and gave him abundant riches.
[Sudama] departed, without learning this secret 
and the parting saddened him.
1. Cirava (=Ciura): flattened rice.
2. RukmipT.
3* K??na.
He returned to his village* It had become a 
very beautiful 
New town like Dvaraka* The sight of it 
bewildered his mind*
[But] his wife, filled with love and accompanied 
by hundreds of maidens,
[Came] to welcome him* Thus he was convinced 
(that it was his own village).
He continued to meditate on Kr§$a as before, 
and imbibe His beauty*s sweetness*
He kept his heart1for those who felt this new 
love [for Ky§$a]*
He sustained his body in such a way that he 
had no desire for [worldly] pleasures* 
[Throughout his life] he followed this path, 
[which is] a source of joy and a net of 
happiness*
1. Lit. life*
3 a
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Candrahasa.
There was a king^who had a son [named] Candrahasa. (l)
Disaster struck; so the foster-mother took [the
childj^to another town.** (2)
The king [of that town] had a minister^to whose
house she went to stay. (3 )
[Candrahasa] used to play rasadhura^ [with others]
of his own age. (U)
[Once] a feast for brahmanas was arranged and it
so happened (5 )
That the prince [Candrahasa] approached [the place]
where the chief of the brahmanas was seated. (6)
[Seeing this child], they all exclaimed [to the
minister], "He will be your daughter’s husband. (7)
Mark our words." Hearing this, the minister was
overwhelmed with shame. (8)
1. The king of Kerala whose name was Medhavin. Cf. S.S.Bhagavan 
PrasacW op.cit.,p*153*
2. Soon after his birth Candrahasa lost his parents. His fathe 
the king of Kerala, was killed in a war and his mother burnt 
herself on her husband’s funeral pyre. Cf. also notes on 
v.5U.l«_3* Candrahasa.
k. Kuntalapura.
Dh£§£abuddhi.
6. A kind of game which is connected with devotion and the love 
of Godj. R§i Narada had given Candrahasa a small idol of 
Salagrama (cf. footnotes, v.56.2), instructing him to wash i 
and drink the water and to offer food to it before eating. ] 
also asked him to keep it safe in his mouth and not let any­
one know of it. Candrahasa used to do this as a game which 
is called rasadhura. Cf. S.3. Bhagavan Prasad* op.cit.,p.l5i
[The minister] wav extremely worried. "What should
I do?" he thought. (l)
"How can such [a child] he a suitable match^for
my daughter? (2)
I will kill him. This is the only remedy for it." (3 )
2Then he sent for assassins and commanded them,
"Kill him. He has caused my heart to burn." (U)
■5They took hinrfar away. Seeing the child* s full
beauty, [they thought], (3 )
"Woe upon us, that we are to cause such misfortune." (6)
Distressed, they said to him, "We are to kill you.
11 .Who is your protector? (7)
"I have only one request, [he replied]. "Stab me
when I tell you to." (8)
1. Lit. husband.
2. Lit. low-born people. One of the groups of Cagujalas (cf. 
footnote, v.77.7) was of professional executioners who 
were the lowest of the low, and looked down on because of 
their work.
3« Candrahasa..
3 lc
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They agreed to his request* In his cheek he 
had the round 
[idol of1] Salagrama,1 which he took out and 
worshipped well.
He was at one with it, and was filled with 
extreme joy as he gazed at it*
With the comer of his eye he ordered them to 
kill him*
They swooned and fell* [Then] they were moved
to compassion and filled with piety*
They were attracted to the Lord and their hearts
were saturated with joy*
[The child] had a sixth toe which they chopped
2off* It was a defect,
[But] it became a virtue*^ They went and reported 
[to the king], who recognised [the child’s toe] 
and was convinced* (8)
1* Lit* the son of Gaiptjakl* Gaip^akT (or Gaiji^ aka) is the name 
of a river in the north of India which flows into the river 
Ganges. Salagrama is a kind of Vi§pu idol, made of a sacre< 
black stone, worshipped by Vai^pavas and mainly found in 
the river Gaip<JakI. Cf. M*Monier-Williams, op.cit * , s. v. Thu
*GaquJakT ko suta1 is a synonym of Salagrama*
2* i*e* a bad omen. According to Indian superstition a sixth 
toe brings bad luck* Because of his sixth toe Candrahasa 
lost his parents soon after his birth and had to go through 
various misfortunes*
3* Only because of Candrahasa*s sixth toe the assassins could 
spare his life without endangering themselves. Thus the 
defect of having the sixth toe became a virtue*
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
3)
In the 8ame territory there lived a feudatory1
king. (l)
He enjoyed every happiness, except that he very
much desired a son. (2)
He was passing through the forest. He saw
[Candrahasa] and was overjoyed. (3)
2A bird was shading him and a line of deer
encircled him. (U)
[The king] rushed forward and without compunction 
picked him up. He became as happy as a poor 
man [who] acquired riches. (5)
He joyfully celebrated [as though it were] his
child*s birth,*^and distributed largesse.** (6)
After some time, the king, [seeing] his desire
fulfilled, (7)
Abdicated in favour of [Candrahasa who] spread
devotion [all over the town]. (8)
V.57
1. Lit. small or subordinate.
2. According to Indian superstition this is a very good omen:
a child who is shaded by a bird (or a snake) will become a
great king.
3* Lit. congratulatory songs, felicitations and giving of
presents, generally held on the sixth or fortieth day after
a child's birth.
In  Lit. wealth.
The kingpin whose dominion [Candrahasa] lived,
did not receive any [taxes from him]* (l)
2He sent the minister, endowing him with the force
of his arm* (2)
Learning [that the minister] had arrived at his
home, [Candrahasa] showed him great respect* (3)
[The minister] recognised him as that same child^and
resolved to kill him "by stealth. (4)
He wrote a letter and handed it to him, [saying],
"Go and give it to my son, (5)
Ask him to carry out what I have written [in the
letter], you bear." (6)
[Candrahasa] went to a garden^near that town,^and
performed his worship with concentrated mind* (7)
[Then] sleep filled his eyes* He slept for a
while, happily*. (8)
1* The king of Kuntalapura* Cf. v. 54«3*
2* Dh£§^abuddhi* v* 5U»3»3* The child Candrahasa who had lived in his house with the 
foster-mother (cf*Bh.B.,v*5U»2) and whom he had already 
employed assassins to kill* (cf. Bh.B.,v.35*U)•
U* The minister’s garden.
5 • Kunt al apur a *.
[The minister's daughter] came into the garden,
playing with her maidens. (l)
Seeing [Candrahasa], she was attracted and left
her [companions]. She fell in love with him. (2)
The beautiful girl [saw] a letter in his turban;
she bent over and took it out. (3 )
Opening it, she read that her father had written
to poison him, and she became angry. (4)
Vi§aya was her swee6 and charming name. With the 
collyrium of her eye (5 )
She altered [Vi§a] into Vi^aya.1 It pleased her
heart and she was overwhelmed with love. (6)
[Then] she rejoined her friends. Her mind was
[occupied] with thoughts of her beloved,^ (7 )
As if she had drunk wine. When she returned home
she was happy. (8)
1. Originally, in his letter the minister had used the word 
vi^a (= poison) followed by the imperative _^do' (= give- 
ana had commanded his son to poison Candrahasa. The 
minister's daughter added ^a after visa and thus made it 
her own name, Vi§aya. Consequently, the minister's 
command was turned into Visaya do = give him Vi§aya,
i.e. marry Vi§aya to him.
2. Candrahasa.
[When] Candrahasa woke up, he took [the letter] to 
the one to whom it was addressed*
Seeing him arrive, [the minister’s son] was 
pleased and embraced him closely*
[Candrahasa] handed him the letter* He^was 
delighted by what was written in it.
_  2He sent for the brahmanas and within a second 
the wedding was [all] arranged.
He celebrated it in such a way that he surpassed 
the great kings.
[The night] passed by in giving largesse; but 
there was no limit to his enthusiasm*
His villainous father returned* Hearing the
wedding celebrations,[he fainted] as if he were 
overtaken by Death.
Seeing [Candrahasa] dressed as a bridegroom, he 
became extremely unhappy*
1. The minister’s son* 
2* i*e* the priests*.
He sat in private with his son [and said],
"What blunder you have madei"
[His son] gave his account and handed [his father] 
the letter for him to see*
He read it and burnt [with anger]# "I am very 
unfortunate, but 
I will kill [Candrahasa]", he determined. He 
even preferred his daughter to be a widow.
He summoned the assassins^and said, "Go to the 
temple#
Kill whoever comes there. It will please me#"'
[Then] he said to Candrahasa, "Go today to worship
the goddess#
2She is our family deity. This has always been a 
tradition [with us]#"
1# Lit# low-caste people. Cf. footnote, v#55#2# 
2# Lit. my#
At the moment when [Candrahasa] was setting 
forth to perform his worship, the sovereign 
king1thought,
"I have no son. I shall give my kingdom to 
[Candrahasa] .,l
He said to the minister's son, "Go and fetch him.
You would not find the opportunity again. Do 
it now."
[The minister's son], full of Joy and enthusiasm, 
ran and caught him on the way.
He sent him [to the king saying], "Steep yourself
in fchs Majesty's affection.
Do not he afraid of offending the goddess. I 
shall worship [on your b&half]."
As soon as he entered [the temple], he was 
killed. [At that very moment] the king was 
saying to [Candrahasa], "Take over [my kingdom]
1. The King of Kuntalapura. Cf. v.54*3*
2. i.e. Candrahasa*
->/
V . 6 3
Some one came to [the minister] and said,
"The assassins have killed your son." (l)
[Hearing this], a stream of tears began to flow
from [the minister’s] eyes and drench his body*. (2)
He immediately went [to the temple] and, seeing
[his dead son], he collapsed in distress* (3)
He beat his head on the stones and killed
himself*^ He was so unfortunate* (4)
Hearing of it, Candrahasa immediately rushed to
the temple* (5)
He meditated on the feet of the goddess and was
about to chop off a limb; he was a [true] devotee* (6)
"[The minister] was your enemy* I was angry with
him and killed him myself," [the goddess said]* (7)
"May both of them be resuscitated* Grant me this
boon," [requested Candrahasa]* They were resuscitated*
He was very fortunate* (8)
1* Fathara: Lit. a stone; referring here to the pillar in the 
temple against which the minister Dhy§^abuddhi struck his 
head, and thus killed himself (cf. Jai. • ,58*35) •
2. Katai amga: According to the story of Candrahasa, told in 
Jai. (Ch.38,vv.39-60), Candrahasa was ready to cut
off his head to please the goddess*
[Candrahasa] ruled in such a way that he made 
the whole country a kingdom of devotees*
Not to mention his immediate society.*
2Everywhere was heard the charming Name of Hari*
People had no other wish nor occupation: they
desired only to serve [God].
They put aside desire, anger, attachment, pride 
and so forth.
They lived Jjiappily] having found such a king, 
that they wished to keep him [constantly] before 
their eyes.
All that I have said, from beginning to end, 
delights the hearts [of all].
Jaimini^bears witness to the [good] results of 
getting up early and reading it.
1. i.e. the adjoining provinces.
2. God*.
3* Jaimini Purana. Cf. notes on v.
1 fmThe name Kausarava, which Uabha Dasa has mentioned, (l)
■Z
Was [another name of] the charming £§i_ Maitreya;"^
know this in short. (2)
The Lord [Kysna] commanded him - "Go to Vidura; he
is a devotee of mine. (3)
Preach to him, [so that] my form and attributes may
be absorbed into each part of his body." (i+)
v .65
A group of devotees.
Citraketu, who was a banner of love, is celebrated
in the Bhagavata,^as (5)
5
He changed his birth becoming opposed [to the gods].
He considered [indra’s] weapon a flower. (6)
Akrura,^ Dhruva and so forth; all were devout kings. (7) 
The fame of Uddhava, the beloved [of Ky§na], fills
each page [of the Bhagavata]. (8)
1. The son of Ku§aru, i.e. Maitreya. Cf. notes on v.65*1#
2. Cf. Bh.M^,v.9*6.
3. R§i Kau§arava was also called Maitreya after his mother 
Mitra. Cf. Bhg.Pur.III.U*36*
!+• Cf .Bhg.Pur .VI. Chs.lU-17_*
5* Accepting the curse of ParvatT, Citraketu in his next life 
became a demon called Vrtra. Cf. notes on v.65*5*
6. The demon Vrtra was killed by Indra with a weapon called
Va.jra (or a*thunderbolt). In order to kill Vrtra it was
especially formed out of the bones of ysi Dadhici, and 
shaped like a circular discus. Vytra regarded it as a
pleasing gift of flov/ers, though he was killed by it. Cf.
notes on v. 65*5*
7* Ky§na*s paternal uncle and the minister of King Kamsa.
Cf.Bh.B.,v.97 and also notes on v.97*l*
KuntT•
Is there any living being who can emulate (l)
KuntI1s conduct?
She sought [from K^§na] miseries^from which all
people flee. (2)
”0 K£§na, I wish to gaze upon your face; deprived
of seeing it, my heart grieves. (3)
Either take pity [on me] or banish me to the forest.1' (k)
Seeing her distress, the Lord's eyes brimmed with
tears. (5 )
She took Him back to her home. K^na was her life,
her body and her wealth. (6)
[When] she heard of His ascension,^she could not
survive even for a moment more. (7 )
[Her soul] departed her body. This was her fidelity
[to Kysna]. (8)
v.66
1. KuntI knew that only those who are in distress remember 
God, while in happiness people forget Him. Moreover, on 
several occasions, when the Pamdavas were in danger, 
came to save them. KuntI had grown so fond of K£$na's_ 
presence that she did not want him to return to Dvaraka, 
after the completion of the Asvamedha yajna. Therefore, 
she requested K^§na to grant her repeated calamities so 
that she could alwjrys see him: vipadah santu nal} 
sa^vattatra tatra jagadguro / bhavato#dar£anam 
yatsyadapunarbhavadarsanam // (Bhg.Pur.I.8.253;Cf.also notes on v.66.1.
2. Lit.departure. K£$$a was accidentally shot by a hunter 
named Jara who, mistaking Kp§na for a deer, pierced him in 
the heel with an arrow. Kr§na comforted the repentant 
offender and then ascended to his heavenly Kingdom (Bhg. 
Pur.XI.30.33-38; M.Bh.XVI. U. 126-128); cf. also Jofcn Dowson, op.cit.,p.l64*
v*67
Draupadl
Is there anyone so clever who can narrate the
story of the chaste Draupadl? (l)
The moment [Duhsasana] pulled her garments, the
garments lengthened ten million-fold*1 (2)
_ pWhen she cried ”0 Lord of Dvaraka , He was with
her [in her heart]* (3)
He went to Dvaraka and back, [for] a devotees words
can never be contravened* (4)
[Once] the £^i Durvasa went into the forest;^the
villainous [Duryodhana] had sent him* (5)
The DharmaputraSiumbly invited him [for a meal; he
replied], "I shall be back, I am fasting*11 (6)
[When Yudhi^hira1 s] wife came, after clearing away
the food, and told him [that the meal was over], he 
was distressed* (7)
He wanted to end his life [but she said, "Has Krsna
gone somewhere? * (8)
1* When Yudhi§$hira lost Draupadl in the great gambling matcl 
played at Hastinapura against the Kauravas, Duhsasana 
forcibly dragged her by the hair into the pavilion (M.Bh.] 
67.2246; and, abusing her, tore off her garments*, She in­
voked Kr^na who took compassion upon her and restored her 
garments as fast as they were torn off (M.Bh.II.68*2296- 
2308); Cf* also Odin Dowson, op*cit*, pp* 94-96*
2* An epithet of Krspa*
3* At the request of Duryodhana, Durvasa promised him to visj 
the Paiji(Javas with his ten thousand disciples when Draupadl 
after finishing her meal, would have gone to rest (M.Bfc.I] 
260.19-23).4. Yudhi§thira*
5. i.e. Krsna has not deserted us; he will help us. Draupac 
having thus consoled Yudhisthira,prayed to Krsna,beseechii him for his help (M.Bh.Ill.561.8-16).
J? ■*.
v.68
[K^§na] heard the fortunate [Draupadifs] words,
full of devotion. (l)
* 1 2Syama reached there [as soon as] His thought, and
fulfilled her heart’s desire. (2)
The moment he arrived, He said to her, "I am hungry;
give me something [to eat].'1 (3)
She was very embarrassed, "The beloved [Ky§na] is 
asking for food," [and she replied], "There is 
nothing in the house." (U)
"Madam, you have kept food [in the pot]^enough to feed
the whole world. (5)
You are concealing it from me," [Kr§$a] said in
His sweet voice. (6)
A scrap of vegetable was sticking to [the rim of] the
pot. [As] He ate it with some water, (7)
The three worlds^were filled [with food], not to
mention the vipfra.^ (8)
1. Ky§na.
2. Kr§$a heard the sincere prayer of Draupadi, and, perceivi: 
her difficulty, instantly reached there, leaving the bed 
of his consort Rukminl who was sleeping by his side (M.Bh 111.261.17-18).
3. Draupadi possessed a pot which was given to her by the su: 
god (surya) as a boon. Its magic was that it remained fu 
of all kinds of food till she had finished her meal. (M* 
Bh.III.261.21).
4* •World-triad*, the three worlds (heaven, earth and the 
atmosphere or the low&r regions.
5* Durvasa and his ten thousand disciples felt that their
stomachs were full (M.Bh.Ill.261)• Compare this legend wi 
the miracle of Christ feeding the five thousand.
v.69
The nine Principal Yogis and Srutadeva.
Adorn yourself with the dust of the feet of those, 
in whose heart the Lord always dwells* It is a 
source of joy* (1-2)
1 pThe [nine] principal yogis and so forth were greatly
experienced in tasting the love [of God]* (3)
There was a vipra,^  [named] Srutadeva. I am going to
narrate his story. (k )
Seeing Kysna arrive at his home, his heart was over­
whelmed with love. (5)
Lifting his hands up and waving his scarf [he began
to dance]; his mind was steeped in [devotion]. (6)
He did not salute or pay homage to any of the saints,
who had accompanied [K^^pa]. (7)
[Seeing this, K£§na] preached to him: "[The saints]
are greater than I, grasp their feet." (8)
1. The names of the nine principal yogis,which are given in 
Bhg.Pur.V.U.H,XI.2.21; and Bh.M.,v.13, are as follows: 
Kavi, Hari, Karabhajana, Antariksa, Camasa, Prabuddha, 
Avir^hotra, Pippala and Drumila. Cf.notes on v.69«3»
2. Srutadeva, Aipga, Mucukunda,Priyavrata,Prthu,ParIk§ita,Se§a, 
Suta, Saunaka, Pracetas,Satarupa, trayasuta (the three 
daughters of Satarupa,viz.Prasuti,Akuti and Devahuti), 
Sunlti, Satl and all chaste wives, Mandalasa, Yajflapatni 
(the wives of sacrificers who_offered food to Kr^pa at the 
time of sacrifice) and Brajariari (the women of Gogula who 
truly loved Ky^na) are the other names mentioned in Bh.M., 
v.10 out of which Priya Dasa has chosen only one, Srutadeva 
whose story is given in 11. 4-8.
3* i.e. a brahmana. cf. notes on v. 69
Pracinabarhi and Valmiki*
I am not in the least sorry for [not being free
from] transmigration. (l)
[As] I will then put the dust of the saints’ lotus-
feet on my head. (2)
The stories of Pracinabarhi and others^are famous
throughout the world. (3)
_ 2Do not drive the stories of the two Valmikis from
your heart. (4)
In the company of the Bhilas^he\)ecame a Bhlla, and
in the company of the saints^he became a saint* (5)
He attained Hama’s darsana. He described in detail
His U T a J  [in the Ramayapa], (6)
Which is sung by the [whole] world and one's enthusiasm
[for it] can never wear thin. (7)
It overwhelms one with emotion; it fills one’s heart 
[with joy]* It makes one’s eyes brim and flow [with 
tears]* (8)
1. Satyavrata, Rahugapa, Sagara and Bhagiratha are the other 
four ra.1ar$is whose names are mentioned in Bh.M. ,v.tf.2*
2. Valmikis: Valmiki I, the celebrated author of the Ramayapa, 
mention of whom has been made in 11.5-8. Valmiki II, a 
Svapaca (Cabala) whose story is narrated in Bh.B. ,vv.71-78
3. Bhllas: A wild mountaineer tribe, dwelling in_the Vindhya 
hills and along the banks of the river Narmada, and subsist 
ing mainly by plunder. Cf. notes on v.70.5*
4. Valmiki I*
5* The seven psis, viz. Ka^yapa, Atri, Bharadvaja, Vasi^'fha,
Gautama, Visvamitra and Jamadagni. Cf• notes on v.70.5*
6. i.e. He met Rama. cf. notes on v.70.5*
7* Divine sport*
Svapaca Vajmlki.
There was another Valmiki ;^he was a Svapaca^but]
pleasant was his name. (l)
[How] Syama^revealed him [ as a true devotee] is
narrated in the Mahabharata.^" (2)
__ 5The eldest of the Pamdavas, the Dharmpaputra was
the King. (3 )
He performed a great ya.jfia. [All] the saints came
[to attend it] and the whole land was crowded. (4)
The proof [of the ya.jfia1 s success] was an auspicious
conch, which would tell its effectiveness. (3 )
If it did not sound [of its own accord], then there
must have been some imperfection [in the ya.ifia]. (6)
This is what happened; it did not sound. [Seeing
this, Yudhi§thira] was distressed. (7)
He asked Lord [Kr§pa], '‘Please tell me its deficiency.“ (8)
1. Kabha Dasa has mentioned the name Valmiki (cf .Bh.M., v.11.3) 
referring only to the r§i Valmiki, author of the Ramayap.a. 
Priya Dasa interprets the name as the two Valmikis (ubhai 
Valmiki ,cf.Bh.B. ,v. 70.U) so that he can include the story o 
the Svapaca Valmiki as well.
2. i.e. a Caipdala; svapaca (sva + paca) lit. one who cooks dog
cf.notes on v. 7&*1«
3. Krsna.
U* Though Priya Dasa gives the Mahabharata as the source of th 
story of Svapaca Valmiki, it does not appear either in the 
Mahabharata or the Bhagavata Purana, and I have not been ab 
to trace any other source for it."
5* Yudhi^thira.
6. i.e. a sacrifice; probably referring here to the horse— 
sacrifice (Asvamedha Yaifia) performed by Yudhis^hira 
(M.Bh. XIV. Chs. 85-89).
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Lord Kr§$a said: "Listen to the whole mystery
[of it], hut (l)
You must carry out [my advice] thoroughly*" [Then]
He explained the mystery* (2)
"One devotee and lover of God has not shared in the
feast, (3)
[Although] in all four directions the whole land is
crowded with saints. (i|)
If you ask me whether they are saints, how can I
deny it? (5)
I have one more secret: [my true devotee] abandons
his family and caste. (6)
He [becomes] a servant of my servants and has no
trace of pride.1 (7)
If you desire the completion [of the ya.lna], serve
food to such [a devotee as this]." (8)
v.72
1. There is a pun oh basa which has three meanings,depending 
upon the use of postposition kl (f.) or ko (m.). Basa f. 
(fr. Skt. vas m.; = perfume; used here as an idiom 
abhimana ki basa na horia', lit. to have no smell of pride,
i.e. he is not in the least proud. Basa m. (visa fr. Skt.
*/ 3.vag) = dwelling, abode; according to the reading 
Abhimana ko na basa1 in HB e (cf.eraapp.Bh.B.,v.72.7) he 
has no room for pride. Basa (vasa m. fr. Skt. ./U.vas) = a 
garment, clothes; Abhimana ko na basa1 can also mean^he 
has no garment of pride or he wears no clothes of pride.
NSEJ>’ t a v.
Iv.73
[Hearing this, Yudhi§thira said], "Such a servant
of Hari1is not to be seen anywhere near this town. (l)
One who has no desires can [scarcely] be found in
any of the worlds." (2)
"Even in your town there is [such a devotee who],
both by night and day, morning and evening, (3)
Comes and goes; although he does not let anyone know
it," [replied Kpsna]• (4)
Hearing this, all were startled and filled with
wonder. (5)
Their hearts and eyes were fascinated, [and they said}, 
"Plegse tell us at once, 0 Lord, (6)
What his name is and where he lives, so that we can
go there and see him. (7)
We will consider it our good fortune, and, rushing
forward, cling to his feet," (8)
1. God. _ _
2. Basa f. (fr.Skt. vasana) = desire. Cf. also footnote, 
v.72.7*
"Those who are my servants never want to he 
famous", [said Krsna]*
"If I make them famous, they consider it a source 
of great sorrow*
I am grieved and my heart is anxious to see the 
completion of the ya.lfia*
[But] if I tell you his name, I am afraid that he 
may leave his village and go away*"
"0 beloved one," [they said to Kr§na]. "Tell us in 
such a way that you always remain uninvolved.
We ourselves shall fetch him here, and serve him a 
meal properly."
"Go to the house of Valmiki",^[replied K^§na]. "He 
is an incomparably great saint.
I have erred in telling you his name."
1. Valmiki II.
Arjuna and Bhlmasena were about to set forth to
invite [Valmiki]. (l)
[Ky§na], disclosing His heart, told them, "Devotion
is difficult to attain*'1'" (2)
They approached [Valmiki’s] house and having walked
right round it they went [inside]. (3)
[When] they looked at the beautiful house, they wbre 
overjoyed; they prostrated themselves on the 
ground. (U)
Seeing the great kings arrive, he ceased his work. (5)
His heart quaked and crumbled with embarrassment. (6)
"Sir", [they said to him], "please place your feet 
[in the palace] and throw there the leavings of
p
your food. (7)
Please drive away all our sins and bring us good fortunej(8)
1. lit. far; dura prob. for dura = secret. K^§na was warning 
them not to have any biased feelings towards Valmiki as 
devotion can be attained only by those who are free from 
any kind of prejudice.
2. According to one of the Indian beliefs, if a saint or a 
devotee leaves the scraps of his food in a house it will 
drive away all its sins and ill omens*.
"I always scrape the food [from your plates] and 
sweep your door-step," [he replied].
I do not look at anyone else; 0 sirs, this is my 
loyalty [to you].”
"What are you saying?" [they said to him]. "Please 
eat something [firsthand then serve food to us.
Your devout conduct and the love [of God] you possess 
have been discovered."
Then he was embarrassed and annoyed in his heart with 
Kr§$a.
"0 Kings," [he replied], "Whatever you wish you can do. 
I have no one [to help me]."
"Come early in the morning," [they said]. "Now bear 
this in mind,
And do not think of anything else, even by mistake." 
"All right, if [that is what] you want," he replied.
1. i.e. Please come to the palace and eat.
33/
They described [ Valmiki’s] conduct in detail,hearing
which the Dharmaputra^began to love him [more]* (l)
Draupadi prepared a meal. Kr§na had instructed her; (2)
"Prepare with great care every kind of food there is. (3)
Today your hands are going to be blessed.” (1+)
[Arjuna and others] went and brought him [to the
palace]. He said to them, "Please serve my food
outside." (5)
The Lord said [to Yudhis^hira], "Go yourself and 
bring him in, holding him in your arms. It will 
please me." (6)
[Yudhi§£hira] brought him in and seated him in the
pakasala. The moment the [first] delicious mouthful (7)
He took, the conch made a sound [but not loudly].
Kp§na struck it with a stick. (8)
v.77
1. Yudhi§$hira_.
2. Pakasala (p_aka£ala): paka (fr.Skt./ pac) = cooking, sala 
(also Hila) = a house;' lit. a cooking-rooa, kitchen. 
According to Indian social customs, to serve food to someoi 
in the kitchen is regarded as a great honour. It implies 
that there are no barriers of caste or creed or any oth§r 
distinctions between the two parties. Valmiki was a 
Camdala, an untouchable. In those days Caijidalas were not 
even allowed to live within the boundaries of an Aryan towi 
or village as they were the most inauspicious of creatures 
and the lowest of the low ( cf.Basham, A.L.,op. cit.,pp. 11+5 su 176). But, as Valmiki was a devotee, K^*§na wanted Yudhi§$h: 
and others to respect him properly, forgetting that he was 
an outcaste. In order to show this respect K^§na instruct? 
Yudhi§thira to bring him right into the kitchen and serve 
him a meal there.
H Z
[K£§na asked the conch], "Why did you not sound 
[loudly] for each grain of rice [Valmiki took]?
Why were you so shy? (l)
It seems that you do not know the power of a devotee." (2)
It replied indignantly,^ "Sir, please go and ask
Draupadl. (3)
Be sure, in your mind that it is not my fault." (i+)
She admitted the truth - "My mind was possessed by
caste prejudice as I watched him (5)
Mixing together all [kinds of food] and spoiling the
skill [of my cooking]." (6)
When [Ky§iia] asked, Valmiki replied, "I mixed it
together because (7)
The Lord had eaten it first; how could I eat it
relishing [its different] flavours?"2 (8)
v .78
1. Lit. agitatedly.
2. The food which has been offered to an idol is called 
bhoga (i.e. any food enjoyed by God). According to 
Hindu belief, one should offer each meal to God (or a 
particular deity) before eating it,_and should accept 
it back as a blessing or gift (prasada). As a result, 
one should eat it without distinguishing its different 
flavours. This is the reason why Valmiki mixed the 
various foods together.
5 5 5
Rukmamgada
v.79
Rukmaipgada* s garden was flourishing with beautiful,
fragrant flowers* (l)
Attracted by it, the goddesses^used to come to pick
[flowers]* (2)
[Once] one of them was left behind, as a thorn of an egg­
plant had pierced her foot* (3)
Hearing this from the gardener, the king [Rukmamgada]
approached and was pleased [to see her]. (U)
[He asked her], "Tell me how I can send you back to
heaven?" (5)
_ 2"[if someone], who has kept the fast of Ekadasi, puts
water into my hand,^I can go back," [she replied]* (6)
"No one in this town knows even the name of this fast,"
[said the king]* (7)
"[Someone] might have kept a fast yesterday unknowing­
ly. Bring [such a person] and I will sing your 
fraises," [she replied]* (8)
1* Lit. the wives of gods; apsara q.v., a class of female di\ 
inities (also called nymphs) who dwell in the sky, but 
often visit the earth.
2. The eleventh day of the lunar fortnight on which fasting i 
considered an indispensable observance and very efficacioi;
3* Jala kara mg dharana: sagikalpa karana q.v., (Skt.saqi + s/ 
Klrip = a resolution) to make a solemn vow to perform any 
ritual observance; later used for dedicating anything to £ 
brahmana priest as a gift or charity, taking a handful of 
water while chanting a mamtra. One could also bestow the 
results of his good deeds in the same way, which_is symbol 
ically expressed in Hindi by nala kara mg dharana,lit, to 
take a handful of water.
The king made a proclamation.^ A merchant's 
daughter's maid heard it.
She had eaten nothing and stayed awake all night, 
[as] she had been beaten.
She approached the king and bestowed [the benefit of 
her] fast.
Thus the [celestial] lady flew av/ay and reached her 
world.
Seeing the immense importance [of this fast], the 
king decided that on this [day]
Anyone, who eats even a grain, must be captured 
and killed.
As a result of it, devotion spread [all around].
2Listen to this new miracle; the entire town was 
saved [from sins].
1. 'gaudl pherana (or - pitana)1 is an idiom; i.e. 
proclamation by beat of drum.
2. Lit. subtleness.
The king [Rukmaipgada] had demonstrated the truth of
the fast of Ekadasi. (l)
Now listen attentively to the excellence of his
daughter. (2)
Her husband came to her father’s house; he was
absolutely starving. (3)
He asked his wife [for some food but] she refused,
thinking of [Ekadasi]. (U)
[She said to him], "Today is Ekadasi.'*' No other
[fast] can compete with it.’ (5)
Why should one fear death [today]?" Thinking this,
she [remained firm and] was happy. (6)
[Consequently], he died and immediately reached God. (7)
His wife’s heart was delighted. [Thus] I have sung in
praise of her constancy. (8)
v.8l
1. Hari vasara; lit. God’s day i.e. Vi§nu’s day, Ekadasi
2. Pu.jai (fr.Skt. pur.vate = to fill, satisfy cf. V.S.Apte, 
op.cit.,s.v. pur) in Hindi also means to match, compete 
with, e.g. cf. Tu]Jsl Dasa, Kavitavail, 7*163; and also 
Bholanath Tivari, op.cit., s.v.
Listen to the story of Hariscandra. He gave away all 
his riches without any regret*
He did not save anything; he even sold his wife, 
his son and himself.1 
After showing their malice towards [the bhakta princes] 
Suratha and Sudhanva,
The brahmanas Saipka and Likhita died [because] their 
minds had become wicked*
Indra and Agni^went to examine [the truthfulness of] 
Sibi.
He cut off pieces of his flesh and gave it [to them]* 
They were pleased and convinced of the truth of 
his vow.
v  ^ iiThe stories of Bharata, Dadhici and others are sung
in the Bhagavata.
[Because] they sacrificed their bodies and their 
wealth, they are admired by all.
A group of devotees*
1. Tana: lit. body.
2. Fire god. Cf. notes on v. 82*5*
3. i.e. Jara Bharata. Cf. notes on v. 82.7*
U. Satyavrata, Rahugana, Sagara, BhagTratha and Janaka
the other names, mentioned by Nabha Dasa in Bh.M.,v
337
v.83 
Vindhyavail.
A woman like Vindhyavali, the wife of [Bali1],
has not been seen anywhere. (l)
The Lord tied up her husband [with cords]. Seeing
this, [the joy] in her heart increased fourfold. (2)
"Being proud [of himself] he was determined to give
alms even to you," [she said to the Lord]. (3 )
"He insulted you. [Seeing him tied up], I felt a
hundred times happier." (U)
[The Lord] retrieved the three worlds [from Bali]
and gave them to the gods, his^enemies. (5 )
He spared only his life. [Even then] she did not
consider the Lord at fault. (6)
One who possesses such devotion, no matter whether he
sleeps or wakes, (7)
Lives in this world but remains untouched by world- (8)
liness.
1. A virtuous demon king whose story is described in Bh.B., 
v .98. Cf. notes on v.98*l.
2. Vamana, the Dwarf incarnation of Vi§nu. Cf. also notes 
on v.98.1.
3. Bali1 s.
Moradhvaja.
Arjuna was [once] possessed by vanity* Lord 
Ky§na came to know of it [and thought],
"I have given him the great pleasure [of my friend­
ship so] he has this disease; it must be cured." 
"There is a devotee of mine. I will show him to you," 
[He said to Arjuna]•
He disguised Himself as an old vipra'!' accompanied by 
[Arjuna as] a child and set forth.
The moment they arrived, he asked [the guards], "’Where 
is the King Moradhvaja?
Inform him immediately [of our arrival]." Some one 
went and told [the king]•
"I am engaged in the service of God," [he replied].
"Go and ask them to sit and wait for a while.
o"Soon] I shall grasp their feet." [When] they were 
told,[the vipra] burned with anger.
1. i.e. a brahmapa. ^
2. Another possible translation of ’pava dharaSL1 is: 
[Soon] I shall be present there.
V.85
[The vipra] was furious and was about to leave*
[The guards], falling at his feet,restrained him. (l)
They went and reported [the matter] to the King.
He came immediately running [and said], (2)
11 It is very kind of you [to come]. Today the creeper
of my desire has borne fruit. (3 )
I have gained the completely new fruit of your feet
from it. (U )
Please give me your command [so that] I may carry
it out and achieve that much happiness, (3)
[And also] drink the sweetness of your voice. My
eyes are [already] satisfied."1 (6)
Hearing this, [the vipra1si anger vanished and he
became happy. [The thought of] examining him (7 )
Pleased his heart. He spoke these words [to the
king]. (8)
1. Sirana (fr.H.sTra = cold + na) lit. to cool, or to make
cool. cf. P.N.Tamdana, op.cit., s.v.; as an idiom
'naina sirana'*=*to be gratified, satisfied, to be
happy.
"Make a promise to give [whatever I ask for]."
"I promise 0 Sir," [replied the king]* (l)
"I shall be pleased [to do anything] which will make
you happy." (2)
[The vipra said] - "On my way I met a lion [who] was
going to eat this child. (3)
I said to him, ’Please eat me [instead of this child].1 
[But he replied], *No, only this [child] can satisfy 
me.1 (U)
’Is there any way that you can spare [the child]?’
[I asked the lion and he replied], ’If half of 
the king’s body is brought [to me], (5)
Only then shall I leave this [child]*, saying this he
told me his condition.*’ (6)
[Hearing this, the king's] wife spoke, "I am [the king's] 
better half;1 take me [instead] and give me [to the 
lion]." (?)
The [king's] son said, "Take me." [Then the vipra1
remembered one [thing] more. (8)
v.86
1. There is a pun here on ’ aradhamgl (=ardh~amgi) ’ t 
ardhaipga = lit. half the body, also (-gi fV) meaning 
the better half i.e. wife*
2. viz., Tamradhvaja (cf. Bh.M.,v.11.6)•
"Listen to one more thing", [said the vipra 1».
"[The king’s] son and wife, each holding [an 
end of] the saw,
Should gradually cut [in half the king’s] body and 
no one should be frightened* [The lion] added 
this afterwards•"
They did it in that way; how strange! When [the 
edge of the saw] reached his nose,
A tear dropped [from his left ] eye* "You are 
frightened, therefore, [the lion] will not even 
taste [your flesh", said the vipra]*
He became furious and was about to leave. [The king], 
grasping his feet, spoke these words - 
"The tear was in [my left] eye [because] the left 
half of my body is of no use and will be thrown 
away."
Hearing this, [the vipra’s] heart was moved to 
compassion and he appeared [in his true] form as 
Ky§na*
He^restored [the king’s] body and filled him with 
happiness. He removed his suffering and was 
anxious [to grant him a boon].
1. K£§na.
"I cannot [think of anything] to give you,1” [said
Kr§na]. "You have completely pleased me. (l)
Nevertheless, unless I reward you, my heart will
be grieved. (2)
Even if you ask millions of boons, I cannot recompense
your injuries. (3)
My mouth becomes dry, remembering that [painful]
condition." (4)
The devout king replied, "You are the King of Kings. (5)
If someone does even a little thing, you consider
it a mass of good deeds. (6)
Grant me [only] one boon." "I grant it. Tell me
at once", [said Kr§na]. (7)
__ 2"Do not put saints on trial [as nowj it is Kali ICala.
[requested the king]. (8)
v. 88
1. Another possible translation of fmopai tau na diyo
jaya*, given by S.S.Bhagvan Prasada ^  cf•op.cit.*p*25U)» is: 
I could not have sacrificed [my body as you did].
2. i.e. Kali age (Dark age): the last and worst of the four
Yugas, the present (iron) age or that of vice and unrighteoi 
ness; beginning from the 18th of February, 3102 B.C., vthe 
day when Ky§na left the earth for heaven; cf. Bhg.Pur.XII* 
2.33) and consisting of 1200 years of the gods or U32,000 
years of men; at the end of Kali age the world is to be 
destroyed. Cf. M.Monier-Williams, op.cit.,s. v.; and for a 
full account Bhg.Pur.XII.Chs. 2-3•
3^3
v.89
Alarka.
In the sincerity of my heart, I always colour^myself
with the glory of Alarka. (l)
Even after hearing sermons, [people] do not abandon
their desire for worldly pleasures. (2)
Listen to the great vow of [Alarka*s] mother,
Mandalasa^- (3)
"He who comes out of my womb will never be born
again." (4)
At her husband’s request the youngest [sonj^was
deprived of [her spiritual preaching]. (5)
Accompanied by the king of KasT’s army [his brothers 
surrounded his kingdom and] took him away [to the 
forest]. (6)
[Thus], after opening the ring, [reading his mother’s
advice] and seeing Dattatreya, (7)
He engaged himself in meditation on the Lord and
crossed [the ocean of] the world.^ (8)
1. Racana (Skt. ramjana fr./ ramj.) lit. to dye, colour,paint, 
also meaning to be absorbed, imbued with. Cf. Bholanath 
TivarT, op.cit.,s.v.
2. In Mar.Pur.,Chs.20-i|i|-,the name of Alarka’s mother is given s
Madalasa. Nabha Dasa, probably for metre, mentions her name 
as Mandalasa (Bh.M.,v.10.U)•
3« i.e. Alarka. Cf. notes on v. 89.1.
U* i.e. He attained mokga (salvation), and was freed from
transmigration,which was his mother’s vow.
3 ^
Rantideva.
v.90.
In the dynasty of Du§yanta the king Rantideva was
a [great] saint. (l)
He became famous [as] he adopted a hand to mouth
existence.1 (2)
He could not bear to see anyone hungry; whatever
he got [in alms], he used to give away. (3)
He never used to refuse anyone; his body became very
weak from hunger. (U)
[Once], after forty-eight days, he received some
food and water. (5)
2 3He gave it away [bit by bit] to a vipra, a sudra,
a caqitfala^and a dog. This was his strange [conduct]. (6)
5He perceived Hari in all of them. Then the Lord came
unto him. (7)
He^was pleased [and asked the Lord], "May I suffer all 
the sorrows there are in the world." [The fame of] 
his devotion spread [over all the world]. (8)
1. Akasa-vytti: a casual existence without earning a livelihood 
subsisting on no certain funds nor even begging, but only 
eating whatever one happened to be given.
2. A brahmana•
3» A low-caste man.
U* Lit. a low-born man; a camdala.
3. God.
6. Rantideva.
JW5-
V.91
Guha.
Guha, the king of the BhTlas, was [full of] love for
the charming Rama. (l)
[When Rama] was exiled, he went and met Him on His
way. (2)
"Rule over this kingdom, 0 Lord," [he said]. "Stay
here and &ive me happiness." (3)
"Following my father's command I have abandoned all
sorts of revelries,"2 [replied Rama]. (U)
Separation from [R’ama] was unbearable; he became
distressed. His eyes streamed with tears, (3)
And later on oozed blood. Who can describe it? (6)
He kept his eyes shut, [thinking], "What is worth
seeing except Raghunatha?"^ (7)
How strange was his loving conductI My heart is
overwhelmed by it. (8)
1. The name Guha, mentioned by Nabhatoasa in Bh.M.,v. 12.iu is
interpreted by Dr.Pollet_(cf. op. cit.,notes on v.l2.i+) as
Guha, a son of Ambika (Parvatl) who was born again as 
S’amba, son of Kp^pa. But the story of Guha, described 
here by Priya Dasa, is completely different, and is that 
of a Ni§ada who was a devotee of Rama. He was the headman 
of the Ni§ada (=BhTla) tribe, and also known as Ni§ada- 
ra3a,i.e.y the king of the Nisadas. Cf. also notes on 
v.91.1j» _
2. Cainasa.ia (caina + saja): caina = comfort, luxury, and 
saja = preparations; i.e. all sorts of merriments or 
revelries, also meaning here kingdom.
3. Rama.
•>7
After fourteen years the Lord Raghunatha^returned. (l)
The Bhllas, who were [Guha's] companions, said
to him, ’’The Lord has arrived; please [go and] see
Him.11 (2)
He replied, ‘'Where can I now find [Rama]? Nothing
can make me believe it." (3)
Rama met him affectionately and said, "Behold me." (2+)
After touching [Rama's body], he recognised Him and
embraced Him closely. In the ocean of joy (3)
2He was immersed and seemed to revive. Consider
his fortune [written on his] forehead. (6)
The theme of Love can by no means be described in
words. (7)
[One's mind] is much perplexed how to define it. (8)
v.92
1. Rama.
2. Lekhiyai (Skt. lekhana fr.*/ likh = to scratch, inscribe 
write); lekhana in Hindi = to see, consider, think, 
paint, count, etc. (cf. Bholarnath Tivarl, op.cit.,s.v. 
lekhai); but possibly contaminated with lakh, fr. ^ /lakg 
to see.
n f
v.93
ParTk§ita.
A listener, as keen as Parlksita, has not been
heard of anywhere. (l)
While drinking^fthe story of the Bhagavata], he
became millions of times more thirsty. (2)
[God], who never comes into the hearts of saints,
though they meditate on Him, (3)
Was perceived in all His Beauty [by Parlksita]
while he was in [his mother’s] womb. (U)
He said to Sukadeva, "Please know [well] my
resolution. (5)
My life is attached [only] to the Bhagavata-Story,^
and I am not [at all] frightened of Takfaka.^* (6)
Please put me to the test." [Hearing this, Sukadeva]
was convinced^that his mind was submerged [in the 
Bhagavata]. How strange1 (7)
As soon as [Sukadeva’s] voice ceased, [ParTk§itafs]
soul departed. (8)
1. i.e. listening to.
2. i.e. who can by no means be comprehended by saints.
3. katha = Bhagavata-katha, the narration or Story of the 
Bhagavata.
Tak§aka (fr. tak§ = to cut), a serpent chief (son of 
Kadru), caused the death of Parlksita in consequence of 
SrmgT1s curse. Cf. notes on v.93«l»
5* Ura ani: ana (1ana q.v.) = to bring cf. Bholanath TivarT, 
op.cit.,s.v.anata; ana with ura = to think, realise, 
also meaning to be convinced.
3<iB
*Sukadeva,
The moment [Sukadeva] was born, he set forth and
dwelt in the forest. (l)
He did not even reply to [the call of] his father,
[the great saint] Vyasa. (2)
Hearing and understanding the dasama sloka,^his mind
was attracted [to the Bhagavata]. (3)
He adopted a new mode of life, and, [going back to
Vyasa] learnt the Bhagavata. (U)
He was overwhelmed by the form and attributes [of
K^sna]. How could he endure it? (5)
He came to King [ParTk§ita1 s] court; his love-soaked
heart was moved to compassion. (6)
The devout king was inquiring [from all saints] door 
to door [the beneficial course to seek moksa]; 
they were bewildered.^ (7)
When [Sukadeva] began to sing [the Bhagavfcta], it
seemed as if a cascade of love was flowing. (8)
V.9U
1. Dasama sloka: lit. sloka(s) from the dasama skandha (the 
tenth book) of the Bhagavata. Cf. notes on v.94*3*
2. Pariksita.
3. Cf.Bhg.Pur.I.19*2U« Another possible translation of 1.7, 
given by Rama K^^nadeva Garg (cf.op.cit•,pp•193-19U)> is: 
Each time_that the devout king was puzzled [about the story 
of the Bhagavata), he asked [sukadeva for clarification].
Prahlada.
[Prahlada] sincerely remembered [Hari’s Name],
and perceived in everything (l)
One God. How could a sword cut him? (2)
[God], whose power it is to cut with a sword or
drown in the sea, (3)
Was seen [by Prahlada] everywhere. Infinite He is. (k)
On being asked,1 [ "Where does God live?”], he 
pointed out the pillar. [God] manifested 
Himself right there. (5)
0He appeared in a unique form [as] He loves [to prove]
His devotee’s words. (6)
He killed the villainous [Hiranyakasipu] and wound
the intestines round His neck. (7)
Even then, His fury knew no bounds. He was think­
ing what else He could do. (8)
1. By Hiranyakasipu, Prahlada’s father (Bhg.Pur.VII.Chs.1-9)• 
Cf. also notes on v.95«l*
2. i.e. that of the Man-lion (Narasiipha or Narahari), the 
i+th incarnation of Visnu who assumed a peculiar form, 
half-man and half-lion^ in order to kill Hiranyakasipu 
and deliver Prahlada and the rest of the world from 
his tyranny (cf. Bhg.Pur.VII.Chs.8-10)•
V . 9 6
Siva and all other [gods] were frightened; they
had never seen such fury. (l)
1 2No one could come near Him; even Lak§ml was afraid. (2) 
Then [Brahma^]sent Prahlada [to Him]. Pull of
great joy, (3)
Overwhelmed with devotion, he approached the Lord;
how strange I (4)
[The Lord] took him in His lap and laid His hand on
his head. (5)
[Prahlada*s] heart was delighted. He prayed in a
very humble voice. (6)
He felt pity for the world and fell at the feet of
SrT Narasiipha.^ (7)
r 5He insisted thus: "Maya has destroyed .jnana ; deliver
[all creatures] from it." (8)
1. The Man-lion, Visnu.
2. Vi§nu*s wife. Cf. Bhg. Pur. VII.9*2.
3. 'When even Lak§ml could not dare to approach the Man-lion,
Brahma requested Prahlada to go and praise the Lord
(Bhg.Pur.VII.9.3).U. The Man-lion.5. Illusion (personified), ignorance, ajfiana (q.v.).
6. Knowledge.
357
Akrura.
Akrura, extremely distressed,^departed from 
2Madhupurl•
A stream of tears flowed from his eyes. [He was 
thinking], "How soon shall I see the charming 
[Krgna]?"
He was wishing for good omens. He desired only to 
see [K^sna].
He became oblivious of himself. Seeing [Kr§$afs] 
footprints in the dust, he prostrated himself.
[Akrura], skilled in adoration;^was possessed by a 
completely new love [for K^sna].
Sukadeva has described it as the root of life.
[Akrura] saw Rama^and K£§na, and, finding his desire 
[fulfilled], he rushed forward
And met^them. His eyes drank in their beauty. He 
was completely drowned [in joy].
v.97
1. Visura (fr•Skt•visura^a = distress, sorrow), H.visurana = 
to be extremely distressed; also to sob.
2. Madhupurl (cf. Bhg.Pur.VII.Uw31, X.1.10)= Mathura.
3. Cf. Bhg.Pur.X.39.25-26.
iw V and an a (=homage)-;Vand9na bhakti as a technical term means 
a passionate love of God which corresponds with the twenty- 
third nigtha.i.e. madhurya. Nabha Dasa has used this term fo 
Akrura, defining his love for K^gna (cf .Bh.M. ,v.Uw4) •
5. i.e. Balarama, K^sna’s elder brother.
6. Jhile (fr.H.jhelana), jhilana = to enter, penetrate forcibly 
rush forward; also to be absorbed in, engrossed, satisfied.. 
Cf. P.N.'Jamdana, op.cit.,s.v.
7. Hile (fr. Skt. hallana = rolling or tossing about), H.hilana 
to meet someone affectionately. Cf. P.N. fa^ anaf op.cit.,s. v.
(1)
( 2) 
(3) 
(U)
(5)
( 6)
(7)
( 8)
35-5.
Bali.
With great love, Bali gave away all his possessions. (l)
[When] he recalled Prahlada,^his heart was dipped
[in devotion]. (2)
2His guru tried to mislead him. He explained
prudence to him, (3 )
And instilled in him all kinds of fears. [But]
his words did not enter [Bali's] heart. (U)
Whatever [Bali] had promised, he did. He had truly
made a resolution. (5 )
Bven the Lord^frightened him [but] he did not change
his mind. (6)
The Lord was pleased with him, and stood at his door 
[as a guard] under his command, admitting His own 
defeat. (7 )
I have sung in praise of [Balifs] loving conduct
which Srl Sukadeva has described [in the Bhagavata^-] • (8)
v.98
1. i.e. his grandfather. Cf. Bh.B.>vv.95-96.
2. i.e. preceptor viz. Sukra (Usanas). Cf. notes on 
v.98.f.
3. Vamana, the Dwarf incarnation of Vi§nu. Cf. also Bh.B., 
v.83.
k. Cf. Bhg.Pur.VIII. Chs.18-23.
3 6  3
The inhabitants of the /Vhite Isiand^always meditate on
[God’s] Beauty, (l)
[Once] Karada, a lover [of saintly company], went
there, hoping to preach to them, (2)
pThe Lord winked at him [and said], "Do not come to
this place, (3 )
Their eyes always look on me and they are happy.
Their thoughts are completely engrossed in my love," (k )
[Hearing this, Narada] became sad and returned. He 
went and reported [the matter] to the Lord of 
Vaikumtha.^ (5)
Taking [ifarada] with Him, [Vis$u] set forth, [saying],
"Observe how deeply steeped in devotion they are," (6)
[ifarada] saw a lake; a bird was meditating there, (7)
The £§i^asked Hari,^ "Tell me [about the bird]," "It
is very blessed," [replied Visnu], (8)
v.99
The inhabitants of the White Island,
1, Sveta dlpa (=£veta dvlpa): The White Island; it is one of
the minor divisions of the world, and a portion of the big 
central island Jambu dvipa. It is considered as the favourit 
abode of Narayana (Visnu), and was visited by Narada (Bhg.Pui 
VIII. 1+.18, X, b.2k, 87.10, XI. 15.18; f*\.Bh.XII.Chs.336-3M+; 
Kur.Pur.Ch.1+9; Kathas. 21.23>5U.19)• Cf.notes on v.99»l»2# Kr§na.
3* i.e. Vi§nu, 
k. Narada.
5. Vi§$u,
3 5
"For the past one thousand years [this hird!s] desire
has not been fulfilled,1" [continued Vi§nu]• (l)
"It remains thirsty but does not drink [a drop of]
water. (2)
_  pIf it receives my prasada. only then, it tastes with
its tongue. (3 )
It does not accept anything else. Its mind is sub­
merged in devotion [to this extent]. (U)
Take my word for it." Having drunk some water, He^
placed [the rest of it in front of the bird]. (5 )
It filled its beak [with the water]. Its eyes brimmed 
[with tears] and its mind was overwhelmed [by 
happiness]. (6)
Seeing this, [Narada] was amazed. He could not take
his eyes off it, even for a second. (7 )
He walked right round it [and said to Vi^nu], "Now
I wish to serve this [bird]." (8)
v.100
1. cita cite: cita m. (fr. Skt. cifr) citta q.v., = the mind, 
heart; cita or cite (fr.Skt.cetana) = intended, aimed at, 
desired (cf. Bholanath Tivari, op.cit.,s.v.); cita cita hori 
= to have one's desire fulfilled, to accomplish a desired 
thing.
2. Prasada: the leavings of food or drink partaken by a deity. 
Cf. also footnote, v.78.8.
3. i.e. Vi§nu.
35*
"Let us go further and see more," [said Vi§nu]. "No
test should be left undone.'1’ (l)
Observe [carefully] their devout feelings." They 
went into [a temple on] the island [where people]
were singing praises to Hari. (2)
A man came running in [but] the time of the aratf^
had passed. (3 )
[Seeing this], his soul departed. Then his wife
arrived. (U)
She inquired the same thing [and was told that] her 
husband could not see [the arati and] was lying 
[dead] on the ground. (5)
Her soul [also] departed and her [dead] body fell.
[Seeing this, Vi§nu*s] heart was pleased. (6)
In the same way, the sons and others came [and died.
Thus Visnu] demonstrated [to Narada] their true love* (7)
And revived them. The rsis^have sung [this story];
concentrate your mind upon it. (8)
v.101.
1. Another possible translation of 'rahai na parkhau1, given 
by Rama Krsnadeva Garg (cf. op.cit.,p.228), based on the 
other meaning of p.arekhau = repentance, is:
Least you repent I that anything is left unseen].
2. God, Vi§nu. _ _
3* Arati (fr. Skt. aratrika): a ceremony performed in adoration
of the gods by moving a lighted lamp, generally with several 
wicks, circularly round the idol.
U. i.e. saints.
CHAPTER V 
NOTES
v.l
v.1.1: kabaprabhu Krsna Caitanya: The opening verse of
the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT is written in praise of Caitanya
(1486-1533 A.D.) who was the most influential Bengali
religious leader and a great reformer of Vaisnavism. His
real name was Vi^vambhara, and he was the son of Jaganriatha
Mi£ra and SacT DevT. In 1510 A.D. , when he was twenty-
four years old, Ke£ava BhstratT initiated him as a sanyasT
under the name of &rTkrsna-caitanya which is abbreviated
to Caitanya and is more commonly known than his real name.
Mab!aprabhu (lit. the great lord or master) is Caitanya1 s
epithet. Caitanya has been regarded as an incarnation of
Krsna by his followers. Priya Dasa was a follower of 
2
Caitanya. Like his guru Manohara Dasa, he wrote the
3opening verse of each of his works in praise of Caitanya.
Thus he follows the traditional method of writing a 
mamgalsfcarana «i.e. benediction.
manaharana: lit. heart-captivating, charming; re­
ferring here to Krsna Caitanya. But 'manaharana1 (=manohara) 
also suggests the name of Priya Deasa's preceptor Manohara
1. Cf. De,S.K., The early history of the Vaisjnava faith and 
movement in Bengal, pp. 81-82.
2. Cf. Parquhar, J.K., An outline of the religious literature 
of India, p. 317*
3* See Introduction, p. 77 •
D*asa. Priya Dasa has used this term as a pun in the opening
verse of all his works, and has thus written in praise of
1
Manohara Dasa as well as Caitanya.
v.1.2: nama mukha g"aiyai: ’nama* lit. name; is used here
as a technical term equivalent to Hari-nama, i.e. the Lord’s
Name or the Name of God. The phrase ’nama mukha g'aiyai*
refers to the nama-kTrtana .i.e. the singing or recital of
the Name of the Lord. This interpretation of the phrase is
2 3 also given by S.S.Bhagavstn Praslada and R.K.Garg.
The kTrtana is an extraordinary mode of musical worship
4
which was stimulated, if not introduced, by Caitanya. Rupa
5GosvTmT defines it as ’singing aloud the Name, the divine 
sport and the attributes etc. of the Lord: 
riama-lTla-gunadTnara uccair bhas'a tu kTrtanam•
It is a method of group dewotional excitement which, 
by means of chorus singing accompanied by drums and cymbals 
along with rhythmical body movements ending in ecstatic 
dancing, creates a highly emotionalised atmosphere. It 
often leads to exhaustion, unconsciousness and mystic trances.
1. See Introduction, p.6o1L
2. SrT Bhakta M^la satTka, p.5*
SrT Bhakta Mala, pp.1-2.
4. Cf. De, S.K., op.cit., p.79«
5. SrT Hari-bhakti-rasaimrta-sindhuh, I.2.29.
This practice is still popular with the Vaisnavas for 
the spreading of Krsna-rati, i.e. the love of Krsna. 
v.1.3: Ka'bh'aoa naT agya daT: The respected Rabbia Dasa
gave his command. ii'abha Da’sa commanded Priya I)asa to 
write a detailed commentary on the Bhakta tasTla. This 
statement of Priya Dasa has misled a few scholars.
S.S.Bhagavan Pras'ada, Radha Krsna Dasa and G.A.Grierson 
conclude that ft’abha’ Da’sa gave this command in person,
2
and that they were contemporaries which is impossible.
As a matter of fact it was n'abh'a DsTsa^ celestial voice, and 
not Kabiia Da’sa himself, which gave this command while Priya 
D *asa was engaged in meditation and singing the name of 
the Lord.
v.l.5: kavitta: see Introduction, p.2H*.
v.1.7: Suka: Sukadeva, son of Vyasa. According to the
legend in the Mah’abharata,when Vy'asa saw the Apsara 
Ghrt*acT transformed into a female parrot, he was so filled 
with desire that his seed came out and fell on the fire-sticks 
(aranT) with which he was making a fire, and from which then 
Suka was born (M.Bh.XII.326.12215-12223). Soon after he
1. De,S.K.,op.cit., pp• 7 .
2. See Introduction, p.siiu
v/as born Sukadeva set forth for the forest, followed by
his father who was deeply distressed by his departure
and called repeatedly f0 my son1. Sukadeva did not
1
even reply to his father’s call but, by the subtle power
of yoga, responded by pervading the trees with his soul and
making them cry aloud, "Sukoahara1* , i.e. "Yeh, I am Suka"
(Bhg.Pur.1.2.1-3). Later Suka, hearing the recitation of
the Slokas from the tenth book of the Bhagavata from the
disciples of Vyasa, went back to Vyasa and learnt the 2
Btiagavata. Vyasa taught his disciples, and among them 
his own son, all the Vedas, of which the Mahabharata was 
the fifth one (M.Bh.1.63*2418) , and the Bhagavata (Bhg.Pur. 
I.2.2-3).
Sukadeva wandered naked from place to place, being 
in the habit of staying at a place only for so long as would 
be required to milk a cow, and reached the Kurujangalas 
(Bhg.Pur.I.4.2-8). He called upon the King ParTksita, who 
Y/as inquiring from all the assembled sages the beneficial 
course for attaining mok^a. and enlightened him by 
narrating the story of the Btiagavata (Bhg.Pur• 1.19.23-39)•
1. See Bh.B. ,v.94.1-2.
2. See Bh.B. ,v.94.3-4*
v.1.8: drumani praveaa kiyo....: Priya Dasa is referring
here to the story of Sukadeva’s pervading the trees with
1
his soul, and causing them to speak. Priya DTsa con­
sidered himself inadequate to carry out the command of 
Neibtia Dfifsa but, taking Sukadeva as a precedent, he con­
cluded that Nabfcia D*asa would similarly enter his soul and 
speak through him the commentary on the Bhakta Male.
This shows the modesty and humble nature of the author of 
the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT.
v.2
In this verse Priya Dasa describes the merits of 
his poetry and in doing so he also intends to suggest that, 
although his work is a commentary likely to be less interest­
ing than the original, it is full of the fundamental qualities 
of an original poetic composition. This verse itself, full 
of the alliterations and the sweetness of the syllables 
which he is praising, is a good illustration. There is 
alliteration of the sweet sounding syllables ’aT' which 
have been used 16 times in the verse, e.g. kavitaT, sukhadaT, 
suhaT, sacaT, and mitaT in 11. 1-2. 'Moda jharT sT* (1.4) 
is a good example of the similes used in the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT.
1. See notes on v.1.7*
The whole verse reads very well and has a very pleasant 
rhythrnic flow. Priy'a Dasa excuses himself for praising 
his own poetry, on the grounds that it is the skill of 
itfablia D*asa appearing through the pen of Priy^ D*asa (11.
5-6j. However, in my opinion, the poet’s own words can 
well be applied to this verse in which ’extreme beauty is 
diffused and a cascade of pleasure flows.’
v.3
In order to enlarge upon the true form of devotion
Priya Da'sa here personifies bhakti as the Queen of Devotion,
and compares the various stages of her toilet with the
1
twelve essential elements of devotion. The whole verse 
is an extended metaphor tracing the process of a woman's 
toilet from the application of hair-oil and unguent before 
bathing, then drying and dressing, applying perfume and 
putting on ornaments including ear-rings and nose-ring, 
and painting the eyes with collyriura. The final touch is 
the betel-nut. This treatment of the subject is most 
effective and quite unique.
1. For further details, see S.S.Bhagav'an Prasada, op.cit., 
pp.7-19; and also Garg,R.K. ,op.cit. ,pp. 3-10.
bhakti . there are traditionally nine elements which
are not necessarily the same. According to the Bhagavata
they are: hearing the holy names of Visnu, singing them,
remembering them, administering service unto His lotus-
feet, worshipping Him, adoring Him, serving and befriending
Him; and self-abnegating for the sake of meditation upon 
1
Him. The number of the main elements of bhakti. given
-  -  2  3by Rllpa Gosvarai, is nine. TulasT Da’sa also speaks through
Rama of the navadha bhakti (i.e. the ninefold devotion)
4
which corresponds with that of the Adhyatma Ramayana.
5In the table, given by R.K.Garg, the number of the bhakti- 
elements in * SrTmahlrvImT1 (author is not given) is ten, and 
in the work of Bhagavata-rasikadeva (title is not given) seven 
These are little known works. However, there seems to be 
no source for Priya Dasa’s number of twelve elements of 
bhakti. and in this respect also he displays originality. 
v.3.8: lala pyarT: Krsna and his beloved Radha. G.A.Grierson
Although Priya Dasa gives twelve elements of
1. See Bhg.Pur.,VII.5.23.2. Op.cit.,1,4.6-7.
3. Ra.ca.,111.35 ff.
4. Adh.Ram.,111,10.22-26.
5* Op.cit., p • 9 *
6. Art.cit.,JRAS.,1909,P.614.
translates this term as 'the Lover and the Beloved',
and in the footnote interprets it as 'Rama and his spouse
STt'a.' Grierson's interpretation is based on S.S.Bhagavan
PrassTda, whom he states to be his 'ehief authority in
1
doubtful points'. S.S.Bhagavan Prasada, being a follower
2
of the R*araa cult and a member of the 'Rasika sampradaya',
has interpreted this term as 'Rama and STt'a* in the light
3of his religious belief.
The word la’la is derived from Sanskrit lalya (sJLaTariTya), 
meaning to be caressed or fondled; darling, infant son.
In Braj poetry it is commonly used, as an epithet, for
ePKrsna. A study of the medieval Hindi poetry, and even/the
late 19th century Hindi poets like Bharatendu Hari^candra
etc., shows that the word lala clearly stands for Krsna.
Moreover, Priya Dasa was a follower of the Krsna cult,
being a member of the Caitanya or GaurTya sampradsiya. In
Bh.B.,v.66.3 KuntT, addressing Krsna, uses the word la la.
Hence the term lala pyarT must refer to Krsna and his' ■■■■■ .  . . .
beloved Radha, and not to 'Rsrnia and his spouse STt'a' as
1. Op.cit.,p.609* _ _2. Cf.BhagavatT Prasada Simha, Ratma-bhakti me Rasika sampradaya 
pp. 514-17.
3. S.S.Bhagavan Pras'ada , op.cit^,p.7.
4. Cf. Turnei; R.L^DLaL. ,• s.v. lalya-.
has been interpreted by S.S.Bhagavein PraseTda and G.A.Grierson.
v.4
v.4.1: Santa: the sentiment of tranquillity. Its
dominant emotion is resignation, contentment or indifference 
to the objects of pleasure or pain as attained by sages. 
Examples: the nine principal yogTs, Siva, Brahma, banaka
and his brothers, l\farada, Sukadeva, Kausarava, Matanga, 
ValmTki etc.
Dasya: the sentiment of servitude. Its dominant
emotion is obedience, esteem and honour for the Lord or one 
of His incarnations, esp. Rama or Krsna, serving Him with 
the fidelity of an ideal servant for an ideal master.
Examples: Hanuman, Jat'ayu, Citraketu, Svapaca ValmTki,
Jaya and Vijaya and the rest of the attendants of Vifnu, 
Prahl*ada etc.
Sakhya: the sentiment of friendship. Its dominant
emotion is companionship towards the Lord, esp. Rsuna or 
Krsna. Examples: VibhTsana, SugrTva, SudeTma, the
Pamdavas (viz. Yudhistfcira, ^rjuna etc.), KuntT, Uddhava, 
DraupadT etc.
Vatsalya: the sentiment of parental affection. Its
dominant emotion is parental fondness for the Lord, esp. for
the child Rama or the child Ky^^a, as that between parents 
and children* None of the devotees, described by Priya 
Dasa in Bh.B. , w . 1-101, can be placed in this category.
Syipgara (Syngara): the erotic sentiment, also called
Madhurya or Ujjvala. Its dominant emotion is passionate 
love, or the sweet feeling between lover and beloved as 
that of Rama and SIta, Ky§na and Radha or the Gopls, who 
excite in the devotee the erotic sentiment, i.e. cause 
the subjective rasa to arise from the dominant emotion which 
is regarded as an objective abstract entity.* Examples: 
Nabha-ali (Bh.B.,v.5*3), and Ambarl§a's new queen (Bh.B., 
W.39-U6).
v.U.2: paipcau rasa sara: the five main rasas, i.e. senti­
ments. In this verse Priya Dasa, by declaring the five 
kinds of bhakti-rasa which he tells us he has expressed in 
his work fully and well, makes himself known to be a follower 
of the Caitanya cult. These five main rasas are, strictly 
speaking, the five divisions of bhakti or devotion based on 
five kinds of comparable human relationships with God, and 
were first expounded by Rupa GosvamT (Rupa Gosvamin q.v.) 
who was one of the six immediate followers of Caitanya, the
1. Cf. Grierson, G.A., art.cit.,JRAS.,1909, p.612.
so-called six Gosvamls of Vrndavana, and to whom was allotted
the task of defining and elaborating the doctrines and
practices of the Vai§navism of Bengal.^
According to the conventional rasa-theory of Sanskrit
poetics, there are nine kinds of rasas. Rasa is regarded as
the equivalent of aesthetic joy, and bhakti as a bhava (i.e.
emotion) and not a complete rasa. Rupa Gosvaml, who was
a poet, rhetorician and above all an ardent devotee, gave
a new turn to the conventional rasa-theory, by conceiving
the religious emotion of bhakti as the supreme relish of
2literary enjoyment called rasa. As opposed to the nine 
conventional rasas, he describes twelve. He establishes 
the five aspects of bhakti as the five primary (mukhya) 
bhakti-rasas, viz. Santa, Prltl, Preyasa, Vatsalya and 
Madhura, which include Santa and Srngara. two of the nine.
The other seven, viz. Hasya, Adbhuta, Vlra, Karuna, Raudra, 
Bhayanaka and Vlbhatsa, he calls secondary (gauna) and 
gives them considerably less importance.^ Rupa Gosvaml 
argues that in the Purapas and other scriptures, one finds 
only the five primary bhakti-rasas, and that these are the
1. Cf. De, S*K., op«cit«,p.166»
2. Ibid.,pp. 166-67
3. See H.Bh.,II.5.95-98.
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real rasas. The othe£ seven can be included in the
scope of the primary bhakti-rasas, and therefore are
ancillary to them.'*" Moreover, none of the seven, since
they are prakrta or worldly joys, can give the supreme
joy or delight, possible only in the aprakrta or the
realm of Divine Spirit. This supreme joy, which is
bhakti-rasa, is the Divine Light flowing over into those
specially fortunate mortals who are the objects of Divine
Grace, and even the tiniest portion of it has no earthly 
2parallel.
Rupa Gosvaml follows very closely the general scheme 
of the conventional rasa-theory, adopting its terminology 
and technicalities but making them applicable to the 
conception of the religious emotion of bhakti (esp.devotion 
to Ky§pa). He establishes Krsna-rati, i.e. the love of 
Ky^na, as the dominant emotion (sthayl-bhava). On the
process of the awakening of bhakti-rasa, as expounded by
- - 3 URupa Gosvaml, Bhakti Hydaya Bon writes that when the
heart is purified of all the possible dirt of the three 
gunas» or attributes of Maya, viz. sattva, rajas and tamas,
1. H.Bh. ,II.5»99; cf. also De, S.K._, op.cit., p.198*
2. Cf.Bhakti Hydaya Bon, Bhakti-rasamrta-sindhuh,footnote 2,
pp. 1-2.
3. See H.Bh.,II.1.5-7.U. Op.cit.,p.1.
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when the unalloyed soul, as distinct from the physical 
body of flesh and blood and the subtle body of mind- 
intelligence-ego, far transcends the realm of imagination 
and mental thought-world, and when the fourfold in­
gredients (viz. vibhavas. excitants; anubhavas, ensuants; 
sattvika-bhavaa. external signs of internal emotions; 
and saficarl-bhavas, auxiliary feelings) combine with 
stha.yi-bhava or permanent and unconditional relation that 
exists in different shades and forms between God and the 
individual soul, it gives rise to an inexplicably wondrous 
flow of charm called rasa (i.e. bhakti-rasa). Thus the 
Vai^nava bhakti-rasa. as defined by S.K.De,^ is the "presenta­
tion of bhakti as a psychological entity, as a literary- 
erotic emotion transmuted into a deep and ineffable devotional 
sentiment, which is intensely personal and is yet impersonal- 
ised into a mental condition of disinterested joy."
The five kinds of bhakti-rasa. named by Priya Dasa (see 
notes on BJi.B.,v.4.l), correspond with the five primary 
bhakti-rasas of Rupa GosvamT who devotes five LaharTs to 
their consideration in the Pascima-vibhaga of his celebrated
!• Op.cit.,p. 169*.
work 'Bhakti-rasamrta-sindhu1. Priya Pasa uses the same
terms for &anta and Yatsalya, but for Prlta, Preyasa and
Madhura (Ifadhurya q.v.) he uses Dasya, Sakhya and £rngara
respectively. There is no standard translation for these
terms. G.A.Grierson^calls rasa flavour and translates
them as: the resigned flavour, the obedient flavour, the
friendly flavour, the tenderly fond flavour and the
2passionately loving flavour. S.K.Pe translates them as: 
quietistic devotion, devotion of faithfulness, devotion of 
friendship, devotion as parent-sentiment and devotion as 
the erotic sentiment. A better translation is presented 
by P.R.Allchin:^ the pacific, the servile, the friendly, 
the parental and the erotic sentiments.
v.5
v.5*l: paipca rasa: see notes on v.l*. 1 and 2.
thaka (thake q.v.): a tassel. According to S.fJ .Bhagavan 
Prasada.^thake is a bunch of five or seven flowers of the 
same colour, threaded together. The five kinds of bhakti-rasa
1. Art.cit.JRAS.,1909>p.6ll.
2. Op.cit.,pp. 19l*-97.
3. The petition to Ram, Introduction, p.57» 
U. Op.cit.,p.38.
are compared with five different coloured tassels with 
which Nabha Dasa made a garland for Kysya (perhaps referring 
here to the Bhakta Nala, 1ft. a garland of devotees). 
v.5*3: Baijayaipti dama: the garland of VaiJayantI flowers,
especially associated with Ky§na, which reaches down to his 
knees. It is one of the main items of Ky^na's embellishment 
described in the enhancing excitant (uddlpana vibhava) of 
Ky^na-ratl. i.e. the love of Kr§na. It is said to be Kr§ya's 
favourite garland.
ali Nabha: Nabha Dasa's pen-name. Literally all means
a woman's female friend or companion, and is a synonym for 
sakhl or sahacarl. These terms have been used by the 
followers of the 'Rasika sampradaya' as part of their pen- 
names, associating themselves w*,u the female companions of 
Radha or SIta. On the role of a sakhl S.K.De1writes:
"The Sakhl is an important person in the Rasa- 
sastra and theology of Caitanyaism. Without her the 
blissful erotic sport of Kr§ya and Radha is not 
nourished, nor does it expand. No one has access to 
the sport except the privileged Sakhls and those
devotees who imitate (through Raganufea mode) their
$
1. Op.cit., footnote, p.209*
attitude. Hence the devotional fancy of the
faithful Vai§nava adopts the way of the Gopls
and thinks on the sport, day and night, manifested
in various erotic forms. It is for this reason that
in the hagiology of the sect •••• the great Vai§$avas 
are figured as incarnations of the Sakhls, a curious 
sublimation of the Gopl-myth."
Agra Dasa, being a follower of the Rama cult, is
regarded as the incarnation of SIta’s favourite companion
Candrakala. 1 He used ’Agra all' and ’Agra sahacarl* as
2 —  —his pen-names. ITabha Dasa followed the example of his
preceptor, and used the term ali (or all) before or aftbr
_  3his name. Bhagavatl Prasada Simha suggests that, following 
the tradition of the ’Rasika sjmpradaya’, ITabha Dasa might 
have been given this name by Agra Dasa on the occasion of 
the former’s initiation.
G.A.Grierson^translates the word ali as a bee, without 
realising its implication as Uabha Dasa’s pen-name. 
v .5*7: namita simgara hota: simgara (Srngara-rasa), the
1. Cf. Bhagavatl Prasada Siipha, op .cit • ,p.379*
2. Ibid., p.381; cf. also art.cit.,NFP.,pp.331-33*
3. Op.cit., 383-8Z+.
U. Art.cit.,JRAS.,1909> p.615#
erotic sentiment. It is the predominant of the five 
primary bhakti-rasas and is known as rasa-ra.ja, i,e, the 
king of sentiments. It is also called Madhura (I.^adhurya) 
or U.i.ivalal Because of the burden of devotion* s beauty 
it became humble, which was represented by the Vaijayanti 
garland’s slipping down to K£§$afs feet, as if bowing in 
adoration, G.A.Grierson comments that fongara-rasa the
flavour of Passionate love, is the most humble of all, 
and does not seek the place of honour over the Lord's 
heart, but is happy and content when lying at His feet.
v,6
The whole verse is an extended metaphor. Bhakti, in
its early stages, is compared with a plant. <Vhen it is
enclosed and watered, it begins to grow and its branches
3spread out. The heart of a saint is compared with a trench 
round a tree. All the medieval Vaisnava poets have 
emphasised the company of saints as most important for the 
growth of devotion. Tulasl Dasa places saintly company
1. See also notes on v.k 1 and 2.
2. Art.cit.,JRAS.,1909>P*615*3. For the qualities of a genuine sadhu or saint, see Bhg.Pur. 
XI.11.29-31.
first among the ninefold bhakti. F.R.Allchin compares 
it with the Christian concept of fellowship and with the 
idea of attending church*
v.7
v.7»2: kiyo y5 kavitta: the poetry he (i.e. ITabha Dasa)
composed. The word kavitta has two meanings, poetry in
3general and the kavitta metre. G.A.Grierson, taking the 
second meaning, translates the phrase as: "he hath displayed 
in kavitta metre." Priya Dasa is referring here to ITabha 
Dasa’s Bhakta Mala, which is composed in chappai and doha 
metres. Therefore, Grierson’s interpretation of the word 
kavitta as kavitta metre is wrong.
pa£a mihT madhi lala hai: like a jewel seen through
a fine piece of muslin.
Praising the poetry of ITabha Dasa, Priya Dasa compares 
it with a fine piece of muslin. In olden days a jeweller 
used to display a jewel under a fine piece of muslin^ 
Similarly, ITabha Dasa has exhibited the true character of a
2
1. Ra.ca.,III. 35*8*
2. Op.cit., Introduction, p.63* 
3* Art.cit.,JRAS.,1909,P.616.
h. Cf. Garg, R.K., op.cit.,p.17*
saint in the Bhakta Mala. 
v . 7 . 7 - 8 :  see footnote l*,v.7.
v.9
v.9.3-1*: Compare Bh.B. ,v.9*3-4 with Bhg.Pur. ,XI.ll*.2h where
the signs of true bhakti are described by Kp§pa to Uddhava. 
v.9.6: Papduna sau kari hai: as He (i.e. Kp§na) did with
the Paip^avas.
Reference has been made to the two occasions when 
Kp§na, the Supreme Lord, laid aside His Divinity to serve 
the P”amdavas because of their love for Him. On the occasion 
of the Ra.jasuya Ya.ina Kp§na chose the job of washing the 
feet of all saints who had arrived to attend the ya.jha.^
He also acted as charioteer for Arjuna during the great
war (Mahabharata) between the Papdavas and Kauravas.
2G.A.Grierson compares this idea with that in St.Paul’s 
famous passage in his Epistle to the Philippians (11,6,7)*
The idea of Kpsna washing the saints* feet can be compared 
with that of Christ washing his disciples* feet (Cf. The 
Gospel of St.John, 13> U-16).
1. Cf. Bhg.Pur.,X.75.5•2. Art.cit.,JRAS.,1909>P*6l8*
v .9»8: Sri Paiharl: Sri K^§na Dasa Payahari who was a
disciple of Anantananda. According to G.A.Grierson,^he
flourished in 1550 A.D. Payahari was his surname which
literally means 'he whose food was milk*, and it was given
2to him as he forsook solid food and drank only milk.
3 _ _G.A.Grierson in his description of K.£§na Dasa Payahari
confuses him with K^fna Dasa Adhikarl, and this mistake
has been pointed out by Dlnadayalu Gupta^as well. It
was Krsna Dasa Adhikarl, and not Kr^na Dasa Payahari as
has been stated by Grierson, who was a disciple of Vallabha
carya, a member of the ' A§£achapa' and the author of
’Preiria-rasa-rasa’
Ky§na Dasa Payahari was a great ssint. He cannot
be placed in the category of poets, as there is no record
of a single verse written by him. G.Pollet,^in referring
to him as a poet, follows Grierson's description without
realising the latter's confusion between the two names.
Moreover, it was Kr§na Dasa Payahari* and not Anantananda
1. The modern vernancular literature of Hindustan,p.21.
2. Cf.Bh.M.,v.38.1.
3« Op .cit. ,pj,21.
4* Cf.A§tachapa aura Vallabha-sampradaya, Vol.1,p.114*
5. Ibid., p.319*
6. Studies in the Bhakta Mala of Nabha Dasa, notes on 
v.38.1, p*302*
as has been stated by G. Pollet; who established a
gaddl(monastery) of the 'Ramanandi sampradaya' called
__ 2 3Galata asrama at Galata near Jaipur, Kshitiraohan Sen,
referred to by G. Pollet, associates Anantananda's name
with the Galata (matha), for which there is no evidence,
K^spa Dasa Payahari is reckoned by Nabha Dasa among
the disciples of Ananiananda^who was a disciple of Rama-
5 — —nanda. As a spiritual preceptor Kpsna Dasa Payahari
ranks high, N“abha Dasa also mentions his twenty-four
disciples among whom the most famous were Kllha and Agra
Dasa6 (cf. Bh.B.,vv.10-13)•
In the last two lines of this verse, Priya Dasa
praises the devout conduct of Krspa D"asa Payahari and
describes it as an illustration of the true qualities of
a guru (spiritual preceptor), A guru, as defined in the
Bhagavata, is one who has merged himself in gabda-Brahma
(i,e. the Absolute Godhead as Logos) and also in Para-Brahma
(i.e. the Absolute Godhead Himself), and is also free from
1
1, Op.cit., notes on v.37*l_, p.30l._
2. Cf. 3ukla, R.C., Hindi sahitya ka itihasa, p.120; see also 
notes on v.1 3 *3 *
3« Medieval mysticism of India, p,76.
U. Bh.M.,v.37.2,
5 • Bh.L.,v.3 6.2.
6. Bh.M.,v.39*2; cf. also Upadhyaya, Baladeva, Bhagavata 
sampradaya, p.277*
all attraction and aversion.^ These qualities of a
ctPu are shown in the description of Krsna Dasa Payahari
by Kabha Dasa: Kysija Dasa Payahari reached the limit of
renunciation in the Kali age; he forsook solid food and
drank only milk. When he placed his hand on somebody’s
head, and thus offered him the final emancipation (nirvana)>
freeing him from all worldly miseries, he did not accept
any remuneration. He was a great saint and a chaste
2ascetic; immense was his power of adoration.
Priya Dasa in his commentary on Bh.M.,v. 38 illustrates
these qualities of Ky§na Dasa Payahari by relating the
_  3story of the King of Kulhu.
v.10
v.10.1: Agra Dasa: He was a disciple of K^§£a Dasa
Payahari. According to G.A.Grierson,Sie flourished in 
1575 A.D.^ He is also known as ’Agra all’ and ’Agga sahacarl’ 
which he used as his pen-names, being a follower of the
1. Cf.Bhg.Pur.,XI.3«21.
2. Bh.M.,v .38.1-Zw
3* See Bh.B.,vv.119-120.
b. Op.cit.,p.26.
5. Cf.also Sukla, R.C., ojucit., 1U6; and Upadhyaya, Baladeva, 
op.cit.,p.277.
fRasika sampradaya1 Agra Dasa was the spiritual 
preceptor of ITabha Dasa. In BJa.B. ,v .13*3?Priya Dasa 
writes that Agra Dasa, having received ICIlha's command, 
imparted the mamtra to ITabha Dasa. He also commanded
ITabha Dasa to describe the nature and the virtues of the
2 _ _ saints, with which ITabha Dasa complied by writing the
Bhakta Mala. Agra Dasa himself was a good poet. He
is the author of a number of books among which 'Dhyana-
maR^ar!', ’A^-fayama* , ’Kundaliya or Hitopadesa Upakhyana
3 'BavanT* and ’Padavali* are his known works, and * Spipgara-
—  • • —  hrasa-sagara or Agra-sagara is also ascribed to him.
Agra Dasa is said to have been very fond of his garden
which he regarded as a place of sport for the Lord. In
Bh.M. ,v.Ul.U,ITabha Dasa writes:
"Out of love for his famous garden he cultivated it
5constantly with his own hands."
Priya Dasa,in the commentary on Bh.M. ,v.ZjJL,writes 
that Agra Dasa was once visited in his garden by Mana Siipha, 
the Maharaja of Amer.^
1. See also notes on v.5.1»
2. Bh.B. ,v.ll_.3-4|.
3* Cf. Upadhyaya, Baladeva, op.cit., p.277*
Um Cf. Bhagavatl Prasada Simha, op.cit•,p*381•
3. Pollet, G., op.cit., v.Ul.U* p.180.
6. Bh.B.,v.l22#
After the death of Kr§na Dasa Payahari it was Kllha, 
and not Agra Dasa as has been wrongly stated by Baladeva
Upadhyaya,^who succeeded him as the acarya of the Galata
2 — 3lasrama. Agra Dasa, according to Bhagavati Prasada Siipha,
established another gaddi in Raivasa near Jaipur.
v.10.5: gayo bohita bahuta duri: The story, told by
Priya Dasa as an illustration of Fabha Dasa*s spiritual
power, refers to the incident when a disciple of Agra Dasa,
seeing the ship which he had boarded in danger, concentrated
his thoughts on Agra Dasa. According to the version of
this story given by Raghuraja Simha, this disciple of Agra
Dasa was a merchant, and the boat (riau = nava) he had boarded
had begun to sink. At that time Agra Dasa was engaged in
meditation and was being gently fanned by Fabha Dasa, Seeing
Agra Dasa’s attention distracted, Fabha Dasa by his spiritual
power perceived the situation and saved the ship from danger.
It is said that Fabha Dasa, with a wave of his fan, sent
speeding across space a blast of wind that carried the ship
5 -upon its way. Then he told Agra Dasa that the ship was safe
and had sailed away. Thus Fabha Dasa displayed his spiritual
1. Cf.op.cit.,p.278*
2. Cf. Bhagavati Prasada Simha, op.cit•,p.23*
3* Op.cit. ,pp_.2U and 33k; cf. also art.cit. ,HPP. ,p*329*
/+• Rama-rasikavall, p.577*
5« Cf .Grierson,G.A., art.cit. ,JRAS. ,1909»P*6l9; and alsoS.S.Bhagavan Prasada, op.cit• ,p.1+9*
capability which he had acquired by serving the saints.
There is no source for this story other than Priyai
Dasa himself.
v. 12
v.12.1: Hanuman vamsa: the dynasty of Hanuman. There
are different opinions about Kabha D'asa’s caste. Priya 
Dasa’s statement seems to be the original source for it. 
According to Priya Dasa, Habha Dasa was born in the Hanuman 
vamsa, but the term has been interpreted in different ways. 
Some rank Kabh“a Dasa in the first of the three twice-born 
classes of Hindus, viz. Brahmapa, and others place him in 
a certain low caste called Doma.
The commentators on the Bhakta Mala and the Bhaktirasa- 
BodhinT differ in their interpretations of the term. Munsi 
TulasT Rama, the author of ’Bhakta-Mala-PradTpana*, in Persian 
and its translator Pratapa Simha, have associated ITabha Dasa’s 
name with a Mahara^triyan Brahmana called Rama Dasa whom 
they state to have been born in a place called Ramabhadracala 
in Tailanga (south) near the river Godavari, and to be the 
incarnation of Hanuman, the celebrated monkey-chief.
l.Ct Bhakta-Kalpadruma,p.li+.
Pratapa Siiyha^also states that the descendants of Rama
Dasa were musicians and used to sing professionally at
- 2royal courts. Raghuraja Simha interprets the term 
'Hanuman vaipsa* as Languid Brahmana: "so sisu Lamgull 
dvija kero". Langulin literally means a monkey, one 
having a tail (cf.MSED.,s.v.)• Thus Lamgull has been used 
as a synonym for Hanuman.
The other opinion holds that Nabha Dasa was a ]Joma.
7 |i _ CG.A.Grierson, R.C.^ukla and Bhagavatl Prasada Siipha give 
no actual evidence but support this opinion. There are 
different points of view about the position of the Domas 
in India. Some regard the Domas as belonging to a certain 
low caste of musicians and entertainers. According to 
A.L.Basham, the word Doma is probably connected with the 
word Rom, by which the Gypsies universally designate 
themselves, and it is very close to the word ,Doumf in 
Syrian Romani. The Gypsies originated in the Ganges basin 
but moved before the time of Asoka (3rd century B.C.) to 
North-Western India before spreading to the West. They
1. Op.cit.,p.lU*2. Op.cit.,p.576.
3. Op. c i t. £27 •
4. Op.cit. SlU7*
3. Op.cit.^383.
6. The wonder that was India, Appendix XII,pp.513-15*
were traditionally wandering musicians and entertainers, 
and the Domas, attested since the Middle Afees, are their 
Indian counterparts.
the present position of the Domas in India, and says that
in Northern India the Domas are regarded as Sudras, and
the word IJoma is used by some as a synonym for BhaipgT (i.e.
a certain caste of s/eepers or scavengers and halalakhoras
descended from aSudra by a Brahmana*s widow). Monier 
2Williams seems to refer to the Domas of Northern India by 
defining them as cane chair-makers, the lowest of the low 
and often employed as street-sweepers and in furnishing 
wood and fire for the burning of dead bodies. Similarly,
among untouchables because of the quality of their music; 
and he places them on the same level as Caip<Jalas but follow­
ing the profession of singers. But, according to S.S. 
Bhagavan Prasada, in Western India, in places like Marwar
musicians, such as Kalavamta, Carapa or Bhata and Kathaka, 
having a higher status than Bhamgl.
that the Domas were well known
etc., the Domas are included among the castes of professional
1. Op.cit.,pp.53 and 971*
2. Hinduism, p.l6U*
3» The socio-religious condition of north India, p.93
3 ^
It is likely that Priya Dasa is employing euphemism
in using the term 'Hanuman vamsa’ for Doma. ITabha Dasa^
uses the word Banarau (= vanara, lit. a monkey) as a
synonym for this term, describing Lakha bhakta. Priya 
2Dasa;in his commentary on Bh.M.,v.107*1;writes that the 
devout Lakha, who is described by ITabha Dasa as Blmarau, 
was called a IJoma by the whole world (i.e. by everyone). 
This instance makes it clear that Priya Dasa’s own inter­
pretation of Banarau or ,Hanuman va^sa' is that of a 
IJoma. Thus, it is certain that ITabha Dasa was not a
Brahmapa but a IJoma, and it is possible, as has been
3 — —stated by S.S.Bhagavan Prasada, that ITabha Dasa was
born into the Doma caste of Western India, that of pro­
fessional musicians and entertainers.
v.12.3• Kllha: Kllha Dasa who flourished in 1570 A.D.
He was a disciple of Kr^na Dasa Payahari, and his successor 
to the gaddl or chair of the Galata asrama. In Bh.M.,v.U0 
ITabha Dasa mentions his father’s name as Sumeradeva who, 
according to Priya Dasa,^was a Subedara of Gujarat* Nabha
5 _Dasa, comparing Kllha Dasa with Bhl§ma whom Death could
1. Bh.M.,v.107.1.
2. Bh.B. ,v.i+22.1.
3. Op.cit.,p.971* U . Bh.B .,v.121.1. 
5* Bh.M.,v.hO.
not destroy until he himself wanted it, says that similarly 
the power of time could not destroy Kllha. By beholding 
R"amafs feet constantly day and night, Kllha Dasa kept 
himself engaged in meditation. His mind was engrossed in 
the doctrines of Sankhya and Yoga, and he comprehended and 
experienced their meaning. Priya Dasa^in his commentary 
on Bh.M. ,v.i+0 writes that once when Kllha D"asa put his hand 
into a basket of flowers which he had plucked for performing 
his worship, a snake bit him. Kllha by his own will was 
bitten thrice but the poison did not affect him. 7/hen 
he himself wanted to leave the world of mortals, he sat 
in the assembly of the saints, and his soul departed from 
his body through the tenth door, i.e. the brahma-randhra 
(foraminal suture).
Though Kllha Dasa and Agra Dasa were both disciples 
of Kp§na Dasa Payahari, their modes of adoration were 
different. Kllha Dasa was a yogi while Agra Dasa was a
bhakta. It is said that Kllha Dasa spent twelve years
_  gperforming yoga on the Girinara mountain. He was the
1. Bh.B.,v.122.
2. Cf. Upadhyaya, Baladeva, op.cit.,p.279*
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founder of the ’KhalcI sampradaya* , the followers of which 
cover their dress with khaka , i.e. dust or ashes.^ He 
gave much importance to yoga in his sect which is also
called *Tapasi £akha* of the *Vairagi sampradaya*, and
- 2 thus diverged from Ramanandi Vai§pavas.
KTlha Dasa is also said to be the author of a number
of books. 'Rama-maiptra joga grantha’, *R*ama ag^aka*,
’Jffana Ilia* , ’Jffana tilaka’ and *R‘ama raksa* are the
3works ascribed to him but their authorship is doubtful.
According to Priya Dasa, Kllha Dasa, while he was
walking with Agra Dasa in the forest, found the blind
child Nabha Dasa who had been abandoned by his mother.
Kilha Dasa sprinkled water from his kamamdala on the
child’s eyes and restored his s i g h t H e  then commanded
Agra Dasa to impart the mamtra to Nabha Dasa, making him 
5a disciple.
Agara: Agra Dasa. See notes on v. 10.1.
1. Cf. Wilson, H.H., Religious sects of the Hindus, pp.5U-55*
2. Cf. Sukla, R.C., op.cit., p.121; and also Upadhyaya, 
Baladeva, op.cit., p.279*
3. Cf. Upadhyaya, Baladeva, op.cit., p.280-82.
Bh.B.,v.12.
5* Bh.B.,v.13*2.
v.13.3: Galata: The Galata a£rama, a r:add! (monastery)
of the 'Ramanandi sampradaya1, founded by Kp§pa Dasa 
Payahari at Galata near Jaipur. R.C. Sukla^has wrongly 
located Galata in Ajmer. The Rajputana Gazetteer, under 
the heading *Holy places and Antiquities1, describes Galata 
(Gulta) as a shrine of great sanctity, dedicated to the 
Sun-god, on the summit of a range of hills about 1-g- miles 
to the east of the city of Jaipur. On the east side of 
the range there is a we11-wooded valley beneath, in which
2are gardens, shrines and tanks most picturesquely situated. 
There existed here a gaddi of the IfathapanthTs probably in 
the Galata shrine itself, or in the valley below to which 
the shrine had given its name. It was this gaddl which 
Kpspa Dasa Payahari took over, and was henceforth called 
Galata as ram a .
- 3 - - - UAccording to Raghuraja Sipha and S.S.Bhagavan Prasada,
it was originally the hermitage of the saint Gfalava. Before 
Kp§na Dasa Payahari went there, it was occupied by the 
Isathapanthls or the Kanaphate yogis who were the followers of
v.13
1. Cf. op»cit.,p.l20.
2. Cf. The Rajoutana Gazetteer, vol.2, p.l6o.
3. Op.cit.,p.570.
U* Op.cit.,p.57> cf. a§lo Grierson,G.A.,art.cit.,JRAS.,1909*
p#n620 •
Gorakhanatha and nad gained great influence in Rajputana.
_ _ 2Though the story given by S.S.Bhagavan Prasada seems 
rather fanciful, it does show how Kp§pa Dasa Fayaharl 
succeeded in ousting his rivals and taking over the gaddl. 
The story is as follows:
Once Kp§pa Dasa Payahari* wishing to spend the night 
in Galata, sat down in front of the fire, but was evicted 
by the yogis. To show his spiritual power he picked up 
the fire in a piece of cloth, carried it outside with him 
and sat down there. Seeing this miracle, the ohief yogi 
transformed himself into a tiger and pounced upon him.
Kp§pa Dasa Payahari said, "What a donkey you arel" ,There­
upon the <3hief yogi was immediately turned into a donkey. 
The ear-rings of all the yogis fell from their ears and 
gathered in front of Kp§na Dasa Payahari. 7/hen Ppthviraja, 
the King of Imer, requested, Kpspa Dasa Payahari turned 
the Chief yogi back into a man. The King of *5jner at once 
became his disciple. Thus Kp§na Dasa Payahari was able 
to establish his gaddl of the 'Ramanandl sampradaya* in 
Galata.
1. Cf. Sukla, R.C., op.cit.,pp. 15 and 121.
2. Op.cit.,p.kk5»
This story is also included by R.C.5ukla^ and Baladeva 
Up"adhyaya who further state that in the VRamanandl saropra- 
daya’ the Galata asrama acquired the same importance and 
reputation in Northern India as that of the Totadri in the 
’Ramanuja sampradaya’ in the South, and that is why it was 
also called Uttara-To-fcadri (i.e. Northern Tot/s|ri).
v. 11+
v.ll+*l: jete avatara: all incarnations of Vispu. The
number of the incarnations of Vi§nu, given in different 
Puranas, varies from six to twenty-four. According to 
the most popular classification there are ten principal 
incarnations, viz. the Pish (Matsya), the Tortoise (Kurma), 
the Boar (Varaha), the Man-lion (Narasiipha), the Dwarf 
(Vamana), Parasurama (lit. Rama with the axe), Rama, Kr$pa, 
Buddha and Kalki or Kalkin.^ K§emendra in his ’Dasavatara- 
carita’ (1066.A.D.) describes the ten incarnations.^ Jayadeva 
in his ’Gita-Govinda’ (1150 A.D.)^also speaks of ten in­
carnations, but replaces the eighth, Ky§pa7by his brother 
Balarama.
1. Op.cit.,p.121.
2. Op.cit.,p.276-77.
3. Cf.Dowson,John, Hindu mythology, pp*33-38«
U. Cf.Keith,A.B., A history of Sanskrit literature, p.136.
5* Cf. Arnold, Edwin, The Indian song of songs, Preface,p.xii.
Later this number is extended, and the Bhagavata 
Purapa enumerates twenty-two incarnations, with the 
comment that the incarnations of Hari are innumerable.
These twenty-two incarnations are as follows:
(l) Furusa; (2) Varaha; (3) Narada; (U) Nara and Narayapa;
(5) Kapila; (6) Dattatreya; (7) Yajfta; (8) Rsabha; (9) Ppthu;
(10) Matsya; (11) Kurma; (12) Dhanvantari; (13) M oh a hi;
(lU) Karasipha; (13) Vamana; (16) Parasurama; (17) Veda- 
Vyasa; (18) Rama; (19) Balarama; (20) Kp§pa; (21) Buddha;
(22) Kalki.1
In Bh.H.,v.5 Habha Dasa, paying homage to the incarna­
tions of Vi§nu, enumerates the following twenty-four:
(l) Hina (Matsya); (2) Varaha; (3 ) Kama^ha (Kurma); (k) Narahari 
(Narasipha); (5 ) Vamana; (6) Parasurama; (7) Raghuvlra (Rama);
(8) Kp$na; (9) Buddha; (10) Kalakki (Kalki); (11) Vyasa;
(12) Ppthu; (13) Hari; (1^) Hapsa; (15) Manavantara; (lf>) Yajfia; 
(17) §§abha; (18) Hayagriva (19) Dhruva*s benefactor;
(20) Dhamvantari; (21) Badrlpati; (22) Datta (Dattatreya);
(23) Kapiladeva; (2^) Sanakadi (Sanaka and his brothers)♦
1. Bhg.Pur.,I.3 .6-26; cf. also Dowson, John, op.cit•,p*3B*
2. For further details, see Grierson, G.A., art•cit•,JRAS, 1909> 
PP.623-U4; and also Pollet, G., op.cit., pp. 238-Ww
Priya Dasa regards all incarnations as the IIla 
(divine sport) of the Lord, and out of the 2k incarnations 
mentioned by Nabha Dasa he refers to the Fish^and so on
(i.e. the Boar, the Tortoise, the Nain-lion and the Dwarf).
2According to J.Dowson, these first five of the ten 
principal incarnations, arte purely mythological. These 
five forms, in which Vi^nu manifested Kimself, have been 
compared by Priya Dasa with curly hair. As the curliness 
of hair increases one’s beauty and gives pleasure to others, 
similarly these five incarnations, though peculiar and 
rather unattractive in themselves, are a source of joy 
and happiness. This is the answer of Agra Dasa to the 
objection that the Adorable should not have become incarnate 
in crooked and mean forms such as the fish, tortoise etc.
There is a lesson in it that in the Lord’s sight all creatures 
are equal, and that He does not make any distinction between 
the mean and crooked forms, those of fish, tortoise, etc., 
and the attractive form of human beings.^ Priya Dasa, 
in stating this, refers to it as a teaching of Agra Dasa 
for which he says he has great respect and admiration.
1. 3h.j»*,V. 1^4- • ~7 •
2. Op.cit.,p.37*
3. Cf.art.cit.,JRAS.,1909>P*b22.
According to Hindu mythology R*ama bore forty-eight 
marks equally divided on his two feet. Each footmark is 
represented by a symbol and has a specific function to 
perform. The table given by S.^.Bhagavan Prasada^describes 
their different colours, the benefit of meditating on them, 
and their association with different deities or Vi§£u’s 
incarnations. The twenty-four marks on each of Rama’s 
feet, according to S.SqBhagavan Prasada, are as follows:
(a) Right foot:
(l) tTrddhva-rekha (the upward line); (2) Svastika; (3 ) astakona 
(the octagon); (Ij.) Lak§ml; (5 ) hai a (the plough); (6) musala 
(the mace); (7 ) Se§a (the serpent of eternity); (8) £ara 
(the arrow); (9) ambara (the vestment); (10) kamala (the 
lotus); (ll) ratha (the chariot); (12) va.jra (the thunderbolt); 
(13) yava (the barley-corn, on the big toe); (lU) Kalpataru;
0^(13) ankusa (the elephant-goad); (16) dhvja (the banner);A
(17) mukuta (the diadem); (18) cakra (the discus); (19) 
siijihasana (the throne); (20) Yama-danda (Yama’s rod); (21) 
camara (the fly-whisk); (22) chatra (the umbrella); (23) nara
v.15
1. See op.cit.,pp.68-70.
2. Ibid.,pp.66-67; for further details, see Grierson, G.A., 
art.cit, JHA.S. ,1910,pp.88-96. The equivalent English terms 
given in brackets are based on Grierson’s translation.
(the man); (24) .jayamala (the wreath of victory).
(b) Left foot:
(1) gopada (the cow’s footmark); (2) Barayu (the river 
Sarayu); (3) bhumi (the earth); (4) kala£a (the pitcher);
(5) pat'ak'a (the pennon); (6) .jambuphala (the rose-apple);
(7) arddha-candra (the half-moon); (8) gankha (the conch);
(9) satakona (the hexagon); (10) trikona (triangle); (11) 
gada (the club); (12) jTva (life); (13) vindu (the spot, on 
the big toe); (14) Sakti (the 3akti dart); (15) sudha-kunda 
(the lake of ambrosia); (lb) trivalT (the three wrinkles); 
(17) mTna (the fish); (18) purna-candra (the full moon); (19) 
vTna (the lute); (20) vam£T (the flute); (21) dhanusa (the 
bow); (22) tunTra (the quiver); (2 3) hamsa (the swan);
(24) candrika (the raoon-beam).
These auspicious marks are said to be on the soles of 
Rsuna’s two feet. The marks on sTta’s feet are the same as 
those listed above, but are reversed, those on her right foot 
being the same as those on Hernia’s left foot and vice versa.
A diagram showing these marks on R'ama’s two feet, said to 
be drawn by S.S.Bhagavan Prasada himself, has been included 
in the latest edition of *SrT Bhakta Mala* (1962 a.D.). a 
photo-copy of it is given here. In the diagram £akti the 
14th footmark of group (b), is represented by the picture of
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ParvatT who is also called Sakti, the energy or strength 
of her male counterpart Siva. G .A.Grierson has translated 
this term as the £akti dart.
Out of these forty-eight footmarks nabiia Dasa in 
Bh.M.,v.6 enumerates the following twenty-two, without 
indicating to which foot they belong:
(1) anku£a; (2) ambara; (3) kulisa; (4) kamala; (5) java;
(6) dhuja; (7) dhenupada; (8) 3ankha, (9) cakra; (10) svastika;
(11) jambuphala; (12) kala^a; (13) sudtiahrada; (14) arddha- 
candra; (15) satakona; (16) mTna; (17) vindu; (18) urddha- 
reklia; (19) astakona; (20) traikona; (21) Indradhanu;
(22) purusa.
Out of these twenty-two footmarks the eleven,nos. (1),
(2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (9), (10), (18), (19) and (22), 
belong to Rama's right foot and correspond with those nos.
(15), (9), (12), (10), (13), (16), (18), (2), (1), (3) and
(23) respectively of the first group. The remaining footmarks 
nos. (7), (8), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (20), 
and (21) belong to R'ama's left foot and correspond with 
those nos. (26), (32), (30j, (28), (39), (31), (33), (41),
(37) 9 (34) and (45) of the second group.
Priya Dasa in this verse mentions only three footmarks,
viz. ankuga (the elephant-goad), kuliga (the thunaerbolt) and
kamja (skamala. the lotus),which belong to Rama’s right
foot. In order to complete the list of the twenty-two -
footmarks, enumerated by Rabbia Dasa, extra verses have been
1interpolated later.
Priya Dasa in mentioning only the three marks on
2
Rama’s right foot follows the precedence of TulasT Dasa 
who refers only to the three marks, viz. kuli£a, dhva.ja' 
and anku£a which also belong to Rsuna’s right foot. Priya 
D*asa has likewise chosen kuli£a and anku£a, but replaces 
dhva.ja1 by kamja.
v.16
v.16.3: Siva: Siva, one of the principal gods, regarded
as the most formidable of the Hindu triad, consisting of 
Brahma the creator, Visnu the preserver, and Siva the 
destroyer. He has 1,008 names (M.bh.,XII.ch.285) of which 
a few are: Sankara, Hara, Mabiadeva, Rudra, Sambhu, Bhairava, 
Bhava, Tripurari, Umapati etc. He is called a son of 
Brahma (U.Bh.XII. 350.13705; 351.13723), and the Maha yogi,
1. See appendices I and II.
2. Cf. R*a.ca. ,1.199.3*
the great ascetic or the lord of all yogis. He resides
on the Himalayan Mount Kaila^a and is continually
engaged in deep meditation (M.Bh.V.111.3825t29)« He is
represented by his symbol the Linga or phallys which,
combined with the Yoni or female organ as representative
1
of his Sakti, is chiefly worshipped.
In Bhg.Pur.VI.3»19-21,Siva is reckoned among the
twelve chief devotees of Visnu who alone know the secret• •
of pure and inexplicable Divine Religion, and are primarily 
engaged in teaching and spreading the faith in Visnu, the 
Supreme Being. nabha Desa,in Bh.M.,v.7.1,also mentions 
Siva’s name as a maliabhakt'a (principal devotee). Priya 
D'asa,in Bh.B. ,vv. 16-18, tells us two stories about Siva to 
illustrate his genuine devotion (see also the following 
notes.)
v.16.6: SatT: Siva's wife. She was one of the twenty-
four daughters of PrajsTpati Daksa by PrasTIti (Vi.Pur. 1.7). 
Her father was going to perform a sacrifice but did not 
invite Siva. SatT,despite her husband's warning,went to 
attend it. Since Daksa did not welcome her, nor set apart
1. Cf. Dowson, John, dp.cit.,pp.298-99*
any share of the sacrifice for Siva, Sat! felt insulted
and, being angry with her father, put an end to herself
b.v yoga (M.Bh. ,XII .chs.283-8U; Bhg.Pur.IV.U.1-26).
According to the KasT Kanda, SatT threw herself into
the sacrificial fire.1 In her next life SatT became
Uma or ParvatT, the daughter of Himavat and Mena, and
again the wife of Siva.
Priya Dasa tells us the story of SatT's disguising
—  2herself as STta to examine Rama’s divinity. Tulasl Dasa
describes in detail this story which took place some time
before SatT’s death. When SatT saw Siva paying homage
to Rama, who was walking through the forest distressed
_  3like a mortal man by the loss of STta, and heard him 
say, "Hail, Supreme Being, redeemer of the world", a great 
doubt arose in her mind.^ She wondered whether the omni­
present and unbegotten God, the creator, who has neither 
parts nor passions, and is no respector of persons, whom
5not even the Veda can comprehend, had taken the form of a man?
1. Cf.Wilson,H.H.,The Vishnu Purana, footnote,p.57«
2. Ra.ca.,I.U8 ff.
3« Ra.ca.,1.^9*7-8.
4^*. Ra.ca.,1.50.3*8*3* Ra.ca.,I. doha 50; cf. also Growse,P.S., The Ramayan of 
TulsT Das, doha 61, p.35*
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Priya Dasa has briefly referred to SatT's doubt which she
expresses to Siva.^ According to TulasT D“asa, SatT did
not speak aloud of her doubt, but Siva could read her 
2 .thoughts. First Siva tried to dismiss her doubt, but 
then let her go to put Rama to the test to remove her
adoubt? According to Priya Dasa, she did this against
Siva's wish.^ Rama saw SatT who assumed the form of
STta, and, with a sweet smile and folded hands, he saluted
her, asking, "Where is Mahadeva (Siva), and why are you
5wandering alone in the forest?" SatT returned and, 
feeling ashamed, hid the truth from Siva, but he perceived 
all she had done.^ Thinking that if he continued to treat 
SatT as his wife after she had assumed STta's form it would 
be a great sin and would cancel all his past devotion, 
he resolved never to touch SatT again, and not to be re­
conciled to her so long as she lived.^
TulasT Dasa links this story with the episode leading 
to SatT's death. SatT, abandoned by her husband who had
1. Bh.B.,v.16.6-7*
2. Ra.ca.,1.51*5•
3« Ra.ca.,I.52.1-3.I|. Bh.B. ,v. 16.8*
5. Ra.ca.,1.53.7-8. 
b. Ra.ca. ,1.56.1 — 4^-.
7. Ra.ca.,I.56.5 .8-57.2.
l O O
engaged himself in meditation,^" prayed for her death,
2 —sorrowing grievously. Tulasi Dasa used the story of 
Dak§a*s sacrifice as the circumstance created for SatTfs 
burning herself to death, so that she could be born again 
in a different form, that of Uma or Parvati whom Siva 
accepted as his wife.'"
v.18
In this verse Priya Dasa tells us a story about Siva, 
illustrating Siva’s respect for the devotees of the Lord. 
Siva, while walking with Parvati, saw two hills. Since 
there lived a devotee on the first hill ten thousand years 
ago, and there was going to be another on the second hill 
in ten thousand years time, he saluted both hills.
I have not been able to trace any source for this
story, told by Priya Dasa. But the post-Priya Dasa writers
_ _  Ii _ 5Raghuraja Siinha and Pratapa Siipha have referred to this
story. Raghuraja Simha interprets the first devotee as a
devotee of Hari, and the second as a devotee of Krs$a.
1. Ra.ca.,I.58*8.
2. Ra.ca.,1.59*1-8; and doha 59* 
3* Ha.ca.,I.63ff•
U. See op.cit.,p.29*
5. See op.cit.,p.U2-U3*
Siva calls himself a devotee of Krsna* s devotee. However, 
these two devotees, mentioned by Priya Dasa, cannot be 
referred to by name.
v.18.3; FaravatT: Parvati or Uma, the daughter of
Kimavat (i.e. the Himalaya mountain) and Mena, and the 
beloved wife of Siva. In her previous life, according 
to the legend (see notes on v.16.6), she was Satl, the 
daughter of Dak§a (Br.Pur.II.13*77)• Parvati, also known 
as Aparna, went through severe austerities to obtain Siva 
as her husband (M.Bh.V.3829; XII. 19.li|00). She was put to 
the test by the seven sages who were satisfied of her 
steadfast love for Siva; and the marriage was odebrated in 
the presence of all the gods, Brahma officiating as priest 
(M.Pur.l5U.276-U96).
Parvati, in the cult of the Mother Goddess which 
emerged from obscurity to a position of real importance in 
the Middle Ages, is worshipped as Sakti, the strength or 
potency of her male counterpart Siva.^ She has a great 
variety of names, referring to her various forms, attributes 
and actions. Among her names a few are: GaurT, Bhavani, Arya, 
Devi, Bhairavi, Kail, Dur^, Candl, Bhagavati, TsanT, Rudr§rii, 
Girija, Ambika, Jagad-dhatrT, Annapurna etc.
1. Cf. Basham, A.L., op.cit.,p.311.
v*19»l* Ajamela: Ajaraila (Ajamil), a Brahmana of Kanauj.
In the Bhagavata Purana^5ukadeva relates the story of 
AJamila to King ParTksita, illustrating the power of uttering 
the sacred Name of the Lord. Ajamila was a Brahmapa of 
the province known as ICanyakuvja (Kanauj). He took a female 
slave as his wife, and as a result of being contaminated 
by her company he-became a sinner and all the pious rites 
of a Brahmapa were destroyed. He maintained his relations 
by resorting to foul means such as playing at dice, cheating 
and stealing, and thus people had to suffer from his 
oppressions and wicked acts. Living such a life he used 
to maintain the children born unto that slave girl, and 
thus he spent eighty years of his life. Among his ten 
sons the youngest was named Narayana who was the favourite. 
Being tied with affection, feeding his youngest son and 
deriving pleasure by witnessing his sports, he did not 
perceive the approach of death. The three dreadful 
messengers of Yama, with the noose in their hands and 
approaching him to take away, came into his view. He, 
overpowered by great fear, called loudly his youngest son,
exclaiming, "Narayana'1 • Hearing this, the attendants 
of Vi§pu instantly arrived there, and by force prevented 
Yama’s messengers from taking away Ajamila's soul (3hg.
Pur.VI.1.21-31). In a long discourse the messengers of
Yama explained to Vi§nufs attendants the general nature 
of virtue and sin, and the actions of those who are to be 
punished (Bhg.Pur.VI.1.38-55)• Then they related the 
virtuous acts of Ajamila’s early life: he was well versed
in the Vedas, vow-observing, truthful, pure in spirit, 
gentle, friendly to all and of excellent character (Bhg.
Pur.VI.56.57).
However, from the first time Ajamila saw the slave 
girl and desired her, he abandoned his own nature and led 
a sinful life. One day returning from the woods he saw 
a Sudra making love with his female slave whose eyes were 
red from drink and who was almost naked. Seeing this 
Ajamila came under the spell of Cupid and became fired 
with desire. He lavished gifts and wealth upon her to 
win her favour. He forsook his young wife, the daughter 
of a Brahmana, and committed all manner of sins. Since 
he had not performed any penance to expiate his sins, the 
messengers of Yama were going to take him away to the region 
of Yama for punishment (Bhg.Pur.VI.58-68)*
Vi§nu’s attendants argued that Ajamila had made 
atonement for all his sins by uttering; the Name of Hari 
(Narayana) which is the best of all expiation for sinners. 
They drove away Yama's messengers, and set AJamila free 
from the noose of Death (Bhg.Pur.VI.2.2-20)• Thus Ajamila 
was saved from all his sins by unknowingly uttering the 
Name of the Lord, and he ascended to heaven (Bhg.Pur.VI. 
2.32-34).
Among the twelve chief devotees of Vi§]ju (mahabhaktas) 
Nabha D"asa mentions the twelfth one by the term ’Dharma- 
svarupa’, the righteous one,1 referring to Yama, as has 
been interpreted by G.A.Grierson and G.Pollet.
Raghuraja Simha^also regards Yama as the twelfth, and 
relates a completely different story about Yama and a king.
He gives Ajamila's story separately as an example of the 
power of uttering the Lord’s name,^ commenting on Bh.M., 
v .68.5. Priya DaSa gives the story of Ajamila, probably 
regarding him as the twelfth 1mahabhakta*, though he does not
1. Bh.M.,v.7*3*
2. Art.Git.,JRAS.,1910,p.97.
3. Op.cit., notes on v.7»3> PP. 250-51.
U. Op.cit. ,pp.U2-Ji3.
5. Ibid.,pp.106-111.
use the term. However, it is possible that he is not
interpreting the term 1Dharmasvarupa*, but relating AJamila
story as a case showing the supreme Judgement of Yama as
referred to by Nabha Dasa in 3h.K.,v.7»6.
F.S.Growse^compares the story of AJamila with that of
a certain Canon, given in the pages of St.Alphonsus Liguori
who, while reciting some prayers in honour of the Divine
Mother, fell into the river Seine and was drowned. As he
was in mortal sin, the devils came to take him to hell.
In the same moment Mary appeared and said to the devils,
•'How do you dare to take possession of one who died in the
act of praising me?" Then Mary addressed the sinner (the
Canon), "Now change thy life and nourish devotion to my
Conception." He returned to life and became a religious
2devotee. G.A.Grierson also quotes several parallel 
passages from ancient and medieval Christian compositions 
on the power attributed to the Lord's Name.
v. 20
v.20.8: mata Javo Hari gaiye: The messengers of Yama,
1. See Mathura: A district memoir, Vol.l, footnote, p.93*
2. See art.cit., JRAS.,1910, p.107.
having been so defeated and dissuaded from their attempt 
to take away Ajamila’s soul by the attendants of Visnu, 
returned and related the whole affair to their Master,
Yama (Bhg.Pur.VI.3*3)• Yama answered all their questions, 
telling them that above him there is one Lord who is the 
Supreme Lord and is superior even to him. Those who 
have put faith with all their hearts in the Lord, ought 
not to suffer Yamafs punishment. Even if they commit 
any sin that sin id destroyed by the virtue of reciting 
the Lord’s Name (Bhg.Pur.VI.3*12-26)• Then Yama forbade
his messengers, saying, "Do not go to those men who have 
taken refuge in God and consider all things equally, 
whose glory is sung by the celestials and the saints.
The Lord’s mace always protects them. Neither we nor 
Q-loo Time do prevail to punish such persons."^
v.21
In this verse Priya Dasa praises the fidelity of the
psixteen chief attendants of Vi§nu whose names 'are enumerated
1. Bhg.Pur.VI.3*27; cf. also Sanyal, J.M., op.cit.,vol.2, 
Book VI, p.ll+.
2. See also footnote 1, v.21.
by Nabha Dasa in Bh.M.,v.8. They all belong to the 
seventeenth, or Bhagavat-seva, nistha» i.e. service of 
the Adorable.1 Out of these sixteen, according to
pG.A.Grierson, Vi§vaksena, Jaya and Vi jaya are the best 
known, and Priya Dasa briefly refers here to the story 
of the last two only, though he does not mention their 
names. Even in the first part of the story about the 
Sanakas and the two attendants of Vi§pu, told in Bhg.Pur.
III.15, their names are not mentioned until Vi§nu Himself 
discloses them (Bhg.Pur.Ill.16.2).
G.A.Grierson is mistaken in stating that in Bhg.Pur. 
X.6l.l2?17 they (i.e. Jaya and Vijaya) are referred to as 
sons of Kr§na, Sukadeva, the celebrated narrator of the 
Bhagavata, tells King Parik§ita that Kr§na had 16,108 queens, 
by whom he had 161,080 sons, ten sons from each queen (Bhg. 
Pur.X.bl.l). RukmipT, Satyabhama, Jambavat1, Nagnajitl, 
Kalindi, MadrT, Kitravinda and Bhadra, these eight were 
the pataranls, i.e. the chief queens. Sukadeva does not 
give the complete list of the names of Kp^na’s 161,080 sons, 
but he names the eighty sons begotten by the eight chief 
queens. Vijaya was a son of JambavatT, and Jaya of Bhadra
2. Ibid., p •108.
3* Ibid.,p.108.
1. Cf. Grierson, G.A., art.cit.,JRAS.,1910,p.l08.
(Bhg.Pur.X.bl.12 and 17). The Bhagavata Purana does not
say anything about K o n a ’s sons Jaya and Vijaya, as being
attendants of Visnu. Moreover, in c The Purana index1'1'
there are 22 entries under the name Jaya, and the entry
of Vi§nu’s attendant is quite separate from that of Krsna’s
son. Vijaya is a similar case. It is clear that because
of their identical names, Grierson confuses the two attendants
of Vi§nu with the two sons of Kysna. Similarly, therames
of a few other attendants of Vi§nu, e.g. Bala, Prabala,
Bharda, Subhadra etc. are also confused with those of
K o n a ’s sons for whom there are separate entries in ’The 
—  2Purana index’. G. Pollet, in referring to them as 
Krsna’s sons, follows Grierson’s description without 
realising the latter’s confusion, caused by the identity 
in their names.
The story about Jaya and Vijaya, referred to by Priya 
Dasa, is given in detail in Bhg.Pur.Ill.,chs.15-16. Once 
the great ascetics Sanaka and his brothers, eager to behold 
Lord Vi§nu, passed through six successive doors of Vi^nu’s 
paradise (Vaikumtha) and reached the seventh, where the
1. Cf. Dikshitar, V.R.R.,op.cit.,vols.1 and 3> s.v.2. Op.cit. vols. 1-3, s.v.
3* Op.cit., notes on v.8, p.252.
two door-keepers, seeing them naked, slighted them with 
ridiculing looks and prevented them from entering. The 
ascetics were offended and their eyes became crimson with 
anger (3hg.Pur.Ill .15*26-31) • With a view/ to teaching 
them a lesson for their evil act, the ascetics cursed 
Visnu*s two attendants to be driven out of the holy region 
of Vaikuip'fha and to be born as demons. Instantly Lord 
Visnu, accompanied by Lak§mi, arrived there (Bhg.Pur.III. 
15«32-37). The ascetics paid homage to the Lord. They 
regretted having cursed His two attendants and begged 
for His mercy (Bhg.Pur.III•15*38-50)•
Then the Lord told the ascetics the names of the 
attendants, and said that His servants had offended them 
without knowing the mind of their master, and therefore 
they were to be exiled from heaven and born as demons as 
a punishment (Bhg.Pur.Ill•16.1-12)• Vi§nu also said to 
the ascetics that they were not to be blamed for cursing 
His attendants, as the imprecation of the curse uttered 
by them was caused by Himself. .Then those ascetics had 
departed, Vi§nu told His attendants to leave His holy regi 
but not to be afraid, as the curse was according to His 
will. Thereupon those two attendants, Jaya and Vijaya,
lost their heavenly grace and cheerfulness, and fell down 
from heaven (Bhg.Pur.Ill.16.26-3U). Then they were born
as the tv/in sons of Diti and Kasyapa^and were called the
2 * 3demons Hiranyaksa and Hiranyakasipu^who were killed
respectively by Varaha (the Boar) and Narasimha^(the Man-
lion), the two incarnations of Visnu.
v.21.5: Sanak"adi: the Sanakas, i.e. Sanaka and his
brothers viz. Sananda (or Sanandana), Sanatana and
Sanatkumara. They were four mind-born sons of Brahma,
the Creator (Bhg.Pur.Ill.12.U)• At the beginning when
Brahma, with a view to creating various lines of progeny,
engaged himself in austerities as an offering, called San,
the Lord Vi^nu assumed the form of the four ’Sanas',
all four names beginning with the significant word San.
The Lord taught them the atmatatva, i.e. the knowledge of
the Self (Bhg.Pur.II.7.4)• They refused to beget children
and through the power of yog;a maintained their celibacy,
and devoted themselves entirely to Vasudeva (Bhg.Pur.Ill.
12.U-5)* Therefore they are regarded as kaumara avatara,
the youth or abstinence incarnation of Visnu. They are
1. For a full account of their birth, see Bhg.Pur.III.,ch.1U*
2. See Bhg.Pur.Ill.,chs.17-19*
3* See Bhg.Pur.VIIchs.2-10; cf. also notes on v.95*l*
U* See Bhg.Pur.VII.,chs.8.11; cf. also notes on v.95*l*
VI.3.20, and also in Bh.M.,v.7*2.
Priya Dasa mentions their name in referring to the 
story of Jaya and Vijaya, the two attendants of Visnu, 
who did not let them have access to Vispu’s paradise and 
who therefore were cursed by them. (See also the previous 
note.)
v.22
v.22.1: Hari ke je vallabha hai: those who are beloved
of Hari, i.e. the Lord Vi^nu. Nabha Dasa in Bh.H.,v.9 
pays homage to the forty-two beloved of the Lord^who were 
specially dear to Him. The term Hari-vallabha does not 
occur in the Bhagavata, although Uddhava, one of the forty- 
two, has been referred to by the term Hari-dasa.i.e. Lordfs 
servant. Probably Nabha Dasa coined the term for a category 
under which he has grouped the forty-two bhaktas whom he 
regards as the most beloved of the Lord. Priya Dasa here 
uses the same term.
v.22.3: Like all other poets of the Bhakti School, Priya
DTisa here declares bhakti (devotion) as the superior path
fourth in the list of the mahabhaktas, given in Bhg.Pur.,
1. See also footnote 1, v.22.
of all. He tells us that he regards the beloved of the 
Lord, the true devotees who serve Him, as the saviours 
in whom he has more faith than in those who are engaged 
in abstract contemplation (yogis), asceticism (yatis)» 
or severe austerities (tapis).
Of these three terms, used by Priya Dasa, yogis,
those who practise yoRa» are well known in the .Vest. Yoga
consists in concentrating the mind on a definite subject,
by abstracting or withdrawing it from all other objects
of sense or perception, and bringing about a communion
between the human spirit (jlvatman) and the Supreme Spirit
( B ra h m a t m a n ) T h e course of training of a yogi is divided
into eight stages, viz. yama. self-control; niyama.
observance; asana, posture; pranayama, control of the
breath; prat.yah~ara, restraint; dharana, steadying the
mind; dhyana, meditation; and samadhi, deep meditation.
The other yog a-systems. e.g., maiptra-yoga, the ’Yoga of
Spells* and hata-.yoga, the ’Yoga of Force* etc., were
2developed by the Tantric schools of the Kiddle Ages.
1. Cf. Ag.Pur.,ch.353> vv.1-2.
2. of. 3 a sham, A.L., oo«cit«,|>.32o.
The word tapas means practice of austerities.
J.N.Parquhar,^ tracing its history back towards the end
of the period of the IJgveda, and onwards into the time
of the Brahmapas, says that the psis and kings practised
deferent kinds of austerities with a view to personal
gain, e.g. invincibility, warlike prowess, miraculous
powers and heaven etc. Brahma, the Creator underwent
tapas to create the world. Similarly, the Pitps and
the seven rpis also practised tapas. Thus the idea of
tapas was a significant shifting of emphasis from the older
otheory of primeval sacrifice (ya.jfia). The specific 
features of tapas are the subjugation of onefs senses 
and similar acts. A vow taken out of a sense of sincere 
contrition and repentance, and the niyamas (the rules of 
self-control), when conformed to, and carried out in 
actual life, constitute what is known as tapas.
The next stage is that of yatls. During the period 
of the Brahmapas (perhaps about 7th century B.C.) the 
idea of ascetism came into existence.^ In the Agni Purapa, 
chapters 160 and 161 are devoted to the yatfs who are also
1. The Crown of Hinduism, pp. 2h8-i|.9«
2. Ibid. ,p.2i+9«
3* Ag.Pur. ,ch*155> w.2-3*
U. Cf. Farquhar, J.N., op.cit., p.2U9*
called vanaprastas, i.e. forest-dwellers• A man,
having arrived at the fourth part of his life, should
renounce the society of worldly people and leave his
home. Content and alone he should roam about from place
to place and dwell only in the woods. Indifferent alike
to pleasure and pain he should cherish in his heart the
Knowledge of Absolute Reality. He should wear long
clotted hair, sleep on the ground, put on a garment of
skin and subsist on alms voluntarily offered by a single
household just at the time of the meal.1 The description
of a yati given in the Garuda Puraqa, ch.103* is the same,
but a few elements of .yoga and tap as are also included,
and we are told that a yati carries only two things with
2him, his kamamdala and tridamda staff.' - - - - - • ■ .1 i i —  — !■ ■ • • —
Defining the distinction between the practice of 
austerity and asceticism, J.N.Farquhar^says, “Austerity 
is the endurance of pain in order to gain pleasure, power, 
or some other material end. Asceticism, on the other 
hand, is the endurance of pain or the giving-up of comforts 
in order to gain moral or spiritual ends. Austerity is
1. Ag.Pur.,ch.160, vv.1-8.
2. Gar.Fur.,ch*103> v.2.
3. Op.cit.,p.2U7*
secular, materialistic; asceticism is moral and religious.” 
Thus these practices are means to an end, and rest, 
as Farquhar^points out, on the idea that pains bring 
gains, and that it is worth while enduring a certain 
amount of suffering to obtain a greater boon. Whereas 
bhakti is an end in itself, and a true devotee does not 
desire anything except bhakti, not even heaven or the 
final emancipation (mok^a). It is for this reason that 
Priya Dasa regards the yogis, yatis and taiiis as inferior 
to the Lord’s devotees who are His most beloved. 
v.22.5: Kamala: Lak^ml, see notes on v. 96.2.
Garura: Garuda^ a mythical bird or ”vulture11, (more
probably eagle), half-man and half-bird, represented as
having the head, wings, talons and beak of an eagle, and
2 _the body and limbs of a man. He was a son of Vinita and
EaSyapa (M.Bh.1.16.1092; Vi .Pur.1.21.18). But the 
Bhagavata Furana gives his father’s name as Tark§ya who 
begot him upon Vinita, one of his four wives (Bhg.Pur.VI. 
6.21-22).^ Garura, also called Suparna, lit. having 
handsome feathers, was the king of the feathered tribes,
1. Op.cit.,p.2bl+
2.CJ«Dowson, John, op.cit., p. 109*
3. Cf^Wilson, H.H., The Vishnu Purana, footnote 1U, p.122.
and the remorseless enemy of the serpent race (Vi.Pur.I. 
21.18). He is regarded as the celebrated vehicle of 
Visnu, and his brother Aruna the charioteer of the Sun- 
god (Bhg.Pur.VI.6.21-22). Knowing the Lord’s mind, 
he bound Bali with the Varuni noose (Bhg.Pur.VIII.21.26)• 
The story about Garura*s stealing amrta (nectar), and a 
number of other episodes of his miraculous power are 
related in M.Bh. ,chs.29-3*-W He belongs to the fourth, 
sravana, nistha, i.e. hearing the tford, as he heard the 
Ramayana from the crow Bhusundi.'1'
Jamavana: Jlimavanta or Jambavat; the king of the
bears (rksara.ia). He was a son of Prajapati by Raksa 
(Br.Pur.III.7 .299-3OO). He announced Vamana*s victory 
over Bali on all sides, by blowing on a bugle (Bhg.Pur.
VII.21.8). He was the wise minister of Sugriva, and an 
ally of Rama against Ravana, and with his army of 100,000 
crores of fierce black bears helped Rama in his invasion 
of Lanka (M.Bh.283.16276). He is also connected with 
the story of the gem called Syamantaka which he acquired 
by killing the lion who had killed Prasena, the brother 
of Satrajit to whom the gem was given by the Sun-god.
1. Cf.Grierson, G.A., art.cit•,JRAS.,1910,p.271*
2. Cf. Dikshitar, V.R.R., op.cit.,vol.3> s.v. Raksa.
Krsna in a fight which lasted for 28 days defeated 
Jambavat who then presented the gem to Krsna, and also 
gave his daughter Jambavat! in marriage (Bhg.Pur.X.56.
10-32; Vi.Pur.IV.13.32-58). Jambavat is reckoned among 
those who attained salvation by satsanga (Bhg.Pur.XI.
12.6). He belongs to the twentieth, or sauharda, nistha,
i.e. affection for the Adorable, such as that between 
friends.
Sugrlva: the Celebrated king of the monkeys. He
was a son of Surya (the Sun-god) and Viraja, his wife’s
name was Ruma, and he was the younger brother of Vali
(Br.Pur.7*215* 220, 270). Vali had robbed him of his 
wife and kingdom. Sugrlva made friends with Rama who 
killed Vali, and thus Sugrlva regained his wife and 
kingdom (M.Bh.III.ch.280)• He was a true friend and
ally of Rama. He helped Rama in his search for STta,
and, followed by a. huge army of monkeys headed by Hanuman, 
accompanied Rama on his expedition to Lanka (M.Bh.Ill.282. 
16261-64; 283. 16269-16315; Bhg.Pur.IX.10.16,19). He 
fought bravely against Kumbhakarna and Indrajit (M.Bh.III,2,87. 
16419; 289. 16477)* He was also present at Rama’s 
coronation (M.Bh.III. 291* 16597). Valmlki and Tulas!
Dasa have described in detail his friendship with Rama, 
and his heroic deeds. Sugrlva belongs to the twentieth, 
or sauharda, ni^tha, i.e. affection for the Adorable, such 
as that between friends.
v. 23
v .23*5: Hanuman: the celebrated monkey-dhief. He was
son of Vayu (the 7ind) by Ahjana, the wife of Kesari
(h.Bh.III. 12*7. 11193)* His heroic deeds are narrated in
the Ramayana of Valmiki and also in the Ramacaritamanasa
of Tulasi Dasa, and are well known. His devotion to
Rama was that of a servant to his master. He belongs to
the seventeenth, or Bhagavata-seva» ni^tha, i.e. service
of the Adorable.^ He is reckoned among those who were
cognisant of the Lord’s Yogamaya, i.e. divine illusion
(Bhg.Pur.II. 7.45).
In this verse Priya Dasa illustrates Hanuman's
devotion to Rama by telling the story of his tearing open
the skin of his bosom to show the name of Rama written
everywhere. According to the version of this story written 
_ pby Raghuraja Simha, it took place on the occasion of Rama's
1. Cf. Grierson, G.A., art.cit., JRAS., 1910, p.271.
2. Op.cit., pp. 111-12.
coronation when Vibhisana presented him with a 
necklace of gold and pearls. Rama gave it to SIta 
who, considering Hanuman the most worthy, hung it round 
his neck. Hanuman took off the necklace and bit the 
pearls in half one by one, looking inside each one.
When Vibhisana angrily questioned Hanuman*s treatment 
of the Lord’s gift, Hanuman replied that the jewels had 
no value as none of them contained Rama’s name. Vibhisana 
said sarcastically that he could not see Rama’s name 
written on Hanuman*s body either. Whereupon Hanuman 
with his own nails tore open the skin of his body, reveal­
ing Rama’s name written all over the inside of his body.
1 — _ p 3Pratapa Simha, S. 3. Bhagavan Prasada and G.A.Grierson^
have also told this story except that in their version
Rama himself gave the necklace to Hanuman.
v.24
v.24.1: Vibhisana: He was a son of Visravas by Maliril
[Kaikasl, Ram. VII. 9*35] and a brother of Ravana (M.Bh. 
III. 275* 15896). He was virtuous and pious. He advised
1. See op.cit., pp. 283-84*
2. See op.cit., pp. 104-5*
3* See art.cit., JRAS., 1910, pp. 271-72.
Ravana to send back Sita. /hen Ravana rebuked him, he • •
left Lanka and became an ally of Rama (Ram. VI. cantos
9-19; M.Bh.III. 283. 16314-17). Having killed Ravana,
Rama installed Vibhisana as the king of Lanka (Ram. VI.
115. 11-21; M.Bh.III.291. 16533). He belongs to the
twenty-first, saranagati and atma-nivedana, ni^tha, i.e.,
taking refuge in the Adorable, and self-abandonment.1
Priya Dasa tells us a new story about a disabled
man to illustrate Vibhisana*s devotion to Rama and his
faith in the Name of Rama. There is no source for this
~ 2story other than Priya Dasa himself. Raghuraja Simha
3and Pratapa Simha have also told this story. A comparison 
may be made between this story and the story of Jonah 
(Jonah, chs. 1-3). Regarding the disabled man as the cause 
of the danger, the merchant threw him overboard as an 
offering;. Jonah, realising himself guilty of fleeing 
from the presence of the Lord, suggested that he be thrown 
overboard to calm the sea. The disabled man floated to 
an island while Jonah was swallowed by a whale which 
vomited him out onto the dry land. As a result of
1. Pratapa Simha, op.cit., Table of Contents, p.4.
2. See op.citl, pp. 115-16.
3. Op.cit., pp. 353-56.
VibhTsana's faith in the Name of Rama the disabled man• •
was carried safely back across the water and converted 
into a devotee of Rama. He then converted the merchant 
and others. Jonah also returned to his city, Nineveh, 
and by his preaching turned the people from their evil 
ways towards the Lord.
v .26
v.26.7: paryo hira kudi: he leapt onto the water. Two
different explanations are given by S. S.Bhagavan Prasada"^ 
as to why this disabled man leapt from the ship onto the 
sea. First, having boarded the ship again at the request 
of the merchant, the disabled man described the power and 
importance of the Name of Rama and in order to prove it 
he leapt onto the water. Second, seeing the bundle of 
precious jewels, the merchant became covetous. The dis­
abled man noticed it and to be free from maya (illusion) 
he jumped onto the water and walked away, as if he was on 
dry land.
The first explanation seems more valid than the second. 
Had the merchant’s joy and his invitation to the man to
1. See op.cit., p.112.
board the ship been solely for the purpose of acquiring 
the jewels, he would not have begun to love the Name of 
Raghunatha, i.e. Rama (Bh.B.,v.26.8). It is certainly 
the man’s new divine power and the fact that he did not 
drown which delighted the merchant. The man’s final 
act of leaping overboard and not being touched by the 
water converted the merchant and he became a devotee of 
Rama. To show how this merchant was converted is surely 
the writer’s intention.
A comparison may be drawn between this episode and 
the story of Peter walking on the water but sinking through 
lack of faith (St. Matthew, ch. 1U* vv. 28-33)* Peter’s 
faith was insufficient, but the disabled man leapt over­
board and the water did not even touch his feet; such 
was his complete faith in Rama.
v.27
v.27*l: Savari: Sabarl. She was a poor outcaste woman
of the Sahara aboriginal tribe. She is also called 
BhilinT, i.e. a BhTla woman. S.S.Bhagavan Prasada^tells
1. Op.cit.,p.113; cf. also Grierson, G.A., art. cit., 
JRAS., 1910, p.275*
us about her early life and how she released the animals 
that her parents had collected for her wedding feast, 
as she could not bear the idea of so much slaughter on her 
behalf. Then she fled from her home and dwelt by the 
Pampa lake. She devoted her life to the service of the 
saints. She belongs to the twenty-fourth, prema, nistha,
i.e. perfect love.1 ValmTki describes her as pious and 
deeply engrossed in the service of the saints. Rama 
accompanied by Laksmana, while wandering in the forest in 
search of Sita, visited her in her cottage. She welcomed 
them and with reverence washed their feet. She also told 
Rama that the saints had prophesied her meeting with Rama. 
Then she showed Rama the hermitage of the great saint 
Matanga. Having received Rama’s permission she resigned 
her body to the sacrificial flame and thus ascended to 
heaven (Ram. III. canto 74).
TulasI Dasa describes her story as an illustration 
of the Lord’s graciousness to such a low and humble person. 
Seeing the two brothers, SabarT fell at their feet. She 
was overwhelmed with love. She brought water and reverently 
laved their feet. Rama ate and praised the fruits she had
1. Cf. Grierson, G.A., art.cit., JRAS.,1910, p.275.
offered, and expounded to her the navadha bhakti 
(i.e. the ninefold devotion). It was Tabari who 
directed Rama to the Pampa lake where he could make 
friends with SugrTva (Ra. ca. III.33 ff.)- The story 
of SaharT is briefly told in Pad.Pur.VI269* 26U-68. 
TulasT Dasa’s description of SabarT’s story corresponds 
more closely with that of the Adhyatma Ramayana (Aah. 
Ram.Ill.ch.10), than with that of Valmiki*s Ramayana.
Sabarl is one of Priya Dasa’s favourite characters 
whose devout conduct he describes in detail. He first 
devotes four verses (Bh.B.,vv. 27-30) to the story of 
how she used to serve the saints, how the sage Matanga 
made her his disciple and was therefore driven from his 
caste by the saints and how she, after her ruru’s death, 
continued to serve the saints as before. Then follows 
the second episode of Sabari’s waiting eagerly for Rama 
and her meeting with him. Priya Dasa’s treatment of 
Sabarl’s story is quite different from that of Valmiki 
and TulasT Dasa, neither of whom mentions anything about 
the first episode of SabarT as a disciple of Matanga. 
Moreover, Valmiki (Ram.Ill.7U*28-35) and TulasI Dasa 
(Ra.ca.Ill.35 ff.) have both described SabarT burning
herself to death in the presence of Rama; but Priya 
Dasa remains silent about this unpleasant incident, 
preferring to close her story with Rama’s advice to the 
saints to grasp the feet of SabarT whose pure and pro­
found devotion had raised her above the saints*
v.28
v*28.1: Mataipga: Matanga, a sage who is well known for
practising severe austerities* His story, as told in M*Bfe* 
chs* 27-299 relates that he was a Camdala (son of a 
Brahmana woman by i.a Sudra following the profession of 
a barber) brought up by a Brahmana* This secret was 
disclosed to him by a she-ass while Matanga was striking 
her foal for not obeying the reins of the carriage he was 
driving. Whereupon Matanga underwent a course of the 
severest austerities to obtain the highest status of a 
Brahmana* But Indra refused his request, and, when further 
importuned, granted him the power of assuming any form at 
will and moving about in the sky, and of being honoured 
and unrivalled in the three worlds*
Matanga was the spiritual preceptor of SabarT* 'When
Rama visited Sabari, she showed him Matanga!s hermitage 
and the altar where all the reverend saints daily fed 
the holy fire with offerings (Ram.III.74.21-27)• The 
Adhyatma Ramayana does not mention the name of Matanga 
(Cf. Adh.Ram.III.ch.10). According to the Padma Purana, 
Rama, accompanied by Lak§mana, went to the hermitage of 
Matanga and met Sabarl there (Pad.Pur.VI.269. 264-65)* 
Priya Dasa tells us how pleased Matanga was by Sabarl’s 
services. He made her his disciple by imparting the 
mamtra of the holy Name of Rama, and gave her a dwelling 
in his hermitage, for which he suffered rejection by the 
other saints. Just before his death, he prophesied her 
meeting with Rama.
v .34*
v.34*1: Ravana: Ravana, the demon king of Lanka. He
was a son of Visravas and Puspotka^a [KaikasI, Ram. VII. 
9*33], and was originally named Da^agrlva, i.e. Ten-headed 
(M.Bh.273*15895, 15898). Being gratified by his severe 
austerities, Brahma granted him;a boon that he could not 
be defeated by anyone except toen. Ravana conquered 
Kuvera and obtained the sovereignty of Lanka (M.Bh.III. 
275* 15904-28). The story of Ravana disguising himself
as a hermit and abducting STta is described in M.Bh., 
Ill.chs. 277-79; Ram.,111. cantos 39-5U; and Adh. Ram., 
III.ch.7* He was killed by Rama in the battle. 
v.3U*2: khagaraja: lit. the king of the birds, Ja£ayu.
He was a son of Aruna ans SyenT [Grdhri, Br.Pur.III.7* 
I|il7-U8], and the younger brother of Sampati (M.Bh.1.66. 
263k; Ram.III.Hu32) • He was a friend of King DaSaratha 
(Ram.III.liuU) • When Ravana, having abducted STta, was 
carrying her off, Ja$ayu attempted to rescue her but was 
slain by Ravana (M.Bh.III.279«l60l*5-U6, Ram.Ill.cantos 
50-51; Adh.Ram.III.7.U9-53)• Rama arrived and saw the 
dying vulture who, after telling him what had happened, 
passed away. Rama showed him the same respect as he 
would show his father Dasaratha (compare with Ram.
III.68.26-27)• Rama cremated his body, and gave him a 
place in his heavenly kingdom (Ram.III.68.28-35; Adh.Ram. 
III.ch.8.21-52; Ra.ca.,III.30ff.)• TulasT Dasa describes
that Jatayu, after his death, dropped his form of a vulture 
and appeared in all the beauty of Hari, adorned with jewels 
and beautiful yellow clothes; with dark-hued body and four 
mighty arms (Ra.ca.31ff•)• Ja$ayu belongs to the twenty- 
first, or £aranagati and atma-nivedana. nistha. i.e. taking 
refuge in the Adorable, and self-abandonment.^
1 .  C f .  G r i e r s o n ,  G . A . , a r t . c i t . ,  J R A S . , 1 9 1 0 , p . 2 7 9 *
v.34*7: Da^aratha: the king of Ayodhya (Kogala). He
was the son of Aja, a descendant of Ik$vaku, and the father 
of Rama (RanwII.llo.34; Bhg.Pur.IX. 10.1-2; Vi.Pur.lV* 
4*86-87)# He had three queens who bore him four sons: 
Kau^alya the mother of Rama; Kaikeyl mother of Bharata, 
and Sumitra mother of Lak§ma£a and Satrughna (Ram. I. 
18.10-20). He was bound by an oath and therefore he had 
to comply with Kaikeylfs demand to let Bharat a be 
anointed as the king and to banish Rama for fourteen years. 
Soon after Rama, accompanied by SIta and Lakfmana, had gone 
to the forest, King Da£aratha died of grief. Valmiki 
and TulasI Dasa have both praised Da£aratha's truthfulness 
and his love for his beloved son.
v.35
v.35*l: Ambarisa: a pious and virtuous king of Ayodhya
(Ko£ala). He was the son of Nabhaga (Bhg.Pur.IX.4* 13;
Vi .Pur. IV.2.6; 4*36). He fought alone a thousand
times^/a thousand kings, and reduced them to subjection.
He performed a hundred sacrifices and gave, as sacrificial 
presents, all the kingdoms he had conquered to the ten 
million priests (M.Bh.VTI.ch.64)• He is reckoned among the
ancient kings who had abstained from honey and meat in 
the month of Kartika, who attained heaven by charities 
and penances, and whose names should be recited at sun­
rise and sunset (M.Bh.XII.115*5661; 137*6253; 166.7679)* 
Ambarlsa had three sons, viz., Virupa, Ketuman and 
Sambhu (Bhg.Pur.IX.6.1) to whom he bestowed his kingdom 
and retired to the forest to meditate upon the Lord 
Vasudeva (Bhg.Pur.IX.5*26)• He belongs to the eleventh, 
or vrata-upasa. niptha. i.e. the performance of difficult 
vows and asceticism.1
Priya Dasa gives the picture of Ambarlsa as a true 
devotee of Lord Visnu, which is a reflection of that in 
the Bhagavata Purana where he appears as being unaffected 
by a Brahmanafs unavailing curse, because he was virtuous 
and deeply devoted to Hari (Bhg.Pur.IX.4*13)• Priya Dasa 
narrates two different stories about Ambarlsa to illustrate 
his genuine devotion. The first story, as told in Bhg.
Pur.IX.chs.4-5, relates that once when Ambarlsa was ob­
serving the fast of Dvada£T, the twelfth lunar day in the 
month of Kartika, the saint Durvasa visited the king 
AmbarT§a who welcomed him and invited him to take food.
1 .  C f .  G r i e r s o n ,  G . A . ,art.cit., J R A S . , 1 9 1 0 , p . 2 8 1 .
Having accepted the invitation, Durvasa first went to 
bathe in the river KalindT and to perform his religious 
rites. He was late in returning and only half a moment 
of DvadasI remained. As it is a sin to break the fast 
on the thirteenth day, Ambarisa, who could not eat before 
his guest ate, broke his fast by taking a sip of water.
On his return Durvasa perceived that the king had taken 
a drink. He became furious, considering the king guilty 
of disobeying the rules of hospitality, and wanted to 
punish him (Bhg.Pur.IX.4*30-45)• Priya Dasa tells us the 
story from here onwards.
This story of Ambarisa shows how Durvasa, though 
a Brahmana and a great ascetic possessed with all kinds 
of spiritual power, had to suffer persecution from Vi§nufs 
discus for having offended a devotee of the Lord. Thus 
Visnu'is now no longer the especial protector of the 
Brahmanas, but, on the contrary, His entire care and 
attention is centred on the protection of those who are 
His devotees, irrespective of caste and creed.^ Vi§nu 
Himself expounds the importance of His devotees, and tells 
Durvasa that His devotees are dearest to Him, more beloved
1 .  C f .  G r i e r s o n ,  G . A .  a r t . c i t . ,  J R A S . , 1 9 1 0 , p . 2 8 4 *
than His wife or His own soul, and that He is subject 
to them (Bhg.Pur.IX.U* 63-65)* Thus,the story of 
AmbarT§a raises a devotee of the Lord above an ascetic 
whose asceticism and knowledge, when unwisely used, can 
prove harmful to himself and others, as in the case of 
Durvasa (Bhg.Pur.IX.U*70)• But a true devotee can never 
fall into such faults, and he is always very kind and 
forgiving, as was AmbarTsa who, although Durvasa tried 
to harm him, saved his life.
The story of AmbarTsa is also told in the Brahma- 
Vaivarta Purana IV. 2k• 27-157» showing the severe defeat 
of Durvasa as a result of the saint Aurva’s curse.
Durvasa had married his shrewish daughter named KandalT, 
but finally, when he could not tolerate her hard words 
any longer, by his curse he reduced her to ashes (Br.Vai. 
Pur.IV. 2U* 1-69)* Learning of this, Aurva came to 
Durvasa and, having lamented for his dead daughter, Aft 
cursed him, saying that he would suffer a great defeat. 
(Br.Vai.Pur.IV. 25* 1-20). The motive behind this story 
of Durvasa, which has been linked with that of AmbarTsa, 
is to give a reason why Durvasa*s curse failed against 
AmbarT§a, and he had to suffer humiliation at his hands.
According to F.S.Growse^the reason for the hostility of 
Durvasa, the most intolerant apostle of the supremacy of 
Siva, towards Ambarlsa, a devout worshipper of Vi§nu, was 
the struggle between the votaries of Siva and Vi$nu, It 
is quite likely that Ambarlsa*s slight breach of the rules 
of hospitality was enough to spark off Durvasa*s fury. 
However, Durvasa could not prevail against Vi§nu*s discus, 
and Ambarlsa*s victory in this encounter has made him one 
of the favourite themes for Vaisnava laudation.
The second story, told by Priya Dasa in Bh.B.,vv,39-U6,
is an illustration of the power and influence of AmbarTsa’s
«JUedevotion, by which not only the new queen but^/the other
queens and all people of the city were converted into
devotees of the Lord. The fact that Priya Dasa ddvotes
eight verses to this episode, giving each detail in an
interesting manner, shows that it is one of his favourite
stories. Though the theme of this story is the devotion
of king Ambarlsa, the character around whom the story is
woven is the new queen. A comparison in technique may be
2made with the story of VibhT§anaf where Priya Dasa is
1. Mathura: A district memoir, vol.l, p.95*
2, Cf. Bh.B.,vv. 2U-26.
repealing Vibhisana* s faith in the Name of Rama, but 
the central character is the disabled man* The 
similarity in the technique of narrating these two stories, 
combined with the fact that no source could be found for 
them, may be treated as evidence that Priya Dasa is the
original writer of these two stories. Raghuraja Siipha1
-  2  _  _  and Pratapa Simha, the post-Priya Dasa writers, have also
included this story. However, the name of the new queen
remains unknown (likewise the name of the disabled man).
The new queen belongs to the twenty-fourth, or prema.
nistha. i.e. perfect love.^
v.35*3: Durvasa: Durvasas, a sage who is well known for
his irascible temper. He was a son of Atri and Anasuya, 
and a younger brother of Dattatreya (Bhg.Pur.IV.1.15; 
Br.Pur.III.8.82). He is regarded as an emanation of Siva 
(M.Bh.I.223*8132; Bhg.Pur.IV.1*33)• He became a guest of 
king Ambarisa whom he wanted to destroy because Ambarisa 
had taken a drink before feeding his guest (see notes on 
v.35*l)* When Durvasa saw Indra treating with disrespect 
the garland he had given to him, he cursed him to be deprived
1. Op.cit.,pp. 76-81.
2. QKeat., pp.206-7*
3* Cf. Grierson, G.A.,art.cit.,JRAS.,1910,p.284*
of all fortune and his sovereignty over the three 
worlds (Bhg.Pur.VII.5*16; Br.Pur.IV.5•16-20)• In order 
to favour Duryodhana, Durvasa with his 10,000 disciples 
visited the Pamdavas expecting to be fed at the time 
when the meal was over (M.Bh.III.chs.260-6l; Bhg.Pur.I.
15.II).1
On one occasion Durvasa was Krona's house-guest, 
and was entertained hospitably. Durvasa asked for some 
rice-milk and, having eaten a little, he ordered Krsna 
to s®ear his whole body with what was left. He then made 
Kpsna invulnerable except for the soles of his feet which 
Kr§na had forgotten to s^ar. Durvasa himself smeared 
RukminT with the remnant and caused her to pull his 
chariot. Being pleased with her, he granted her fame, 
perpetual beauty and after death the same world as Krsna 
(M.Bh.XIII.chs.159-60).
It was Durvasa who, gratified by the care and attention
2he received from the maiden KuntT, blessed her and taught 
her a maytra for invoking the gods by whom she would beget 
children (M.Bh.I.67.2768; Bhg.Pur.IX.2U*32)•
1. Cf. Bh.B.,vv. 67-68.
2. Cf. also notes on v.66.1*
v.35*5: Rftya: lit. enchantment, magic or sorcery,
esp. personified as a female evil spirit or sorceress 
(cf. MSED.,s.v.). Krtyas are acts of incantation, per­
formed with the aid of Atharvan mamtras, and have great 
power and efficacy. Brahmanas conversant with these 
krtyas could even change the laws of nature and create 
whatever they wished.^ The Brahmana Durvasa by using 
a krtya was able to turn a lock of his hair into fire 
to consume Ambarlsa to ashes. Priya Dasa personifies
this fire as a terrifying sorceress whom he calls Krtya.
2 - But G. A. Grier son translates the term kala-krtya as the
incantation of death. The Brahma-Vaivarta Purana des-
cribes that a hideous being, with a sword in one hand and
bright like a fire-brand, arose out of the hair to destroy
the king.3 (Br.Vai.Pur.IV.25.53).
v .35*7: cakra: the celebrated discus of Vispu (and Kr§na),
called Sudarsana. According to the Mahabharata, it was 
Siva who originally created it and named it Sudarsana 
(M.Bh.XIII.1U.688)• It is described as having an iron 
pole attached to a hole in the centre, and being a fiery
1. Cf.P.O.Roy, The Mahabharata, vol.X, Santi Parva, footnote
2, p.587*2. Art.cit., JRAS., 1910,p.282.
3* Cf.Sen,R.N., The Brahma-Vaivarta Purana, vol.l, p.212*
weapon (M.Bh.I.225*Sfe5)• It is said to be a wonderful 
weapon, irresistible in energy and incapable of being 
gazed at by any person except Siva (M.Bh.XIII.14*688).
In the hymn of Sudar£ana, given in the Garuda Purana, 
it is described as effulgent like a thousand suns, 
lighted with a garland of flames, having a thousand blades 
of eyes, the destroyer of all wicked beings, and the grinder 
of all sins (Gar.Pur.33*8-9)• It was used by Narayana to 
cut off the head of Rahu who was drinking amrta (nectar) 
in the guise of a god (M.Bh.I.19*1186)• It was sent by 
Vi§nu to protect king Ambarisa from a sorceress called 
Krtya who was created by Durvasa to destroy Ambarl§a (see 
notes on v.35«l)*
Sudarsana is best known as the weapon used by Krsna.
In the Mahabharata there are two stories of how Kr§na 
acquired this weapon. According to the first story, it 
was given to Krsna by Agni (the Pire-god) to assist him 
in defeating Indra and burning the Khandava forest.
Agni told Ky^na that with this weapon he would be superior 
in battle to men, gods, Raksasas etc., and that having 
slain the enemy it would again come back into his hand 
(M.Bh.I.225*8195)• In the second story we are told that 
it was Siva who, after he had slain a Daitya that lived in
the water, gave this discus to Krsna ( M.Bh.XIII .11*.688) •
It is said that Krgna did not carry this weapon with him 
but whenever he thought of it the discus came into his 
hand. He used it to cut off the head of Satadhanva 
(Bhg.Pur.X.57*21) and of Sisupala (M.Bh.II.45*1576; 
Bhg.Pur.X.7U*^l3); to reduce to ashes in battle Yaksas,
Rak§asas and Danavas; to cut in twain Salva and the town 
of Saubha (M.Bh.Ill.22.881-83) and on a number of other 
occasions.
In a later cult Sudarsana is regarded as a deity.
In the Garuda Purana we are told that a man should meditate 
on the deity Sudarsana in his pure heart, and he who adores 
the discus is freed from all diseases and attains the 
region of Vi§nu (Gar.Pur.33*6-7)•
v .36.
v .36.1: loka: a world or a region of the universe. The
three worlds (triloka) commonly enumerated are heaven, earth 
and the atmosphere or the lower regions. The Visnu Purana 
gives a fuller classification of the seven lokas, viz. (l) 
Bhura-loka. the earth; (2) Bhuvar-loka, the sphere of the 
sky between the earth and the sun, inhabited by Munis, Siddhas
etc.; (3) Svara-loka. the planetary sphere or the heaven
of Indra, elevated from the sun to the pole-star (Dhruva);
(1+) Mahar-loka. the sphere of the saints, a region above
the pole-star and the usual abode of Bhygu and other
saints; (5 ) Janar-loka. the abode of Brahma’s mind-born
sons, Sanaka and his brothers; (6) Tapa^loka, the sphere
of penance where the deities called Vairagls (Vaibhrajas)
reside; (7) Satya-loka (or Brahma-loka), the abode of
Brahma, the inhabitants of which are exempted from rebirth.*
The account of these lokas varies in different Puranas.
Sometimes the seven lower regions, viz. Atala. Vitala.
Sutala. Rasatala. Talatala. Mahatala and Patala,are in-
2eluded with the seven higher regions.
lokapala: a world-protector, guardian of the universe.
The guardian deities (lokapalas) who preside over the four 
cardinal and four intermediate points of the compass are 
commonly given as: (l) Indra, of the East; (2 ) Agni, of 
the 8outh-east; (3 ) Yama, of the South; (i+) Surya, of the 
South-west; (5) Varuna, of the West; (6) Vayfl, of the North- 
West; (7) Kuvera, of the North; (8) Soma, of the North-east. 
v.36.7-8: Compare Bh.B.,v.36.7-8 with Bhg.Pur.,IX.U#63*
1. Cf. Vi .Pur. II., ch.7.
2. For further details see Dowson, John, op.cit.,p.179; 
and also MSED., s.v.
v.37
The two words sadhu and sayta (santa) generally 
mean a saint, sage, or ascetic, and in the translation 
(cf. v.37#l and 5) I have translated them as saints.
But Priya Dasa used these words here as synonyms for 
bhaktas, the devotees or votaries of the Lord. 
v.37* 3-5: Compare Bfc.B.,v.37*3-5 with Bhg.Pur.,IX.4* 
65- 66.
v.42
v.42.6: merT seva lai cur aiye: When the King AmbarT§a
saw that the peripheral services in his temple had already
been performed, he was astonished and, thinking that the
merit he could have acquired by his service was being
stolen, he became upset. The same feeling is expressed
by Matanga and the other saints in a similar situation
when SabarT was secretly performing services in their
hermitages.1 It is a belief that one is deprived of the
benefit of doing good deeds if they are performed by 
2anyone else.
1. Cf. Bh.B.,vv.27-28.
2. Cf. Grierson, G.A., art.cit., JRAS.,1910,p.285*
‘1tf °
V. k7
v.U7*l: Vidura: He was a son of Vyasa by a maid of
Ambika who was a wife of VicitravTrya, and a younger 
brother of Dptarafjra and Pamdu (M.Bh.I.106.i*30l; 
Bhg.Pur.IX.22.55)• He was an emanation of Dharma, well- 
versed in the doctrines of inorality, politics and worldly 
profit, free from covetousness and anger, and was possessed 
of great foresight and undisturbed tranquillity of mind 
(M.Bh.I.108.i|335). He saved the Pamdavas from Duryodhana*s 
plot to burn them in the lac-house (M.Bh.I.150.5873)•
After the death of his kinsmen Vidura went to perform 
ablutions at eleven different holy places. In Mathura 
he met Uddhava who told him of Kpsna’s ascension to heaven 
and that Kp$na had instructed Maitreya (see also notes 
on v.65.l) to be the preceptor of Vidura and to preach to 
him the mysteries of the Knowledge of Self (atman).
Vidura found Maitreya by the Ganges at Hardwar (Bhg.Pur. 
III.5.1). Books III (chs.5-37) and IV (whole) of the 
Bhagavata contain Maitreya*s preachings to Vidura. Then 
Vidura, being comforted, went to Hastinapura to visit 
the Pamdavas. Vidura went to the forest with Dh^tarastra 
to perform penances (M.Bh.X¥.l6.U44)• When Vidura died his 
soul entered the body of Yudhi^thira, a son of Dharma 
(M.Bh.XV.26.707).
Vidura was a friend and a follower of Krsna# He 
is reckoned among those who realised the Yoga power of 
Hari (Bh.Pur.II.7.U5)• He belongs to the twenty-fourth, 
or prema. nlstha. i#e# perfect love# According to 
G.A.Grierson,^he belongs to the third, or sadhu-seva and 
satsanga, nistha. i.e. attendance on, and consorting with 
the saints. Grierson in stating the category to which a
devotee belongs follows the classification given by
2 _Pratapa Simha. In his commentary Pratapa Simha gives
the stories of two different persons called Vidura. The
first Vidura, who was an inhabitant of a village named
— 3 i* _ _Chajera in Jodhpur, and/referred to by Nabha Dasa in Bh.
M.,v.lU7 and by Priya Dasa in Bh.B.,v.563, is placed in
the third, or sadhu-seva and satsanga, nistha.^ The
5 - -second Vidura-^ and his wife, referred to by Priya Dasa
in Bh.B., vv.l4.7-U8, are placed in the twenty-fourth, prema
nigtha.^ Thus Grierson, without realising the existence
of two Viduras, has taken the category of the first Vidura
as belonging to the second.
1. Art .cit. ,JRAS., 1910 ,{287.
2. Cf. op.cit., Table of contents, pp. 1-U*
3. Ibid., p.82.
U. Ibid., Table of contents, p.l.
5. Cf. Bh.M.,v.9.U*
6. Cf. op.cit., Table of contents, p.U^
Vidura-nari: Vidura*s wife, also called ViduranT.
According to the Mahabharata, she was a daughter of king 
Devaka, begotten upon a Sudra wife. Bhlsma, hearing of 
her youth and beauty, brought her from her father’s house, 
and married her to Vidura who had many children by her 
(M.Bh.1.144. 14481-82). Her name remains unknown. She 
belongs to the twenty-fourth, or prema, nistha. i.e. 
perfect love.
Priya Dasa tails us a story about Vidura’s wife 
feeding Krsna with banana skins to illustrate her extreme 
love for Kr§na. Once when Krsna acted as an ambassador 
of peace and asked Duryodhana to restore to the Paipdavas 
their kingdom which Duryodhana refused to do, Kr§na did 
not accept Duryodhana’s invitation to dine in his house 
but went to Vidura’s place to eat (M.Bh.V.89ff)• The 
story that Priya Dasa describes is supposed to have taken 
place at that time, though it does not appear in the 
Mahabharata or the Bhagavata. Krsna, undoubtedly, dined 
at Vidura’s house but this episode of banana skins, which
is very popular among the followers of Krsna, is a later
1 —  2 addition. Raghuraja Simha, and Pratapa Simha have also
1. Op.cit., pp. 187-91.
2. Op.cit., pp. i+39-Ul.
narrated this story.
The episode of Vidura’s wife can be compared with
that of SabarT tasting plums in order to select the
sweetest ones to offer to Rama.^ Both episodes are
illustrations of genuine love which overshadows all
considerations of propriety and impropriety, and causes
unusual mistakes. Both Rama and Krsna, realising the
mistakes as the result of true love and devotion, appreciate
them. Rama eats the fruits offered by SabarT and praises 
2them. Similarly,Krsna eats the skins of bananas, and 
when Vidura gives him the flesh he does not find it as 
sweet as were the skins given by Vidura*s wife. Of these 
two episodes, having a common motive, it is possible that 
one has been inspired by the other.
v. U9
v.U9*l: Sudama: Sudaman, lit. 'one who gives liberally
(cf. ASED., s.v.), was a poor Brahmana who was a boyhood 
friend of Krsna. He was a co-pupil of Krsna, under SandT- 
pani. His story is given in Bhg.Pur.X.chs.80-81. The
1. Bh.B•,v.31«2.
2. Bh.B. ,v.32.7..
Bhagavata does not mention his name but refers to him as 
a Brahmana and Kr^na himself calls him by the same term 
(e.g. Bhg.Pur.X.81.3). But in the colophon of Bhg.Pur.X, 
ch.80 he is called SrTdaman. However, he should not be 
confused with Krsna*s other friend Srldaman who was a 
playmate of Krsna in his Harinakaidana sport, and who, 
as victor in the game, had the honour of being borne on 
Krsna’s back (Bhg.Pur.X. 18.23-21;; Vi.Pur.V.9*13-lU)•
The Brahmana Sudagia was pious, unworldly, calm and 
content. He was a householder but lived on alms. His 
wife was weak and had suffered a lot, and once she asked 
him to go and see Kr§na (Bhg.Pur.X.80.6-11). Sudama had 
not seen Kr§na since they left their guru*s place. Ky^na 
had gone to rule Dvaraka, and Sudama lived on in great 
poverty. According to the Bhagavata, Sudama agreed to 
go to visit K£§na but was reluctant because being so poor 
he had no gift to take. In the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT he 
did not want to go because he feared people would think he 
was seeking wbalth from Krsna. The Bhagavata tells us 
that his wife borrowed four handfuls of rice from the 
neighbours for Sudama to take (Bhg.Pur.X.80.li|) • Then 
Sudama went to Dvaraka and saw Krsna. He stayed there
for one night. Next morning he took his leave but felt 
too shy to ask for any assistance (Bhg.Pur.81.12-1U)» and 
not until he reached home did he realise the wonderful 
bounty Kr§na had given him. The story of Sudama is 
briefly told in Pad.Pur.VI.279.30-36.
Priya Dasa follows closely the story of Sudama as
told in the Bhagavata but in much less detail. Raghuraja
Simha^describes this story more fully. According to his
version of the story,Sudama lived in Ujjain, and when fee
could not get any alms for three days his wife, being
2 _tortured by hunger, asked him to visit Krsna. Pratapa 
Simha,^ S.S.Bhagavan Prasada^and G.A.Grierson^give his 
wife’s name as Su3Tla. Sudama belongs to the twenty- 
second, or sakhya. nistha. i.e. personal regard or friend­
ship for the deity.^ ’Sudama-caritra’ of Narottama Dasa, 
who flourished in S.1602 (15U5 A.D.),*^ is the most popular 
narrative poem written in Braj on the life of Sudama.
1. Op.cit.,pp. 203-19.
2. Ibid., pp. 20U-5•
3• Op.cit., p.370.
U. Op.cit., p.lU6.
5. Art.cit.,JRAS.,1910,p.290.
6. Ibid., p.289.
7. Sukla, R.C., op.cit., p.200.
V.50.U: Dvaravatl: Dvaraka, lit* many-gated (cf.MSED.,
s*v*), K o n a ’s capital on the Western point of Gujarat*
In the Mahabharata Kr§na himself tells Yudhisthira that
the Yadavas from fear of Jarasandha fled from Mathura
towards the west and took up their abode in Kusasthall,
the ancient city of Revata (Raivata q*v*), which they
enlarged and fortified to make it impregnable to the
enemies (M.Bh.II*lU*632ff•)• According to the Visnu
Purana, Krsna, realising his force was greatly weakened
by the wars with Jarasandha and fearing Kalayavana’s
attack on Mathura, resolved to construct a citadel for
the Yadavas to protect them from all dangers* He then
solicited from the sea a space of twelve furlongs^and
there built the city of Dvaraka, well protected by high
ramparts, beautified with gardens and lakes, and as
splendid as Indra's capital AmaravatT (Vi.Pur*V.23*13-15)•
But the Bhagavata tells us that it was built for Kr§na by
2Revata in the midst of the sea, twelve yo.lanas in circumference,
HW6
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1* Cf*Wilson*H*H., The Vishnu Purana, p.U49*
2* Yo.lana: a measure of distance,# sometimes regarded as
equal to k or 5 miles, but more correctly about 9 miles 
(cf.MSED.,s.v*; and also Basham, A*L., op.cit*,Appendix 
VIII,p.503). V.R.R.Dikshitar interprets the term fdVada5a 
yo.1 anam* (Bhg.Pur.X. 50*50) as l£ miles (cf. The Purana 
index, s.v* Dvaraka), which corresponds with Wilson’s 
translation of the term.
and that Kpsna by his power of yoga transported all his 
people from Mathura to Dvaraka (Bhg.Pur.X.50.U4-58) • The 
Brahma-Vaivarta Purana tells us that Krsna asked the sea 
for one hundred yo.ianas of land, which he promised to 
return; and describes in detail how Krsna commanded 
Vi^vakarma to build the city of Dvaraka (Br.Vai.Pur.IV. 
ch.103)•
Since Krsna, with all the Yadavas, left Mathtira he 
ruled in Dvaraka, and was called by his epithets 
Dvarakanatha, DvarakadhTsa etc., meaning the lord of 
Dvaraka (cf.Bh.B.,v.67*3)• After Krsna’s ascension to 
heaven, the sea submerged the whole of the city, as was 
prophesied by Kr§na himself (M.Bh.XVI.6.167; 7«217; 
Bhg.Pur.XI.31.23; Vi.Pur.V.38.9-10).
v.51
v .51*6: rahi: a queen, referring here to Krona’s chief
consort Rukmi^I. She was a daughter of King Bhlsmaka of 
Vidarbha and the sister of Pukmin. She is regarded as an 
incarnation of Lak§mi (M.Bh.I.67.2790; Bhg.Pur.X.52.16-18)• 
When she learnt of her brother’s proposal to marry her to 
Si^upala, she sent a messenger to Kr§na asking him to carry 
her off, which Krsna did and then married her according to
the Gandharva system of marriage (M.Bh.V.ch.158; Bhg.Pur* 
III.3 .3; X.chs.52-5U; Vi.Pur.V.ch.26). She was the 
mother of Pradyumna and ten other children (Bhg.Pur.X. 
ch.55; 61.6-9; Vi.Pur.V.ch.27; 28.1-2). She pleased 
Durvasa who blessed her (see notes on v.35*3)» When 
Sudama visited Krsna she served the poor Brahmana with 
care and fanned him with a camara, i.e. a yak fly-whisk 
(Bhg.Pur.X.80.23)• She was Krsna’s favourite. After 
Krsna*s departure she ascended the funeral pyre (M.Bh. 
XVI.7.22+9; Bhg.Pur.XI.31.20; Vi.Pur.V.38.1-2). 
v.51.7: guru: a preceptor, referring here to Krona’s
preceptor called SandTpani. According to the Bhagavata, 
he was a Ka^yapa Brahmana and lived in AvantTpura, i.e. 
Ujjain (Bhg.Pur.X.2+5 .3 1). SandTpani initiated Kr§na and 
Balarama soon after Krsna had killed Kamsa. He taught 
them all the Vedas, the Upanisads, religion, ethics, 
archery, politics and all other branches of knowledge 
within sixty-four days. Krsna and Balarama in order to 
pay their gurudakgina (i.e. tuition fee) brought SandT­
pani *s dead son back from Yama (Bhg.Pur.III.3.2; X.i+5. 
31-&9; Br.Vai.Pur.IV.ch.102).
When Ky§na had welcomed Sudama and had inquired 
about his welfare, he talked about their guru, Sandlpani, 
and reminded Sudama of the night they had spent in the 
forest# Sandlpani had sent them to gather fire-wood 
but they were caught in a heavy rainstorm, and in the 
darkness could not find their way home. Next morning 
when Sandlpani found them and saw how much they had 
suffered for his sake, he praised and blessed them (Bhg# 
Pur.X.80.28-U3).
v.5U
v#5U«l: Camdrahasa: Candrahasa, a pious and virtuous king
of Kuntalapura in the Deccan. He was the son of king 
Medhavin of Kerala (Jai.Bh.50.10)• There is no mention of 
Candrahasa in the Mahabharata, the Bhagavata, or any other 
Purana, and the Jaimini Bharat a*1" (or Jaimini Alvamedhika
pPar^van ) is the original source for the story of Candrahasa, 
told by Priya Dasa. In the Jaimini Bharata, this story
1. Jaimini Bharata (with Bengali trans.,) i+ parts, Calcutta, 
1929-30, the British Museum Library, no. Ii4-065«e.7*
2. Jaimini Asvamedhika Parvan (Sanskrit text only), Bombay, 
1863, the British Museum Library, no. li+060.f.3« Ref­
erences here are made to this edition. The British Museum 
Library contains two more editions: JaiminTya A^vamedha 
Parva (with Gujarati trans.by Nara Hari Sharma,Ahmadabad, 
1909, no.li|068.d.l3; and Sri Jaimini Asvamedha (with Marathi 
trans. by Visnu Vamana Bapata), Wai, 1913, no.li468.c.20.
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is narrated by Narada to Arjuna. When Arjuna and his 
army were following the sacrificial horse which, having 
left Ratnanagara, disappeared near Kuntalapura, Narada 
suddenly presented himself there and told Arjuna that the 
horse had been captured by Candrahasa, the devout king of 
Kuntalapura. Arjuna was curious and he requested Narada 
to tell him all about Candrahasa (Jai.Bh.50.2-12). Where­
upon Narada related to him the story of Candrahasa1s child­
hood and of how he became the king of Kuntalapura, which 
occupies nine chapters of the Jaimini Bharata (see chs#
50-58).
This story can also be found in J. Talboys Wheeler’s1 
f,The history of India”, vol. 1,London, 18659 PP« 522-3 
though the author does not refer to the Jaimini Bharata as
its source. In addition, there are two anonymous versions
— 2 of this legend, one called ”Chandrahasa, an ancient monarch”,
a romance, Madras, 1881; and the other ”Chandrahasa, or the
lord of the fair forger”,^  a Hindu drama, Mangalore, 1882.
In both books, the story of Candrahasa is founded on the
Kanarese version of the Jaimini Bharata, but the authors have
freely elaborated it,according to their own artistic temperaments!
1. Cf.also op.cit.,p.U13 where Candrahasa is referred to in the 
episode of the adventures of the sacrificial horse.
2. The India Office Library, no. T.7898.
3* Ibid.,no.10.A.5^ -*
1+. There is a Nepali version of this legend called ”Candrahaso- 
pyakhyana” by Van! Vilasa Pande, the British Museum Libraryr 
no.lUl58.c.U5(9)»
S.S.Cauhana^in his *Mahabharata’ (1661-172U A.D.) in
Bra;) poetry,and the other commentators on the Bhakta Mala,
2 _ 3Raghuraja Simha and Pratapa Simha, have also described
the story of Candrahasa, linking it with the episode of
the horse-sacrifice.
Priya Dasa does not refer at all to the incident 
of the sacrificial horse being captured by Candrahasa 
whose story he tells as an independent episode to which 
he devotes eleven verses (Bh.B., w .  5U-6/4.) • Distaste 
for, and disapproval of the horse-sacrifice, which re­
sulted from the element of non-violence especially among 
the Vai^navas, might account for this fact. Moreover, 
the evil effects of this sacrifice on inter-state relations 
were felt to the end of the Hindu period.^ Priya Dasa also 
displays his originality in narrative technique. He prefers 
to tell the story at first hand, leaving out Narada, the 
narrator of the story in the Jaimini Bharata. By dissociat 
ing the story of Candrahasa from the account of the horse- 
sacrifice, Priya Dasa makes Candrahasa the focal point and 
his story more vivid. The same reason might explain why 
Priya Dasa used no proper names in the story except that of
1. Op.cit., pp. 7U1-5U.
2. See op.cit., pp. 369-81.
3* See op.cit., pp. 157-61.
4. Cf. Basham, A.L., op.cit., p.^2.
Candrahasa himself. All other characters are types: 
the minister, jealous and villainous; the feudatory 
king, kind and loving; the minister’s son, obedient and 
well-meaning; the minister’s daughter, a young and 
beautiful maiden, easily attracted by a handsome youth, 
and her hame which Priya Dasa does give later is only to 
explain how she altered her father’s letter. Similarly, 
the names of the different places, e.g. Kerala, Kuntalapura, 
CandariavatT etc. are not given by Priya Dasa. This gives 
the story a universal touch and a wider appeal.
Although the story of Candrahasa is included in 
J.Talboys ’Wheeler’s ”The history of India”, vol.l, it is 
a legend, a romance with a religious motive, and cannot 
be regarded as history, a fact which the author himself 
a d m i t s . I t  is based on typical hero-worship; it shows 
the good fortune of the virtuous hero Candrahasa in con­
trast with the evil fortune of the villainous minister 
who was ever plotting to destory him. There is no doubt
that this legend belongs to a much later period. Three
2arguments, given by Wheeler, may also be considered here: 
first, that this story contains allusions to the temples, 
such as the temple of Devi or Durga, which did not exist
1. Cf. op.cit.,p«522.
2. Ibid.,p.522.
in the Vedic age, and no temple ruins have been found 
in India of a date antecedent to the age of Buddhism; 
second, that the story turns upon a letter which was 
written by a minister to his son and the fact that the 
minister’s daughter could not only read but was able to 
alter it, shows the story’s modern origin, for in earlier 
legends messages were always carried by word of mouth and 
none of the ancient heroines appears to have been able to 
read or write; third, that the story is based upon a 
belief in astrology and in the idea that the influence of 
the stars is perceptible not only in the fortunes of an 
individual, but/in his physiognomy.
It is possible that there was a pious and devout 
king in the Deccan, who had been an orphan and had survived 
several hazards, and was renowned for his faith in the 
Lord. By the time of Jaimini,*to whom the Jaimini Bharata 
is ascribed, a popular oral legend about this king must 
have been in existence. To glorify this story Jaimini 
placed it among the famous legendary of the Mahabharata, 
and included it in the episode of the horse-sacrifice.
1. See also notes on v.6U*8*
*f->y
However, in the light of the evidence given above, we 
may, as Wheeler^suggests, accept the whole story of 
Candrahasa as a pleasing picture of Hindu life during 
the historical period when the Muslims may already have 
established themselves at Delhi, but when the Deccan was 
as yet undisturbed by their influence or sway.
In the Bhaktirasa-BodhinT Priya Dasa omits the proper 
names which are given by Jaimini. According to the 
Jaimini Bharata, Candrahasa*s father was Medhavin, the 
king of Kerala; the minister of the king of Kuntalapura 
was Dhy^tabuddhi; the minister’s son and daughter were 
Madana and Vi§aya; the feudatory king of CandanavatT, who 
adopted Candrahasa, was Kulinda and his wife was MedhavatTt
p _Raghuraja Simha and the author of "Chandrahasa, an ancient 
monarch** (p.12) both give the name of Candrahasa*s father 
&s Sudharmika, and the latter spells Kuntala as Kunthala
(e.g.pp.51 &
(e.g. see pp. 6 and 9); Dhrstabuddhi as Dustabuddhj^; and 59) 
a few other names are also spelt differently* Pratapa 
Simha^, S.S.Bhagavan Prasada^- G.A.Grierson^and R.K.Garg^
1. Op.cit.,p.534*2• Op.cit.,p*370.
3. Op.cit.,pp.158-59•
U. Op.cit.,p.159*
5. Art.cit•,JRAS.,1910,p.29U*
6. Op.cit•,p.83*
give the name of the king of Candanavati as Kalinda
instead of Kulinda. J. Talboys Wheeler spells Kuntala
1 2 as Kutuwal, and Visaya as Bikya. Wheeler’s !,The history
of India", vol.l does not give the name of Candrahasa's
father, who is referred to as a king in the Deccan (Dekhan)^
instead of the king of Keral, nor the name of the minister
or the daughter of the king of Kuntalapura. According to
Wheeler,^Candrahasa's adoptive father was a certain dependant
of the minister, and not the subordinate king of Candanavati.
Apart from the episode of the horse-sacrifice, there
are a few dissimilarities between Priya Dasa's version of
_  _  cthe story and that of Jaimini. Priya Dasa tells us that 
the foster mother took Candrahasa to the minister's house 
and stayed there (as a servant); but according to the 
Jaimini Bharata, she lived and worked in the town and 
after three years she died. Candrahasa was then fostered 
by the women of the town, and it was by chance that he 
went to the minister's house on the day of the Brahmana,,s 
feast. The Brahmanas prophesied that Candrahasa would
1. Cf. The history of India, vol.1,p.523*
2. Ibid., pp. 522, 526-27.
3. Ibid., p.523*
U. Ibid., P.52U.
5. Bh.B.,v.5^.2-3.
bbecome a great king, and rule the kingdom of Kuntalapura 
and the minister’s property as well. This made the 
minister mad with jealousy as it thwarted his ambition 
both for himself and his son whom he hoped would succeed 
to the throne, since the king of Kuntalapura had no son 
of his own. According to Priyi Dasa,^the prophecy was 
that Candrahasa would marry the minister’s daughter.
These differences in Priya Dasa’s version bring the 
characters more closely together and create a more personal 
relationship between the minister and Candrahasa whom he 
regarded as the son of a servant-woman of his household, 
and therefore he could not bear even the thought of 
Candrahasa being the husband of his daughter. Consider­
ing the strength of the Indian caste-system and the import­
ance of social status, this fear of disgrace would be a 
stronger cause for the minister’s hatred, which drove him
to plan to kill Candrahasa, than his thwarted ambition.
_  p _ _Pratapa Simha follows Priya Dasa exactly in these two
- 3  haspects of the story whereas S.S.Cauhana and i/Vheeler
_  5follow the Jaimini Bharata; and Raghuraja Simha^combines
1. Bh.B.,v .5U*7-8.
2. Op.clt.,p .158•3. Op.cit.,p.7U2.
U. Op.cit.,p.523t21+. 
5* Op.cit.,p.370.
the two versions giving both prophecies, but does not
say that the foster mother took Candrahasa to the minister!s
house*
Another significant difference is the fact that Priya
Dasa completely omits CampakamalinT, the daughter of the
king of Kuntalapura. Jaimini tells us that she was
present in the garden with Vi§aya (Jai.Bh.53*37ff•)> and
that when the king of Kuntalapura decided to renounce the
world and abdicate in favour of Candrahasa, he gave his
daughter in marriage as well (Jai.Bh.57*56-58). This part
of the story is included by S.S.Cauhana^who names the
2princess PahcakamalinT, and also by Wheeler but not by
3 _ hRaghuraja Simha^and Pratapa Siijiha. According to the 
Jaimini Bharata, Candrahasa begot two sons, Makaradhvaja 
upon Vi§aya and Padmak§a upon CampakamalinT (Jai.Bh.58.
79)* S.S.Cauhana^ mentions only Vi§ayafs son, and neither 
son is referred to in any other version. The Jaimini 
Bharata, followed by Priya Dasa,^S.S.Cauhana^and Pratapa
QSiijiha, tells us of the revival of the minister and his son
1. Op.cit. PP* 743-44, and 752.
2. Op.cit. pp*528 and 533*
3* Op.cit. pp.376 and 380.
h. Op.cit. pp. 159-60.5* Op.cit. P*753*6. Bh.B.,v 63*4-8.
7* Op.cit. PP. 751-32.8. Op.cit• pp. 160-61.
(Jai.Bh.,58.35-60), showing the forgiving and self-
sacrificing character of Candrahasa and his power of
- 1 2 devotion; but Raghuraja Simha and Wheeler finish the story
with the fatal end of the minister and his son. The 
Jaimini Bharata, at the end of the story, stresses the 
importance of the worship of Salagrama (Jai.Bh.58.80-10l), 
while Priya Dasa ends, as usual, on the note of the 
virtuous king's influence upon his people and the sub­
sequent spread of devotion (Bh.B.,v.64.1-6)•
In Bh.M.,v.9*5 Candrahasa is reckoned by Nabha Dasa 
among the forty-two beloved of the Lord and in Bh.M.,v.23*4 
among the sixteen followers of Krsna, and in Bh.M.,v.202.5 
a reference has been made to him being given Vi§aya, the 
minister's daughter, instead of visa, i.e. poison. Candra­
hasa belongs to the eighth, or nratima-arca, hi$tha, i.e.. 
faith in the worship of an idol of the Adorablej^but G.A. 
Grierson^has placed him in the seventh, or guru, nistha, 
i.e. faith in the teacher. The story of Candrahasa, 
especially its motive and a few main incidents, may well be 
compared with that of 'Joseph and his coat of many colours* 
(Genesis, chs.37-50)•
1. Op.cit.,p*380.
2. 0p.cit.,_pp. 533-34.
3. Cf. Pratapa Simha, op.cit., Table of contents, p.2.
4* Cf. art.cit.,JRAS.,1910,p.292.
v.6U*8: Jaimuni: Jaimini, the so-called author of the
Jaimini Bharata or A^vamedhika Parvan, also called Jaimini 
Purana*1 The name of the author of the Jaimini Bharata
is, generally, associated with the author of the MImamsa
_ 2  ^Sutras, who probably flourished in the 2nd century B.C.,-'
and is said to have been a pupil of Veda Vyasa, the author
of the Mahabharata.^ It is also argued that his object,
as we gather from the Markandeya Purana, was to explain
more fully certain events which are recorded in the
- - 5 -Mahabharata. But the Jaimini Bharata is a much later
work, as will be proved by the following discussion, and
its author cannot be that of the MImamsa Sutras. It is
certain that Jaimini, the author of the Jaimini Bharata,6
was one of ’many Jaiminis*, and that he was a very late 
one.
The legend of Candrahasa is not given in the Maha­
bharata, the Bhagavata, or any other Purana. According 
to J. Talboys Wheeler^it gives a picture of Hindu life
1. See also footnotes 1-2, notes on v*5U*l«
2. This statement especially applies to a few Hindi scholars, 
e.g. cf.art.cit.,Hindi Slhitya-ko^a, vol.2,p.207.
3« Cf.Basham, A.L.,op.cit.,p.327; and also Swam! Madhavananda, 
Mimamsa-paribha^a, Forward, p.IV.
Cf.Chandrahasa, an ancient monarch, note, p.8.
5« Ibid., note, p.8.
6. For the term ’many Jaiminis*, see Keith,A.B.,op.cit., Preface,p.XXI.
7* Op.cit.,p.534*
CO
during the historical period when Muslims were established 
at Delhi, but had not penetrated into the Deccan. The 
first recorded attack of Muslims on the Deccan was that of 
'Ala-ttd-dln Khaljl who, in 1294 A.D., invaded Devagiri 
(modern Daulatabad), the capital of Ramacandra of the 
Yadava dynasty, and accepted the latter's plea for peace 
on the receipt of an enormous amount of treasure and an 
annual tribute to Delhi.1 In 1307 A.D. Ramacandra, who 
had withheld the tribute, was reduced to submission by 
the Sultan's two generals Malik Naib Kafur and Khwaja
O THajl. In a 'series of brilliant raids',^led by the 
two generals during the years 1309-11 A.D., the rulers of 
the KakatTya, Hoysala and Pandya dynasties were conquered 
After Ramacandra's death, his son Sankaradeva and his 
son-in-law Harapala revolted in 1312 A.D. and 1318 A.D. 
respectively, but were both defeated and put to death.
Thus ended the last Hindu monarchy of the Deccan, and 
the whole of Southern India temporarily came under the 
sway of the Delhi Sultanate.
1. Cf.Bhandarkar,R.G.,Early history of the Dekkan,pp.118-19; 
Smith,Vineent>A., The Oxford history of India, p.219; 
and Majumdar,R.C., An advanced history of India,p.298.
2. Cf .Bhandarkar,R.G.,op.cit. ,p.H9; and Majumdar,R.C., 
op.cit.,p.304.
3« Basham, A.L.,op.cit.,p.76.
4. Cf.Majumdar,R.C.,op.cit.,pp.304-6.
5. Cf.Bhandarkar,R.G.,op.cit.,pp.119-20; Majumdar,R.C., op.cit.,p.306; and Smith,Vincent«A.,op.cit.,p.219*
The fact that the Jaimini Bharata glorifies the 
horse-sacrifice, as is implied by its other title 
’A^vamedhika Parvan*, places it in the period before 
the horse-sacrifice became unpopular, some time after 
the 11th century, as the last horse-sacrifice which can 
be traced took place, according to K.A.N.Sastri^, in 
the Cola Empire during the conjoint rule of Rajendra and
ohis son Rajadhiraja I (1018-1044 A.D.). The author’s 
motive may also have been to strengthen the morale of 
the Deccan kings who were as yet independent, but could 
see the imminent danger of Muslim invasion. Therefore, 
it may well be concluded that the Jaimini Bharata belongs 
to the late 11th or the early 12th century.
Priya Dasa, at the end of the story of Candrahasa, 
refers to Jaimini as the authority on the subject, and 
especially on the benefits of reading this story early 
in the morning. In the Jaimini Bharata the author closes 
the story of Candrahasa by stating that he who hears or
1. Cf. The Colas, 2nd ed.,pp.259 and 451; and also Basham, 
A.L.,op.cit. ,p.85•<
2. Thi8_statement is based on the evidence of the Tiruva- 
langadu plates which give an account of Rajendra*s 
digvijaya (i.e. conquest of the world) when he conquered 
the Papdya king and the rulers of Kerala in 1018-1019 A.D. 
(Cf.Sastri,K.A.N.,op.cit.,pp.201-202)• Although there is 
no other reference to the horse-sacrifice in the platesP
a digvijaya always involves a horse-sacrifice*
reads it, with devotion, will enjoy all kinds of 
pleasures, and in the end attain Vaikumtha, i.e., the 
holy region of Vi§nu:
itihasamimam bhakt^ya yah srnoti pathaty api / 
sa bhuktva vividhan bhogan Visnuloke mahiyat*//
(Jai.Bh.38.105)
v.65
v^.l: Kausarava: another name of the sage Maitreya
who was the son of Ku§ara; The term Kau§arava has been 
used in Bhg.Pur.III.U.26; and also in Bh.M.,v.9*6. He 
was called Maitreya after his mother Mitra. He was a 
disciple of Parasara and a best friend of Veda Vyasa. 
(Bhg.Pur.Ill.U*9)• He advised Duryodhana to make peace 
with the Pamdavas but the latter slighted him by slapping 
his thigh. Therefore Maitreya cursed him to have his 
thigh smashed by BhTmasena (M.Bh.III.10)• Maitreya was 
among the saints who went with Krsna to Mithila and 
visited Srutadeva and others (Bhg.Pur.X.86.18). He met 
Kr§na on the eve of his departure from the world of 
mortals (Bhg.Pur.III.U*9) and was present when Kr§na
taught Uddhava the mysteries of the Knowledge of Self.
Kp§na then ordered Maitreya to preach likewise to
Vidura and to be his preceptor (Bhg.Pur.Ill.4*26; cf.
also notes on v.47.1.)
v.65*3: Vidura: see notes on v.47.1.
v.65.4: Citraketu: He was a mighty sovereign king
(sarvabhauma) of Surasenas. His story, as told in Bhg.
Pur.VI., chs.14-16, relates that he had one crore of wives, 
but had no child. The sage Angiras, knowing the cause of 
his anxiety, performed a ritual in honour of Tvasta, and 
fed the chief queen Krtadyuti with the remnant of the 
sacrificial caru (rice cooked in milk) after which she 
gave birth to a son. Out of Jealousy the other queens 
poisoned the child. Knowing of the king’s grief, Angiras 
and Narada came there and consoled him. Narada imparted 
to him a mamtra upon which he meditated for seven days, 
and obtained sovereignty over Vidyadharas.
The story of how Citraketu in his next life became 
a demon called Vrtra is narrated in Bhg.Pur.VI,ch.17.
Once when he was travelling in his aerial car, he saw 
Siva, in the midst of the assembly of the ascetics and 
others, embracing Parvati who was seated on his lap.
Seeing this, Citraketu laughed and criticised Siva’s
conduct, hearing which Parvatl cursed him, saying that 
he would be degenerated into the wicked life of Asuras. 
Descending from his car, he begged for pardon and hukbly 
accepted the curse. He was then born as a demon out of 
the sacrificial fire of Tvasta to avenge Indra (Bhg.Pur.
VI.9•1-19)* Indra, following the Lord’s advice, approached 
the sage Dadhici and acquired the thunderbolt (Va.1ra)with 
which he killed Vrtga in the battle (Bhg.Pur.VI.9*51-55; 
and chs. 10-12). Though a demon, Vrtra was gifted with 
the knowledge of the Lord and because of his faith he was 
merged in the Supreme Being. 
v.65*7: Akrura: see notes on v.97#l*
Dhruva: He was a son of king Uttanapada and Suniti, and
a grandson of Svayambhuva Manu. His story, as told in 
Bhg.Pur.IV.chs.8-9, relates that once when he wanted to 
get up onto his father’s lap, his step-mother Surici told 
him that only her sons were fit for that honour. Whereupon 
he left the palace to become an ascetic, and met Narada 
who taught him the holy marotra. Dhruva engaged himself 
in severe austerities, meditating upon the Supreme Being.
He gratified the Lord Hari who appeared unto him and 
promised him that after he had reigned over and enjoyed
his father's kingdom for thirty-six thousand years, he 
would become the pole-star and rule over the region of 
the planets. He was welcomed by his parents and later 
he became the king and ruled his kingdom for 36,000 years.
He had two queens: one was Bhrami who was the mother of
Kalpa and Vatsara; the other was Ila who had a son and a 
daughter (Bhg.Pur.IV.10.1-2)•
Dhrufa is reckoned among those who knew the Lord's 
Yo gam ay a, i.e. divine illusion (Bhg.Pur.II .7.1+3).
He belongs to the twenty-first, or saranagati and atmanivedana, 
nigtha, i.e. taking refuge in the Adorable, and self- 
abandonment.1
v.65*8: Uddhava: He was a pupil of Brhaspati, a friend
of Krsna and a minister of the Yadavas. He was wise and 
learned in Yoga philosophy. Kr§na sent him to Vraja to 
comfort Nanda and the GopTs who were deeply distressed by 
Krona's absence (Bhg.Pur.X.ch.46). He tried to teach them 
the philosophy of the impersonal Brahman, but returned to 
Mathura being converted to the personal devotion to Krsna, 
as the Godhead (Bhg.Pur.X.}47) • When Krsna left Mathura, 
he suggested the Ra.iasuya ya.ina of Yudhi^thira as the method 
to be adopted in vanquishing Jarasandha (Bhg.Pur.X.70. 45-47;
1. Cf. Grierson, G.A., art.cit.,JRAS.,1910,p.280
71.1-11)• Before his ascension to heaven, Krsna 
instructed him on various spiritual subjects and gave him 
the boon of perfect bhakti, and ordered him to go to 
Badrikasrama (Bhg.Pur.XI.chs.6-29)• He met Vidura at 
Mathura and told him that the Lord Kr§na had commanded 
Maitreya to be his preceptor (Bhg.Pur.III.4.26).
He is reckoned among those who were cognisant of the 
Lord’s Yogamaya, i.e. divine illusion (Bhg.Pur.II.7.45; 
Br.Pur.III.34.4o). He belongs to the fifteenth, or 
jHana-dhyana-mahima. nistha, i.e. reverence for Knowledge
and contemplation.1 According to G.A.Grierson, he may be
_  pcalled the St. John of the Bhagavata religion.
v.66
v.66.1: KuntT: the mother of the Pamdavas. Her proper
name was Prtha. She was a daughter of Sura, a sister of 
Vasudeva (Krsna’s father), and was adopted by Kuntibhoja. 
Durvasa, gratified by the care and attention he received 
from the maiden KuntT, taught her a mamtra by which she 
could summon any deity she wished and obtain children.
1. Grierson, G.A., art.cit. ,JRAS. ,1910,1281.
2. Ibid., p.281.
Thus by the Sun-god she begot Karna, but she threw him 
into the river (M.Bh.I.chs.67 and 111; Bhg.Pur.IX.2k»
31-36). Then she was married to Pamdu (M.Bh.I.ch.112); 
and went with him to the woods (M.Bh.I.ch.119)• Requested 
by her husband, she used her mamtra to summon Dharma, Vayu 
and Indra by whom she bore Yudhisthira, Bhlmasena and 
Arjuna respectively, but later refused to have more child­
ren (M.Bh.I.ch.l23;Bhg.Pur.IX.22.27). Then she communicated 
the mamtra to MadrT, Pamdu's younger queen, who bore twins, 
Nakula and Sahadeva, by the twin As'vins (M.Bh.1.124.481UJ--59; 
Bhg.Pur.IX.22.28).
Krsna was her nephew but she regarded him as the Lord 
in visible form (cf•Bhg.Pur.1.8.17-^3)• She was very fond 
of Kr$na and always wanted to keep him in her presence (see 
footnote 1, v.66). She requested Krsna to revive Pariksita, 
which he did (M.Bh.XIV.ch.66). After the Pamdavas had 
gained the kingdom of Hastinapura and were well established, 
sh£ followed Dhrtarastra and GandharT to the forest (M.Bh.
XV.18.503-15); and was burnt to death with them in the 
forest conflagration (M.Bh.XVF.39.1090) • Priya Dasa’s 
account of KuntTfe death, for which there is no evidence, is 
to show her extreme love for Kr§na. She belongs to the 
twentieth, or sauharda. nistha. i.e. affection for the Adorable, 
such as that between friends.'1'
1. Cf.Grierson,G.A.,art.cit.,JRAS.,1910,p.303.
v.67*l: DropatT: Draupadl, the wife of the five Pamdavas*
She was a daughter of king Drupada of Pancala, and therefore 
was called Draupadl and PaficalT. She arose from the centre 
of the sacrificial platform (vedl), and because of her dark 
complexion was named Krsna (M.Bh.I•167*6398 and 6U07)* She 
was born from a portion of SacT, the wife of Indra (M.Bh. 
1.67*2791)• At her svayamvara she was won by Arjuna. When 
the Pamdavas brought her home and represented her to their 
mother as the alms they had obtained that day, KuntT, who 
was there within the room and had not seen Draupadl, said, 
"Enjoy ye all." Hence she became the wife of the five 
Pamdavas (M.Bh.I.ch.l83ff•)• She bore five sons:
Prativindhya to Yudhisthira, Sutasoma to Bhlmasena, Sruta- 
karman to Arjuna, SatanTka to Nakula, and Srutasfcna to 
Sahadeva (M.Bh.I.221.7977-78).
The two incidents, referred to by Priya Dasa as an 
illustration of Draupadl's faith in Krsna, are related 
in M.Bh.II.65ff•» and III. 260-61 (see also footnote,w.67-68).
1. The two_chapters dealing with the second incident, that
of Durvasa with his 10,000 disciples visiting the Pamdavas, 
although given in P.O.Roy's edition of the Mahabharata, 
are not included in the editions of P.P.S.Sastri and V.S. 
Sukthankar; and the latter has given these two chapters in 
Appendix I as additional chapters (cf.Aaranyaka Parvan, 
Poona, 19U2, Appendix I, pp. 1080-8U). References here are 
made to P.C.Roy's English translation, vol.Ill•,Vana Parva, 
sections CCLX-CCLXI, pp. 36U-65.
'1 U I
Nabha Dasa has refereed to her, among the forty-two beloved 
of the Lord, as KuntT1s daughter-in-law, mentioning the 
first incident (Bh.M.,v.9.6). When the Pamdavas renounced 
the world and went to the Himalayas, she followed them, 
and she was the first to fall down on the journey (M.Bh. 
XVII.2.49). She belongs to the twentieth, or sauharda, 
nistha» i.e. affection for the Adorable, such as that 
between friends.1
v.69
v.69*3: jogesvara: yogedvara, referring here to the
nine principal yogi s. They were nine of the hundred sons 
of R^abha by Indra’s daughter JayantT, and were great 
ascetics and bhagavatas. i.e. the votaries of the Divine 
One (Bhg.Pur.V.4.11; and XI.2.21). The king Nimi was 
instructed by them on nine spiritual subjects: on the 
Bhagavata religion by Kavi (Bhg.Pur.XI.2.33-43); on the 
nature of the Lord’s devotees by Hari (Bhg.Pur.XI.2. 45-55); 
on'the nature of Maya by Antarik§a (Bhg.Pur.XI.3.2-16);
1. Cf. Grierson, G.A., art.cit•,JRAS.,1910,p.304.
on the deliverance from Maya by Prabuddha (Bhg.Pur.XI. 
3.18-33); on the identity of Narayana with Brahman by 
Pippalayana (Bhg.Pur.XI .3 .35-40); on the nature of karma. 
akarma and vikarma by Avirhotra (Bhg.Pur.XI.3*43-55); on 
the meaning of the different incarnations of Vi$nu by 
Drumila (Bhg.Pur.XI.ch.4); on the nature of those who are 
not devoted to Hari by Camasa (Bhg.Pur.XI.5.2-18); and on 
the different forms of Hari by Karabhajana (Bhg.Pur.XI. 
5*20-42). The names of these nine principal yogTs are 
mentioned by Nabha Dasa in Bh.M.,v.l3* They are reckoned 
among those who knew the Lord's Yogamayat i.e. divine 
illusion (Bhg.Pur.II.7.^ 5)•
v.69*4: Srutideva: Srutadeva, a Brahmapa of Mithila. His
story, as told in Bhg.Pur.X.86.13-57, relates that he was 
a devotee of Krsna, calm and content, and lived as a 
householder on voluntarily given alms. Bahula£va, the 
king of Mithila, also possessed these qualities, and was 
devoted to Kr§na. Once Krsna visited Mithila. He was 
accompanied by Narada, Vamadeva, Atri, Veda Vyasa, Para^urama, 
Asita, Aruni, Sukadeva, Brhaspati, Kanva, Maitreya, Cyavana 
and a number of other saints. They were duly welcomed by 
the citizens. The king Bahula^va and the Brahmana Srutadeva 
both came and fell at Krsna's feet, and humbly invited him
to their homes. Krsna accepted both invitations and 
stayed at both places at the same time, adopting two 
forms. No one knew the secret. Krsna and all the 
saints were cordially welcomed and reverently worshipped. 
Srutadeva, being overwhelmed with joy at the honour done 
to him, began to dance, waving his scarf (cf.Bhg.Pur.X. 
86.38).
According to Priya Dasa's version, Srutadeva was so 
overjoyed that he forgot to pay homage to the saints.
Seeing this, Krsna preached to him the importance of the 
saints and advised him to regard them as greater than 
Kysna himself. In the Bhagavata Srutadeva did pay homage 
to the saints before he began to dance (cf.Bhg.Pur.X.86.
38), nevertheless Krsna expounded to him the importance 
of worshipping the saints and Brahmanas (Bhg.Pur.X.86.
51-57) because he perceived that Srutadeva was concentrating 
more upon Krsna than the saints. In his version of the 
story, Priya Dasa is emphasising once more the extreme 
love of a devotee for the Lord, which led Srutadeva into 
the mistake of neglecting his duty of paying homage to the 
saints. This can well be compared with the mistakes made 
by SabarT and Vidura's wife (cf.notes on v.47*l). Moreover, 
Priya Dasa does not mention the king of Mithila, but makes 
the Brahmana Srutadeva his focal point.
Srutadeva is reckoned among Kr§na*s followers (Bhg. 
Pur.I.llj..32), and among those who knew the Lord’s 
Yo gam ay a , i.e. divine illusion (Bhg. Pur.II .7*^ -5) •
He belongs to the fifteenth, or jnana-dhyana-mahima, 
nistha, i.e. reverence for Knowledge and contemplation.^ 
Raghuraja Simha has told the story of Srutadeva in great 
detail, based on the Bhagavata.
v.70.
v.70.3: Praclnabaraha: Pracinabarhis (-varhis q.v.), a
Prajapati. He was one of the six sons of Havirdhana by 
HavirdhanT [Dhiksana, Vi.Pur.I.14*1; Br.Pur.II.13.39]> and 
his proper name was Barhisad. He was always engaged in 
asceticism and yoga. He celebrated sacrifices all over 
the earth, placing the sacred Ku3a grass (on which the 
gods were to sit to receive offerings) with its tips 
pointing towards the East. Hence he earned the name 
Pracinabarhis.^ At the command of Brahma, he married 
Satadruti [Savarna, Vi.Pur.I.14.3]> the daughter of the
1. Cf.Pratapa Simha,op.cit.,Table of contents, p.3«
2. Op.cit.,pp.2^8-54.
3. Cf.Wilson,HH., The Vishnu Purana,footnote 3> p.89.
ocean, and begot upon her ten sons who were called 
Pracetasas (Bhg.Pur.IV.24.8-13; cf. also M.Bh.XIII.147.6829;
Vi.Pur.I.14.1-4; ana Br.Pur.11.13.39,69; 30.40). He was 
a rajarsi , i.e. a sage and king (Va.Pur•57.122). He is 
reckoned among those who knew the Lord's Yoga may's. i.e. 
divine illusion (Bhg.Pur•II.7.43)•
v.70.5: ValmTki I: ValmTki, the celebrated author of the
Raraayana. Originally he emerged out of an ant-hill, but 
was born again unto Cars'anT, the wife of Varuna (Bhg.Pur.VI. 
18.5). When RUma banished sTtT, she was received by the sage 
ValmTki. She lived in his hermitage where she gave birth 
to twin sons called Lava and Ku£a who were brought up by 
ValmTki (Bhg.Pur.IX.11.10-11; Br.Pur.111.36.6; cf. also 
RsTm.VII. cantos 66 and 93ff.). He was the author of the 
story of Rama which he heard from Narada who got it from 
Brahma (M.Pur.12.51; 53*71-72). He was present at RTma's 
coronation (Vi.Pur•IV.4•100)• He is mentioned as a Veda-vyasa, 
i.e. the arranger of the Vedas, of the 24th DvTpara, being 
Riksa, the descendant of Bhrgu (Vi.Pur.111.3.18)•
In both the ValmTki R*amayana and the Adhyatma 
Ramayana, ValmTki is represented as being visited by Rama. 
During the exile, R*ama, having crossed the Ganges, visited 
Bharadv*aja and then went to ValmTki*s hermitage at Citrakuta.
ValmTki welcomed and praised Rama (R*am.II*56.16.ff. ; Add.Ram.
II.6.39-47). The Adhyatma Rsfmayana gives a detailed descrip­
tion of this visit. R'ama tells ValmTki about his exile and 
inquires from him a place to live in the forest. Then 
ValmTki recites a hymn in praise of R*ama (^dh.R'am. II.6.48-59). 
Though born a Brahmana, VaTrnTki, according to the most
popular tradition for which the Rdhyatma Ramayana is the
1 #
original source, began his life as a robber. To illustrate 
the power of the Rarae of Raima, ValrnTki himself tells Reima 
his own life-story. He relates that he was previously a 
Kirata (BhTla q.v.), living a life of a hunter in the 
company of the KirsTta people. He was a Brahmana merely 
by birth, but was engaged in the evil acts of a Sudra, 
killing and robbing. Once he saw the seven saints, known 
as saptarsi . (cf.footnote 5, v.70) in the forest. When 
he was about to rob them, they asked him why he was committing 
such sins, to which he replied that he was supporting his 
family. The rsis asked him to go home and inquire who of 
his family members would be willing to share his sins. When 
he went home and inquired, nobody was prepared to do so. 
ValmTki came back and, abandoning his bow etc., fell at the
1. Cf. also Williams, M., Indian wisdom, footnote 1, p.337; 
and MSHD. ,s.v.
feet of the saints who imparted to him the Name of Rama
in its inverted form, mara (i.e. kill), which he continually
repeated for a long time, sitting in one pose without moving.
.After a thousand years the rsis returned and found thatv .« ■
ValmTki, was completely covered under an ant-hill. As he
1
came out of the ant-hill (valmTka) , they named him VsTlraTki, 
telling him that it was his second birth. Thus, Valnuki 
attained enlightenment by reciting the inverted Name of 
Rama (Adh.Ram.II.6.61-80).
2
The origin of this legend can be, as Camille Bulcke 
suggests, traced in the kahabtiarata where the sage ValraTki 
illustrates the importance of Siva by telling Yudhisthira 
that once in course of a dialectical disputation he was 
denounced by certain ascetics as one guilty of bramanicide, 
and from that moment he was obsessed by the sin. When he 
took refuge in Siva, he became cleansed of all his sins.
Siva blessed him that his fame would be great in the world 
(M.Bh.XIII.18.1303-5)• There are also legends representing 
Valmiki as a KolT, i.e. a member of one of the most despised
1. Cf. aj-so MSED.,8.v.
2. Cf. Rama-katha,pp.38-39•
aboriginal tribes on the Bombay coast. However,
Priya Dasa, in Bh.B.,7 0 . refers to the story of
ValmTki, told in the ^dhyTtma Ramayana. The post-
2
Priy*a Dasa commentators, Raghuraja Simha and Pratapa 
3Simha also relate this story,
ValmTki is said to have seen the whole story of
4
R*ama in a vision, which he described in the Ramayana.
The invention of the'Sloka metre is, traditionally,
5attributed to him, and he is called ladi-kavi. i.e. the
first poet. His name is mentioned by Rabtia Dasa among
those who walked on the path of the Lord (Bh.B. ,v.11.3).
He belongs to the fifth, or kTrtana, nisth'a, i.e. psalmody6 *
or the singing of hymns.
1
v.71
v.71.1: ValamTki Supaca: ValmTki II, i.e. Svapaca ValmTki
who was a Ca^dala, an outcaste. In Bh.B. ,vv.71-78, Priya 
Pasa tells in detail the story of Svapaca ValmTki to illustrate 
the importance of a devotee of the Lord, irrespective of birth
1. Cf.Barth,a ., The religions of India, p.137*
2. Op.cit. ,p.135-37*
3* Op.cit.,pp.110-11.
4. Cf.Dowson,John, op.cit.,s.v.
5. For full discussion, see Williams,to.,op.cit•,footnote 1, 
p.314, and also footnote 1, p.338*
6. Cf. Pratapa Simha, op.cit.,Table of contents, p.2.
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or caste. This idea is expounded on various occasions 
in the BhUgavata Purana. Priya Dasa here makes a dis­
tinction between a bhakta, i.e. a devotee of the Lord, and 
a santa. i.e. a saint or an ascetic.
In Bhg.Pur.III.33*6-7, we are told that if a Caradfala 
hears or chants the Lord's hymn, bows down unto Him or 
worships Him, he is instantly rendered pure and becomes fit 
for celebrating the Soma sacrifice; and that if a Caradstla 
utters the Lame of the Lord, he becomes worthy of reverence.
In Bhg.Pur.VII.9«9-10, Prahlada, a great devotee of the 
Lord, says that the qualities of possessing riches, noble 
birth, personal graces, rigid religious austerities, the 
knowledge of the scriptures, amiability, courage, might, 
diligence, prudence and power of yoga are of no avail in 
the matter of true adoration of the Lord. ii Svapaca 
(Camdala), who has dedicated his mind, deeds, riches, life, 
and all to the Lord is worthier in point of virtue than a
Brahmana who, though possessing the above-mentioned qualities,
2
may be disinclined to worship the lotus-feet of the Lord.
Thus the Bhagavata religion, in the matter of bhakti (devotion), 
makes no distinction between a Camdala, the lowest of the low,
1. Cf. Sanyal, J.M., op.cit., vol.1,Book III,p.302.
2. Ibid., vol.3, Book VII, p.46.
and a Brahmana, belonging to the first of the three twice- 
born classes of the four original divisions of Hindu 
society.
The story of Svapaca ValmTki, for which Priya" Dasa
gives "Bharata" , i.e. the Mahabharata, or the Jaimini
1
Bhiarata, as its source, does not appear in either of 
these works, nor in the Btiagavata or any other Purana.
It is probably, based on some oral legend, and is a product 
of the Vaisnava HindT poets, perhaps of Priya Da’sa himself.
”  2 - 3Raghuraja Simha and Pratapa Simha have also narrated this
story, based on Priya D'asa’s text, but have associated it
—  —  —  ^with the Rajasuya yajna. S.S.BhageTvan PrastTda also places
it in the context of the Rajasliya yajna . but according to 
5
R.K.Garg it took place on the occasionaf the ^Svamedha 
yajna.
as regards this devotee, we do not know anything about
him except what Priya Defsa tells us, that his name wqs
ValmTki and that he was a Camdala. He belongs to the
fifteenth, or jnana-dhya’na-mahima, nisth!a. i.e. reference   £ > ------
for Knowledge and contemplation.
1. Bh.B.,v.71.2.
2. Op.cit.,PP*230-39.
3* Op.cit. ,pp.251^52.
4. Op.cit.,p.217.
5. Op.cit.,£.132.
6. Cf. Pratapa Simha, op.cit., Table of contents, p.3 .
v.71.3: Peundavani: the PeTmdavas, the five sons of king
P'amdu. See notes on vv.66-67.• •
v.79
V.79-1: Rukmamgada: Rukmangada, a pious and virtuous
king, supposedly of Ayodhya. The stories of Rukmangada and
his daughter, told by Priya Dasa in Bh.B.,vv.79-61, illustrate
the power and importance of observing the fast of Ekada^T.
The origin and importance of Ekadasi are described in
detail in Pad.Pur.chs.39-40, and chs.41-65 deal with the
twenty-four Ekada^Ts. Ag.Pur.ch.187.,Vr.Pur.ch.21, Var.Pur.
ch.30, and Gar.Pur.ch.125 also deal with this subject, but
it is in the latter that reference has been made to king
Rukrnangada. We are told that king Rukmangada used to keep
vigils on the nights of Ekadasi and listen to the Puranas
recited by the holy sages, a s  a result he was liberated
from the trammels of life and ascended to heaven after
1
death (Gar.Pur.125-7)• There does not seem to be any
source for the story about Rukmangada and the nymph, and it
2
is probably based on some later legend. Raghuraja Simha
1. Cf. Manmath Rath Dutt, The Garuda Purana, p.368.
2. Op.cit.,pp. 92-93-
and Pratapa Simha have also related this story. S.S.
Cauh'ana tells the same story but gives the king's name as
Mangala and his queen as SamjhavatT. .apart from the names,
3the story is the same as told by Priya Dasa. S.S.Cauhana
4
and Raghuraja Simha have both given the nymph's name as 
Urva£*T. S. S.Cauh'ana' s story about R*u pama mg at ft (probably 
for RukmangadaJ, the king of Ayodhya, is quite a different
5one. The story about Rukmangada and the nymph, told by
Priya Dasa in Bh.B.,vv.79-80, is based on the belief that
merit of one's good deeds, such as fasting, bathing in the
holy river etc., can be transferred to someone else. The
maid's act of transferring the merit of observing’the fast
of Ekada£T may well be compared with that of a Brahmana who,
being moved to compassion for a ghost, went to bathe on
the latter's behalf at the Vi^raraa ghata in Mathura, and as
soon as he transferred the merit of one such bath, the ghost6was absolved from all sins and sufferings.
In Bh.B.,v.81, Priya D*asa tells us the story of King 
Rukmangada's daughter. a similar story is related in 
Pad.Pur.VI.ch.62,but the king's name is given as Mucukunda;
1
1. Op.cit•, p.207.
2. Op.cit• , p.633*
3. Ibid., p.633*
4. Op.cit.,p.92» 
5* Cf.S.S.Cauhana,op.cit#>ip. 636-38*
6. Cf.Growse,F.S., Mathura: A district memoir, vol.l,
footnote, p.93.
his daughter is called Candrabh'ag'a and her husband
Sobhana. This version of the story can also be found
1
in ^ka’da^fflahatrnyam1 • The story of Rukmangada1s daughter,
_  2 _  3told by Raghuraja Simha and Pratapa Simha, is based on 
Priya Dasa!s text. Raghuraja Simha places Rukmangada among 
the devotees of the Satayuga, i.e. the first or Krta age. 
Rukmangada and. his daughter both belong to the eleventh, 
or vrata-upasa. nisttia, i.e. the performance of difficult
F"vows and asceticism.
v. 82
v.82.1: Haricamda: Hari^candra, an ancient king of
.Ayodhya, who is celebrated for his truthfulness. He was 
o\ •the son/jf ri£anku (Bhg.Pur.IX.7.7; Vi.Pur.IV.3.25). The 
story of his purchasing Sunah^epa is told in the ^itareya 
Brahmana, Book VII, ch.3, vv.13-18 (see also Bhg.Pur.IX. 
ch.7; and M.Bh.VIII.3.186).
Priya Dasa refers here to the other story of Rari- 
3candra which is described in detail in Mar. Pur., ch.7-8.
It relates that once Hari^candra unknowingly incurred the
1. Cf.Sarma, Prema Datta(ed.), Ekada^T-maha’tmyam, p.214.
2. Op.cit.,pp. 93-94.
3. Op.cit. ,_p.207.
4. Cf. Pratapa Simha,op.cit. , Table of contents, p.2.
anger of Vi^veamitra who demanded as his sacrificial
gift the kingdom, wealth and all the possessions of
the king. Hari^candra together with his wife Saivaya 
and his son Rohita^va, clothed in garments of bark, left 
his kingdom and went to Banaras where he sold his wife and 
son to a BreThmana to pay to Vidvamitra the fee in money 
due to him for performing the RsTjasuya yajna. The sage 
regarded the amount insufficient and forced Hari^candra to 
sell himself to a Catjijfala to pay the rest of the fee. 
Hari^candra served the Camdlala as a gatherer of clothes 
from the dead bodies at the burning ground. After some
time his wife came there to cremate her son who had been
bitten by a snake. When HarisScandra and his wife decided 
to die upon their sonfs funeral pyre, Dharraa, Indra and the 
other gods appeared and declared that the king, his wife 
and his son had won heaven by their good deeds. After 
Vi£varaitra had enthroned Rohita^va in the city of Ayodhya, 
Haii^candra with his wife, friends and all his people 
ascended to heaven.
Hari£candra is reckoned among those who abstained 
from meat during the month of K'artika (M.Bh.XIII.115.5663).
He was raised to the heaven of Indra for his performance of 
the R'a.iasuya ya.jna and for his unbounded liberality (M.Bh.II.
ch.12). He belongs to the first, or dharma, nisthaT ,
i.e., morality, the performance of good actions. 
v.82.3: Surat ha-SudhanvaT: the two devout princes. Their
story is told in Jai.Bh. ,chs.17-20. Hamsadhvaja, the king 
of Campakapuri, had five sons, viz. Subala, Suratha, Sama, 
Sudar£ana and Sudhanva (Jai.Bh.17*20;. When the sacrificial 
horse, followed by .Arjuna and his army, entered the city of 
CampakapurT, king Hamsadhvaja commanded everyone to go with 
the army to the battle against *rjuna, and whoever should 
fail to march out should be thrown into a cauldron of boiling 
oil. The youngest son of the king, SudhanvaT, having re­
ceived a blessing from his mother and sister, went to say 
farewell to his wife PrabtiavatT who, since it was the first 
day after her menses, requested her husband for coition before 
his departure. Noticing his youngest son's absence, the 
king sent a messenger to his priests called Sankha and 
Likhita to ask their advice about his son's punishment, 
and he was told to keep his word. When SudhanvaT was about 
to be thrown into the cauldron, he meditated upon Krsna; 
the boiling oil ceased to bubble and immediately became 
cold. The priests cast a coconut into the cauldron to test 
the oil, it burst into two pieces and struck the foreheads
1. Cf. Pratapa Simha, op.cit., Table of contents, p.l
of the two priests. Realising SudhanvIT' s faith in Hari,
they were impressed and praised him highly (Jai.Bh.ch.17)•
Priya Detsa briefly refers here to this incident, and tells
as that the two priests died because of their malice towards
the two princes,
SudhanveT fought bravely against Arjuna and wounded
Pradyurana etc., but was finally killed by -arjuna (Jai.Bh.
chs,18-19)• Then Suratha went to the battle and was felso
1
killed by iirjuna (Jai.Bh,ch,20) S.S.Cautiana and Raghura£ja 2
Simha have described this story in detail, and it can also
be found in J, Talboys Wheeler’s 'The history of India*, vol.
1 >PP«399-400. Suratha and SudhanvsT both belong to the
first, or dharma, nistha, i.e. morality, the performance of J—
good actions,
v.82.5: Sivi: Sibi, a virtuous and truthful king who is
renowned for his liberality and unselfishness. He was a 
son of U^Tnara and MadhavT, the daughter of Yayati (M.Bh.V.
118,4000; Bhg.Pur.1.12.20). He had four sons, via. VrssTdarbha , 
SuvTra, Kaikeya and Madra (Bhg.Pur•IX.22.3-4; Vi.Pur.IV.18.
9-10). The story of his being tried by Indra and -agni, as 
told in Li.Bh. Ill ,ch. 194, relates that when once the gods 
resolved to try the goodness of king Sibi, Indra and *gni
1. Op.cit.,pp.694-706.
2. Op.cit.^pp.345-59*
3« Cf.Pratapa Simha, op.cit.,Table of contents,p.1.
transformed themselves into a hawk and a pigeon respectively. 
The pigeon, being pursued by the hawk, fell upon the king!s 
lap and requested protection. Whereupon the hawk claimed 
its prey. Sibi offered the hawk a bull cooked with rice 
instead of the pigeon. The hawk demanded as much flesh of 
the king’s right thigh as would be equal to the weight of 
the pigeon. When the king cut off a piece of flesh from 
his right thigh and weighed it, the pigeon was heavier.
The king cut off pieces of flesh from all parts of his body 
but the pigeon still weighed more. Then the king himself 
ascended the scales. ■ Seeing this the hawk disappeared. 
Being asked by the king, the pigeon told him that the hawk 
was Indra and he himself was Agni. Then Agni made king 
Sibi’s wounds auspicious and handsome, and granted him 
great fame, long rule and a son called Kapotaroman.
Sibi is reckoned among those who knew the Lord’s 
Yogamaya , i.e. divine illusion (Bhg.Pur.II.7.45)J and among 
those who sacrificed their lives for others (Bhg.Pur.VIII. 
20.7)* He belongs to the tenth, or daya-ahiysa1, nistbla» 
i.e. , mercy or tenderness and non-violence.
1. Cf.Prat*apa Simha,op.cit.,Table of contents, p.2
v.82.7: Bharata: Jara (Jada q.v.) Bharata, the eldest
son of Rsabha and JayantT. He was a great ascetic, gifted
with many accomplishments, and it was after his name that
the insular continent is known as Btiaratavarsa (Bhg.Pur.
V.4.9; XI.2.17). He was a mahlabhakta . i.e. a great devotee
of the Lord. Following his father's command, he ruled
over the kingdom and married PancajanT, the daughter of
Vi£varupa, who bore five sons named Sumati, R*astrabhrta,
Sudar£ana, Avarna and DhUmraketu. After having ruled
righteously for one thousand Ayuta years, he divided his
wealth and kingdom among his sons, and repaired to the 
hermitage of Pulaha where he engaged himself in the adoration
of the Supreme Being. (Bhg.Pur.V.ch.7)•
The story of his bringing up a motherless young deer 
and his attachment to it, and of his rebirth as a deer and 
then as a Brahmana is narrated in Bhg.Pur.V.chs•8-14; and 
Vi.Pur. II,chs.13-^ 16. He belongs to the fifteenth, or 
.jnana4dhyana-mahima, nistha. i.e. reverence for Knowledge 
and contemplation.
DadhTca: DadhTci (Dadhyanca q.v.), a great sage, son
of Atharvan and Citti; also known as A^va^iras (Bhg.Pur.IV. 
1.42). Indra was advised by the Lord to go and pray to
1. Cf.Pratapa Simha,op.cit. , Table of contents, p.3*
0^ /
Dadhici for his body whose bones would serve as the best 
weapon to cut off Vrtra's head (Bhg.Pur.VI.9.51-55)•
Being approached by the gods led by Indra, Dadhici gave 
up his body by means of yoga. Out of his bones the 
skilful Vi£vakarma constructed Vajra. i.e. the thunderbolt, 
for Indra (M.Bh.III.ch.100; Bhg.Pur.VI.10.1-14). Dadhici 
sacrificed his life for the well-being and service of 
others (Bhg .^111.20.7). He belongs to the first, or 
dharma. nisttia. i.e. morality, the performance of good 
actions.
v .83
v.83*l: V^mdhyavall: Vindhyavali, the wife of the demon
king Bali. When Bali conferred upon Vamana (the Dwarf) his 
desire for land measuring his three footsteps (cf. also notes 
on v.98.l}, Vindhyavali participated in making the gift, and 
adorned with a precious pearl-necklace brought a golden jar 
filled with water with which Bali joyfully washed Vamana's 
feet (Bhg.Pur.VIII.20.17)• Seeing her husband bound with
the Varuni noose, she was overwhelmed with fear, and praised 
the Lord, saying that Bali should be ashamed of himself as 
he, being proud of his power and riches, wanted to grant
1. Op.cit. ,p.l.
something to the Lord who had created the three worlds
for His sport (Bhg.Pur.VIII.22.19-20). She belongs to
the twenty-first, or garanagat i and a’traa-nivedana, nisthla .
## 1
i.e. taking refuge in the Adorable, and self-abandonment.
v .84
v.84.5* Moradhvaja: a devout king, renowned for his
liberality and self-sacrifice. The Jaimini Bharata is 
the original source for the story of Moradhvaja, told by 
Priya Dasa in Bh.B.,vv.84-88. But Priya Dasa, as with the 
story of Candratiasa (cf.notes on v.54.1), dissociates this 
story from the episode of the sacrificial horse and relates 
it as an independent story.
According to the Jaimini Bkiarata, which devotes six 
chapters (chs. 41-46) to the story, Moradhvaja (Mayuradhva^a)
ivy- , .was the king of Ratna^gara (Jai.Bh.41.lO)• When, having
left Manipura, the sacrificial horse, followed by Aroune. and
his army, entered Ratnanagara, it was captured by the king’s
son called Tamradhvaja. This was followed by a fearful
battle in which Tamradhvaja wounded Arjuna and Krsna, and... 7
carried off the horse. when the king was presented with
1. Cf.Pratapa Simha, op.cit., Table of contents, p.4*
the horse, he felt sorry and rebuked his son but
kept the horse, hoping to see Krsna. On their recovery,
Krsna told i*rjuna about the devout conduct of Moradhvaja, 
and wanted to show it to him. Priya Dasa takes up the 
story here, but introduces it by saying that Arjuna had 
become vain and Krsna wanted to cure his vanity by show­
ing him the example of Moradhvaja*s supreme devotion.
1 _ 2 _ 3S.S.Cauhana, Raghuraja Simha and Pratapa Simha also
relate this story and associate it with the sacrificial
horse. It can also be found in f!he history of India* ,
4
vol.l, pp. 412-13 where J. Talboys Wheeler comments that
this story is a * long tissue of religious fables*•
According to the Jaimini Btiarata, the name of Moradhvaja*s
queen was KumudavatT (Jai.Bh.46.18-19), which is also given
5 _ 6 
by S.S.Cauhana and Raghuraja Simha. Priya Da’sa ends the
story with the boon asked by Moradhvaja that Krsna would
not put his devotees on trial in the Kali age. But in
the Jaimini Btiarata, Krsna, being pleased with Moradhvaja,
accepted his request and stayed there for three days, and
1. Op.cit. pp. 729-35.
2. Op.cit• pp. 360-69.
3. Op.cit. PP. 192-93.4. Op.cit. p.412.
5. Op.cit• P.734-35.6. Op.cit. p.367.
then the king’s son followed Arjuna with a large army.
The devout king i\ioradhvaja belongs to the tenth, 
or daya-ahims'a t nisth][, i.e. mercy or tenderness and 
non-violence*
v • 89
v.89*l: ^laraka: -Alarka, a sage and king (ra.jarsi).
He was the youngest son of Rtadhvaja (also known as Dyumat,_ 2
Kuvalaya^va, Vatsa and Pratardana) and Mandalasst, and the 
father of Santati. He ruled his kingdom for 66,000 years 
(Bhg.Pur.IX.17.6-8; Br.Pur.III.67.69-72; Vi.Pur.IV.8.lb- 
18). The Iviarkandeya Purana is the original source for the 
story of alarka, told by Priya Dasa in this verse, accord­
ing to the Markandeya Purana, which devotes twenty chapters 
(chs.25-44) th the story of .Alarka, Alarka* s mother was 
called Mad'alas'a. She was a great devotee of the Lord 
and the mother of Yoga. Her first three sons were named 
by her husband Vikranta, Subahu and Satru-mardana, names 
which she did not like /Jlaughed at. She taught her three 
sons spiritual knowledge and trained them as yogTs. She 
herself named the fourth son ^larka (lit.a furious dog or a
1. Cf.Prat'apa Simha, op.cit., Table of contents, p.2.
2. For jthe story*of king Rtadhvaja and his wife Mandalasa 
(kad'alasa q.v.), see wiar.Pur. ,chs.20-24.
fabulous hog with eight legs ). At her husband's 
request, she trained him as a king and educated him 
in the duties of Ksatriyas,which are contained in M*ar.
Pur.,chs.27-36. The king Rtadhvaja, on reaching old 
age, abdicated in favour of Alarka and retired to the 
forest with his wife to practise austerities. Before 
her departure, Mandalasai gave Alarka a ring, asking him 
to read the writing inside it if he were ever in intolerable 
pain causeiby separation from his kinsmen, or opposition 
of his enemies, or destruction of his wealth (Mar.Pur.36.6£8)• 
For a long time Alarka ruled his kingdom righteously 
but was besotted with the enjoyments of wealth and sensual 
pleasures. His brother Subahu, in order to free him from 
his worldly attachments, approached the king of Ksi£T who 
attacked Alarka's kingdom and reduced him to subjection.
.after suffering the keenest torment, alarka remembered the 
ring given by his mother, and was overjoyed by reading his 
mother's instruction, saying: "Association must be shunned 
by every soul, if to shun it be impossible, it should be 
formed with the good, for association with the good is a 
panacea. Love must be shunned by every soul; if to 
eschew it be impossible, it should be displayed towards
1
1. Cf. Pargiter, P.£. , The Markandeya Purana, p.144; and 
also aSED.s.v.
the desire for final emancipation from existence, for
1
that desire is a cure therefor1* (Mar.Pur.3 7.23-2U) •
Then Alarka visited the illustrious safee Dattatreya who 
instructed him in yoga, and described to him the stages 
by which the final emancipation is attained (see fcfar.
Pur.chs.38-U3)• Thus enlightened, Alarka went back to 
the king of KasT and relinquished the kingdom in his 
favour, telling him to ei£>y it or to give it to Subahu, 
as they were no longer his enemies. This delighted 
Subahu who told the king of Kail that he had induced him 
to conquer Alarka so that the latter would give up his 
kingdom and engage himself in the service of the Lord. 
Alarka enthroned his eldest son and went to the forest. 
After years of meditation, he was freed from worldly life, 
and attained the final emancipation.
This story of Alarka is also related by Raghuraja
2 _ 3Simha and Pratapa Simha. Alarka and his mother
Mandalasa both belong to the fifteenth, or jfiana-dyana- 
mahima, nistha, i.e. reverence for Knowledge and contem­
plation.^
1. Pargiter,P.S.,op.cit.,pp.188-89.
2. Op.cit.,pp.99-102.
3. Op.cit., pp. 2U8-U9.
k* Ibid., Table of contents, p.3*
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y.90.1: Ramtideva: Rantideva, a virtuous king who
is renowned for his generosity and charity. He was a 
son of Sankrti and a descendant of king Du§yanta (Bhg.
Pur.IX.21-1-2; Vi.Pur.IV.19.22). His story, as told in 
Bhg.Pur.IX.21.3-18, relates that he gave away all his 
wealth and lived on alms. Once he suffered with his 
family going without food for forty-eight days. When 
on the forty-ninth day he received some food, there 
came one by one a Brahmana, a Sudra, a man with a 
number of dogs and a Camdala. Rantideva gave all his 
food in portions to the first three guests and the re­
maining water to the Camdala, saying that he did not 
desire from God the onancipation of his soul or the eight­
fold siddhis, but that he wished to relieve all living 
beings from their miseries by taking their sufferings on 
himself. Whereupon Brahma and the other gods, having 
thus tested Rantideva, cast off their disguises and appeared 
unto him.
Rantideva is reckoned among those who knew the Lord's 
Yogamaya. i.e. divine illusion (Bhg.Pur.II.7.44)• He belongs 
to the sixteenth, or vaira.ifia-^anti, nistha, i.e. resignation 
and tranquillity.1
v.90
1. Cf. Pratapa Simha, op.cit., Table of contents, p.3*
v.91
v.91.1: Guha: the headman of the Nisadas^who were an
aboriginal tribe living in the forests to the North of 
the Ganges and in Central India. He is also known as 
Ni§adara;)a, i.e. the king of the Nisadas. He was a great 
devotee, a friend and an ally of Rama. When he heard of 
Rama’s arrival in Spngaberapura, he rushed to greet Rama 
and offered him his kingdom. He placed dainty food for 
Rama but this and all gifts Rama refused except for water 
and grain for the horses, as he had abandoned all pleasures. 
Guha kept a vigil throughout the night and in the morning 
provided a boat to carry Rama across the Ganges (Ram.II. 
canto 50.ff; Adh.Ram.II.5.58-70; 6.1-25; Ra.ca.II.87 ff.).
When Guha saw Bharata with his host arrive there,
Guha suspected that Bharata’s intention was evil, but 
once convinced of Bharata*s loyalty to Rama, he offered 
hjm fruits and roots from the forest and a place to rest. 
During the night he described to Bharata how he had served 
Rama, SIta and Lak§mana, and how he had seen them safely 
across the Ganges. Then he accompanied Bharata and others
v.90.8: Compare Bh.B.,v.90.8 with Bhg.Pur.,IX.21.12.
1. See also footnote,!, v.91
on their journey to Citrakuta to meet Rama and also 
returned with them (Ram.II.canto 83 ff.; Adh.Ram.II. 
8.1^33; Pa.ca.II.188 ff.). Guha was much grieved being 
separated from Rama (Ra.ca.II.321.1-2)•
To illustrate Guha's extreme love for Ram^ Priya 
Dasa tells us that Guha, having returned from Citrakuta, 
kept his eyes shut, thinking there was nothing worth 
seeing except Rama. According to Raghuraja Simha'*'
_  0and Pratapa Simha, Guha blindfolded himself to keep his
eyes shut and meditated upon Rama. After fourteen years
when Rama returned, he visited Guha who only then opened
_  3his eyes to behold Rama. This is a unique example of a 
devotee’s love for the Lord, for which there is no source 
other than Priya Dasa himself.
v.93
v.93.1: Parlksita: Pariksit q.v., a sage and king
(ra.jarsi). He was the son of Abhimanyu and Uttara, and 
the father of Janamejaya. While Parlksita was still in 
his mother’s womb, Asvatlhaman hurled the Brahma weapon to 
kill him, but Kr§na promised to revive him (M.Bh.X.ch.l6).
1. Op.cit.,p.13U.2. Op.cit.,pp. U10-11.
3. Bh.B.,v.92.1-5.
When he was born dead, KuntT, Subhadra and Uttara invoked
Krsna and requested the child’s life. Then Krsna revived
the child and named him Parlksita (M.Bh.XIV.chs.66-70)•
According to the Bhagavata, Krsna entered the womb of
Uttara and protected the child by his impenetrable cover
of Maya (Bhg.Pur.I.8.12-15)• Thus Parlksita, while he
was in his mother’s womb, beheld the Lord in all His Beauty
(Bhg.Pur.I.12.7-11)• After his birth whenever Parlksita
saw a human being, he used to think and examine him to
determine if he were the same Being whom he beheld in his
mother’s womb. Therefore, he was known as Parlksita 
is..
(Bhg.Pur. I -[30).
Parlksita was a great devotee of the Lord (mahabhagavata). 
When YlLdhifthira perceived the approach of Kali in his 
kingdom, he installed him on the throne of Hastinapura (Bhg. 
Pur.I.15.36-37)• Parlksita ruled righteously, guided by 
the Brahmanas. He married Iravatl and had four sons. He 
performed successively three Asvamedha yajfias and conquered 
many countries. He suppressed Kali and permitted him to 
live in five evil and unrighteous association*: gambling, 
wine, bad women, slaughter-houses and gold (Bhg.Pur.I. 
ch.16-17).
Once when pursuing a herd of deer, Parlksita became
tired and very thirsty, and searching for water he 
entered the hermitage of Samlka who, being engaged in 
meditation, did not answer the king’s request for water. 
Whereupon Pariksita out of his anger took up a dead snake 
with the end of his bow and placing it round the sage’s 
neck, returned to his capital. Seeing this, the sage’s 
son called S^ngl was offended and cursed the king that he 
would be bitten by Taksaka within seven days. Learning 
of this, Pariksita repaired to the banks of the Ganges 
to meet death by starvation. He was visited by many 
saints whom he asked about the beneficial course to attain 
moksa. Then the sage Sukadeva called upon him and related 
to him the whole Bhagavata Purana (Bhg.Pur.I.18.2U-50; and 
ch.19). Thus enlightened, Pariksita thanked Sukadeva and 
told him that he was no longer frightened of death caused 
by Taksaka. Then he sat in contemplation, free from all 
attachments, and when he was bitten by Taksaka, his body 
was reduced to ashes (Bhg.Pur.XII.6.1-15)•
According to the Mahabharata, when Pariksita learnt 
of Spngl’s curse, he built a mansion erected upon one solitary 
column, where he lived protected by physicians and Brahmanas 
skilled in mamtras. On the seventh day when Kasyapa was 
coming with a sure cure, he met Taksaka who bribed him with
great wealth to return. Taksaka disguised himself as an 
insect inside a fruit, and was carried into the king’s 
mansion. When ParTksita was eating the fruit and saw the 
ugly insect, he said that he had no fear from poison, and 
wished the insect to become Taksaka and bite him so that his 
sinful act might be expiated. Taksaka, coming out of the 
fruit, coiled himself round ParTksita’s neck and bit him.
The king fell down, as if struck by lightning, and his 
mansion blazed up with Taksaka*s poison (M.Bh.I.chs.UO-UU)• 
The two incidents of ParTksita*s life, referred to
by Priya Dasa in this verse, are based on the Bhagavata,
- 1 - 2 and are also told by Raghuraja Simha and Pratapa Simha.
ParTksita belongs to the fourth, or gravapa-mahatmya.
_  3nistha, i.e. hearing the Word.
v.9k
v.9^*l: Sukadeva: see notes on v.l.7.
V.9U.3: dasama £loka: sloka(s) from the dagama skandha
(i.e. the tenth book) of the Bhagavata Purana. The great 
sage Vyasa had instructed his disciples to sing the Bhagavata
1. Op.cit.,pp. 170-71.
2. Op.cit., p.lOU.
3. Cf.Pratapa Simha,op.cit., Table of contents, p.l.
so that his son Sukadeva, who soon after his birth had 
gone to the forest, could hear it and be attracted by it*
When Sukadeva heard the slokas recited, he went back to 
Vyasa to learn the whole Bhagavata (cf.Bhg.Pur.I.2.2-3)•
The term dasama has been used here as an abbreviation 
for dasama skandha which is commonly used as the technical 
term for the tenth book of the Bhagavata Purana, e.g. 
fdasamaskandhakathasamgrha* and ’dasama skandhanukramanika’ 
(cf.T.Aufrecht, Catalogus Catalogorum,1,21+7)•
S.S.Bhagavan Prasada^takes the word sloka as singular,
i.e. a £loka, and quotes the following lines: aho bakl
yam stanakalakutam jighamsayapayayad apya asadhvT / lebhe 
gatim dhatryucitam tato’nyam kam va dayalum saranam 
vrajema // (Bhg.Pur.III.2.23)•
[The wicked demoness Putana gave her poisoned breast 
to him (Kr§na) for sucking with all intent to kill him.
Even then she was granted that excellent state attainable 
by nursing mothers merely for the garments of a devotee that 
she wore. Whom else than him, the kindness incarnate, should
Pwe serve?]
1. Op.cit.,p.291.2. Cf•Sanyal,J.M.,op.cit.,vol.l,Book III,p.lU8.
5oo
But this sloka is neither the tenth sloka (of Bhg.
Pur.Ill.ch.2) nor from the tenth book of the Bhagavata. 
Therefore, it is probably guess work on S.S.Bhagavan 
Prasada*s part. On the other hand, R.K.Garg^interprets 
the term dasama sloka as a sloka from the tenth book of
the Bhagavata, though he does not quote any specific lines.
The word sloka is, most probably, used here as plural, 
meaning (some) slokas. It is not possible to ascertain 
the exact Slokas which were recited by the disciples of 
Vyasa. There are ten slokas on the story of Putaria in 
Bhg.Pur.X,ch.6 (see vv. 35-U4). As these slokas are from
the tenth book of the Bhagavata, and also are ten in number,
the adjective dasama may well be qualifying these slokas.
v.95.
v.95»l: Prahlada: prahrada q.v., a righteous Daitya, son
of Hiranyakasipu and Kayadhu, and the father of Virocana 
whose son was Bali (Bhg.Pur.VI.18.12-13»16; cf. M.Bh.I. 
65.2526-27; Vi.Pur.I.15»lU2). Prahlada, while he was yet 
a boy, became an arddnt worshipper of Visnu. Sukracarya’s
,1. Op.cit.,p.l93*
two sons called Sanda and Amarka were his tutors who• •
tried to teach him the duties of a king. Each time 
when his father questioned him about what he had learnt, 
Prahlada expounded the adoration of Hari. He also 
lectured his playmates and co-pupils on the importance 
of devotion to Hari. This enraged his father who 
ordered his son to be killed. But Prahlada could not be 
killed by means of huge snakes, or elephants, or fire, 
or water, or poison or any means whatsoever. Once when 
Hiranyakasipu asked him to show Hari in the pillar near by 
and struck it with his fist, the Lord Vi^nu manifested 
Himself from it in the form of Narasimha, i.e. the Man- 
lion, and killed Hiranyakasipu. When the gods found the 
Man-lion still furious, they sent Prahlada to please Him. 
Prahlada approached and praised the Lord, and was granted 
any boon, but he only asked for complete eradication of 
desire from his mind. After his father’s death, Prahlada 
became the king of the Daityas and Danavas (Bhg.Pur.VII. 
chs.5-10; Vi.Pur.I.chs.17-20).
The story of Prahlada, referred to by Priya Dasa in 
Bh.B.,vv.95-96, exemplifies his steadfast devotion and 
his faith in the Lord’s Name. He was a mahabhagavat a, i.e
a great devotee of* the Lord (VII .AU30-U3) • He is 
reckoned among the twelve who knew the secret of the 
pure and inexplicable Bhagavata religion (Bhg.Pur.VI.
3.20); and among those who were cognisant of the Lord’s 
Yogamaya, i.e. divine illusion (Bhg.Pur.II.7«U3)• He 
belongs to the eighteenth, or dasyata, nistha, i.e. obedience 
or servitude.1
v .96
v.96.1: Siva: Siva, see notes on v.l6.3»
v.96.2: LaksamT: LaksmT, the goddess of beauty, fortune 
and prosperity, and the beloved wofe of Vi§nu. According 
to the most popular tradition, she arose out of the foam 
at the churning of the ocean, and chose Visnu as her lord 
(Bhg.Pur.VII.8.8-29; cf.Ram.I. canto U5; and M.Bh.V.102.
3613). The story of LaksmTfs birth bears a remarkable re­
semblance to that of Aphrodite (or Venus) in Greek mythology. 
As each incarnation of Visnu took place, LaksmT was incarnated 
in different forms, e.g. she was Rama’s wife as STta, and 
Krsna’s wife as RukminT. Among her several names are 
KsTrabdhi-tanaya, SrT, Kamala (Bh.B.,v.22.3), Padma, Indira,
1. Cf. Pratapa Simha, op.cit., Table of contents, p.3»» and
also Grierson,#G.A., art.cit.,JRAS.,1910,p.101.
Cancala, Loka-mata etc. She exemplifies service of 
the Lord, and belongs to the seventeenth, or Bhagavata- 
seva, ni^tha.^
v.96.1-3: Compare Bh.B.,v.96.1-3 with Bhg.Pur.,VII.9.1-U.
v.97
v .97«1: Akarura: Akrura, a Yadava, son of Svaphalka
and GandinT, and the father of Devavan and Upadeva (Bhg. 
Pur.IX.21*.15, 17-18; Vi.Pur.IV.lU.7,10; Br.Pur.Ill.71. 
113)* He was a paternal uncle of Krsna, and a minister 
of king Kamsa of Mathura.
Priya Dasa refers here to the incident when Kamsa 
asked Akrura to go to Vraja and bring Kr§na and Balarama 
to Mathura under the pretext of the festival of arms 
(dhanurmakha) at which they were to be killed (Bhg.Pur.X. 
36.27-^0; Vi.Pur.V.15* 9-12). The following morning 
Akrura set forth in his chariot, and as he went along he 
congratulated himself on his good fortune in having an 
opportunity to behold Krsna. On reaching Gogula, when
1. Cf.Pratapa Simha, op.cit., Table of contents, p.3*> and
also Grierson*, G.A., art .cit., JRAS., 1910,p.271.
he saw Krsna and Balarama he prostrated himself on
the ground, and, having received a cordial welcome, he
told them all about Kamsa’s plans. The next day Krsna
and Balarama, leaving all the milkmaids much afflicted,
departed for Mathura. When they arrived at the banks of
the Yamuna, Akrura went to bathe, and was amazed to sbe
the two brothers in their divine forms in the water and
in their human persons in the chariot at the same time.
Thus apprehending their real character, Akrura praised
the Lord. Then he drove them to Mathura before sunset,
and invited them to his home but Krsna promised to visit
him after he had killed Kamsa (Bhg.Pur.X.38-U0, 1*1* 1-18;
Vi.Pur.V.chs.18-19). Later Krsna, accompanied by Balarama
and Uddhava, visited Akrura who gave them a royal welcome,
and,at the former’s request, went to Hastinapura to bring
news of the Pamdavas (Bhg.Pur.X.i+8.12-35; and ch.U9).
Krsna consulted him on several occasions. Akrura is also • • •
associated with the story of the jewel called Syamantaka 
(see Bhg.Pur.X.chs.56-37; Vi.Pur.IV.ch.13)• He was killed 
in the Yadava contest at Prabhasa (Bhg.Pur.XI.30.16).
Akrura is said to have an uncommon excellence, which 
he acquired from his father, that wherever he lived there 
was plenty of rain, and famine, plague etc. were unknown
(Bhg.Pur.X.57*32-33) • He was a devout worshipper of
Krsna. He belongs to the twenty-first, or saranagati
and atma-nivedana« nistha, i.e. taking refuge in the
Adorable, and self-abandonment,*but his passionate love
2for the Lord ranges him, as G.Pollet suggests, in the 
twenty-third, or madhurya» nistha.
v.97«U: Compare Bh.B.,v.97*U with Bhg.Pur.,X.38*25-36.
v .98
v .98.1: Bali: a virtuous king of the Daityas, son of
Virocana and a grandson of Prahlada. He had one hundred 
sons of whom Bana was the eldest (Bhg.Pur.VI.18.16-17; Vi. 
Pur.I.21.2).
His story, as told in Bhg.Pur.VIII.,chs.6-15, relates 
that when he had conquered the three worlds through the 
favour of his preceptor Sukracarya, Lord Hari advised the 
gods to make peace with the demon king Bali, and to ask 
him to co-operate in obtaining the nectar by churning the 
ocean of milk. Bali agreed to the proposal put forward
1. Cf.Pratapa Simha,op.cit., Table of contents, p.U; and 
also Grierson^G.A.,art.cit.,JRAS.,1910,p.288.
2. Cf. op.cit., notes on v.lU.J-l, p.267*
by Indra, and as the commander of the Daityas participated 
in the churning of the ocean. In the battle between the 
gods and the Daityas, which took place because the latter 
were deprived of the nectar, Indra cut off Bali’s head 
but Sukra revived him. Bali pleased the BrahmsCnas of 
Bhrgu race with Whose aid he performed the Visvajit 
sacrifice, and then defeated the gods and expelled Indra 
from AkaravatT where he established his kingdom and per­
formed one hundred Asvamedha sacrifices.
To protect the gods from the increasing power of the 
demon king Bali, the Lord was born as Vamana, i.e. the 
Dwarf, unto Aditi, the wife of Kasyapa. When Bali was 
performing a fresh sacrifice, the Dwarf approached there. 
Bali joyfully welcomed and honoured him, and offered any 
gift he wished but the Dwarf begged only a piece of land 
measured by his three footsteps. When Bali’s preceptor 
Sukracarya, knowing that the Dwarf was Hari, explained all 
possible results to Bali and dissuaded him from making the 
gift, the latter resolved to keep his word. His wife 
Vindhyavali also participated when he conferred upon the 
Dwarf the desired-for land (see notes on v.83»l). The 
little form of the Dwarf increased into the infinite form 
of the Supreme Being, and occupied all the worlds with two
footsteps, leaving no room for the third (Bhg.Pur.VIII• 
chs.18-20).
Bali was bound with the Varuni noose, as he could 
not fulfil his promise. The Lord ordered Bali and the 
Daityas to go to Sutala, and conferred the three worlds 
upon Indra. The Lord, being pleased with Bali, promised 
to be his gatekeeper and to protect his kingdom (Bhg.Pur. 
VIII.chs. 21-22; and also V. 2k* 13-27).
Priya Dasa has briefly referred to the story about 
Bali and the Dwarf, praising Bali’s devout conduct. Bali 
is reckoned among the twelve mahabhaktas who knew the 
secret of the pure and inexplicable Bhagavata religion 
(Bhg.Pur.VI.30.20); and among those who were cognisant 
of the Lord’s Yogamaya, i.e. divine illusion (Bhg.Pur.
II.7.W+). He belongs to the first, or dharma, hi$frha. 
i.e., morality, the performance of good actions.1
v.99
v.99*l: Sveta dipa: Sveta dvlpa, i.e., the White Island,
one of the minor divisions of the world (upadvipa), and
1. Cf. Pratapa Simha, op.cit., Table of contents, p.l;
and also Grierson, G.A., art.cit., JRAS.,1910,p.103•
a portion of the large central island called Jambu dvTpa.
It is traditionally regarded as the favourite haunt or 
abode of Narayana, i.e. Vi§nu (Bhg.Pur.VIII.U.18; XI.15*18;
Kathas.21.23; 5U.19).
The description of the White Island and its inhabitants 
is given in detail in the Mahabharata, Santi Parvan, chs. 
335-52 (NarayanTya)• It relates that on the suggestion 
of Nara and Narayana, the displayed forms of the undisplayed 
Lord Hari, the celestial rsi Narada took a long journey to 
the north and reached the summit of the mountains of Meru, 
from where looking to the north-west he saw in the midst 
of the ocean of milk the 'White Island which was more than 
32,000 yoflanas from the mountains (M.Bh.XII.336.12703)•
The inhabitants of the island have white complexions, four 
arms, large heads and all look as if they are of celestial 
origin. They are divested of all senses and live without 
food; they are regardless of honour or dishonour and com­
pletely free from sins. They are devoted to Narayana 
with their whole souls (M.Bh.XII.336.12703 ff.; cf. also 
Kur. Pur.ch.U9). On reaching the island, Narada engaged 
himself in meditation and repeating mamtras. The Lord 
manifested Himself unto him and expounded to him the Divine
Knowledge. On his return Narada gave a full account 
of the island and its inhabitants to the two deities Nara 
and Narayana.
A number of Western scholars have detected traces of
Christianity in the legend of the White Island, and they
believe that there was some contact between India and
Asia flinor early in the Christian era, and that some
Christian narratives were used in building up the story
of Krsna.1 • • •
Priya Dasa tells us two stories to illustrate the 
devout conduct of the inhabitants of the White Island.
The first story is about a bird which remained thirsty 
for one thousand years, as it would not eat or drink any­
thing except the remnants of the Lord (prasada)♦ It 
shows how devout were all the creatures of the island, 
not only the human inhabitants. The second story about 
a man and his family, who died because they were late for 
the aratl ceremony, exemplifies the true love of the people 
for the Lord. Both incidents amazed Narada, who was
1. For further details, see Williams, M., Indian wisdom, 
footnote 2, p.138; Roy, P.C., The Mahabharata, vol.X, 
Santi Parva, footnote,l p. 540; and Upadhyaya, Baladeva, 
Bhagavata sampradaya, p.100-103.
was himself a great devotee, and convinced him of the 
inhabitants* true devotion to the Lord. These stories, 
for which there is no source other than Priya Dasa him­
self, are also told by Raghuraja Simha^and Pratapa Simha.
The inhabitants of the White Island belong to the 
twelfth, or mahaprasada nistha, i.e. reverence for the 
sacramental meal.
1. Op.cit. ,pp« 277—79*
2. Op.cit., pp. 215-17*
3* Ibid., Table of contents, p.2
CHAPTER VI
GLOSSARY
N O T E
In the arrangement of the words the NagarT alphabetical 
order is followed. The order of the Indo-Romanic 
letters (without their NagarT equivalents) is as follows:
a, a, i, T, u, u, £; e, ai, o, au; 
k, kh, g, gh, (n); c, ch, j, jh, (fi);
$h, d, dh, n; t, th, d, dh, n;
p. ph, b, bh, m; y, r, 1 , vj s, §, s; h.
In Braj n and n are frequently replaced by the Anusvara, 
and in the text of Bh.B. there is not a single example 
where they have occurred. vVhen a letter is followed by 
the Anusvara (51) or has the nasal symbol (~), it precedes 
in the alphabetical order the normal form of that letter, 
e.g. amka and asuva precede Akarura.
The alphabetical position of k§, tr, and jha is after 
k(kva), t(tya) and j(jau) respectively.
a$ka: f., lap, embrace (=anka); + bhar-: vb.tr., idio. to
press to the bosom, embrace; abs.: ♦ -1, 77*6.
amkusa: m., elephant-goad (=ankusa); 15.U.
aipga: m., limb, body (=anga); 16.8; U4.3 ; 3 1*4 ; 63;6; 87*6; 
99*6; -nl, obl.pl., U7.1; + a^gana, each part of the 
body, 3 .2.
aygahlna: adj., disabled, cripple; 2h*k*
aqpgucha-: vb. tr., wipe, dry (the body with a towel); abs.:
-ya, 3*3*
amjana: m., collyrium, a special kind of pigment made of
lamp-black for applying to the eyes as a cosmetic 
(=afijana); 3 .6; 59.5 .
aiptara: m. heart, soul (=antara); 7 5.2.
AqibarTfa: m., Ambarlsa, N. of an ancient king and a devotee
of vi^u; 35.1; 39.1; Ul.U; U6.5 .
Ssuva: m., tear; -ni, obl.pl., 9.U.
Akarura: m., Akrura, N. of a Yadava prince, son of 3vaphalka
and GandinI, the paternal uncle of Kp§na and the minister 
of Ka$8a (lit. ’not cruel*, cf. MSED.,s.v.); 65.7; 97.1.
akala: m., famine, scarcity; 12.3 *
akasa: m., sky (=aka£a); 6.2|.
akasa vytti: f., a casual or hand to mouth existence without 
earning a livelihood, subsisting on no certain funds nor 
even begging, but eating whatever one happens to be
given (sakaJa + vytti); 90.2.
A
J  n
akula-: vb. intr., be distressed, agitated, confused;
imperf. part#: -ta, 91*5; 92.8; perf. part#: -I hai, 43*8* 
abs.: 36.5; U0.5; 55*7; 78*3*
ak§ara: m., a character, word, syllable; 2#3 *
Agara: m., Agra Dasa, the preceptor of Nabha Dasa; 7*7; 12#5;
13.2 ; 1/+.8.
agara: m#, the fragrant Aloe-tree and wood, ’Aquilaria
agallocha*;7 .7 .
agadha: adj., unfathomable; 3 7.1*
Agni: m., Fire-god, one of the most ancient, sacred and
prominent deities of Hindus, the guardian of the south­
east quarter and the protector of all ceremonies; 82.5*
Agra Dasa: m., N. of the preceptor of Nabha Dasa; + ju, 10.1.
agha-: vb. intr., be satisfied or contented, become weary
(of a person or a thing); sakai na + aghaya, can never 
wear thin, 70.7 .
acaraja: m., wonder, surprise; 11.1; 7 3*5 ; aciraja, 100.7 *
aja: f., a she-goat; 6.7*
ajana: ad^ ., unknowingly; 79.8.
Ajamela: m., Ajamila. N. of a Brahmapa of Kanauj who became
infatuated with and married a slave (a prostitute q.v.), 
and had ten children; 19.1.
ajamela: adj., united with Illusion (aja=Maya or Illusion ♦
mela = union); 19*2.
aju: interj., Sir, lord, madam (tised for calling attention or
addressing superiors with respect); 68.5 ; 7 3.6; 76.2 .
a$aka: f., prevention, obstruction, stop; 24*3.
5fsr
a$aka-: vb. tr., stop, restrain (cf. a$aka); perf. part.: -e,
85.1.
ati: adv., very, extremely, exceedingly; 1.5; 16.2; 17*4; 18.8;
37.1; 43.8; 44.6; 46.5; 51.8; 52.2; 53.1; 81.3; + hi,
90.2; 92.8; 99.4.
ati: adj., great; 2.4; 3 2.7; + hi (emph.), 25.3; 34.8; 58.3;
98.1.
adhlna: adj., obedient, subject or subservient to; 36.7.
anagita: adj., endless, limitless (=ananta); 13*5;
anaipda: m., joy, happiness, pleasure (=ananda); 25*3.
anakha-: vb. intr., be angry or displeased; perf. part.: -e,
85.1; abs.: -ya, 87.5.
anatha: m., a waif, an orphan; 12.6.
anuman-: vb. tr., judge, consider; abs.: -a, 13*4.
anuprasa: m., alliteration, repetition of similar letters,
syllables or words; 2*3*
anubhiva: m., a sign, indication, proof; 71*5.
anurag-: vb. intr., be in love, filled with love; perf. part.:
-e hai, 51.8; -I hai, 99.4.
anuraga: m., love, affection; 59.2, 79.2; 98.1.
anupa: adv., incomparably; 4.4; 7.1; 13*8; 95*6.
aneka bhati: adv., in different ways; 30.5.
anna: m., food, grain; 80.6; 90.5*
anhava-: vb. caus. tr., cause to bathe or wash; abs.: -ye
(=ya), 3.3.
apamana: m., disrespect, insult; 62*7 ; 83.4.
aparadha: m., guilt, crime, error; 35.4; 37*2; 74.8.
apara: adj., endless, infinite, immense; 7*3; 23*1; 25*8; 43*5; 
52.7; 80.5; 95.4.
apuranata: f•, incompleteness, imperfection (=apurpata); 71.6.
aba: adv., now, presently; 7.7; 43*7; 46.2; 62.4; 76.7; 92.3;
100.8-
abara: f., delay, lateness (=H.abera); 30.4. 
abhagl: adj., unlucky, unfortunate; 30.8; 61.3; 63*4. 
abhimana: m., pride; 3*2; 33*6; 72.7; 83.3 .
abhirama: adj., pleasing, charming, beautiful; 5.4; 48.4; 53*1;
59.5; 64.3; 65.2; 68.6; 91.1.
abhilakh-: vb. tr., desire or wish for; 3 8g. pass.: -yai, 35*6 
87.8; -iye, 64.4; perf. part.: -yau hai, 38.4.
abhuta: adj., wonderful, strange, unique, (a + bhuta = not past, 
non-existent); 50.5.
ar-(ssar-): vb. intr., be restive (as a horse), insist, refrain; 
perf.part.: -yo, 96.8.
arabar-: vb. intr., be bewildered, perplexed, be impatient
(=arabar-,fr• onomat. harabara = hubbub, haste, confusion 
cf. DNL.s.v.); perf.part.: -I hai, 23.6; -yo, 49*3.
arabare: adj., impatient (cf. arabar-); 44.2.
aradh-: vb. tr., solicit, propitiate, worship; -a (root form)
+ sakal, 8.5.
Arjuna: m., N. of the third of the Pap^avas who was a son of
KuntT by Indra, and a great warrior (lit. •white* or *pure 
in actions* cf. ASED.s.v.); 75.1; 84.1.
srn
artha: m», meaning, connotation; 7.4.
aradhagigl: f•, the better half i.e. wife (ardhangi, epithet of
a wife as half her husband's body cf. DNL. s.v.; H. 
ardhagiginl = one's wife); 86.7.
Alaraka: m., Alarka, N. of a sage and King (rajarpi), son of
Pratard^ana and Mandalasa (lit. 'a mad dog* or *a fabulous 
animal like a hog with eight legs', cf. ASED. s.v.); 89*1*
ali: m., a (large black) bee; 7*5*
ali: f., a woman's female friend (=all); 5*3.
alapacarl: f. the singing of the prelude or the first section
of a performance of classical music (alapa + H. carl suffix 
used for importing the idea of going or acting etc.; cf. 
DHL. s.v. carl); U5*5.
avagah-: vb. tr. & intr., plunge into, bathe, gauge, immerse;
3.8g.pas8.: -iye, 35*6; abs.: -a, 23*5*
avatara: m., incarnation; 1U.1.
avallka: adj., fartless, sinless, incomparable; 7U.7. 
asaqiga: adj., free from ties, unattached; 28.1.
aSrupata: m., flow of tears, shedding tears; U.5; 91*6#
ahalada: m., joy, happiness, (=ahlada); 96.3* 
ahara: m., food, aliment (=ahara); 68.5.
aho: interj., Oh! how strange! (exclamation of joy or surprise);
5.5; 28.3; U5.8; 55.1; 66.8; 70.1; 83.7; 87.3; 90.1; 91.8; 
93.7; 96.U; 98.5.
aipka: m., a character, syllable, word (=anka); amka carihl
mai, idio. in few words: 7*3*
agikhi: f., eye (=akha q.v.); 66.5*
aipgurl: f., a finger or a toe (=aiiguli); 56.7*.
aijica: f., blaze, fire; 12*3; ♦ lag-: vb. intr., idio. to burn
with anger; perf. part.: + lag! (metric, form); 61.3*
aqata: f., intestine, entrail; -I, obl.pl., 95*7.
aipsu: m., tear; dir.pl. ,13*1.
a-: vb. intr., come, arrive (Skt.ayati cf. DNL.s.v. auntf/); 
pres.: -vai, 61.6; 67.6; 73*4; 86*5; 89.4; 90.3; 98.4; 
imptr.: -vau, 10.6; -vo, 99*3; imperf.part.: -vata, 33*3; 
93*3; 96.2; -vata hi, 42.5; 68.3; perf. part.: -e, 13*1; 
19.6; 20.5; 33-7; 34.5. 43.8; 53.1; 54.6; 68.2; 69.5; 71.4; 
75.5; 79.4; 90.7; 92.1*2; 94.5; 101.7; -ye, 32.1; 63.5; 88.4 
-yo, 38.1; 40.2; 42.6; 47.8; 51.1; 58.3,6; 60.1,7; 81.g; 
87.3; 90.5; 96.4; 101.3; -I, 31.7; 38.8; 41.4; 49.2; 50.3; 
51.5; 56.5; 59.1,8; 6o.7; 67.7; 78.5; 96.7; -hi, 93-7; -#o 
hai, 26.4; 28.2; 34.2; -e hai, 85.2; -ye hai, 50.4; -I hai*
5.6; 17.2; 61.8; 86.8; 98.2; -iye, 42.2; -iyai, 71.6; ex-
tention of i before y for sake of rhyme, cf. DHL.s.v.i.4 
-iyai, 101.4; -vahf (ava + hi = thf?), 13.2; abs.: -ya,
11.7; 39.7; 47.7; 59.7; 91.2 (+ kai); -i + kai, 17.3; 47.4; 
-ni, 23.4; 33.5; 57.3; 63.1; 80.3; -na, 54.3; -ya (+ ja-),
compd.vb., 20.1; 28.6; 31.6; 45.6; 47.2; -i (+ ja-}, compd.
vb., 19*6; 32.3; fut. -vai, 33*4; -vai, 31*4; 67.6. a, when 
combined with a conjunctive part, (abs., but sometimes scar­
cely distinguished from the root form), gives the intensive
meaning or the sense of completeness to the action, e.g., 
phiri + ai kai, 17.3; dhari + aval, 27.4; nihari + avo, 
49*5; pu^i + avo, 61*7; hhari + al, 66.5; phiri + aya,
75*3; phiri + ae, 67.4; bhari + ayo, 87.7; dekhi + ayo, 
93.4.
akara: m., form, shape, appearance; 24.8.
aga: f •, fire; + laga-: vb. tr., burn, set fire to1, idio, to
cause to burn with anger, enrage; agi si lagaiyai, 84.8.
age: adv., further; 101.1.
agya: f•, order, command (=ajda q.v.); 1.3; 11*3; 13*2 ; 91.4. 
aju: adv., today; 61.7; 77.4; 81.5; 85.3* 
ajfia: f., order, command; 29.8; 56.4; 65.3; 85*5. 
a$ha: adj., eight; 90.5.
adi: adv., etcetera; 21.5 (ifc.); 22.5; 65.7; 69.3; 70.3; 82.7;
96.1; 101.7.
adi: adv., first, in the beginning; 78.8.
adi aipta lad: adv., £rom beginning to end; 64.7*
adho: adj., half (H.adha); 86.5*
an-: vb.tr., bring, fetch; pol.imptr.: -iyai, 78.4; perf. part.: 
-e, 5 1.6; -y8, 83.6; abs.: -i + kai, 77*7*
anaipda: m., joy, happiness, pleasure; 46.8; 56.6.
apa: pron. (2nd per. honorific dir.pl.), your honour; 78.4.
apa: pron. (refl.dir.sg.), self, oneself (referring to the
subject of the sentence); 21.5; 31.8; 32.3; 34.5; 48.1; 
51.8; 52.4; 71.3; 77.6; + hi (emph.), 43*3; + hi (emph.)
6ad, adv., naturally, of its own accord, 50.2; -ne, pronom.
adj., 54*4.
apada: f•, danger, adversity; 10.3 *
abharana (= -9a): m., ornament; 3*5; 69.2.
arata: adj., distressed, afflicted, pained (=arta); 20*U.
aratl: f•, a certain ceremony of Hindus performed in adoration 
of the gods by moving circularly, round the head of the 
idol, a platter containing a burning lamp, generally with 
several wicks; 101*3 *
alavala: nw, a trench made round the root of a tree to retain
water; 6*5 *
ali: f*, a woman’s female companion or friend (=all); -ni, obi*
pl.t 59*7*
a£rama: m*, a hermitage, esp* the abode or cell of ascetics or
of retired sages for performing religious austerities and 
self-mortification; 27*3; 29#5; 32*3; 33*1.
asa: f*, hope, expectation (= a£a); 7 2*8; 89*U; 99*2*
asa pasa: adv*, near, in the vicinity or neighbourhood of; 7 3*1*
asa: f*, hope, expectation («a£a); 22.2; 30.2.
ahi: aux. vb*, is (=H.hai); 8h*3 *
I
Iqidra: m*, Indra, the chief of the gods, the 'Indian Jupiter
Pluvius' who is the god of the atmosphere and sky, and the
lord of rain; 82*5*
itanei majha: adv., meanwhile; 3 3*5 *
i$$a: m«, the adored one, esp* a god or a deity; 17.5*
iha lad: adv., to this extent, to this degree; 11*1*
Is ind., very, only, indeed, even etc* (an emphatic particle 
commonly added to the end of words); 3*1; 33*5; 100*2*
Isas m*, master, lord, Supreme Being, God (=16a); 16*7; 46*5*
Tsata: f•, supremacy, divinity (T£a ♦ ta); 9*6*
U
ughara-s vb* caus* tr*, cause to uncover, esp* to arrange a 
wedding with the consultation of a priest (cf* ughar-); 
perf.part*: -yo hai, 60*U.
ughar-: vb.tr*, open, uncover, disclose; abs: -i, 10*7 (+kai);
75.2; 89.7.
ucar-s vb.tr*, utter, speak, pronounce, -iyai, 3 eg.pass*, 12*6 
perf.part.: -1 hai, 18.U*
u$h-s vb*intr*, stand up, get up, wake up, rise, begin; imperf* 
parts -ata, 27*7; a^ fe,.: -if 27.6; Wi.8; 6/+.8; perf.part*: 
-yo, 60*1; u$h-, expresses the sense of suddenness or 
hastiness of the act when combined with the root form or 
abs* of a verb, e.g., boli + u$he, 54.7; boli + u$hl, 86*7 
^ai + u$he, 94*8*
u$ha-s vb.tr., uplift, elevate, take, abs.s -i(+le-), 32*5; 96*5 
-i(+de-),90*3.
ucjana: f., flight, flying up, soaring; + ho-, vb.intr*, fly, idio 
disappear, vanish; bhal + u<Jana, she flew away; 80.3-U.
utapatas m*, calamity, trouble (=utpata); 37.6*
uttaras m*, answer, reply; 9U.2
utsaha: m., joy, enthusiasm; 41.3*
udara: m., stomach, abdomen, esp. womb; 89.4.
udasa: adv., sadly, cheerlessly; 38.1.
udhar-: vb. tr., liberate, deliver, save from sins (=uddhar-)
3 sg.pass.: -iyai, 80.8.
udhiara: m., the act of lifting up, deliverance, (=uddhara);
14.2; 23.1.
Uddhava: m., N. of a friend, counsellor and devotee of Kyppa;
65.8.
unaman-: vb. tr., weigh, judge, consider, (=unmana-); 3 8g.
pass.: -iyai, 78.8.
upaj-: vb.intr., grow, be produced or created; perf. part.:
-yau, 50.5.
upaja-: vb.tr., grow, produce, create (caus. of upaj-,); abs.: 
-i(+ le-), 35*3; perf.part.: -1 hai, 98.4#
upadesa (=-6a): m., preaching, sermon; 65.4; 69.8; 89.2; 99.2.
upaya: m., a remedy, way, means; 33*7. 79*5.
upasana: f., worship, adoration,meditation; 89.8.
upasl: m., worshipper, devotee (=upasaka); 99.1.
uba^anau: m., an ointment or unguent for rubbing on and
cleansing the body (=H.uba$ana); 3*1.
ubhai: adj., the two, both (=ubhaya); 18.1; 70.4.
umara: f., age (=H.umra fr. Ar. fumr); 12*3.
ura: m., heart, bosom; 5*5; 6.5; 8.7; 9.2; 14.8; 53.4; 69.1;
76.7; 93.7; 98.4.
5*3
ura a-: vb* intr., idio, believe, be convinced (cf* a-); ura
mai na avai, 98.4; ura ani, 93*7*
urajha-: vb*tr*, entangle, entwist, idio.amaze (=H.ula;)ha-);
perf*part*: -e hai, 16.4.
U
ucau: adj. high, lofty (=H.uca); ♦ kar-, vb.tr*, lift up, raise;
abs*: + -i, lifting up* 69.6.
E
eka: adj., one 9.2; 10*3; 16*3: 28*3: 39*1: 49.5; 51*3; 52*3;
54.1; 55.8; 56.1; 57.2; 60.4; 71.1; 79.3; 84.3; 87.1; 88.7 
95.2; 99.7; 101*3; eka, adv., only; 97.3*
€ka tana ho-: vb.intr., idio* to be merged, to become one (when
two persons become one, forgetting their respective bodies 
or existence, i*e* two bodies, but one heart); + bhayo,
51.3.
eka dina: adv., one day, once; 28*3*
eka bara: adv., once at one time; 49*5#
ekaipta: adv., privately, in secret; 61.1.
ekadasl: f., the eleventh day of the lunar fortnight on which
fasting iis considered an indispensable observance and very 
efficacious; 79.6; 81.1
* •
aina: m., house, place (=ayana); 99*3*
aipai: conj., but; 1.7; 8.7; 2U.2; 30.2; 31*6; 39*6; U5.U; U8.3;
61.3; 7 2.1; 73*k; 83.8; 100.2.
aisl: see aiso.
aisS: adv., thus, similarly, in this way or manner; 1U.7; + hi
(emph.), 1.8; 15.5; aise, 17.7; 51.3; 53*7; aise hi (emph.)* 
31.5; aisal, 74.5; 101.7.
aise: see aisS (adv.) or aiso (pronom.adj.)•
aisal: see ais§.
aiso: pronom. adj., such; 24.1; 39.2; 42.8; 64.1>6; 67.1; 72.8
73.1; 96.1; aisoi (^§ph.), 46.7; 54.5; 55.2,6; 63.4; aisl* 
60.5; 83.7; aise, 85.8.
0
ora: postp., to, towards; 37.4; 38.4; 56.6.
ora- chora: m., ends, limit, boundary; 11.5.
Au
au: con;)., and (=H.aura); 2.2; 3*1; 4.1; 75.1; 82.4; 89.7;90.5*
auguno: m., fault, defect (=avagu$a); 83.6.
aucaka so: adv., suddenly, unexpectedly; 3 1.6.
aura: adj., other, different; 26.3; 3 1.8; 37.5; 40.6; 46.1;
54.2; 57.1»2; 64.4; 86.8; eka + aura, one more, 72.6.
•*»
aura: proru (indef. dir.sg.), another, anyone; 18*6; 76*2;
76.7; 100.U.
ausera: f., care, worry, anxiety; + lag-, idio* to be worried
for someone’s arrival, to wait eagerly for someone; perf. 
part.: + -I, 3 1.1#
K
kaqija: m., lotus; 15*6; syn.: saroja.
kaippa: m. trembling, quaking; 8.6.
kachu: pron. indef., something, anything; 24.2; 28.8; 49*6;
58.1; 68.3; 76.3; aura + kachu, compd.pron., anything 
else; 37.5*
kachu: pronom.adj•, some, any; 22.3; 45«8;56.5; 70.1.
kachu: adv., a little, slightly; 78.1.
ka$i: f., waist; 47.5*
karh-: vb. intr., be drawn, rise, spread (cf. karh-); inf.:
—ana, 6.3•
katha: f., story, tale; 16.1; 22.6; 70.3; 80.1.
katha: f., the Story of God (= Hari-Katha); 3*1*
katha: f., the story of the Bhagavata (=Bhagavata-katha); 93*6#
kanaurl: f., a slave girl, maid; 80.2.
kapola: m., cheek; 56.1.
kaba: adv., when; 44.2; 97*2.
kabhu: adv., sometimes, ever, never (=H•kabhl); 4*5; 3 1*3 ; 38*5;
74.1.
kamamdala: m., a gourd or wooden vessel for keeping water
used by ascetics; 12.7.
Kamala: f•, LakpmT, N. of the wife of Vipnu; 22.5*
kar-: vb.tr*, do, make, perform; pres.: -ati, 74*2 (subjunc.);
84.7; -ai, 9.5; 14.2; 35.1; 53.7; 66.1; 79.6; 90.4; -al,
8.1; 20.4; 37.3,7; -au, 40.8; kljai, subjunc.pass.,85*5; 
kljiye, 3. sg.pass., 33.2; imptv.: kljiye (pol.),1.5; 40.1; 
41.6; 62.4; 69.2; 93.7; kljiyai, 100.8; -ilai, 15.8; kljai,
58.6; 75.8; -ad, 25.7; 38.6; 40.8; 65.4; 77.3; 86.1; 88.8;
93*3; imperf.part.: -ata, s.s.; 10.2; 14.5; 16.8; 43.3;
82.3; 88.6; 92.2; perf.part.: kiyo, 1.8; 7.2; 19*3; 24*3; 
34.1,7; 39.3; 40.6; 42.1; 50.7; 57.6; 58.3; 69.7,8; 74.8; 
83.2.4; 87.7; 94.1; 95.1,8; 98.5; kino, 48.3; 71.4; klnho,
19.4; kinau ho, 79.8; klnT, 29.6; 49.8; 53.4; 57.4; klnati,
87.3; kin! hai, 56.2; kiyo hai, 94.8; -1, 19.8; 35.7; 58.7; 
60.5; 61.1, 77.2; 85.3; 86.1; 89.8; -yo, 10.4; 26.7; 49.4;
64.1; 68.2; 96.8; -e, 18.2; -I hai, 9.6; 22.2; 23.2; kiye,
23.1; 36.2 (+ dar-); 64.5; 89.2; 97.8; kiye, 18.3; kl,19.8; 
-au, 37.2; -ata he (he = the); 33*1; abs.: -i, 13.1; 19*5,7; 
27.3; 45.4; 47.1; 59.2; 63.7; 73.8; 79.2; 83.3; 94.5; 98.1; 
100.5; -i(+le-), 39.2; -i(+de-), 80.3; -i + kai, 30.6; 45.5; 
kai, 8.5; 20.3; 24.8; 26.6; 29.2; 58.2; 81.6; 91.4; 92.8;
97.7; inf.: -ana, 62.1; fut.: -o, 55.1; -au, 62.7; -ai, 46.3
-ai, 26.2.
kara: m., hand; obl.pl., 11.5; 38.4; obl.sg., 48.5; 50.8; 52.5,
60.3; 61.2 ; 69.6; 79.6.
karatuti: f., conduct, way of life; 66.1.
karauta: m., a saw (= H. karavata); 87.1.
karnaphula; m., earring; (compd. karna + phula, lit. 'ear- 
flower’); 3*5.
kalaipka: m., infamy, censure; 1+9*7.
Kali kala: m., Kali age (the dark age), the last and the worst 
of the four ages i.e. the present (iron) age of the world; 
88.8*
kavitta: m., a poem, poetry; 7*2.
kavitta: m., a partic.metre in Hindi poetry consisting of 31
syllables in each line divided into four feet (pada); 1*5#
kavital: f. a poem,poetry; (kavita + I suffix); 2.1*
kaviraja: m., the prince of poets (compd. kavi + raja); 7.1+.
kah-: vb. tr., say, speak, describe; pres.: -ai, 7*6; 24*1;
1+1+.6; 50.1. 67*1; 86.8; -ai, 92.2; -au, 72.f; 76.3; -att,
32.8; 37*5; 55*8; 72.5; imptv.: -au, 11.U; 18.3; 25*6;
33*7; 39*7; 1+0*7; 7U.5; 79*5; 81+.8; 92.8; 99*8; imperf.part 
-ata, 10.3; perf.part.: -e, 7*3; 21.1; -yo, 20.6; 21.6; 
28.3; 29*7; 32.8; 36.5; 1+0.1; 1+1.5; 55*1+; 61.2; 62.3; 63*7; 
67.8; 75*2;^81.8; 98.jf;i/i-T, 10.7; 11*7; 20.7; 33*7; 36.3; 
39*3; 1+1.1. 1+2.7; 1+9.7; 56.8; 61.5; 62.1; 63.1; 61+.7. 67.7 
68.3 ,6; 76.8; 77.1,6; 81+..8; 86.i+; 92.1+; 93.1+; 96.6; 97.6; 
99.5; 101.5; -I hai, 78.7; -T (+ja-), 21+.2; 1+5.3; -yo ( + 
ja-), 28.8; abs.: -i, 1.6; 38.3; 67.3; 86.6; 98.3; -1 (+
de-), 33.1+; 69.1+; fut.: -ai, 71.5; -ai, 11.7; 33.U;
kaha: adv., where, whither; 31.8; 32*5; 73*7; 81+.5; 92.3#
kahtt: adv., somewhere, somehow, anywhere; 3 0.5 ; 67.8; kahu,
33.3; 1+1.3; 72.7; 83.1; 93.1.
kahu: see kahft.
kaha-: vb.caus.tr., cause to speak (cf. kah-); 3 sg.paas.:
-iyai,1.8; perf.part.: -1,2.6.
kaha: pron.(interr.inani.), what? which?; 52*1; 55*1; 73*7;
76.3; 91.7; 95.8.
kaha: pronom.adj., what, which; 28.8; 32.8; 61.1; 64.2; 81.6.
kaha: adv., why (=kyati q.v.); 78.1.
kahadhaCt: adv., how, how much (compd. kaha+dhafl) 7.6. 
kaijikara: f., pebble, small piece of stone; -ni, obl.pl. ,27.5.
kaykha: f., the armpit; 52.1.
ka$o: m., a thorn (H.kaipta); 79.3*
kap-: vb.intr., shiver, tremble, quake; pre6.: -ai, 28.6; abs.
-i + -i (repetition for emphasis), 75.6.
kaja: m., work, purpose, concern; 22.3; 88.6; -ni, obl.pl.,75*5»
kaja: postp., for, in order to; 15.1; 34.1.
ka$-: vb.tr., cut, chop off; pres.: -ai, 63.6; 95*2; abs.: -i
(+ $ar-), 48.5; -i (+le-), 56.7; -i (+de-), 82.6; inf.:
-ibo (vbl.n.), 95*3.
karh-: vb.tr., draw, take out; abs.: -i, 56.2.
kana: m., ear; 43*1; 45.2.
kama: m., work, purpose, concern, use; 23.7; 40.2; 48.3; 62.4;
64.4; 87.6.
kama: m., desire, lust, longing; 64.5; 68.2*
kamaria: f•, desire, wish, longing; 38.5; 64.4.
kala: m., Death; 20.1*
kala: adj., death-like, terrifying; 35.5#
kalhi: adv., yesterday (H.kala); 79.8*
kavya: m., a poem, poetry; 2.5.
Kasl: f•, Ka£i, the modern Banaras (Benares q.v.), one of the
seven most sacred and celebrated cities of Hindus, and 
their most important place of pilgrimage on the north bank 
of the Ganges; 89*6.
kahu: see kou.
kahu bhati: adv., by any means, anyhow; 86.5*
kitT: adj., very much, all kinds of; 98.4.
kilaka-: vb. intr., make a joyful noise, laugh uproariously,
abs.: -i + kai, 24*6.
kihu: adv., never, ever, by no means (skyafihu q.v.), 35*2;
42.5; 70.7; 100.7; kih(i, 5.5.
ki: postp., of; 2.5; 6.8; 9.8; 16.3; 19.1. 20.2; 22.2; 23*5;
24.1; 31.1; 35.1; 43.7; 48.7; 50.3; 53.7; 56.4; 67.1. 69.1* 
72.7,8; 74.3; 77.4; 80.1. *1.1,2; 86.1; 89.(l),3,8;92.7; 
97.6.
kirati: f•, fame, glory (=klrti); 22.1; 89.1.
ELlha: m., N of a disciple of Payahari Ky§pa Dasa; 12.5; 13.2.
Ku^tl: f•, KuntI, N. of a daughter of the Yadava king Sura, the
first wife of Faguju, an aunt of K^f^a, and the mother of 
Karpa and the five Fiuptjavas; 66.1.
ku^ilatal: f•, crookedness, curliness; 14*7.
kumara: m., a prince; 54.6.
kula: m., race, dynasty, family; 72.6.
kula pujya: m. & f., the object of worship or reverence in a
family, a family deity; 61.8..
kulisa (=6a): m., thunder-bolt; 15.5 .
kud-: vb.intr., jump, leap, spring; -i (root form) + par-,
21+.7; 26.7.
kytya: m., work, deed, act; 88.6.
Kptya: f., N. of a sorceress who was created by Durvasa from 
one of his hairs to destroy the King Ambarl§a; 35.5.
kypa: f., kindness, grace, favour, compassion; 11.3; 85*3; +
kari, adv., kindly, compassionately, 13.1; + kai, 20.3*
kypala (=-lu): adj., kind, compassionate; 25.6; 66.1+.
Kf$$a: m., N. of the eighth incarnation of Vi§pu, the eighth son 
of Vasudeva and DevakI, the most celebrated hero of Indian 
mythology who first appears prominently in the Mahabharata; 
11.6; 1+7.2; 50.1; 66.6; 67.8; 77.2; 81+.. 1; 97.7; + deva
72.1; syn.: Syama, Prhbhu, Lala, Dvarika ke hatha.
Ky§pa Caitanya: m., N. of a great Bengali reformer of
Vai§pavism; 1.1.
Kysana: f., fire (=kpsanu); 35.7.
ke: postp., of; 1.1; 5.2; 15.5; 16.5; 21.3; 22.1; 30.1, 33*5j8;
50.6;63.6; 68.5; 69.1; 80.7; 91.2; 99.1.
kera (=-la): m., the plantain or banana tree and its fruit;
1+7.7;
kesa (=-sa): m., hair; -ni, obl.pl.,1U.7.
kehi: pronom. adj., what, which; 87.6.
kai: postp., of, to, for, with; 21.1+; 23.2; kai, 81+.1.
kaiu: adj., several, many (H.kal); 29.1+.
kaisl: adj., similar, like (= jaisl); 66.1.
kaisS: adv., how, in what manner, by what means; 18.8; 72.5;
+ kai, 8.5; kaisal, 95*2; kaisal + kari, 94.5; kaise, 16.7; 
33.2; 37*2; 39*6; kaise + kai, 23.2; 92.8; kaise + kari,
45.4 .
kaise: see kaisS.
kaisal: see kaisS.
ko: pronom. adj.} what, which; 79*5*
ko: po8tp., of, to, for; 1.2,4; 3*7; 4.6; 3*2; 6.1; 9*5; 12.8; 
15.5?6; 17.5; 27.5; 29.3; 30.3; 32.1; 33.2,7; 36.4,7,8;
53.5; 54.3,6,7; 59.7; 60.8; 68.1; 70.1; 78.2; 79.3,7; 81.6; 
89.5; 91.1; 93.6; 95.8.
kou: pron. (indef. dir.sg,), anyohe, someone (ko + u = hu
stiffix, H.kol); 8.5; 16.3; 48.7; 61.6; 73.2; 79.7; 80.6;
81.5; 88.5; 96.2; kou (metric.short), 27.8; kou + aura, 
someone else, compd.pron.dir.sg., 35*1; kahu, dir.sg., 63.l£ 
84.6; kahu, poss., 37.8; kahu, obi.sg.,73*4.
kou: pronom. adj., any, some; 18.4; 24.4; 54.5. 57.5; 72.3;
kou, 41.7; 46.7; 50.5; 76.6; 100.1; kahu, 19*4; 86.5; kahu,
35.3.
ko$i: adj., ten millions, a crore; 29.4; 88*3.
ko-fi guno: adj., ten million-fold; 47.8; + gune, 67.2; + guni,
93.2.
kora: f., the edge, corner, glance; + hi (emph.), 56.4.
koro: adj., unused, deprived of, uneducated; 89.5*
kau: postp., of, to, for; 5*6; 11.2,4*6,8; 14.2,4,6,8; 17*3;
23.3; 35.8*44.2,4,6,8; 48.6; 49.6; 62.2; 66.6; 75.1,5 (twice] 
7; 76.1,2; 78.3; 79.5; 80.4; 83.3; 85.2; 86.3; 89.7; 90.2; 
94.2; 95.4; 96.7; 97.2,4,6,8; kau: of (=H.ka); 40.2,4,6,8*
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kau: see kaft*
kautuka: m., wonder, curiosity, eagerness; 16.7.
kauna: pron.(interr.dir.sg.),who; 10.7; 13*7; 11+.1+; 1+2.1+;
1+6.2; 55.7; 91*6; + k5, obi.sg.,18.3; + dhau, dir.sg.,27*7.
kauna: pronom.adj., who, which, what; 23*7; 21+.1; 28.?; 1+0.1;
1+2 .6 ; 6 6.1 ; 6 7.1 ; 6 8.8 .
Kau§arava: m., N. of a sage, son of Ku§aru and also called
Maitreya (lit. the son of Kugaru); 65.1.
ky5: see kyafi.
kyafi: adv., why; + na, why not; 50.1; ky5, 78.1.
kyaflhu: adv., by no means, never; 92.3»7; 93*3.
krimi: m., a worm, insect, 30.7.
krodha: m., anger, fury; 63*7; 61+.3; 85.7; 95.8; 96.1.
Kh
khagibha: m., pillar, column; 95.5.
khaga: m., a bird; 57.1+; 99.7*
khagaraja: m., the Vulture-king, Jafcayu; 31+.2.
kha<Jaga: m., a sword; 1+1.2; 95*3#
khare: adv., extremely, exceedingly; 1+1+.2.
kharo: adv., extremely, exceedingly; 1+9.3*
khava-: vb.tr., feed (=H.khila-, caus. of kha-); perf.part.;
-e, 1+8.6; abs.: -ya, 1+7.7.
kha-: vb.tr., eat; pres.: -ya, 80.6; imptv.: -vo,86.1+; perf .part.?
-ye (+ Ja-), 86.3; abs.: -ya + kai, 32.7.
khic-: vb. intr., be drawn (cf. khalc-); perf. part.: -yo,
10. 4.
khij-: see khijh-.
khljh- (=khlj-, q.v.): vb. intr., be angry or vexed, scold,
rebuke in words; imperf.part.: -jata, 3 0.5 ; perf. part.:
-yo, U7.8; -I hai, 59.U.
khunasa-: vb. intr., be angry or displeased; abs.: -ya, 33*7*
khul-: vb. intr., be opened (cf. khol-); perf. part.: -e, 12.8.
khel-: vb. intr., play; pres.: -ai, 5U.U; imperf.part.: -ati,
59.1.
khera: m., a small village or town inhabited only by agricult­
ural peasants (Skt. khe^a, H. khera); the term khera is
also used for a deserted hill or hillock, as it expresses
defectiveness or deterioration; -re, dir.pl., 18.1.
khalc-: vb.tr., pull, snatch, take out; imperf.part.t -ata +
hi, 67.2; abs.: -i, 35.k; -i( + le-), 52.3; 59-3; 101.k.
kho-: vb. tr., lose; (jati +)-iyai, 3 sg.pass., 45*2.
khol-: vb. tr., open, unfold; abs.: -i, 23.8; 59.U.
khyata: f., fame, renown (khyati); 65.8.
khyata: adj., famous, celebrated; 65*5.
G
Gaipdakl: f., N. of a river in the north of India which flows 
into the river Ganges (Gaipcjaka <!•▼•); 56.2.
a,Gaip^I ko suta: m., lit. the son of Gagidjkl, a synonym of 
Salagrama (a kind of Vi§$u idol made of sacred black 
stone, mainly found in the river GaijujLakl and worshipped 
by Vai§$avas); 56.2.
gaipdha: f., fragrance, odour, idio. trace of anything;
2+1.7; 79.1.
gati: f•, movement, mystery, salvation; 5*6; 34.6.
gan-s vb.tr. count, enumerate, reckon; pres.: -ai, 68.8.
Garura: m., N. of a mythical vulture who is the vehicle of 
Vi§pu; 22.5.
gare: m., the neck, throat (H. gala); obi. eg., 23*5; 51.2;
60.2 ; 95.7*
gare lag- (or lag-): vb.intr., idio, to embrace; perf.part.:
+ lage hai, 5 1.2; + s5 lagayo hai, 60.2.
garbha: m., womb, embryo; 19.8; 89.2+; 93.k; 92+. 1.
garbha bala: m., unborn child (lit. a child in the mother*8 
womb); 19•8.
garva: m., pride; 38.2; 82+. 1.
Galatai: m., Galata, N. of a hermitage founded by Payahari 
K?$pa Dasa in Galata near Ajmer; obl.sg.: 13.3.
gah-: vb.tr., hold, seize, take, grasp; pres.: -ad, 72.5;
imptv.: -au, 33*8; -o, 28.3; perf.part.: -1, 9*2; 21.7; 
36.3; U3.U (+ Ja-); -yau, 52.5; -e, 38.2; abs.: -i, 19*3 
85.1; 87.5; -i(+ le-)» compd.vb., 28.6; 33*6; 50.8*
gaip$hi: f•, a small bundle or parcel; 52.3*
gava: m., a village, hamlet; 72+.2+.
gaipsa: f., a secret, mystery; 72.6.
ga-: vb.tr., sing, chant, esp. sing praises to; pres.: -vai,
W+.5; -ya, 70.7; - U >  subjunc., 11.6; -iyai, 3 sg.pass., 1. 
3.8; 101.2; -lyai, 71.2; lye, 20.8; imptv.: -Iyai, pol., 
15.8; perf.part.: -1, 9.8; 21.8; -ye, 82.7; -e, 101.8;
r j j r
-I hai, 2.8; 17*8; 1+8.8; 98+8; -e hat, 1+.2; -yo hai, 13.8. 
abs.: -ya + kai, 81.8; 91.6; -i ( + u$h-), 91+.8; fut.:
-vahi (AvadhT form,-vahi), 79*8*
garhe: adv., closely (cf. garho); 60.2.
garho: adj., thick, stronfe, firm; 1+9.U; 50.7*
gata: m., a limb or member of the body, the body; 1+.5; 87.1.
gata gata: m., each limb or part of the body, the entire
body; 37*8; 65•!+•
gar-: vb. tr., strain, destroy, ruin; perf .part.: -yo, 19.1+.
gir-: vb. intr., fall, tumble; perf.part.: -e, 56.5; -yo,
63.3 ; 101.6 .
gira: f., voice, speech; 13*8.
gun-: vb. tr., think, understand; abs.: -i, 91+.3 *
guna(= -^a): m., virtue, quality, praise, attribute; 7*3; 11.1+; 
36.7,8; 65.1+; 79.8; 91+.5.
guna gana: m., singing the praises; 8.1.
guru: m., a spiritual preceptor, tutor, teacher; 9.1,8; 30.1;
W+.8; 51.7; 98.3.
gurutal: f., eminence, greatness, the qualities of a preceptor;
9.7.
Guha: m., N. of the headman of the Ni§ada (Bhlla q.v.)aboriginal
tribe and a devotee of Rama; 91.1.
g^ha: m., house, home; 19.6; 59.8.
gota: m., clan, caste, race («gotra); 29.1.
go-: vb.tr., hide, conceal; 3 sg.pass.: -iyai, 1+5*1+.
goda: f., lap, the portion between arms while embracing, bosom;
21+.5; 3U.5; 96.5.
goda: m., ripe fruits of the holy fig tree, a new branch;
6.3.
gola: adj., round; 56.1.
grama: m., village; 53*1; 79.7.
grasa: m., a mouthful; 77.7.
Qh
ghara: m., house, home; 54*3; 58*3; 66.6; 69*5; 74.7; 75*4;
81.3.
ghara ghara: adv., in each house, everywhere; 46.6. 
gharl(« -rl): f., moment, a period of 24 minutes; 25*2; 44.6;
60.4;
gha^a: m. a bathing place on the bank of a river (generally
it is paved or stairs lead down to the water to facilitate 
bathing); 30.3*
ghata: m., a blow, bruise, killing; 65*6.
ghir-: vb. intr., gather, assemble; perf.part.: -1, 37.5*
ghum-: vb. intr., circle round; -a (root form) + rahi, 7.6.
ghor- (=ghol-): vb. tr., dissolve, mix with a liquid; abs.:
-i + kai (adv.), idio. joyfully; 21.6.
C
Candrahasa: m., Candrahasa, N. of a devout king, son of king
Medhavin of Kerala; 54.1; 60.1; 61.7 ( + ju); 63*5.
cakra: m., discus, esp. the discus of Vi§$u (or Ky§$a), called
SudarSana; 35.7; 36.2; 38*4.
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carh-: vb. intr., climb, board, be applied; perf. part.:
-yo ho, 10.3; -yau, 18.8; inf.: -ana, 6.4*
carha.: vb. tr., cause to climb or board (cf. carh-); perf. 
part.: -yo hai, 26.6.
camatkara: m., splendour, marvel, effectiveness; 4*3«
caraca: f•, mentioning, talking over past events (= carca);
51 .7 .
carana ( = -pa): m. foot; pi.: 1.2; 13.5; 15.2.
caritra: m., conduct, character; 51.2.
cai-: vb. intr., walk, move, go, set out, start; imjtv.: -au, 
33*6; 101.1; imperfcpart.: -ata (adj.), 24.3; perf.part.:
-yo, 38.1; 63.3; -yau.39.5; 50.6; - I ,  28.7; 97.2; -e(+ ja-), 
18.1; -el, 62.1; 75.1; -e, 85.1; 87.5; 94.1; 97.1; 99.6;  
abs.: -i, 63*5; -i(+ a-), 61.8; -i(+ ja-), 84*4.
cala-: vb. tr., move, drive, begin; perf. part.: -1,22.7;
-I hai, 98.6; abs.: -ya, 51.7.
ca§a: m., eye (= cak§u); pi.: 12.8; 32.4; 100.7.
cah- (= cah-, q.v.): vb. tr., wish, desire; pres.: -ai, 50.1;
imperf.part.: -ata, 27.2.
cahtt ora: adv., all around, everywhere; 95.4.
cahfl disi: adv., in all four directions, all around, on every
side; 6.3; 72.4; 75*3; 100.8.
cakh-: vb. tr., taste, relish, idio. suffer (with dukha);
pres.: -ai, 31*2; -iyai, 3 sg.pass., 87.4; perf.part.: -yau 
hai (dukha +), has suffered, 38.6.
caturl: f., skill, cleverness, dexterity; 78.6.
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caya: m., ardent desire, enthusiasm, eagerness (= H.cava);
23.2; 41.1; 62.5; 70.7.
cari: adj., four; + hi (emph.), idio, a few (cf. aipka), 7.3*
caru: adj., beautiful, charming; 3*7; 4.1; 9*4.
cala: f•, walk, custom, manner; 53*8.
callsa: adj., forty; 90*5*
cave: m., ardent desire, eagerness, love, enthusiasm; 39*6;
46*7; 60.6; 85.8.
cah-: vb.tr., wish, desire; pres.: -ad, 66*3; -au, 76.6; -ai,
54.8; 67.8; -al, 74.1; -iye, pass, impers., 55*2; imperf. 
part.: -ata, 25.3; -ata hiu, 38.5; -ata hai, 38.5*
caha: f., desire, love, longing; 3*7; 23*5; 30.8; 53*7; 57.2;
85.3; 97.5.
cita: m., mind, heart (= citta); 70.4; 85.8; 101.8.
citaclta: m., a desired thing, one’s heart-desire; -te, pi.:
57.7; 100.1.
cita(m8)la-: vb.tr., idio. to be attentive; + lai kai, adv.,
attentively, 24.2; + lyaya kai, 81.2.
cita-: vb.tr. cause to look at, show, appear (as citava-);
perf. part.:-yo hai, 47*4.
citta: m., mind, heart; 14*5.
Citraketu: m., N. of a king of Saurasena who was cursed by
Farvatl and was born in his next life as a demon called 
Vytra; 65.5*
citravata: adj., motionless, still, amazed (lit. like a picture)
51.1.
cinha (= -hna): m., mark, sign; 15*2.
cirava: m., flattened rice (= ciura); 52.1.
cl$hl: f., letter (H. ci$$hT); 39*4; 58.5*
clnh-: vb. tr., recognise; perf.part.: clnl hai (metrie.form), 
58.8; abs.: -a (root form) + kai, 42.
clr-: vb. tr., rip, saw; pres.: -at, subjunc., 87.2.
cuk-: vb. intr., be paid up, be settled; imjerf.part.: 
cukata hai, 88.3.
cubh-: vb. intr., be pierced, be stuck into; perf.part.: -yo,
79.3.
cura-: vb. tr., steal, rob; 3 sg.pass.: -iye, 42.6.
cuna: m», small fragments, something broken into pieces,
powder, flour (Skt. * curpa); 36.2; 49.1*
cura: m., small fragments, something broken into pieces,
powder (cf. cuna); cura ho-: vb. intr., be broken into
pieces, idio. to melt, crumble, be absorbed; hoya cura 
cura (repetition for emphasis), 4#8; bhayo cura hai, 8.6; 
73.6; cura kar-: vb. tr., break something into pieces, 
idio., to cause to be overwhelmed or submerged; kiye cura 
cura cura kati (repetition expresses the force and intensity 
of the action); 97.8.
cerl: f., a maid, female servant; 40.8.
caina: m., rest, repose, comfort, joy, happiness; 45«4; 48.2;
99*4; + ho-, vb. intr., be comforted, relieved; + bhayo,
12.8.
cainadaina: adj., giving pleasure, delightful (caina ♦ daina);
69.2.
cainasaja: m., the objects and preparations of comforts and
luxuries, merriments, revelries (caina + saja); 91*U*
coja: m., subtleness, ironical jest; 80.8*
co$a: f., wound, injury; 88*3*
copa: f•, eagerness, earnest desire; 43»7; U6.6.
cora: m., a thief, swindler, burglar; 28.2; U2.6.
corl: f., theft, stealing; +kar-: vb. tr., steal; karai
corl, 28.3.
cova: m., a perfume (a fragrant paste made of four ingredients
viz. sandalwood, agallochum, saffron and musk); 7*8.
cadk-: vb. intr., be startled; -i + par-, 73»5«
caugica: f., beak, bill of a bird; 100.6.
cauka: m., a Hindu kitchen and dining-room where the food is
cooked and also served; + kar-: vb. tr., cleai\/wash the
dishes and the kitchen; abs. + -i, U2.3*
caukT de-: vb. tr., guard, watch; imperf.part.: -ta, 28.5*
caugunC: adj., fourfold, quadruple; 83.2.
caudaha: adj. fourteen; 92.1.
Ch
chajpda: m., metre; 1.3*
chaka-: vb. tr., satiate, satisfy, overwhelm; perf.part.: -e
hai, U«6«
cha$hl: adj., sixth; 56.7*
i 'V /
charl(= -rl): f., a small and slender stick, staff; 25*4.
chala: m., stratagem, deceit, stealth; 58.4#
chavi: f., beauty; 2.4; 5*7; 9.3; 10*6; 41*4.
chavipura: adj., beautiful, charming; 55*5; 75*4; 97*2. 
chavimatl: f., a beautiful lady; 59*3* 
chaha: f., shade, shadow; 57#4*
cha-: vb. tr. & intr., spread, extend, be expanded; 3 sg.pass.:
-Iyai, 71*4; 72.4; perf.part.: -yo, 11.2; -I, 2.4; -yo hai, 
13.6; -I hai, 43*6; chal hai (metric.form), 90.8; abs.:
-ya kai, 58.4; 91.8.
chatl: f. chest, bosom; 51.3•
chaya: f., shade, shadow; 6.5*
china china: adv., each moment; (= k§apa); 25*5*
chip-: vb.intr., be hidden, concealed, lurk; perf.part.:
-T( + Ja-),31.7.
chipa: vb. tr., hide, conceal; perf.past.: -ye, 52.1.
chipra: adv., soon, at once (= k§ipra); 39*5•
chilaka: m., the peel or skin of any fruit; 47*7; 48.6.
chlj-: vb. intr., grieve, languish; perf.past.: -e hai, 52.8.
chin-: vb. tr., snatch, take possession of, extort; abs.:
-i (+ le-), 83.5.
china: adj., feeble, weak, diminished (= k§Ipa); 25.5; 90.4.
c h l l - :  v b .  t r . ,  p e e l ;  a b s . :  - i ,  4 7 . 7 ;  4 8 . 6 .
chu$a-: vb. tr., set free, separate, release; imptv.: -yo,
96.8; perf.part.: -I, 51»5*
chura: vb.tr., separate, cleanse; imj>tv: -iyai, pol., 3*2.
chu-: vb. tr., touch; abs.: -ya (+ ja-), pass. 30.5; inf.: 
chuye (vbl.n.), 33*8.
chu$- (= chu$- q.v.): vb. intr., be free, abandoned, separated,
disconnected (cf. chu$a-); pres.: -ai, 89.2; -ai, 51*U; 
perf.part.: -I, 19*2; chu^yo, 10.k*
cherl: f., a she-goat; 6.1.
cho$o: adj., small, junior; 89.3#
chor-: vb. tr., leave, abandon, give up; abs.: -i (+ ja-), 12 *U
fut.: -o, subjunc., 86.5*
chota: adj., low, inferior, untouchable (connected with H.chuta
= untouchability); 29*1*
J
jagiga: f., battle (Pers. ); 6.8.
jag-; vb. intr., be awake, idio., shine, be famous; -ai, 
subjunc., 1.6.
jaga: m., world, universe: 1.6; 8.2; 22.7; 70.3*7; 90.8; 96.7*
jagata: m., world, universe; 8.14-.
jagamag-: vb. intr., shine; perf.part.: -e; 17*7*
jagfia: m., a sacrifice (= yajfia); 71*U; 7U*3*
ja$a: f., matted hair, the hair twisted together as worn by 
ascetics; 35*U«
jatana: m., effort, attempt (= yatna); 2+0.1.
jatl: m., an ascetic who has completely subdued his passions
and, abandoning the world, lives in a forest (= yati);
22.3.
jana: m., person, people; 18.2+; 22+.1; 66.2; 76.6; 101.3.
jana: m., a devotee, worshipper ( =bhakta jana); 21.4.
janama: m., birth ( = janma); 12.1; 2+1.7; 63*6.
jaria-: vb. tr., cause to know or tell, indicate (caus. of jan-)
3 sg.pass.: -Iyai, 73*k; 82+.6; perf.part.: -I hai, U9.2; 
86.6.
janma: m., birth; 70.1.
jaba: adv., when; 33*4; 55*8; 59.8; 67*3; 81.3; 100.3 (= then)
jamakal: f., repetition of same word or syllables similar in
sound but different in meaning (= Yamaka); 2.3.
jamaduta: m., Death’s messenger (= Yamaduta); 20.2.
jara-: vb. tr., burn,cremate (= jala-);perf.part.: -yo hai,
3k.6.
jala: m., water; 12.7; 26.2; 30.7; 33*2; 51*6; 68.7; 79*6;
87.6; 90.5; 95.3; 100.5.
jala kara mS dhar: vb. tr., to take a handful of water, esp. 
to make a solemn vow to dedicate anything to a Brahmapa 
priest as a gift or charity (= saqikalpa karana q.v. ); jala 
dharai kara (metric.form), 79.6.
jala dana: m., the act of making a libation; 32+.7 .
jala dhara: f., a stream of water (i.e. tears); 28.7; 97.2.
javai: adv., when; 92+.8.
jasa: m., fame, glory (=ya£a); 6.4.
jaha: adv., where, when; 9*7; 32.1; 54.6; 73*7; 93*8*
jahaja: m., ship (=Ar.jahaz); 10*3,24.3; 26.4.
ja-: vb. intr., go; pres.: -ya, 27.6; 73*4; imptv.: -hu, 38.5;
65.3; —vo, 20.8; 49.5; 61.5; 62.3; 74.7; -vau, 37.6; imperf. 
part.: -ta, 29.8; 30.3 (+ hi); 62.8; 91*6; -ti ( + kho-), 
45.2; -Iyai, subjunc., 74.4* perf.part.: gaye, 6.6; 24*6; 
82.3; 89.6 (+ le-); gae, 44.7; 46.1. 55.3; 58.7; 67.5; 99.1 
101.2; gae hai, 67.8; gayo, 10.5; 26.4>33*6; 36.2; 39.5; 
40.2; 54.8; 85.7; gal, 35*5; 53.2 (+ hai); 87.8; -Iyai 
(extention of I before y for sake of rhyme cf. DHL.s.v. i-4) 
84.4; abs.: -ya, 20.7; 29.2; 31.3; 36.5; 39.7; 41.1; 50.1; 
56.8; 62.5; 73.7. 75*3; 78.3; 84.5,7; 85.1; 86.7; 99.5; 
ja, 77.5; 84.6; -ya + kai, 40.7; -i (+ par-), 94.7; -i ( + 
lag-), 24*5; -I (=•£+ chip-), 31*7; fut.: -vahi (AvadhI 
form =-vahI), 79*8; ja-, gives an intensive meaning to a 
verb when combined with its root form, asb. or pa.part., 
e.g., ai gal, 19.6; 32.3; aya gal, 28.6; buhari gayo, 27.7; 
bhari gayo, 30.7 ; aya gaye, 3 1.6; 47.2; bhaharaya gayo, 41.‘ 
gae cali, 44.3; cali jalyai, 84*4; blti gal, 45.7; phaila 
gal; 46.6; gal blti, 60.6; rahyo gayo, 66.7; paya gae, 68.7 
gayo-bhari, 69*5; rahi gal, 79*3; pagi gayo, 98.2; ja-, 
give8 the passive form of a verb when combined with its roo 
form, abs. or pa.part., e.g., samjhyo na jata, 8.6; rarhyau 
jata, 18.8; kahi jata, 24.2; kahyo jata, 28.8; jiyo nahi 
jata, 30.2; chuya gayo, 30.5 ; jata nahi bhakhiyai, 35.2; 
sahyo jata, 37.2; 94*5; gahl jaya, 42.4; rahyo na jaya, 44. 
kahi na jata, 45*3; rahyo gayo, 66.7; jani gal, 76.4; diyo 
jaya, 88.1; hari gal, 94.5; ja-, gives the continuative for 
of a verb when combined with its pa.part., e.g., cale jata,
AL
were going along, 18.1* ja-, gives the sense of imminent 
action (i.e., 1 about to* or ’on the point of’) of a 
verb when combined with its pa.part., e.g., khaye jata, 
was about to eat, 86.3*
jag-: vb. intr., be awake, rise; pres.: -ai, 14.4; perf.part.:
-e hai, 51*6; -I, 80.2; -o (adj.), awake, 83*7.
jata: see jati.
jati: f•, caste, community; 72.6; jata (for rhyme); 19*2.
jati buddhi: f., caste prejudice; 78.5*
jate: conj., as, because; 65*5*
jatai: adv., so as, so that; 37*6.
jan-: vb. tr., know,learn, understand; pres.: -ad, 36.4;
-ai, 14.6, 16.3; 30.8; 48.8; 13.1; impetv.: -i, 54.8; 
imperf.part•: -ata, 29*3; 78.2; -iyai, 3 sg.pass., 78.2; 
perf.part.: -o, 1.7; -yau, 39*6; -yo, 11.2; 40.3; 82.6;
-I, 8;4; 13*6; 32.8; -e, 1.1; -l(+ ja-), pass., 76.4; 
abs.: -i, 8.3; 58*3; -1 + kai, 32.3; -a(=i), 13*4; -i(+ pa- 
5*8; -i (+ le-), 12.6; 65*2; 84.1; 93*5; fut.: -iyata, 49.8 
-oge, 4*3.
JanakT: f., SIta, N. of a daughter of king Janaka, the wife
of Rama; 34.1.
Jamavana: m., Jamabvanta, N. of the bear-king who was an ally 
of Rama; 22.3#
jamal: adv., so that, thus, in this manner; 42.4; 45.8; 74.5*
jar-: vb.tr., burn (= H.jalana); pres.: -ai hai, 36.6.
jala: m., mesh, net; 20.1; when used as a suffix, the word
Jala signifies a group or collection, giving the sense 
of entirety, e.g., jiva + jala, 6.6; sukha + jala, 53*8; 
kptya + Jala, 88.6.
Ja lag-: vb. intr., reach, float to; jai (abs.) lagyo, floated
to, 24.5•
jahl bhati: adv., by which, whereby; 86.2.
jitl: pronom. adj., as much as, as many as, all (H. jitanl);
64. 7*
jite: pronom. adj., as many as, all (= H.jitane); 69.7; 74.1;
90.8.
jini: adv., may, not; 74*4; 88.8; 99.3.
jimi: adv., as, like: 21.6; 40.2.
jiya: m«, heart, life, vital breath (= jiya q.v.); 22.2;
jiya le-, idio. to take someone’s life (cf. HMK.,s.v), levau 
papa jiya kau, 40.8.
jiva-: vb. tr., feed, entertain (=jima-, caus? • of jlm-);
imptv.: -Iyai, pol., 72.8; 74.6; -vo, 76.3; abs.: -ya (+ 
de-), 77.5.
jiva-: vb. tr., revive, resuscitate (=jila-, caus. of jl-,);
perf.part.: -e, 101.8.
jl-: vb. intr., live, be alive, idio. to he happy or refreshed;
perf.part.: -ye, 6.6; 63*8; 64.6; jiyo, 57.5; jiyo (+ ja-),
30.2.
Ji u$h-: vb. intr., come back to life, be revived; (jl) + -alr
subjunc., 63*8.
jit-: vb. tr., win, conquer, idio. to surpass, supersede;
abs.: -i( + <Jar-), 60.5*
jlte, adj., victorious; 6.8.
jlbha: f., the tongue; 100.3*
jlva: m., creature, soul, life; 6.6; 101.6; -ni, obl.pl., 1U*2.
jlvana: m., life, existence; 93*8; 97*6.
ju: honorific suffix used with respect after proper names,
meaning respected, illustrious (* H.jl); 1.1,3; 2.6; 9*8; 
10.1; 16.3; 23.3; 52.7; 61.7; 62.3; 65*1; 82.3; 89*7; 93*5;. 
96.7*
ju: interj., Sir, lord, madam, (used for calling attention or 
addressing superiors with respect; cf. aju); 18.3; U9*U;
75*7 (twice),8;78.3; 86.1; 88.7; 91*3; ju (metric.short), 
2*0.1.
ju^hani: f., leavings of the food, esp. the scraps or remnants
of a meal eaten by a deity or a respected person; 75*7; 76.1«
*jetika: pronom.adj., as many as, all. 77*3*
jete: pronom. adj., as many as, all (H. jitane); 1U*1«
jev-: vb. tr., eat, feed oneself (cf. jai-); imptv.: -au, 76.3»
jai-: vb. tr., eat, feed oneself (H. jSv-, or jlm-); perf.part.:
-yo, 72.3*
Jaimuni: m., jaimini (referring to the Jaimini Purapa i.e., 
Jaimini Asvamedhika Parvan); 64*8.
jaisS: adv., as, like, in the same way; li+.6; jaise, U5*3*
jaiso: adj., such,similar to; 13*8*
jo: pron. (rel. dir. sg.), who, which; 3*8* 65*1; 89*4; jol
(emph.), dir. sg., 5*8; jol (emph.), obi. sg., 98.5; ju, 
dir. sg., 19*4; 33*1; jyauna, dir.sg., 10.8; jahi, obi. sg. 
6.7 ; jihi, obi. sg., 60.1; ja + sad, 66.2; jako, obi. sg., 
58.6; ja + ko, poss., 7*1; 12.1; 14.3; ja + ke, poss. 53*6;
38.1; ja + kl, poss. 95*3; jatal, from which, 85*4; je, dir
pi.,22.1; jina, dir. pi., 11.8; 82.8; jina + kai, 4*3; jina 
hi (emph.) + ke, poss., 69.1; jinhal, obl.pl., 70.7 .
jo: pronom. adj., that, which; 7.1; 20*3; 24*1; 26.4; 40.3;
55.2; ju, 10.3; 54.7; 92.7; jahi (emph.), 14.3; 86.2; 
jahi (emph.), 10.6; je. 92.2.
jo: conj., if; 74.2; 86.5; 100.3.>
jo: conj., that; 74.8.
joga: adj., fit, worthy (= yogya); 31.2.
jogl: m., an ascetic who practises Yoga (= yogi); 22.3*
jogesvara: m., a principal yogi (= yogesvara); pi: 69*-3.
joti: f., brilliance, glow, lustre (= jyoti); 25.5.
joni: f., a particular form of existence or station fixed by
birth, (e.g. that of a man or an animal, a Brahmana or a Sudra 
etc.; = yoni); 55.6.
jopai: conj., if; 2.7; 14.6; 15.7; 21.7; 42.8; 49.6; 71.6;
72*5; 76.8; 83.7.
jor- (= jor-): vb. tr., join, unite, hoard; abs.: -i, 11.5; 
38.4; -i + kai, 20.2; -a, 58.2; inf.-Jbe, 15.6.
jorl (= -rl): f., a pair, couple; 12.8*
jov-: vb. tr., watch, wait; Imperf.part.: -ata (vbl.n.), 3 1 .5 .
jau: conj., if; 140.8*
jaulaCL: adv., so long, as long as; U.7*
jffana: m., knowledge, cognisance, (esp. the higher knowledge
derived from meditation on the one Universal Spirit); 96.8.
jy5 : adv., like, as; 8U«2.
Jh
jharT: f., a waterfall, stream, cascade; 2.4; 9*4; 32.6; 43*4
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jhar- (= -£-): vb. tr., sweep; abs.: -i, 27*5; 41.5 (+ kai).
jhil-: vb. tr., rush forward; perf.part.: -e, 97.7.
jhlna: adj., very fine, esp. sweet (with voice or musical
sound); 45*2.
jhuk-: vb. intr., bend; abs. -i, 59*3*
jhum-: vb. intr., wave, move to and fro, idio. to be overjoyed 
abs.: -i, 7*5 ( + rah-); 50.li; 75*4;
jhul-: vb. intr., swing; pres.: -al, 6.8.
T
$akasala: f., a mint; 7*4#
^ar- (= $al-): vb. intr., be put aside, be removed (cf. far-); 
perf. part.: -I hai, 9*2.
tahala: f., service; 13*4, 27.2; 42.3»
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{apu: m., an island, islet; 2U*5»
{ar (= {al-): vb. tr., put aside, remove; pres.: -ai hai, 36.8;
imptv.: -iye, pol., 70.U; -iyai, pol. 75*8; perf.part.:
—e , 50* 3 •
{Tka: f., a commentary; 1.4; 2.8; U«3' (with partic.reference, =
Bh.B.).
{ek-: vb. tr., support, prop; abs.: -i, 25
{eka: f., a prop, promise, vow; {eka gah: vb. tr., idio. to
make a solemn vow; gahT eka {eka, 9*2.
{eva: f., habit, custom, resolution; 36*3; 93*3*
Th
{had: m., place, residence (cf. {haura); 73*7*
{harh-: vb. intr., stand, be upright; perf.part.: -au, 35*6;
-yo hai, 25*U; -I* M+.8; -e, 3 1.8.
{han-: vb. tr., intent, resolve; subjunc.: -o, 76.6.
{haura: m., place, spot, abode, residence; 18*6; 20.5; 25*8;
26*3; 37.6; U6.1; ♦ {haura, adv. in various places, idio. 
door to door; 9U*7*
9
$agara: f., path, road; 12.5*
<Jar-: vb. intr., fear, be afraid, frightened; imptv.: -o, 62.7 ; 
perf.paart.: -e, 96.1, -I hai, 25*6.
<Jara: m., fear, danger; 6.1; 81.6; 98.6.
$arap-: vb. intr., fear, be daunted (cf. (Jar-); imperf.part •:
—ata, 50*7•
<Jar- (= (Jai-): vb. tr., throw, drop, cast, put away; pres.:
-ad, 76.1; imptv.: -iyai, pol., 75-7; perf.part.: -yo,
19.3; -1* 47*3; abs.: -i (+ de-), 23*6,7; 47*5; 100.5;
-i ( + le-), 95.7; <Jar-, shows rashness in the action or 
gives an intensive meaning to a verb (tr.), when combined 
with its root form, abs. and pa.part. ,e.g., tori + <Jare, 
20.6; blna + (Jarai, 27.5; vari + (Jariyai, 29*4; kiye + 
darai hai, 36.2; (Jarad + mari, 55*3; ka$i + (Jarad, 48.5; 
(Jare + jlti, 60.5; mari + (Jarau, 61.6; mari + (Jaryo, 62.8; 
mari + (Jariyai, 80.6; (Jaryo + mari, 95.7#
<JI$ha: f., eye, look, glance; 29*1; + par-: vb. intr., appear
come into view; + -e, 18.1.
<J5rT pher: vb. tr., idio. to make a proclamation by beat of
drum; pheri-d8rl (metric.form), 80.1.
(Jyorhl: f., a porch, threshold; 50.7*
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dhar- (= dhai-): vb. intr., flow, come down, fall, melt, turn,
idio. be compassionate; pres.: -ai, 53*8; -ai, 37*4; imptv 
-au, 10.6; perf.part.: -yo, 87.4; -yau, 38.4; -e, 56.6; 
abs.: -i, 5*6; 94.6.
( J h a r a k -  (= <Jhalak-): vb. intr., roll, flow (cf • (Jhar-); imperf. 
part.: -ata, 25*4*
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<|hak-: vb. tr., cover, conceal; abs.: -i ( + rakh-), 38*8.
$har- (= <Jhal-): vb. tr., pour out, cause to flow (cf. <Jhar-);
3 sg. pass.: -iye, 70.8.
(Jhara (= -la): slope, f. mode, manner; jahi dhara sad, adv., 
in the same manner, as before; 10.6.
(Jhiga: adv., near; 44.7; 47*7; 49*1; 96.2.
(Jhiga: postp., near, close to; 42.2; 80.3*
<|higa ko: adj., collateral, corresponding, nigh; 64.2.
T
tau: adv., even then, even so; 8*5; 25*5; 30.8; 88.2; 95*7.
tak-: vb. intr., look or stare at; pres.: -ai, 52.2.
Tak§aka: m., N. of a serpent-chief who was son of Kadru, and
caused the death of king ParTkfita in consequence of the 
£§i SyingT’s curse (lit. * a cutter1 ,qf #MSED.s.v. ); 93*6.
taj-: vb. tr., leave, abandon, give up; perf.part.: -yau, 91*4;
-e, 75.5; 81.7; abs.: -i, 74.4; fut.: -ad, 86.6.
tatakala: adv., at once, immediately (= tatkala); 43.8; 63*3;
85.2 .
tatha: conj., and; 82.2.
tadakara: adj., of the same form and shape, engrossed, 
absorbed; 56.3*
tana: m., body; 17*5; 19.4; 27.2; 28.6; 29.1; 31.7; 32.5;
34.6; 37.3; 51.3; 53.7; 66.6; 67.8; 82.2,8; 87*7; 101.6.
tanaka: adv., a little, for a moment; 66.7»
tapl: m., an ascetic who is primarily engaged in religious
austerities, penances and self-mortification; 22.3*
taba: adv., then, afterwards; 11*3; 17*3; 18.1+; 55.U; 55*8; 90
7; + to, 76*3; + tau, 96*3*
taravara: f., sword (= talavara); 95*2.
taru: m., tree; 6.1.
taha: adv., there; 18.5* 32.1; 50.8; 61.6; + hi (emph.), 95.5.
ta china tS: adv., at once, immediately; 25.1.
tate: adv., therefore; 13*6; 17*5; 5 1*5 ; 89.5* 
tatal: adv., therefore; 2.6; tatai, 5*7*
tana: f•, a musical tune, melody; 1*5*5; -ni, obl.pl., 1*5.1.
tapa: m., torment, affliction; 6.6#
tahi samai (= samaya): adv., at that time, that very moment;
1.3. 
tina: see so.
tiya: f., woman, wife; 19.2 ; 39*6; 1*0.1*; 1*8.5; 50.1; 53*3;
67.7; 80.1*; 81.1*; 82.2; 83.1 (twice); 86.7; 87.1.
tilaka: m., a mark on the forehead made with coloured clay,
sandalwood or unguents, either as an ornament or a 
sectarian emblem; 8.7.
tisa-: vb. intr., thirst, long for; perf. part.: -ye hai, 50.6
tlna: adj., three (Skt.tri), 1*2.7; tlna guna (= -pa): m., the
three qualities (viz. sattva, rajas and tamas; esp. 
referring to the three virtues of Vi§pu based on His three 
epithets viz. sarpagatapala, the protector of one who 
seeks His shelter; artina£aka, the destroyer of afflictions 
and Brahmapyadeva, the Lord of the Brahmapas); 38.7.
tuma: pron. (2nd.per. dir. pi.); you; 29.7; 36.3; 3 7.2; 39*7;
40*7; 48.3; 61.5; 62.3; 74.5; 83.3 ; 84.8; 88.5; tuma, poss. 
(metric, form), 76.4; tumal, obi. pi., 86.2.
tu: pron. (2nd per. dir. sg.), thou; 78.2; tohi, obi. sg., 5 5.7 ;
to + pai, 11.3 ; to + ko, 84*3 ; tero, poss., 63.1,7 ; terl, 
poss., 54*7 ; tere, poss., 7 7*4; terel (emph.), poss.,7 3*3 .
te (or tS): see tal.
teja: m., lustre, effulgence, incandescence; 3 5*7 ; 36.2; 38.8*
tal: postp., from, with, by (= H.se); 9*2; 70.4, 94*1; te, 2k»7;l 
te, 25.1; 28.7; 97.1.
to: see tau*
tor- (= tor-): vb. tr., break, snap; abs.: -i (+ (Jar-), 20.6.
tau: ind., also, even etc. (a suffix commonly added to any 
word for the emphasis, (H. to); mat + tau, 29.8; 36.7;
61.3 ; 83.4; mai + to, 40.3; taba + to, 76*5; taba + tau,
96.3 . fcopai + tai, 89.1; to nama (metric.form)• 79*7 .
tau: adv. then, 71.6; tauhl (emph.), only then, 86.6.
taupai: conj., then; 40.8; 7 2.8*
tyag-: vb. tr., abandon, give up; inf.: -o, 67.8.
tyaga: m., abandoning, relinquishment; 3 7.3 *
ty5 ty5: adv., more and more; 44*5 *
trasa: m., fear, terror; 93.6; 96.2.
tribhuvana: m., the three worlds (cf. trilokl); 83*5*
trilokT: m., ’World-triad', the three worlds (heaven, earth and
the atmosphere or the lower regions, triloka q.v.); 68.8*
tvaca: f•, the skin; 23*8
Th
thaka: m., a tassel; obi. pi.: 5.1.
thoro (= ro): adj., little, small; + 1 (emph.), 88.6.
D
dagujakl: f., a small and slender stick; 77.8*
Dattatreya: m., N. of a celebrated sage, son of Prajapati
Atri by Anasuya, (regarded as an incarnation of Vi§$u);
+ ju, 89.7.
DadhTca: m., DadhTci, N. of an ancient sage, the son of
Atharvan and Citti, celebrated for his charity as he gave 
up his life that Indra might slay Vytra with the thunder­
bolt made out of his bones; 82.7 .
daya: f., kindness, compassion, pity; 3.3; + a-, vb. intr.,
be moved to compassion; + -I, 56.3; 96.7*
dayala: adj., kind, compassionate; (= dayalu); 37.7.
darasa: m., sight, appearance; + de-, vb. intr., be seen; +
diyo, 12.5.
darasana: m., sight, view, esp. the visiting of a holy or
respected person (= dar£ana); + kar-, 29*7; + ho-, 70.6.
dasa: adj., ten ( = dasa); 18.3*
dasama: adj., the tenth ( = da£ama); m. the tenth book of the
Bhagavata (used as an abbreviation for the *da^ama skandha')
94.3.
Dasaratha: m., DaSaratha, N. of Rama’s father; 3l*.7*
dah-: vb. tr., burn, destroy; pres.: -ai, 50.2.
dana: m., donation, bestowal, boon; 6 3 .Q; 80.3; 83*3; 88.7;
+ kar-, vb. tr., bestow; 80*3*
dama: f., a garland, wreath, 5*3.
daruna: adj., harsh, ruthless, unbearable (= darupa); 30.1;
91.5.
dava: m., secret, mystery (= dava) 11.6.
dasa: m., servant, esp. God’s servant (= Hari dasa); 12.7;
7U.1; -ni, obi. pi., 9.1; 36.1*; 72.7.
dasya: m., the sentiment of servitude (= dasya rasa); l*.l.
dah-: vb. tr., burn (cf. dah-) 3 sg. pass.: -iye, 55.1*.
dikha-: vb. tr., show, exhibit, display; perf. part.: -yo,
2 3.8; 95.5; 9.7; 81.1; -I hai, 61.2; -e, 101.7; -e hai
!*.!*; (dl + ) -lye, pass.impers., 20.2; abs.: -ya(+ de-),
7.1; 11.8; fut.: -u, 81*.3.
dina: m., day; pi.: 1*2.7; 90.5; bahuta dina, a long time;
31.5; kou dina, some time; 57.7; eka dina, one day; 28.3*
diva-; vb. caus. tr., cause to give or bestow (caus. of de-); 
perf. part.: -yo, 20.5*
dina dina: adv., each day; 1*6.7.
divana: m., a court-mini ster (= Per s. divan); 5l**3.
disa disa: adv., in each direction (disa = di£i); 36.1.
dina: adj., poor, distressed; 37.7.
dina: adv., humbly; 38.2.
^>7
dls-: vb. intr.: be seen, come into view (= dlkh-); pres.:
-ai, 73.1; imperf. part.: -ata, 18.U*
dukha: m., unhappiness, sorrow, grief, distress, discomfort;
17.4; 32.8; 35.7; 36.5; 38.6; 47.8; 30.2; 55.6; 90.8; 99.5*
dukhadal: adj., troublesome, distressing; 48.2; -yai (metric,
form), 74.2.
dubaral: f•, leanness, frailty, feebleness (fr. Skt. durbalata);
51.5.
Duravasa: m., Durvasas, N. of a sage who is noted for his
irascible temper (lit. ’ill-clothed*); 35*3; 67.5*
dura-: vb. tr., hide, conceal; pres.: -vo, 68.6.
duraradha: adj., difficult to be propitiated, arduous; 8*5.
duri: adj., secret, hidden; 72.2.
durlabha: adj., rare, hard to obtain; 22.1.
duf$a: m., a rascal, wicked person; 19*5; 95*7.
Duskamta: m., Du§yanta, N. of a valorous king of the Lunar
race, descendant of Puru, husband of Sakuntala and father of 
Bharata; 90.1.
dujl: adj., the second; 18.6.
dura: adj., far, remote, difficult; 75.2.
dura: adv., far, far away; 8.8; 9.6; + hi te (emph.), 32.4;
duri, 4.7, 10.5; 32.5; 55.5.
dura kar-: vb. tr., remove, dispel; imptv.: + -au, 38.6; perf.
part.: duri kiye, 64*5.
dlpa: m., an island (= dvlpa); 99*1; 101.2.
dulaha: m., bridegroom; 60.8.
du§ana (= -na): m., defect, flew; 56*7*
dusari: adj., second, another; + hu (emph.), 52. k.
dyga: m., eye; dir. pi.: 31.U; 32.3; k3.k; kk.ki 52.2; 91*5; 
99.k; 100.6; obl.pl.: 58.8; 63*2; 97.8; obl.sg.: 59.3;
6 7 .k.
dyga kori: f., the corner of the eye, eyelid or eyelash 
(cf. kora); 21.k.
dpgadhara: f•, a stream of tears; 3U.5*
d^gahlna: adj., without eyes, blind; 12.2.
de-: vb. tr., give, present, offer, bestow, grant; imptv.: - 
-va, 81+.6; -vo, 68.3; 86.7; -vau, Ul.5>6; dljai, 58*5;
63.8; 66.k; 85.5; 88.7; 91*3; (lai +) dljiye, pol., 62.2; 
imperf. part.: -ta, 25.2; 2 6 .6 ; 27.6; 28.5 (caukT +); 60.6 
90*3; (u$hai +); perf. part.r -dal, 1.3; 11*3; 3k.6; 52.3; 
58.5; 60.3; 65*3; 99.3; dayo, 11.1; kl.2; 6U.2; diyo, 20.3; 
21.5; 29.5 (twice); 30.1; 61.k; 82.1; 8718; 88.1; (+ jaya);
90.6; 96.5; 98.1,6; diyo hai, 9^.2; diyo, 12.5; diye» 25*7;
83.5; dlnl, 52.7; dlnl hai, 5&.k; abs.: dai, 6.2; inf.: 
-na, U8.1; 59.k; daina, 83*3; -ve (+ kl), vbl. n., 86.1; 
diye, vbl. n., 662; de-, gives the passive form of a verb 
when combined with its abs. or pa.part., e.g., dl dikhalye, 
20.2; deta na lakhal hai, 27.6; de, represents the action 
terminating upon or to the advantage of someone else, or 
gives an intensive meaning to a verb when combined with its 
root form, abs. or pa. part., e.g., sunai dal, 17.3;,
(Jari + dal, 23.6; dine + 23*7; diyo + lai + bahaya
kai, 2k.k; dhari + diyo, 26.1; vari + dlnl, 3k.3; kahi + 
dljiye, 3 3 . k; 69.U; likhi + dljiye, 39.U; 4®ri + dly°» U7.5
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-ata, 2U.7
96.1; 99.7
19.6; 26.8
57.3; 59.2
93. k; 95.1
100*5; diyo + pa^haya kai, 58.2; diyo + pathaya, 62*6; 
dai + batalyai, 73*6; diyo + batalyai, 7U.8; jivaya + 
devau, 77*5; pathaya + dljai, 79*5; kari + diyo, 80*3; 
ka$i + diyo, 82.6; dal + kahi (metric* length.), 97*6*
dekh-: vb. tr., see, behold, observe; pres.: -ai, 101.5; -al,
73.7; 91.7; 99.hi -ad, 16.7; 32.2; ho.6; kh.2; 97.2; imptv.: 
-o, 5*6; 6.7; -au, 100.1; -iyai, pol., 92.2; imperf. part.: 
-ata hi, 28.7; perf. part.: -yo, 51.1; 75*8;
-1, U2.7; 83*1; -e, 2U.8; abs.: -i, 16.5;
28.2; 30.U; Ul.U; U2.5;7; U8.8; 53*2; 55*5;
60.2; 63.3; 66.5; 69.5; 75.5; 78.5; 80.5; 83.2;
 (+ le-); 100.7; -i + kai, 38.7; 50.5; inf.: 
-ibe, U3*7; -yau, 66.3; -ibo (vbl. n.,), 3k.h; 97«3; -e + 
bina (vbl. n.), 66.3; -i (root form) + sak-; 90*3*
deva: m., a deity, god, respected person; 72.1.
devata: m., a god, deity; 63.6. -na, obi. pi., 83*5.
deva vallhu: f•, a goddess, the wife of a god; dir. pi.: 79*2.
devl: f., goddess, esp. an epithet of Durga; 61.7; 62.7 *
desa (=-!a): m., country, dominion; 58.1; 6U.1.
desapati: adj., supreme, sovereign (=desa + pati); 62.1.
desabhumi: f., kingdom, territory (= desa + bhumi); 57.1.
deha: f., the body; 3k*3i 90.k; 97*3.
dou: adj., both; U8.7; 63*8*
do§a: m., fault, defect, malice; 78.U; 82.3.
daur- (= -r-): vb. intr., run, rush; perf. part.: -yo, 6 2 .3 i
-au, 38.2; -e, 85.2; abs.: -i, 20.5; k7*k; 51.2; 57.5 
(■* kai)..
DropatT: f., DraupadT, N. of the daughter of King Drupada
of Pascal a, and wife of the five PaijNjavas; 67*1; 77 • 2; 78*3*
dravya: m., wealth, riches, any object of possession; 82.1.
druma: m., tree; obi. pi.: -ni, 1.7*
drohl: m., enemy, foe; 63*7•
dvadasa (= -6a): adj., twelve; 16.1.
dvara: m., gate, door; kk*l; k7*2; 76.1; 98.7*
DvaravatT: f., Dvaraka (Dvarika q.v.), N. of the capital of
K?§pa; 50.U.
Dvarika: f.# Dvaraka, N. of the capital of K^§pa (lit. ’man?-
gated'); 53*2; 67.U; syn.: DvaravatT.
Dvarika ke riatha: m., the Lord of Dvaraka, an epithet of
Kf§pa (cf. Dvarika); 67.3*
Dh
dhanat m., wealth, riches; 37*3; 66.6; 82.8*. 
dhanya: adj., blessed, fortunate; UU.6.
dhar-: vb. tr., put, keep, sei^ze; pres.: -ai, 9*6; U4.1; 79*6
(subjunc.); -al, 37.8; U6.1+; perf.part.: -yo, 17*5; 19*1>8 
-1, 21.8; -I hai, 22.6; 23.k; -e, 28.2; -e hat, 68.5; abs.: 
-i (+ de-), 26.1; -i ( + a-), 27.4; -i (+ rakh-)r 31.2;
-i ( + rah-), 99.7; fut.: -ati, 8U.7-
dhara rakh-: vb. tr., idio. to put aside, abandon; perf. part.:
rakhl dhara hai (metric.form), U6.U.
dharma: m., righteousness, duty, religion; 20.6.
^ Of
Dharmaputra: m., an epithet of Yudhi§thira who was the
eldest of the five FaijuJavas (lit. * son of Dharma1 or 
•begotten by Dharma1); 67*6; 71*3; 77*1.
dharmagya: adj., conversant with religious observances and
duties, virtuous, righteous, (= dharmajfia); UO.U*
dha-: vb. intr., run, rush; abs.: -ya, 73*8; -i* 101*3*
dhai: f., a wet nurse, foster mother; 5k.2.
dhama: m., a dwelling, house; esp. seat of the gods i.e. 
paradise, heaven; 3U.8; 37*3; U9*l; 68.U*
dhama dhama: adv., in each house, everywhere; 64*3*
dhar-: vb. tr., bear, wear, put, accept; 3 sg. pass.: -iye,
70.2; imptv.: -au, 76.7; -iyai, pol., 12.2; 73.1; perf. 
part.: -I, 5.3; 3k.5; -T hai, 18.6; -yo, 1 5 .k; -e, 15.1; 
50.U; -e hai, 3&±k, abs.: -i (+ le-), 1.3*
dhlj-: vb. tr., accept, have patience, be pleased or satisfied;
3 sg. pass.: -iye, 39.6; 41.8; -iyai, 100.6; perf.part.: 
hai, 59.6; -e hai, 52.6.
dhlral: adv., gradually, slowly (= dhlre); 67.2.
dhuma: f., bustle, noise; 60.7*
dhiuri: f., dust ( = H. dhula); 97.k; + par-, idio., Woel Fiei 
(it is an expression of grief and repentance); paro dhuri 
(metric, form), Woe upon us; 53.6.
dho-: vb. tr., wash; perf. part.: -e, 51.6.
dhya-: vb. tr., meditate on, contemplate; imptv.: -lyai, pol.,
15.k; imperf. part.: -vata + hu (emph.), 93*3; perf. part.: 
-ye, 63.6.
dhyana: m., meditation, thought, reflection; 1.2; 10.4; 14*5;
20.4; 45*6; 46.4; 53.5; 59*7; 99*7.
Dhruva: m., N. of a son of king Uttanapada by his second wife 
SunTti, and a devotee of Vi§pu who raised him to the 
skies as the pole-star; 65*7*
N
na-:
na:
vb. intr., bow, be humble; perf. part.: -e hai, 67*4#
adv., no, not; 2.5; 4*5; 5.5; 8.6
17.1; 18.4  
38.5; 39.8  
52.8; 53.7  
7 3 .4r 74.1  
90.3; 92.3
25.5; 26.7. 27.6; 29.1 
40.8; 42.4; 44.3; 45*3 
6o.6; 62.7; 64.4; 66.7
9.2; 11.5; 14.1; 16.3;  
3 0 . 8; 36.7; 3 7 .5 |8
48.4,6; 49*1 
69.7; 70.1,4
76.8; 78.1,2; 81.5; 83.1; 87.4; 88.1
50 .1
72.7
89.2
93*1»3; 95.8; 96.2; 98.4»6; 100.7; na (metric.
nal:
length.), 89.4. 
adj., new, fresh, strange; 32.6; 45*8; 46.1; 53.6; 90.6;
94.4.
nagara: m., city, town; 73*3.
nabela: adj., new, fresh; 85*4.
namiti: adj., bent, humble; 5.6.
nayo: adj., new, fresh, strange; 11.1; 18.6; 26.3; 30.8; 36.2;
39.6; 51.4; 5 3.2; 80.8;
nara: m., a man, person; 24*4.
naresa (= -5a): m., king (= nara +T5a); 58.1.
nava: adj., new; 41.5.
navana: m., bowing, humility; 3*4.
navina: adj., new, fresh, strange; 12.2; 16.7; 45*1; 97*5*
nahi: adv., no, not; 83.8; nahi, 30.2#
nah?: adv., not, no: 11.6; 35*2,3; 36.4; 43*4; 45*8; 62.4;
71.6; 76.1; 81.4; 82.2; 83.6; 86.4; 90.4; 93.6; 94.2;
96.1; nahi, 40.2,4,6; 66.4; 68.4; 100.1,2,3; 101.5.
na-: vb. tr., bend, cause to bow; perf. part.: -yo hai, 28.6.
riafl: m., name (= nama); 73*7*
riakh-: vb. tr., destroy, throw away, let fall; 3 sg. pass.:
-iyai, 35*4; 87.6.
hatha: m., lord, master; 92.1.
hana: adj., many, various, all kinds of; 30*7; 41.6.
naria vidhi kari: adv., in various ways; 16.2.
ITabha: m., Nabha Dasa, N. of the author of the Bhakta Mala;
5.3; 7.8; 10.2; + ju, 1.3; 2.6; 65.1.
nama: m., name; 5*3; 19.1,8; 20.3; 23*8 (+ hi emph.) 26.1,8;
27.1; 29.5; 65.1; 68.8; 74.4.
nama: m., Name of Hari (= Hari nama), God's Name; 1.2; 64*3;
(+ Hari), 3.5;
nama de-: vb. tr., name, give a name to; perf. part.: + diyo,
20.3.
nama dhar-: vb. tr., name, give a name to; perf. part.: + -yo,
19 .1 ,8 .
Narada: m., N. of a divine sage (devar§i) and a great devotee
of Vi§pu (mahabhakta), who is supposed to be one of the 
ten mind-born sons of Brahma, a messenger between gods and 
men and the inventor of VTpa; 99*2.
Narayana (= -#a): m., N. of Vi§pu; 21*3; syns.: SrTpati,
Vaikuipthanatha, Hari, Prabhu.
Narayana (= -$a): m., N. of Ajamila's son; 19*8; 20.3*
riari: f., woman, wife; 47.1; 48.2.
riava: f., boat; 11.8.
has-: vb. tr., destroy, remove; perf. part.: -e hai, 32.8.
riasa: m., destruction, annihilation ( = na£a); 96.8.
riasa: f., the nose; 87*3*
nahi: adv., not, no; 15*3; 22.3; 48.7; 51*4; 36.1; 72.3; 73.1;
nahi, 41.3; 62.2; 71.7; 79.7; 87.2; 92.7; nahi, 72.3 (twice)
78.4.
nikas-: vb. intr., come out, go out, pass through; perf. part.:
-yo, 37.3; abs.: -i, 94.1.
nikal: f•, goodness, excellence; 81.2.
nikar- (= -1-): vb. tr., draw, rescue; 3 sg. pass.: -iyai,
29.2.
nikas-: vb. tr., take out, expel; abs.: -i, 89.6.
nija: pronom. adj., own, one's own (referring to the subject
of the sentence); 31*4; 34.8; 49.2; 33*1»6; 80.4; 80.7; 
niju: 1.7; 2.5*
niju: see nija.
nita: adv., every day, daily, constantly, always; 28.3; 69.1;
89*1; niti, 46.4.
nitya: adj., eternal, perpetual; 14*5.
nidar-: vb. tr., insult, condemn, idio. abandon; abs.: -i, 47.3*
nidhi: f., treasure, hoard, riches; 15*6; 57.5.
nipa^a: adv., very, extremely, exceedingly, fully; 2.1; 29*3;
85.4 ; 88.1 ; 97.5 .
nipuna: adj., clever, sagacious (= nipu$a); 16.6.
nimaiptr-: vb. tr., invite; inf.: -ana, (vbl.n.); 75*1*
nime§a: f•, the twinkling of the eye, blink; + na lag-: idjo.
to look fixedly, to gaze without blinking; lagai na nime§a
(metric, form), 100.7.
niravaha: m., subsistence, maintenance (= nirvaha); + kar-:
vb. tr., subsist, sustain; + karai, 53*7.
nirasa (= -la): adj., disappointed; 38.1; 93*8.
nivar-: vb. tr., clear away, remove; abs.: -i, 67*7.
nisayka: adv., fearlessly (= niljsanka); 57*5; + hvai kai,
39.3; 40.7.
nisakama: adj., desireless, disinterested, unselfish ( = ni§kama);
38.5; 49.1.
nisi: adv., at night (= nili), 28.5; 80.2.
nisi jata hi: adv., before dawn; 30.3*
nisi dina: adv., night and day, always; 8.1; 15.8; 73*3.
nisi bhora: adv., night and day, always; 37.4.
nihar-: vb. tr,, see, observe, look at; pres,: -ai, 95.U;
-ad, 76,2; -iyai, 3 sg, pass., 12.8; perf. part.: -e, 90,7; 
abs.: -i, 10.7; 17.2;56.3; 89.7; -i ( + rah-), 3.8; U3*3;
—i (+ a—), U9 • 5 •
nihoro: m., request, coaxing; 89.3.
rifda: f•, sleep (Skt. nidra); 38.8,
hike: adv., well, thoroughly, fully, completely; h.2; 72.2;
nipa^a + hike, full well, 29*3; + kai, 7h.6; riikT, 43.2;
56.2; nlkai + kai, U8.8*
hike: adj., nice, beautiful; 5.1.
hica: adj., low, wicked, villainous; 60,7; 67.3*
hica: m., a rascal, scoundrel, esp. a low and outcaste man,
i.e. Caipdala; 90.6; -ni, dir. pi., 63*1.
hica jana: m., low-born people, i.e. Cabalas, assassins; 55*4.
hica jata: m., low-caste people, i.e. Cabalas, assassins (cf.
nlca jana); 61.5.
nTti: f•, prudence, prudent counsel; 98.3*
nlra: m., water; 25.U; 26.7; 32.6; 33*7; 87.4.
nunata: f., deficiency, shortcoming, unworthiness, inferiority
(= nyunata); 71.8; +1, 27.2; 31*7.
nypa: m., king; 38.1; k3»7 ( + hu); 5U.1; 57.7; 60.5 ; 62.6;
6U.6; 76.5 (voc.); 79.U; 80.1; 85.2; 86.5; 89.6; 90.1;
9U.6*
n^paraja: m., the king of kings, a great king; 15*1; -ni + kali,
obi. pi., 75*5*
nypa suta: f., a daughter of a king, a princess; 39*1; U0.1.
Nysiipgha: m., Nrsiipha or Narasiipha, 'the Man-1 ion*, the
fourth incarnation of Vi§pu who assumed a peculiar form, 
half-man and half-lion, to kill Hirpyaka^ipu and deliver 
Prahlada and the rest of the world from his tyranny 
(Narahari q.v.); + ju, 96.7.
neku: adv., a little, little bit, for a while; 17*2; 26*7;
27.6; 30.5; 51.1; 58.8; 8U.7.
neta: f., end, finish; 90.U.
nai: a particle affixed to the name of the agent with a trans­
itive verb in past tense (= H.ne); 1*3; 19*5; 63.1; 65*1; 
80.5; 98.6.
naiku: adv., a little, for a moment (cf. neku); U.8*
naina: m., the eye (= nayana); sg.: 87.6; pi.: 12.7; 2U.7; 25.
3 2.6; 1*5.U; 70.8; 73.6; 83.1; 85.6; 91.7; 97.1; -na, obi. 
pi., 28.7 ; -ni, obi. sg., 56.U; -ni, obl.pl., 61+.6*
nyarl: adj., separate, strange, wonderful; 5*5*6; 59.2;
nyariyai (metric, form for rhyme), 29.6.
nyare: adj., separate, uninvolved; 7U.5.
nyaro: adj., separate, apart (H. nyara); 66.8*
nyunata: f•, fault, shortcoming; 37.8*
nha-: vb. intr., bathe, take a bath; perf. part.: -ta + hi
(= thl), 1*7.1; inf.: -na (vbl.n.), 30.6; -yabe (vbl.n.),
$6*
P
pa^ca: adj., five; 5*1 (twice).
pakhar-: vb. tr., wash, cleanse; abs.: -i 4-kari, 47*1*
pag-: vb. intr., be dipped in or covered with syrup, idio.
be merged, overwhelmed; perf. part.: -yo, 96.4; -e, 17.7.
paga: m., foot; obl.sg.: 79*3; obl.pl.: 33*6,8; 38.3; 50.4;
51.6; 63*6; 73*8; 96.7; 97*4.
pa$a: m., a piece of cloth, garment; 7*2; 67*2 (twice); 69*6.
pa$u: adj., clever, skilful; 67*1*
parh-: vb. tr., read, study, learn; pres.: -ai, 64*8; abs.:
-i (+ le-), 94*4*
pallia-: vb. tr., send, despatch; perf.part.: -e, 19*5* 67*5;
-yo, 40.3; 96.3; abs.: -ya ( + de-), 58.2, 62.6; 79*5*
pati: m., lord, master, husband, 20.7; 39*3; 40.6; 42.7; 46.3;
47.8; 54.7; 55*2; 81.3; 89.5; 101.5
pati kar-: vb. tr., choose or regard someone as a husband;
perf. part.: + kiyo, 39.3; 40.6.
pada: m., foot; obi. pi.: 22.2; 69.2.
pada kaipja: m., the lotus-feet; 70.2.
padhara-: vb. tr., seat hospitably, set, fix; perf. part.:
-1 hai, 43*2. abs.: -ya, 51.7. imptv: -iye, 42.8*
padhar-: vb. intr., arrive, come, proceed; 3 sg.pass.: -iyai,
80.4; imptv.: -au, 76.7; perf. part.: -e, 32.3*
pana: m., vow, resolution, fasting; 3*4; 67*6; 81.8; 82.6; 98.5<
ST61
par- (=par-): vb. intr., fall, drop; pres.: -ai, subJune.,
U5.2; perf. part.: -yo, 17.6; U9.3; 55*1; 67.7; 71*7; 7U.3; 
96.7; 101.5; -I# 24.3; 3518; 54.2; -e, 13.1; 18.1; 75.4; 
par-, gives an intensive meaning to a verb (intr.) when 
combined with its root form or abs., e.g., kudi + pare, 
24.7; paryo + kudi, 26.7 ; pari + jaya, 29.2; catlki + pare, 
73*5; paral + jai, 94.7.
para: postp., on, at; 70.2; 96.5*
paratlti: f., faith, belief (= pratlti); 22.4.
parariama: m., respectful bowing, salutation (= prapiama); 18*2.
paraloka: m., the other (next) world i.e. paradise; 29.8*
paripuBa: adj., brimful, teeming; 8.2.
paras-: vb. tr., touch; abs.: -i, 92.5*
parasa: m., touch (= sparla); 26.7*
parasiddha: see prasiddha.
parihar-: vb. tr., abandon, discard; perf. part.: -yo. 17.5*
parihasa: m., joke, jest; 19*5*
parlk§fa: f., test, trial, examination. 82.5.
Parlk§ita: m., Parik§it, N. of an ancient king of Hastinapura,
son of Abhijrfmanyu by Uttara, grandson of Arjuna, and 
father of Janamejaya; 93* 1*
parlchar f•, test, trial, examination (= parlk^a); 85.7; 88.8; 
93.7*
parekhau: f. test; m. regret, repentance; 101.1*
\
>7C
parvata: m., mountain; 15*5 *
pala$-: vb, tr., change, transform; perf. part.: -yo, 65*6;
—©, 46• 8 .
pahican-: vb. tr., recognise; abs.: -i ( + le-), 26.5*
pahira-: vb. tr., cause to put on or wear; inf.: -ibe ko, 5.2.
pahdc-: vb. intr., reach, arrive; imperf. part.: -ata, 84.5;
perf. part.: -e, 36.5; 75.3*
pahdca-: vb. tr., cause to reach or arrive, perf. part.: -ye
hai, 50.8.
pamca: adj., five; 12.3; paipcau (emph.), 4.2.
FaijKjava: m., the five Fagujavas, the five renowned sons of
Famcju (viz, Yudhi§$hira, Bhlma, Arjuna, Nakula and 
Sahadeva); -ni, obi. pi., 71.3*
Faipduna: m., the Fam<Javas (cf. Pamdava); 9.6.
pati: f., row, line, caste (= pankti); 29*6; 57.4.
pava: m., foot; 44.1. ®4.?.
pa-: vb. tr., get, obtain, find, esp. eat something; pres.:
-u, 11.6; 78.8; 92.3; -vai, 13*7; 14.4,6; 48.7; 58.1; 100.3; 
-Iyai, 3 sg. pass., 73*2; imptv.: -vo (= eat), 52.6; 
imperf. part.: -vata, 11.5. perf. part.: -yo, 30.8; 40*3; 41• 
8; 48.2; 78.8; -yo hai, 26.2 ; 28.8; 34.8; 47.8; 60.8;
-1 hai, 5.8 (+ jan-); 48.4; -e* 81.7; 92.6; -e hai, 85.4^
-ye, 28.3; -vahi (pava + h? = thl?), 79*4; abs.: -ya,
13.2 ; 32.7; 52.4; 57.5; 62.5; 68.7 (+ da-); 99.5; -ya + kai,
58.8, 81.6; 91.4; -i, 17.4; 64.6; -i + kai, 24.8; 97.7; 
fut.: -vo, 49.6; 62.4; -vai, 31.4.
pakasala: f . , kitchen, cooking-room (= pakasala); 11.1. 
paga: f., turban; 59*3*
pag- (= pag- q.v.): vb. intr., idio. to be merged, be over­
whelmed, be in love with (cf. pag-); pres.: -ai, 14.3; 
perf. part.: -I hai, 30.4; 99*6; -1, 61.4; -e hai, 51*4; 
abs.: -i, 58*7; -i ( + rah-), 79.1; -i (+ja-), 98.2.
pachal: adv., the*, afterwards; 16.3; 91.6.
pachal: postp., after; 90.5; 92.1.
pata: m., a leaf, esp. page; pata pata mai, in each page; 65*8.
patakl: m., (i) sin, crime; (ii) a sinner; 19*4*
pati: f., letter; 39*5; 59*3; 60*3 ; 61.2.
patra: m., pot, vessel, utensil; 42.3; 66.1.
pathara: m., stone (= patthara); 63*4*
pana: m., drinking, imbibition; 53*5;93*2; 100.5*
pan!: m., water; 100.2.
papa: m., sin; 8.2; 15*5; 40.8.
papa graha: m., an inauspicious planet, any ill-omened aspect
of the heavenly bodies (e.g. Mars, Saturn, Rahu, Ketu and 
the conjunction of Mercury with any of them or the sun are 
regarded as having bad influence on the destinies of men in 
a supernatural manner; cf. MSKD. s.v.); 75*8..
paya: m., foot; pi.: 13*1; 26.7; 69*8; 85.1,4; 87.5; -na, obi.,
pi., 5*6.
par-: vb. tr., cause to fall, let fall; 3 sg. pass.: -iyai, 29*8*
para: m., end, limit, boundary; 14*4> 43*4; 48*7; 60.6; 95*8*
para: adv., across; 25.7; 26.2; 89*8.
Faravatl: f., Parvati, N. of Siva's wife; 18*3; syn.: Satl.
para^ada: m., attendant, esp. the attendants of Vifpu 
(= par§ada); 20*5; 21.1#
paravara: m., limit, end; 14*1.
pal-: vb. tr., foster, nurse, protect; pres.: -al, 20.4; perf*
part.: -yo, 10.8*.
pava: m., foot (= pava); -ni, obl.pl., 7&'i7 •
pasa (= -la): m., net, tie; 30.6.
p“asa: postp., to, near, by the side of; 24*6; 36.1; 38.1; 58.7; 
60.1; 63.5; 71.8; 81.4; 96.4.
pasa: adv., near; 79.4.
pasa: m., a die, dice; + par-: vb. intr., ijidio. to win a
game of dice by throwing two sixes, to be successful in 
an enterprise, to be fortunate, to have a favourable 
chance (cf. DHP. and BSK., s.v.); pare prema p*ase hai; 32*6.
pichan-: vb. tr., recognise (= pahacan-); perf. part.: -e, 92*5;
abs. -i ( + le-), 58.4.
pita: m., father; 39.3; 59.4; 60.7; 81.3; 94.2; pitu, 91.4*
pitu-matu: m., father and mother, parents (= pita + mata); 19*1»
piya: m., beloved, husband; 40.6}, 83.2*
pi: m., beloved (= piya or priya); 5.2*
pi-: vb. tr., drink; 3 sg.pass.: -jiyai, 100.2; subjunc.pass.:
-jai, 85*6; imptv.: piyo, 21.6; perf. part.: piye, 59.8*
pichai: adv., then, afterwards; 87*2.
pita pa$a: m., the saffron robe (of Ky§pa, pltambara q.v.);
47.5.
pukar-: vb. tr., call aloud, call for help; perf. part.: -e
20.7; abs.: -i (+ le-), 20.4.
putra: m., son; 86.8; 101.7.
puni janma: m., rebirth, transmigration (= punardanma); 70.1
punirukti: f., repetition, tautology; 2.2.
pura: m., city, town; 41.4; 43*6; 53*2; 54.2; 58*7; 73*1.
purl: f., city, town; 39.5; 80.8.
pulakita: add*, thrilled, overdoyed; 4.5.
puch-: vb. tr., ask, inquire, question; pres.: -ai, 18.3;
71.8; 94.7; -ai, 31.7; 99.8; imptv.: -iye, pol., 78.3; 
perf. part.: -I, 12.6; -yo1* 26.5; -e, 52.1; -e + te, on
being asked, 78.7; 95*5; abs.: -i + puchi, 32.1.
pud-: vb. tr., worship, adore; abs.: -i (+ a-), 61.7.
pud-: vb. intr., be fulfilled, match, compete with; pres.:
-ai* 81.5.; perf. part.: -yo, 68.2.
pufa: f., worship, adoration; 62.1.
purana; m., completion, perfection (= purpa); 72.8; 74.3* 
purana: add*, full, filled, satisfied; 68.8.
purava: add*, previous (= purva); 41.7.
puri: add., full* complete, absolute; 4.7; 10.6.
pekh-: vb. tr., see, behold; imptv.: -iyai, pol. 92.4.
pai: postp., on, upon, at, to (= H. para); 10*3; 20.7; 25*1;/
29.4; 44.7; 76.5; 82.5; 88.8.
pai: con;)., but; 7*3; 52.8; 60.6.
Paihari: m., Payahari Ky§pa Dasa who was the preceptor of
Agra Dasa; 9*8.
pothl: f., book, esp. scripture; -ina, obl.pl., 17.7.
paudha: m., plant; 6.1.
pauna: m., air, wind (= pavana); 40.2.
pauriya: m., door-keeper, guard; -n, obl.pl., 44.1.
pyara: m., love, affection; 93.6.
pyara: adj., dear, sweet, pleasant, favourite; -pi, f.sg.,
5.5; 52.5; -re, m.pl., 17.8; 37.1; -ro, m.sg., 1.5*
pyari: f•, beloved one (epithet of Radha, i.e. the beloved of
K?§pa); 3.8.
pyare: m., beloved one (referring to Ky§pa); 50.3; 74.5 (voc.)
-ni, the beloved of Ky§pa (referring to Uddhava); 65*8.
pyaro: m., beloved onj/e (i.e. Kr§pa); 68.4.
pyasa: f., thirst; 93*2.
pyase: adj., thirsty; 32.2; pyasol (I = hi -fctaph.), 100.2.
prakara: m., kind, variety; pi.: 77.3*
prakas- (= -s-): vb. tr., illuminate, enlighten; pres.: -al,
14.5.
pera: m., tree; 6.8.
prakasa kar-: vb. tr., idio., to make known or famous; karali
prakasa; 74*2.
prakasa ho-: vb. intr., idio. to be known or famous; + bhayo
inf., to be famous, 74.1.
praga$-: vb. intr., appear, become manifest; abs.: -a, 13*3 ;
95.6.
praga$a: adj., manifest, apparent; + kar-: vb. tr., reveal,
make manifest; lai praga^a kiyo, 71.2; + ho- , vb. intr., 
appear, become manifest; + hvai, 21.6.
prachali: m., washing, cleansing (Skt. prak§alana); 13*5.
pratapa: m., power, splendour; 29*3.
pratikula: adj., opposite, unfavourable; 65.6.
pratikulatal: f., adversity, hostility; 21.7.
pratijffa: f., now, promise, resoltuion; 86.1 (twice); 89.3.
pratipala: m., fostering, protecting (= pratipalana); 37*7.
prati: postp., for; 78.1.
pratTti: f., faith, belief; 53*4; 92*3*
prabhava: m., influence, power, effectiveness; 11.2; 18.7;
46.7; 71.5; 78.2; 80.7.
prabhu: m., master, the Lord (epithet of Vi§pu, Rama or
Kpspa); 17.7; 22.7; 29*8; 36.6 (voc.); 39.8; 42.8; 56.6; 
65.3; 66.5; 71.8; 77.6; 78.8; 83.2; 84.1,7; 89.8; 90.7;
92.2; 96.4; 98.7; 99.3.
pravlna (= -pa): adj., wise, experienced, skilful, sagacious;
16.7; 20.3 ; 42.7; 69.3; 97.5*
pravesa (= -la): m., entrance, admittance; 1.8; 11.1; 27.3;
42.1.
prasapga: m., topic, theme, esp. homage or courtesy; 6.6;
69-7*
prasanna: adj., pleased, gratified; 25.5* 46.5*
prasapsa: adj., praiseworthy, reverable, famous (= pralapsya)
90.2.
prasada: m., a grace-gift, the leavings of food that has
been partaken by a deity or a respected eminent person; 
100.3*
prasiddha: adj., famous, renowned, celebrated; 12.1; 16.1;
parasiddha (for metre), 70.3*
Prahalada: m., Prahlada (Prahrada q.v.), N. of a pious
Daitya and a great devotee of Vi§pu (mahabhagavata), son 
of the demon-King Hirapyakalipu and Kayadhu, father of 
Virocana and grandfather of Bali; 96*3; 98.2.
Praclnabaraha: m., Praclnabarhis, N. of a sage and king
(rajar§i) who was a Prajapati and the father of the ten 
Pracetasas; 70*3*
prata: adv., in the early morning; 64.8.
prana (= -pa): life, vital breath; 34.4; 37*3; 53*6; 66.6;
81.7; 83.6; 92.6; 93.6; 101.4 (-pa).
pranapyara: m., the most beloved one (lit. dear as life);
-re, obi. sg., 48. 5-6.
prlti: f., love, affection; 8.4; 9*5; 13*5; 22.3; 28.3; 45*7
49.2; 53.6; 77.1. 91.1. 98.8.
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prTti kari: adv., affectionately; 92.1*.
prlnana: m., pleasing, appeasing (= prlijana); 21.3*
prema: m., love; 3 2.6; 1*2.2; 1*8.1; 51.1*; 52.6; 69*5; 91.8;
92.7; 9U.6.
prema ketu: m., a banner of love; 65*5.
prer-: vb. tr., inspire, instigate; abs.: -i + kai, 20.5*
prau^ha kai: adv., extensively, excellently; 2.6.
Ph
phar- (= phal-): vb. intr., bear fruit, be fruitful; perf.
part.: -I, 85*3*
phala: m., fruit, result; 31*1; 3 2.7 ; 61*.8; 85.1*.
phala sara: m., the flesh of a fruit; 1+8.1.
phir-: vb. intr., return, come back, walk right round; perf.
part.: -e, 9S15*; -yo, 100.8; abs.: -i + kari, 26.1+; -i 
(+a-), 17.3; 67.1+; 75.3.
phiri: adv., then, afterward, again; 9.2; 10.6; 3 1.2; 42.7;
1+3.3.
phulela: m., fragrant hair-oil; 3.1.
phula: m., flower; obl.pl.: 5J-; 65.6;79.1.
pher-: vb. tr., return, send back, bring back, wave,
circumambulate; perf. part.: pharl hai (for rhyme, = pherT 
hai), 25.8; abs.: -i, 1*0.3 (+ kai); 1*1.2 (+ le-); 66.5; 
69*6.
*7 *
pheraphara: m., change, difference; 17.1.
pheri: adv., then, again: 62.4; 89.h; 101.U; + kai, 45.5;
101.8.
phere: m., circumambulations esp. the Indian custom of
marriage according to which the bride and bridegroom 
circumambulate seven times round the fire; + pher-, idio. 
to perform the wedding ceremony; + pheri lljiye (imptv.) 
h i . 2.
phail-: vb. intr., spread, expand; perf. part.: -o, 6.U;
-a (root form + gal, U6.6.
phor- (= phor-): vb. tr., break; obliterate, snap, beat (with
head); perf. part.: -yo, 63.U; abs.: -i, 23.7; inf.: -ibe,
15.5.
B
bagida: m., a composition, verse (Pers. Lw); 1.5.
bagidh-: vb. intr., be tied, I tethered; perf. part.: -e, 6.8*
bakhan-: vb. tr., describe, narrate; imptv.: -a, 88.7. perf.
part.: -1, 98.8.
bakhana: m., description, account; 26.5; 65.1.
bac-: vb. intr., escape, be free; perf. part.: -*u (emph.),
subJune., Q.k.
bacana: m., speech, word, esp. the advice or instruction of
the scriptures (= vacana); obi. pi.: 50.2.
baja-: vb. tr., play (on a musical instrument); pres.: -vai,
hh.5; imptv.: -vo, U5.1.
<*•
barabhagl: adj., fortunate; 63.8; 99*8.
bara: adj., great, big, elder, often used as adv. meaning
very; bar!, 3l+*3; 1+8.2 ; 85.3; 89*3; bare, 8.1; 12.7; 60.5; 
88.5 ; bare! (emph.), 28.1; 3 7*7 ; baro, 17.6; 27*8; 3 5*2 ;
1*0.1+; 1*8.3; 1+9*1; 71*.7; 99.8; baro! (empb.), 61.3*
barH: f., praise; 2.5.
barl: see bara.
bare: see bara.
baro: see bara.
barh-: vb. intr., grow, increase; pres.: -ai, 1*6.7;
perf. part.: -yau, 18.7; inf.: -ana (vbl. n.), 6.3.
barha: adj., greater, superior; 69*8.
barhavara: f., growth, abundance; 6.7; 13.7; 1*3.5•
bata-: vb. tr., tell, point out; 3 sg. pass: -Iyai, 7U.8;
imptv.: -Iyai, pol., 71.8; 73*6; perf. part.: -yo, 95*5.
badalau: m., recompense, requital (H. badala fr.Ar.); 88.3*
badhayo: m., a ceremony when congratulatory songs,
felicitations and giving of presents are held on the sixth 
or the fortieth day after a child’s birth (= badhava);
57-6.
ban-: vb. intr., be made, become; perf.part.: -yo, 51*.5 •
bana-: vb. tr., make, prepare; imptv.: -iyai, pol., 3*6; perf.
part.: -I, 59*6; -I hai, 5*2; -yo hai, 1*7*6; -e hai, 16.8;: 
abs.: -ya, 23*2.
banika: m., merchant (= vapika); 80.1.
3  OO
bayara: f., air, breeze; + kar-: vb. tr., fan; karata bayara,
10.2.
Bali: m., N. of a virtuous demon king, son of Virocana,
grandson of Prahlada and husband of Vindhyavali; 98.1.
bas-: vb. intr., dwell, reside; pres.: -at, 69*1; imptv.: -au,
subjunc., 14*8.
baserau: m., a resting place, residence; 41*5*
baha-: vb. tr., cause to flow, set afloat, throw away; 3 8g.
pass.: -Iyai, 72.6; abs.: -i kai ( + de-), 24.4*
bahu: adj., much, many, abundant; 6.4; 17.4; 21.2.
bahuta: adv., very; 10.5; adj. many, 3 1.5*
bahudha: adv., often, usually; 16.3*
bahu rapga: adj., many-coloured; 6.4*
bahu vidhi: adv., variously, in various ways; 17.4.
bapc-: vb. tr., read; perf. part.: -I, 59*4; abs.: -i, 6l.3«
ba$-: vb. tr., divide, share; abs.: -i, 5 2.6.
bamdh-: vb. tr., bind, tie,capture; perf. part.: -yau, 83.2; 
abs.: -i, 80.6.
bay8: adj., left (= baya); 87.8.
baha bala: m., the force of the arm, army; 58.2.
baga: m., garden (Ar. Lw.); 58.7; 59*1; 79*1«
baj- (= baj-): vb. intr., sound; pres.: -ai, 71*6; perf. part.:
-yo, 71.7; 77.8; 78.1.
b a r a § a :  m . , y e a r  ( =  v a r § a ) ; 1 8 . 5 *
bata: f., thing, news, advice, matter, story, concern,
account; 12.2; 16.3; 17.8; 19*8; 37.4; 40.7; 43*1; 46.1 
48.7; 49.7; 55.8; 58.6; 6o.3; 61.5; 64.2,7; 67.1; 69.4; 
70.4; 71.7; 72.2; 73.4; 78.5; 86.6; 87.1; 100.5.
bata kar-: vb. tr., idio. to obey, comply, yield to one’s
wishes (= bata man-); imptv.: kljai bata, 58.6; perf. 
part.: + ki, 19.8.
bata mai: adv., in few words, briefly; 65.2.
bano (=-na): m., dress (esp. an unusual dress peculiar to
individuals); 60.8.
bari: f., fence, an enclosure (= bara); + de- , vb.tr.,
enclose; -if dai, 6.2.
bala: m., child; 54.3; 55.5; 58.4; 84.4.
balaka: m., child; 86.3*
basa: m., dwelling, abode; 29*5*
basa: f., scent, smell, idio. trace; 72.7.
basa: f., desire, longing; 73*2.
bah-: vb. tr., discharge a weapon; imptv.: -iye, pol., 55.8
bahira: adv., outside; 77.5*
baharT: adj., extrinsic, peripheral; 42.3.
bigara (= -ra): m., damage, pollutedness; 33.2.
bicha-: vb. tr., spread; pres.: -ya, 31*3.
bichurana (= -rana): m., departure, parting; 52.8.
bina: see bina.
bina: postp. (prep.) without; 8.8; 28.4; 88.2; bina: 23.7;
73*2; 82.1; 91.7; binu: 37*5.
binu: see bina.
biy a: m., a seed, grain; blya bhara kama na horia, idio. not
to have a grain of success; kama nahi biya kau, (a complete­
ly new idiomatic expression in Bh.B.); 40.2.
bihan-: vb. tr., destroy, spoil; 3 sg. pass.: -iyai, 78.6.
bihana: m., morning, dawn; hota hi bihana, adv., before 
dawn, 43*2.
bihiala: adj., distressed, miserable (Pers. be + Ar. pal,);
(= H. behala); 63.3*
blca: postp., in; 82.7•
bit-: vb. intr., pass, expire (as time); perf. part.: -e,
18.5*6; 31.5; 57*7; 100.1; -i (root form) + gal, 45*7*
bln-: vb. tr., pick up; -a (root form) + pari, 27.5*
bina: f., the VIpa or Indian lute, a seven stringed musical
instrument of guitar kipd with two big gourds suspended 
near the ends; 44.5; 45*1.
blrl (= blra); f., the betel-nut, a preparation of the areca 
nut with lime and other spices wrapped in a betel-leaf 
(Piper betle); 3*7.
bura-: vb. tr., dip, drown, immerse; abs.: -ya, 51.8.
buddhi: f., mind, thought, discretion; 19.6; 46.4.
budhi: f., mind (= buddhi); 100.6; + har-: vb. tr., idio. to
amaze; + hari hai, 23*8.
budhivapta: adj., wise, clever (buddhi + vanta); 15*7.
burl: adj., bad; 36.3*
buliar-: vb. tr., clean (floor etc.), sweep; pres.: -aG, 76.1;
abs.: -i, 27*7 (+ ja-); 30.3*
begi: adv., at once, quickly (= vegi q.v.); 21*6.
bee-: vb. tr., sell; abs.: -i, 82.2.
befl: f., daughter; 61.1*.
bera: m., plum, the jujube-tree (’ zizyphus jujuba1) and
its fruit; 3 1*1*
beli: f•, a creeper; 85*3*
balgana: m., the egg-plant, aubergine, brinjal, 'Solanum
melongena'; (cf. Skt. vangana fr. vanga); ?9*3*
BaijayaptI: f., VaijayantI, a kind of yellow flower which
blossoms in clusters, 'Sesbania aegyptica1; + dama, a 
garland (of Vi§pu or Kr§pa) made of vaij. flowers; 5*3*
bai^h-: vb. intr., sit; imptv.: -au, 81*.8; perf. part.: -I,
39.7 (= I); 1*7.7; -yo, 83.3 ; -o, 26.3; -yau (+ lai); 61.1; 
-e, 28.5 ; 3 2.7 ; 33.1.
bai$ha-: vb. tr., seat, cause to sit; perf. part.: -yo, 11*1;
(lai+) -ye, 25.1.
baina: m., word, speech (= vayana); obl.pl.: 87*5; -na, 28.8.
bairl: m., enemy, foe (= vairl); 83.5*
bojha: m., a load, bundle; 27.1*; 28.2.
box*-: vb. tr., dip, drown, submerge; pres.: -ai, 1+.6; abs.:
-i + kai, 21.8; inf.: -ibo (vbl. n.), 95*3*
bol-2 vb* intr*, say, speak, reply; perf. part*: -yo, 10.7; 
11.5; 49.4; 78.3; 88*5; 92*3; - I f  40*5; 67*3; - e ,  48.3;  
55*7; 67.6; 72*1; 91.4; abs.: -i, 55.4; 60.3; 61.5; -i 
( + tk$h-), 54*7; 86.7; -i + kai (adv., loudly), 47.2.
bola: m., speech, words; 56.1; 98.3*
bohita: m., ship; 10.5*
brahma bhoja: m., the act of feeding Brahmanas; 54.5.
Brahma: m., N. of one of the three principal gods of the
Hindu triad, and the Creator of the universe; 36.3*
brahmana: m., a Brahmapa (a man belonging to the first of the
three twice-born classes and of the four original divisions 
of Hindu society), a priest; 35.8.
Bh
bha-: see ho-, for all bha forms.
bhakta: m., devotee, 9.1; 11.6; 18*5; 38.5; 64.1; 65.3; 67.4; 
78.2; 84.3; 95.6.
Bhakta Kfala: m., the celebrated work of Nabha Dasa; 1.4; 7.8;
8.8.
bhakta bhupa: m., a devout king; 65*7; 94.7.
__ < Kbhakta vatasjlya: m., affection or kindness for devotees,
(based on Vi§pu's epithet 'bhakta-vatsala1 = kind to 
devotees); 36.8^
bhaktaraja: m., the king of devotees, a principal devotee,
a devout king (bhakta + raja, compd.); 16.1; 88.5.
bhakti: f., faith, worship, devotion; 3*7; 5*7; 6.1. 8.8;
13.8; 15.6; 18.2; 23.4; 24.1; 29.3; 35.1; 37.8; 40.5 (+ 
hi emph.); 41.7; 43*6; 46.6; 83.7; 90.8; 99.6; 100.1.
bhakti bhava: m., devotional feeling, devotion, religiousness;
39.1; 68.1; 75*2; 76.4; 96.4; bhava bhakti (metric, form), 
57.8; 80.7-
bhaktimana: adj., devout, pious, religious; 8.1.
bhakti-rasa: m., the devotional (or religious) sentiment; 9*3»
Bhaktirasa-BodhinI: f., Priya Dasa's commentary on the
'Bhakta Mala' of Nabha Dasa; 2.8*
Bhagavapta: m., God, the Holy One (Vi§pu); 9.5; syn.: Bhagavana, 
Bhagavata.
Bhagavana: m., God, the Holy One (Vi§pu); 81.7; 95*2.
bhar-: vb# intr., be filled, overwhelmed; perf. part.: -I,
58.8; -I hai (adj.), 9.8; 22.8; -e, 2k.7i 56.5; 73.5; 
abs.: -i, 2U.6; 25.3;56.3; 100.6; -a (= -i), 9U.5; —i (+ Ja- 
30.7; 69.5; -i (+ a-), 66.5; 87.7.
bhara: adj., full, filled with; 46.8#
bhar-: vb. tr., fill; abs.: -i, 47*4; 70.8 (thrice); 100.6
(+ le-).
Bharata: m., Jara Bharata, N. of the eldest of the hundred sons
of Ra§abha (Nlabhi) and JayantI, an ancient king of 
Manvantara and a great devotee of Vi§pu; 82.7.
bharanahara: m., one capable of nourishing, supplying or
feeding (bharana fr. Skt. bharapa,. hara is a particle that 
gives the sense of fitness or merit); 68.5.
bharama-: vb. tr., mislead, delude; pres.: -vai, 98.3*
bharama-: vb. intr., be perplexed, confused; perf. part.:
-I hai, 17.6; -yo hai, 28.1*.
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bhare: adj., full, full of; 28.1.
bharyo: adj., full, full of; 68.1.
bhalal; f•, goodness, welfare; 2.5*
bhall: adj., good, nice, fine; 1*9*7.
bhalai: adv., well, all right; 76.8*
bhava: m., world; 83.8; 89.8.
bhavana: m., house, residence; 75*3*
bhahara-: vb. intr., tumble down, idio. be astonished;
abs.: -ya ( + ja-), 1*1.1.
bhati: f. kind, way, manner; 30.5 (ifc.); 86.2,5; 87*3.
bha-: vb. intr., be pleased, be pleasing or agreeable, befit,
suit; pres.: -vai, 1*1*.6; 97*3; -iyai, 3 sg. pass., 101.6; 
perf. part.: -yo, 60.2 , -yo hai, 26.8; -I, 11*.8; 21.7; 
22.8; 59*6; -I hai, 27.1*; 1*8.6; 61.6; 11.6; 86.2; -e, 90.8 
abs.: -ya + kai, thinking of, 81.1*.
bhakh-: vb. tr., speak, describe; 3 sg. pass.: -iyai, 35.2;
81.2; -iye, 61*.2; perf. part.: -yo, 61.7; 81*.5; -yo hai, 
38*2; -yau, 62.8.
bhag-: vb. intr., run away, flee; perf. part.: -1 hai, 30.6.
bhaga: m., luck, fate, fortune (= bhagya); 51.6; 73.8; 92.6;
+ bhura: good or great fortune, 75*8.
bhagabharl: f., a fortunate lady (= bhagya + bhari); 1*1*.2*
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Bhagavata: m., the Bhagavata Purana; 1*7; 16.1; 35*8; 65*3;
82.7; 94.4.
Bhagavata: m., God, the Holy One (Vi§nu); 72.3*
bhagavatl: f •, a fortunate l'day (= bhagya + vatT); 32.2.
bhagyavatl: f., a fortunate lady; 68.1.
bha;)-: vb. intr., run away, flee; pres.: -al, 66.2; perf.
part.: -yo, 36.1.
bhama: f•, woman, wife (Skt. bhamin); 49.2.
bhaya: m., feeling, emotion, love; (= bhava); 56.5; 70.8.
bhara: m., burden, weight; 5*7; 36.3*
Bharata: m., the Mahabharata; 71*2.
bharl: adj., heavy, great; 18.8; 551* 57*2; 7\h . 84.2.
bhala: m., forehead; 8.7; 92.6.
bhava: m., emotion, feeling, faith, love, manner; 4.6; 11.4;
14.4; 16.4; 17.7; 18.7; 26.2; 39.2; 43.5; 73*5; 100.1.
bhava-kai (= ke bhava), adv., in the manner of, like;
21. 40
bhavavatl: adj., sincere (lit. love-full); 5*3.
bhas-: vb. intr., shine, appear, be seen; perf. part.: -e hai,
32 .4 .
bhlj-: vb. intr., get wet, be drenched, idio. be absorbed or
steeped in; 3 sg. pass.: -iye, 41.4; 69.6; -iyai, 100.2;
imptv.: -iye, pol., 33*8; 39.8; 62.6; perf. part.: -yo,
94.6; -I hai, 59.6; -e hai, 52.2; abs.: -i (+ rah-), 44.4;
45.3.
bhlti: f., fear; 98.1*.
bhln-: vb. intr., be filled, saturated; perf. part.: -I hai,
56.6; —I , ad j., 53•3•
Bhlmasena: m., N. of the second of the FaijuJavas who was a
son of KuntI and Vayu, known for his vast size and great 
strength (lit. ’The terrible’; 75*1*
bhlr-: vb. intr., fear, be frightened; -al, subjunc., 81.2.
bhlra: f., affliction, calamity; 3 5*8.
bhlra: adj., frightened, cowardly (= bhlru); 87.1*#
bhlla: m., Bhilla, N. of a wild mountaineer tribe dwelling
in the Vindhya hills and along the banks of Narmada, 
and subsisting mainly by plunder; 70.5 (twice); 92.2; -na, 
obi. pi., 91.1*
bhllanl: f., a Bhlla woman (i.e. Sabarl); 33*8.
bhuvana: m., world, universe; 22.1.
bhukha: f•, hunger; + lag-: vb. intr., be hungry; + lagi,
68.3 ; + sata-, be tortured by hunger, starve; + nal 
satayo, 81.3 .
bhukhl: adj•, hungry; 80•1•
bhukhe: adj., hungry; 90.1*; + kau, obi. sg., 90.3*
bhuta pranl (= -pi): m., living being, creature; 66.1. 
bhupa: m., king; 3 5*6; 57*1; 62.8; 80.5*
bhumi: f., the earth, ground; 52.2; 11.1*; 72.1*; 15.k.
bhura: adj., great, good; 7 5*8.
bhuli: adv., by mistake, wrongly; 76.8.
bhu§ana (= -^ia):m., ornament, virtue: 56.8.
bhe^a: f., present, gift; 23*1+*
bheda: m., secret, mystery; 33*1+.
bheva: m., secret, mystery (= bheda); 36.1+; 72.1.
bho-: vb. intr., be absorbed, immersed; 3 sg* pass.: -iyai,
1*5*6.
bhog-: vb. tr., suffer (with dukha); subjunc.: -aft, 90.8.
bhoga: m., enjoyment, pleasure; 31*1*; 1+1*6; 53.7*
bhoga: m., the food offered to a deity or an idol; 1+3*5*bhojana: m., food; 67.7.
bhora: adv., in the early morning, at dawn; 73*3; + hi (emph.),
76.7-
bhadra: f., whirlpool, vortex, puzzle (= bhavara); bhavara mS
parana: idio.to be puzzled, bewildered; parai bhadra jai
(metric, form), 9U.7*
bhaugund: m., worldliness (= bhava + gu$a); 83.8*.
bhauna: m., residence, palace (= bjiavana); 1+2.1.
bhraipta: f., an error, blunder ( = bhranti); 61.1.
M
meqitra: m., a hymn, sacred formula of prayer to any individual
deity; 13*2; 1+3*1*
Maipdalasa: f., Mandalasa (Madalasa q.v.), N. of the wife of
king Pratardana and mother of Alarka; 89*3*
magidira: m. , a dwelling, house, palace, temple (= mandira);
41.5; 42.2; 44 .3 .
maga: m., path, road; 18.1; 27*5; 3 1*5; 32.8; 50.4; 62.3 ;
86 .3 .
matanga: m., an elephant; 15*3 *
Matanga: m., N. of a sage who made Sabarl his disciple and
gave her a dwelling in his hermitage; 28.1.
ma$ha: m., a temple; 61.5; 63.5*
mata: adv., nay, do not ( a prohibitive particle used with
the imperative only; cf. DHL.s.v.); 20.8#
mata: m., belief, faith; 36.1.
matavarau: adj., intoxicated, insane, ruttish; 15*3 .
mati: m.f., mind, heart, thought, sense, intellect
17.6; 22.4; 23.6; 24.4; 25.6; 43.8; 1*5.2; 46.3  
5 3 . 2 ; 56 . 6; 58.7; 61.4; 69. 6; 93-7; 94.3; 98.6
1.7; 5 .4
50 . 3 ;
99.4; 100.
mati ja-: vb. intr., idio. be lost, astonished, bewildered;
+ gal hai, 53*2.
vb. tr., idio. determine, resolve; + -T, 61.4.
adj., mad, crazy, foolish; 35.1.
mati pag- 
matibaura
mati har-
24.4
mada: m.
59.8
vb. intr., idio. be surprised, amazed, + -1 hai,
+ i gal, 94 .3 .
spirituous liquor, wine, intoxication, pride; 47.4;
65.5 .
madapana: m., drinking spirituous liquors, tippling; 19.3 *
madhura: adj., sweet, loving; 10.2.
madhi: postp., in, into; 7.2; 56.1; 59.3; 71.3*
Madhupurl: f., Mathur a; 97.1.
madhuratal: f., sweetness; 2.3*
madhya: postp., in, on; 26.1.
mana: m., mind, heart; 4.3; 8.6; 10.4; 11.2; 14.3; 15*3 *6;
17.2; 22.8. 26.8; 27.4; 28.4; 38.8; 40.5; 42.8; 44.6; 45.4; 
49.3; 50.7; 59.6; 60.2; 68.2; 73.6; 75.6; 76.8; 78.4; 82.4;
83.2; 93*3; 101.6.
mana garha kar-: vb. tr., idio. to pluck up courage (cf. garho)
mana garho lai kai karyo, 49*3-4; mana garho kiyo, 50.7.
manana: m., meditation; 3*3.
manabhayo: adj., pleasing or agreeable to the mind; 57.6*.
mana m5 a-: idio. to desire for, be attracted (cf. HMK. s.v.);
mai na al hai, 17.2.
mana (mS) la-: vb. intr., idio. to think over, to concentrate
the mind upon (cf. HMK.s.v.); + lyalyai, 15*6.
mana har-: vb. intr., idio. be attracted, enchanted, fascinated
haryo mana, 26.8; hare mana, 73*6.
manaharana (= -$a): adj., heart-stealing, charming; 1.1.
mana-: vb. tr., appease, soothe, desire; pres.: -vai, 97*3*
mana: m., refusal, denial (Ar. man'); mana kar: vb. tr., forbid
prohibit; manehu (emph.) karata, 16.8; mane karai, 44.1.
mani: f., jewel, gem (= mani); 23*7.
manuhari: f•, entreaty, propitiation, welcome; 53*4.
manoratha: m., wish, desire; 97.7.
mar-: vb. intr., die; perf. part.: -yo, 63.4; -e, 82.3.
marana (= -na): m., the act of dying, death; 3U.1*
maha: adj., great, 20.2; 21.3; 71+.2; 96.3; ibc.: 1.1; 3*7;
23*3; 35.6; 88-5.
maha: adv., very, greatly; 68.1+; 69.3*
mahadhlra: adj., exceedingly patient, firm or steady; 35*6.
mahaprabhu: m., epithet of K^§pa Caitanya (lit. great master
or lord); 1.1.
maharaja: m., a great king (maha + raja); 88*5; + ju, 23.3* 
maharanl: f., an empress, a great queen; 3*7. 
mahima: f., greatness, importance; 80.5*
mahi: f., the earth, ground; 101.5.
mag-: vb. tr., ask for, seek, request; pres.: -ai, 68.U; 81.1+
-au, subjunc., 88.3; -au, 55*8; imperf. part.: -ata, 66.2
majha: postp., in, into; 11+.3; 22.1; 38.8; 39.8; 1+5.6; 52.3;
59;l; 60.4; 62.6;73.3; 83.8; 89.4; 90.7; 93.3.
maipsa: m., flesh, meat; 82.6.
mata: f., defeat, limit, end (Ar. mat); 1+1.3*
mata: f., pother; 12.1+; 89.3*
matra: adv., only, merely; 83.6.
matha: m., head, forehead; mathe padhara: vb. tr., idio. to
accept something respectfully (cf. mathe carharia, BSK.s.v 
and mathe manana, BSK. and HMK., s.v.) mathe padharaiye* 
1+2.8*
madhurl: f., sweetness, beauty; 50.6; 53*5*
man-: vb* tr*, admit, accept, regard, consider; pres*: -au,
88.6; -al, 74.2; perf.part*: -1 , 78*5; 81*6; 98*7; -I hai, 
2 5.2; -yo, 83.4; abs.: -i, 29.1; 3 5.4,7; 38*3 ; 39.4; 41.8  
57.3; -i + kai, 12*3; -i (+ le-), 43.1; 56.1; 72.2; 100.5*
mana: m., respect, honour (= sammana); 3 4.7 .
mana: m., pride, vanity (= abhimana) self-conceit;36*7 .
manasT: f., mental worship (the worship of a deity in the 
mind); 3 .6; adj., 10.1.
mano: adv., as if, as it were, supposing; 7.6; 26.3; 43*1;
47.3; 51.3; 52.6; 59.8; 60.7; 92.6; 94.8.
maya: f., Maya, Illusion, ignorance; 96.8*
mar-: vb. tr., beat, hit, kill; 3 sg. pass.: -iyai, 80.2;
imptv.: -o, 55*4; perf. part.: -yau, 63.1,7; abs.: -i 
( + dar-), 55.3; 616; 62.8; 80.6; 95*7; fut.: -alge, 55*7; 
-ad, 58.4; 61.4.
maraga: m., path, way, road (= marga); 3 1.3J 91.2.
mala: f., garland, necklace, rosary; 23*2; mala (metric,
short.),8.7.
mall: m., gardener; 79.4.
mahi: postp., in, into; 1.6.
mi$-: vb. intr., be destroyed or removed, cease to exist;
pres.: -ai, subjunc., 37.6; perf. part.: -e, 3 1.6.
mi$a-: vb. tr., wipe, remove, cure, destroy; 3 sg. pass.^84.2
perf.part.: -1 hai, 2.2.
mitra: m., friend; 51*1*
mitratal: f., friendship; 49*8.
%•
mil-: vb. intr., meet, join, unite; perf. part.: -yor 86.3;
91.2; -I, 39.7; -e, 92.k; 97.7; abs.: -i, 89.6.
milana: f., meeting, union; 51.5.
mila-: vb. tr., mix together, mingle; perf. part.: -T, 78.6
-yo, 78.7*
mihl: adj., thin, fine (H. mahlna); 7.2. 
mica: f., death; 60.7; 81.6. 
ml$he: adj., sweet; 3 1.2.
mlna: m., the Pish (= Matsya avatara, the first incarnation
of Vi§$u); 1U.7.
mukha: m., mouth, face; 1.2; 2.5; 34.U; i+0.6; 50.6; 52.3;
66.3; 88.U.
mukharaviigda: m., lotus-face (= mukha + aravinda); 25*3. 
mukhya: adj., main, chief, principal; 21.1; 71*3.
mudrika: f., a seal, seal-ring; 89.7*
muni: m., sage, saint, holy man; 93*3.
murajha-: vb. intr., fade, faint, swoon; abs.: -ya, 56.5.
mud-: vb. tr., shut, close; abs.: -i, 91.7.
mu^hl: f., a handful (= H. mu$thl); 52.3*
mura (= -la): f., root; 8.1+* 97.6.
mygl: f., a female deer; obi. pi.: 57.U.
mydu: adv., gently, politely; 38.3.
m5 (postp.): see mat.
>• 
•
mai: postp., in, into (=H.mS); 4*4; 7*3; 10.1,3; 11.8; 15*2,7;
27.1; 29*5; 31*3; 33*1; 41.5; 42.1; 48.4; 49.7
64.6; 65*2,4>6,8; 67,5; 69*3; 71.2; 73.2; 77.7
92.7; 94.1; 93.1; 96.5 ; 98.4; 101.7; MS: 3 2.3 ;
17.7; 20.1 
57.1; 62.5  
89.I; 90.2
59.7.
mai: pron. (1st. per.dir.sg.), I; 7*7; 78.7; + tau (emph.),
29.8; 36.6; 61.3; 83.4; + to (emph.), 40.3; + hi (emph.), 
39.3; 63*7; mo, obi. sg., 60.3 ; 86.6; mohi, obl.sg., 61.6; 
68.3; 85.5; 86.4,7; mo + pai, 45*3; 88.1; mo + kati, 17.8; 
37.1; 39.7; 49.6; 52.1; 74.3; 86.2,8; 88.7; 91.3; 92.4; 
mo + s5, 18.3; 37.4; 69.8; mere, obi. sg., 1.2; 38.7; 70.1 
76.6; mereu (emph.), 37.5; mero, poss., 22.3; 65*3; 78.4; 
merau, 84.3; merl, poss., 22.4; 25.6; 37.4; 39*4; 40.7; 
42.6; 61.8; 6 2 . 2 ; 78.6; 85.3 ; 93*5; mere, poss., 22.8;
25.7; 3 2.8; 58.5; 74.1; 85.6; 88.2; 91.8.
Maitre: m., Maitreya, N. of a sage (cf. Kausarava); 65*2.
maila: m., dirt, stain; 3*2.
mailo: adj., dirty, wicked (= H. maila); 82.4.
moda: m., joy, pleasure, happiness; 2.4; 24.6; 57*3; 85.7 .
Moradhvaja: m., Maynradhvaja, N. of a virtuous king of
Ratnanagara who was a devotee of Ky§pa (cf. Jai, Asv.,chs. 
41-46); 84.5.
moha: m., attachment, infatuation; 20.1; 64.5.
yaha: pron. (dem.dir.sg.), this, this one; 2.7; 7.6; 11.3;
30.6; 34.7; 48.8; 78.4; 90.6; yahai (emph.), this very, 
9.3; 41.8; 54.7; 55*3; yahi (emph.), 21.7; 25.7;; 26.2;
76*2,7; ehi,66.8; yehl,86.4; yahi* obl.sg., 55*3; 57*3; 
78*5; 84*2; 86.6; yahi (= yahi), 63*7; ya + pai, 29*4; 
ya + sati, 41.2; 62.8; yako, poss., 11.5* 33*4; 55*3; 72.1; 
101.6; yake, 26.1; yakl, 71.8, 100,4,8; yahi + ke, 24.8; 
yahi + ke, 80.7; ye, dir.pl. (pol.), 16.7; 34*3; ina,
101.5; ina + ke, poss., 4.4; yaha, pronom. adj., this; 17.8 
36.3; 40.7; 44.6; 51.4; 52.5; 61.1; 91.3; yahi (emph.), 
85.5; yahi, 49.8; ihi, 79.7; 99.3; iha, 81.4; 86.3; ye
(= yaha), 89*3. 
ya kaft: adv., on this (day); 80.5.
yate: adv., therefore; 21.8; 41.8*.
yate: conj., because; 78.7.
yatai; adv., as; 5*8*
yahi liye: adv., for this reason, 49.8.
y5: adv., thus, in this way or manner; 6.6; 7*2; 12.6; 30.4;
53.4; 54.2; 55.1; 56.3; 78.2; 80.4; 81.6; 95.8; 96.8-
R
raipka: adj., poor, penniless; 14.6; 57.5*
raipga: m., colour, hue, love; 5.1; 6.4; 9.8; 13.6; 21.8; 28.1;
44.4; 45.3; 53*3; 62.6.
raipga car: vb. intr., be coloured, dyed, idio. be submerged in 
love; carhyau raipga, 18.8.
raipga-jhara: m., a cascade of love (colour); 94.8.
Raiptadeva: m., Rantideva, N. of a virtuous and benevolent king
of the Lunar race, son of Saipkyti, celebrated for his 
charity and unselfishness; 90.1.
rac-: vb. tr., create, compose, embellish; perf. part.: -1,
2.1; abs.: -i, 5*2 (+ kai); 25.1*
Raghuriatha: m., the Lord of Raghu-race, Rama; 23*3; 26.8; 91.7;
92.1.
rajaril ke sesa: adv., idio. in the last hour of darkness;
27 *3; 42. l.
rarh-: vb. tr., describe, repeat, (cf. H. ratana); perf. part.:
-yau ( + jata), pass., 18.8.
ratana: m., jewel, gem (= ratna); 23*1; 25*8.
ravak-: vb. intr., be excited, rush forward; abs.: -i, 3 2.5 *
rasa: m.* taste, flavour, enjoyment, love, devotion, pleasure,
the sentiment or feeling prevailing in a literary work;
4.2; 5.1; 13.6; 16.4; 22.8; 28.1; 45.7; 59.6; 69.3; 84.2; 
85.6; 94.6.
rasa<Jhura: m., a kind of game connected with devotion, (lit.
engrossment in rasa i.e., bhakti-rasa = devotion or God’s 
love); 54.4.
rasamaT: adj., succulent, joyfuJ;53*8.
rasavaigta: m., lover, admirer; 15.7 .
rasala: adj., sweet, delicious; 7.6; 77.7.
rasol: f., cooked food, meal; 77.2.
rah-: vb. intr., live, stay, remain, stand; pres.: -ai, 4.7
(twice); 31*3; 58.1; 83.8; 91.7; -au, subjunc., 74.5; 
imptv.: -au, 84.7; imperf.part.: -ata, 27.1; 57.1; 100.2; 
perf.part.: -yo, 89.5; -yo (+ ja-), 44.7; 66.7; -1, 54*3; 
80.2 (+ hi = thl); 91.8; -e, 51.1; 83.6; 98.7; abs.: -i 
(+ ja-), 79*3; rah-, gives the continuative form of a verb 
when combined with its root form, asb. or pa. part., sg.*, 
rahai nihari, 3*8; jhumi + rahl, 7.5; ghumi + rahl, 7.6;
lapa^i + rahyo, 20.1; rahyau + ^harhau, 35*6; rljhi + 
rahi, 42.3; nihari + rahai, 43*3; bhiji + rahi, 44*4; 
laya + rahe, 44.4; pagi + rahyo, 79.1; rahau + soya, 83.7; 
rahyo + dhari, 99.7.
raipra: f•, a widow; 61.4.
rakh-: vb. tr., keep, save, protect, hoard; pres.: -ai, 31.2;
53*6; imptv.: -au, 36.6; -iye, pol., 64.6; perf. part.:
-yo, 47.4; -yau hai, 38.8; -1, 21.2; 82.2; -e, 34.4.
rakha: f•, ashes; 33.7.
raga: m., a mode in music, song; 43*5.
ragl: m., lover, devotee; 63*6.
rac-: vb. tr., colour, paint; pres.: -ad, 89.1.
rachasa: m., demon (= rak§asa); -ni, dir.pl., 24.5; -ni, obi.
pi., 25.2.
raj-: vb. intr., look nice, be adorned; pres.: -ai, 8.7.
raja: m., kingdom, dominion, rule; 62.2; 64.1; 91.3*
raja ko tilaka: m., the mark placed on the forehead of a royal
personage on the occasion of coronation (= rajatilaka);
+ de-, abdicate in favour of; diyo raja ko tilaka, 57.7-8.
raja: m., king; 24.6; 38.3; 42.5; 44.8; 46.1; 54.3; 62.1; 71.3;
80.3; 81.1; 84.5; 91.1.
rata: f•, night; rati (metric, form), 45*7.
rani: f., queen; dir.sg.: 51.6; 52.5; dir.pl.: 39.7; 46.1.
Rama: m., Rama Candra, N. of the seventh incarnation of Vi§nu,
the divine hero of the Ramayana, and the eldest son of 
Dalaratha; 11.6; 15.1; 16.5; 17.2 (+ ju); 23*7; 24.8; 26.1; 
29.7; 30.2; 31.1; 34.4; 70.6; 91.1; 92.4; syns.: Raghunatha 
Raghuraya.
Rama: m., Balarama (Baladeva, Balabhadra q.v.), N. of the
seventh son of Vasudeva, the elder brother of Kp$pa and 
an incarnation of the great serpent 3e§a; 97*7#
Ravana: m., Ravana, the demon-king of Laipka (Ceylon) who
abducted STta and was killed by Rama; 34*1.
rasa: f., treasure, heap (= rasi); 93*4; 96.6*
rijha-: vb. tr., please, attract; pres.: -vai, 44.5; 
abs.: -i (+ le-), 19*7; -ya (+ le-), 40.5; 88.1.
riddhi: f., prosperity, wealth (= yddhi); 21.2.
risa-: vb.ititr., be displeased, annoyed; perf.part.: -nau, 76.5*
risi: m., a sage, seer, saint (= £§i); 27*3; 28.7; 29.3; 50.4;
33.1; 35.3; 38.1; 65.2; 67.5; 70.5 (twice); 71.4; 99.7; 
ri§i, 101.8; -na, obj.pl., 72.4.
rljh-: vbJjtr., be delighted, pleased, attracted; perf.part.:
-e hai, 52.4; -T hai, 59.2; -e, 98.7; abs.: -i, 17.8; 25.2; 
42.3 ( + rah-); 48.3; 82.6.
rljha: f•, reward, prize; 88.2.
riti: f., custom, conduct, way of life; 8.4; 9.8; 13.6; 14.8
(su +); 20.8; 22.4; 43*6; 53*6; 60.5; 61.8; 76.4; 77.1;
91.8; 94.4; 98.8.
risa: f•, rivalry, emulation; + kar-, vb. tr., compete with, 
emulate; + karai, 35*1.
Rukmangada: m., N. of a virtuous king who ascended to heaven
after death by observing and propagating the fast of
Ekadasi (lit. 'wearing a golden bracelet on the upper arm* 
cf. MSED. s.v.); 79*1.
tSC» D
rupa: m., form, nature, appearance, beauty; 8.8; 9*3; 11.4;
13.8; 14.3; 15.Iv 17.1; 26.3; 34.8; 35.5; 45.6,7; 50.1;
53.5; 65.4; 8k%; 93.4; 94.5; 95.5; 97.8; 99.1.
renu (= -pu): f., dust; 22.2, 69.2; 70.2.
ro-: vb. tr., cry, weep; abs.: -ya, 5 1.2.
roga: m., disease; 84.2*
rosa: m., anger (= ro§a); + kar-: vb. tr., be furious, become 
angry; kiyo rosa, 29*6*
L
lakar1 (= -rl): f., timber, fire-wood; -na, obl.pl., 27.4.
Lak§ml: f., N. of the goddess of wealth, fortune and beauty,
the wife of Vi§pu and mother of Kama, sprang from the
ocean when it was churned by the gods and demons; 96.2;
syn.: Kamala.
lakh-: vb. tr., see, behold, observe; pres.: -ai, 5*8; imptv.:
—o, 99*6; abs.: —if 60.8; 97.4.
lakha-: vb. intr., be seen, observed; 3 sg. pass.: -iye ( + ho-)
42.4; perf. part.: -1 hai (+ de-), 26.6.
lag-: vb. intr., appear, seem, begin, be engaged, be applied;
pres.: -ai, 2.1; 100.7; perf. part.: -yo, 68.7; -e, 17.8;
-e he, 10.1; -yaiii (emph.), 6.3*
laga-: vb. tr., engage, apply, embrace, cause, strike;
3 sg.pass.: -Iyai, 84.8; imptv.: -iyai, pol., 3*4; perf. 
part.: -yo hai, 13*4; 60.2; -I hai, 2.4; 43*4; 77.8;
-ye hai, 4.8-
rudhira: m., blood; 30.7*
lagi: postp,, to, near; 87.3*
laghu: adj., small. 57.1.
laja-: vb. intr., be embarrassed; -nau, 76.5*
lara-: vb. tr., love; pres.: -vai, 48.8.
lapa$-: vb. intr., be wrapped; abs.: -i (+ rah-), 20.1.
lapafa-: vb. tr., wrap, cling, embrace; 3 sg.pass.: -Iyai,
73*8; perf.part.: -ne, 92.3; abs.: -ya (+ le-), 47*5*
laral: f., fight (= laral);+ le: vb. tr., idio. to involve
oneself in a fight, encounter; + llnl, 34.3*
lalaca-: vb. intr., be allured, attracted; perf. part.: -1
hai, 5.4; abs.: -ya, 44*7*
lah-: vb. tr., obtain, attain; pres.: -ai, 3*8; 43.4.
lagh-: vb. tr., step across, bestride; -i, abs., 50.7*
la-: vb. intr., bring, fetch (le + ana, traditionally la- has
been defined tr., but it is intr. 1 taking a direct object 
cf. J.Burton-Page, art.cit.,BS0AS., 1957* vol.XIX, Part 3, 
p.469; its agent does not take 1 ne'; cf. also DHL. s.v.); 
imptv.: -iyai, pol., 101.8; abs.: - ya, 44.4 (+ rah-);
51.3.
lag-: vb. intr., appear, seem, begin, be applied, be engaged
(cf. lag-); pres.: -at, 14.3; 83*8; perf.part.: -e, 93.6;
-e (+ de-), 48.1; -e hai, 5 1.2; -I, 31.1; 43*7; 46.6; 61.3 
93.2; -I hai, 18.2; 30.2; 63.2; 99.2.
laj-: vb. intr., be ashamed or embarrassed; perf. past.: -yor
7 8.1 .
la;ja: f., shame, embarra^nent; 38*3; -ni + sad (metric.form),
75.6; + se ghul-, vb. intr., idio. be very ashamed; gayo 
laja ghura hai; 54.8*
lala: m., darling or beloved one, also an epithet of Kp§pa;
3.8; 66.3 (voc.); -na, obi. sg., 44*5; 59*7*
lala: m., a jewel, ruby; 1.2.
likh-: vb. tr., write; perf. part.: -yo, 59*4; 60.1; -1, 60.3 ;
abs.: -i, 26.1; 39*4 (de-); 58.5.
Likhata: m., Likhita, N. of a Brahmapa, the brother of Sankha
and a priest of king Hapsadhvaja; 82.4*
likha-: vb. tr., cause to write ( caus. of likh-); abs.: -ya
+ kai, 58.6.
liyS: postp., for (= H. liye); 15*4.
liva-: vb. tr., cause to take (caus. of le-); abs.: -^a ( + lya-)
74.6; 77.5.
111a: f., divine sport; 14.2; 70.6.
le-: vb. tr., take; imptv.: -u, 86.8; IIjiye, pol., 62.8;
69.8; imperf. part.: -ta, 9.4; 52.4; 77.8; 100.3*4; lljai, 
subjunc., 85*5$ perf.part.: layo, 51*3; liyo, 24.5; 42.2; 
57.5; 62.5; 98.5; lai, 34.6; 94.4; liye, 23*2; 74.4; 85.8;
99.6; llril, 34*3; 53*3; lae hai, 67.6; lai hai, 90.2; abs.:
lai, 12.7; 87.1; lai + kai, 19.4; 39.5; 45.1; 49.4; 55.5; 
lai (abs.) gives the intensive meaning to the verb it 
accompanies, e.g. + miJai hai, 2.2; + lagai-yai, 3*4;
+ dikhaya diyo, 7.1; + dikhae hai, 4.4; + dikhal, 9*7;
81.1; + dikhaya dal, 11.8; + dharyo, 15*4 ; lai + 
baithaye, 25.1; + vidare, 20.7; diyo + lai, 24.4; + diyo, 
30.1; + kari, 35*7; dayo + lai, 41.1; + curaiye, 42.6;
+ sunayo, 43*1; + bajavai, 44.5; <JarI + lai, 47*3; + 
likhaya kai, 58.6; bai^hyau + lai, 6l.l; + dikhal hai,
61.2; + dljiye, 6 2 .2 ; + kai duri kiye, 64*5; + pragafca kiyo 
71.2; + jivalyai, 72.8; + cjarati, 76.1; kari + lai, 11.2;
+ jivavo, l6.3i + udhariyai, 80.8; + dikhau, 84*3; + gaye, 
89*6; inf.: laina, 19.2; 82.5; fut.: -vo, 40.8; le-: when 
combined with a conjunctive part, (abs., but sometimes can 
scarcely be distinguished from the root form), represents 
the action of the verb as terminating with, upon, near 
or to the advantage of the agent (cf. GHL., p.262), e.g., 
lai + dhari, 1.3; liyo + jani, 12*6; rijhai + liyo, 19.7; 
liyo + pukari, 20.4; kari + lljiye, 39*2; liyo + pahicani, 
26.5; lapafaya + liyo, 47.5; gahi + lai, 28.6; liyo + 
gahi, 50.8; u^hai + lai, 32.5; khaici + lai, 52.3, 59.3;
lai + upajai, 35*5; mani + lln5, 56.1; lai + tfani, 43*1;
kati lai, 56.7; pheri + lljiye, 41.2; jani + lijai, 65.2; 
lijai + jani, 93*5; mani + leva, 12.2; lijai + mani, 100.5;
chlni + liye, 83.5; jani + layo, 84.1; rijhaya + liyo, 40.5
88.1; parhi + liyo hai, 94*4; liyo + dekhi, 95.1; lai +
<Jari, 95*7; u$hai + liyo, 96.5; liyo + bhari, 100.6; khaici 
+ liye, 101.4.
lekh-: vb. tr., see, think, consider; imptv.: -iyai, pol., 92.6
-au, 101.2; fut.: -al, 73*8.
lesa: adj., small, little (= le£a); + hu (emph.), 17.2.
loka: m., world, the (three or seven) regions of the universe;
obl.pl.: 36.1; 49*7; obl.sg.: 80.4; loka lokani, any of 
the worlds, 73.2.
lokapala: m., world-protector, guardian of the world; obi.
pi.: 36.I.
loga: m., people; 3 1*8*
loca: f., desire, anxiety; 7U«3*
locana: m., eye; obl.pl.: 10.7; 50.6. + bicha-, vb.tr., idio*
to wait eagerly (cf. bicha-), + bichaya, 31«3; + tisa-s 
vb.intr., idio, to desire eagerly to see someone (cf. 
tisa-), + tisaye hai, 50.6.
lo$-: vb. tr., roll, prostrate; perf.part.: -yau, 97*U*
lobha: m., greed, covetousness; hO.k*
lohu: m., blood; 91*6.
lad: postp., near, to, up to; bb*3*
ladrl: f., girl, maid (= lattpdl); 80.1.
lya-: vb. intr., bring, fetch (cf. la-); pres.: -vai, 3 1*1; 
imptv.: -vo, U9«6; 62.3; 77*6; 79.8; -iyai, pol., 15*6; 
perf.part.: -I, 5*U; 5U.2; 66.6; -e, 13*1; 52.1; -ye, 25.8; 
77*5; -yo, 60.1; abs.: -ya, 51«3; 7U.6.
V
vamdana: m., adoration, homage ( = vandaria); 97*5*
vaipsa (= -sa): m., race, dynasty; 12.1; 90.1.
vacana: m., words, speech; 16.6; 68.1; 85*8.
vajaraara: m., a fool (vajra + mara = struck by thunder-bolt);
-re, pi. voc., 20.8.
vata: adv., as, like; 3U*7*
vadana: m., face; U9*5*
vadha: m., the act of killing, slaughter; 56.4# 
vadhu: f., bride, wife; 81.7; 101.4*
vana: m., forest, jungle; 12.4; 27*1; 31*1; 67*5; 94*1*
vana patha: m., forest-path; 33*3*
vanavasa: m., dwelling in a forest, exile, banishment; 91*2;
basa vana (metric, form), 66.4*
vapu: m., feody; 66.8-
vara: m., bridegroom, husband; 39*2.
vara: m., boon, blessing; 88.3.
vara§a: m., year (= var§a); 12.3; 91*1; 100.1.
vallabha: m., beloved; 22.1.
vasa: m., control, authority, power (= vasa); + (mS) kar-:
vb. tr., overpower, gain power over; + karai, fut., 46.3; 
+ (mS) ho): vb. intr., be overpowered; hota vasa, 5*8; 
bhae vasa, 98.7*
vasana: m., clothes; 3*4*
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vastu: f., thing, gift; 48.4;. 52.5*
vaha: pron. (3rd.per.dem.dir.sg.); he, she, it, that; 53.1;
71.7; 91*6; vahai (emph.), dir.sg.40.3; vahi (emph.), dir 
sg., 10.7; vahi (emph.), obl.sg., 93*4; 101.5; vahi, obi. 
sg. 28.3; va + ke, obl.sg., 40.4; vahi (emph.) + kati, obi 
sg., .62.2, v ahl + so, 19*4; vako, poss., 74*4; v akl, poss 
28.4; 46.2; 101.4; vai, dir.pl., 56.1; vei (emph.), obi. 
pi., 32.7; una, dir.pl. (pol.), 80.2; 81.7; 87.2 (uni); 
una, obi. pi., 90.7; unhl, obl.pl. (pol.), 3 1*2; unahi 
(emph.) + ke, poss., 11.4; una + ko, poss., 37*1; vaha,
pronom. adj., that; 32.2; 49.5; vahi (emph.), 9.5; 14*4; 
20.3; 58.6; 88.4; vahi (emph.), 20.5; 25*8; 37.6; 58.*#; 
87*3; vahai (emph.), 53*5; 57.1. 58.4; ve, dir.pl. (pol.),
10.1; 28.1; 54.6; uhi, obi. sg., 39*5*
vakari: adv., therefore (va + kari fr. karya through karya);
87.4.
vatsalya: the sentiment of parental affection (= vatsalya
rasa): 4.1.
vani (= -nl): f., voice, speech; 1.6; 34.2; 67.4; 68.6; 85.6; 
92.7; 93.8; 95.6; 96.6.
vama: f., wife (= varca); 37*3.
var-: vb. tr., sacrifice, give away; perf. part.: -1 hai,
57.6; abs.: -i (+ dar-), 29.4; -i ( + de-), 34.3*
vari: m., water; 6.2.
Valamlka: m., Valmiki, N. of (i) the celebrated author of the
Ramayana, (ii) a Svapaca i.e., Caiptjala who was a devotee of 
Kyspa; 70.4; 71.1; 74.7; 78.7.
vasa: m., dwelling; 94.1.
vasaria: f., desire, passion, longing; 89.2.
vasl: m., inhabitant; dir.pl.: 99*1.
vahi bhati: adv., in the same manner, in that way; 87.3*
Vimdhyavall: f., Vindhyavali, the wife of Bali; 83.1.
vikarala: adj., terrific, dreadful; 20.2; 35*5.
vikalatai: f., distress, anxiety; 38.7.
vikala: adj., distressed, agitated; 16.5.
vikalal: f., distress, anxiety (= vikalatai); 66.5*
vicar-: vb* tr*, think, consider, reflect; pres.: -a hai
(metric, form), 95*8; imptv.: -au, 76.8; -iyai, pol., 12.4; 
perf. part.: -1, 55*1; 80.5; -e, 50.3; abs.: -i, 52.7;
-a, 4.3; 48.1.
vicara: m., thought, good or pious thought (=sadvicara); 6.2.
vicara: m., thought, remedy; 55*3; + kar-, vb. tr., think,
reflect; + karai, 9*5; karilai vicara, 15*8; + kiyo, 24.3*
vighna: f., obstacle, intervention; 6.1.
vi<Jar-: vb. tr., cause to flee or run away; perf. part.: -e,
20.7.
vida: f•, farewell, adieu; + ho: vb. intr., depart, take one’s
leave; + bhaye, 52.7-8.
vitta: m., wealth, riches; 14*6.
vitha: f., pain, distress, regret, sorrow (= vyatha); 32.5;
82.1; 8Z8; + pag-: vb. intr., idio. to be extremely
distressed (cf. pag-); + pagl hai, 30.4.
Vidura: m., N. of a son of Vyasa by a 3udra slave girl, and a
brother of Dhptara§tra; 47.1; 65*3.
vinai: f•, humility, salutation, request, entreaty (= vinaya);
26.6; 39.4; 67.6; 69.7; 96.6.
vipati: f•, calamity, adversity, distress, disaster, misfortune
(= vipatti); 12.4; 54.2; 66.2.
vipina: m., forest; 16*5; 57.3.
vipra: m., a Bhrahmapia; 38.6; 39*5; 41.1; 60.4 ; 68.8; 69*4;
82.4; 84.4; 90.6; -n, obl.pl. 54.6*
viprataT: f., the brahmanhood (vipra + tai); 29.4.
vibhuti: f., grandeur, excellence; 50.5.
vibhau: m., grandeur, luxury, riches (= vaibhava); 41*6.
VibhT§ana (= -pa): m., N. of Ravapa's younger brother
who was a devotee and an ally of Rama; 24*1; + ju, 23*4*
vimukhata: f., indifference; 4.7*
viyoga: m., separation, departure; 16*5; 3 0.1; 66.7; 91.5*
virama-: vb.irtr., stop, cease ( = viram-); 3 sg. pass.: -iyai,
1.6; perf. part.: -hi, 93*8*
viraj-: vb. intr., sit, be present, stay, look nice; perf-
part.: -e, 33*5; abs.: -i, 91.3*
virajamana: adj., present, available; 13*3*
vilasi: m., a sensualist, esp. a lover; 99*2.
vivaha: m., wedding, marriage; 41.3*
viveka: m., reasoning, discrimination; 30.6.
vi§a: m., poison; 59*4.
Vi§aya: f., N. of a daughter of Dhp^Jabuddhi who was the
minister of the king of Kuntalapura; 59*5* 6#
vi§ai: m., any object of sense, worldly pleasure, sensuality
(= vi§aya); 46.4; 89.2.
visara-: vb. tr., forget, cause to be oblivious; pres.: -vai,
97.4.
visala: adj., huge, extensive, vast (= visala); f. 6.5.
visekh-: vb. tr., define, characterise; 3 sg. pass.: -iyai,
92.8.
visur-: vb. intr., be extremely distressed, sob (fr. Skt.
visurapa); abs.: -a, 97.1.
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viha-: vb. intr., pass or spend (the time); abs.: -i, 101.3*
vistar-: vb. tr., extend, expand, spread; 3 sg. pass.: -iye^
70.6; perf. part.: -T hai, 57*8; abs.: -a, 4*2; -i, 1.4*
vistara: m., expansion, detail, elaboration; 7*4; 14*2; 80.7;
visatara (for metre), 43*6.
visva: m., world, universe (= visva); 68.5*
vytaipta: m., story, account; 61.2.
v^ddha: adj., old; 84*4*
vegi: adv., at once, soon, immediately; 39*4; 63*3; 73*6; 81.7
84*6; 88.7; + hi (emph.), 47*6.
Veda: m., the four Vedas (viz. 1. the §ga-veda, 2. the Yajur-
veda, 3* the Sama-veda, 4*| Atharva-veda); 36.4.
vesa (= -la): m., dress, apparel, guise; 17*1; 47*6.
Vaikuip^ha: m., the paradise of Vi^nu (variously described as
situated on the eastern peak of mount Meru or in the 
Northern Ocean); 36.5*
Vaikuipthanatha: m., the Lord of Vaikuiftha, an epithet of Vi$$u 
(cf. Vaikuiptha); 99*5*
vaisl: adj., the same, similar; 48.4*
vaisehl: adv., similarly, in the same manner; 16.8; 44*1*
vyaipjana: m., meal, cooked food, (anything used in cooking or
preparing food e.g., seasoning, sauce, condiment, etc.; = 
vyafijana); 77*3*
Vyasa: m., Veda-vyasa q.v., N. of a celebrated sage and author
or the original compiler of the Vedas, son of the ^§1 
Parasara and Satyavatl, father of Dh£tara§tra, Pamdu, 
Vidura and Sukadeva (lit. ’arranger* or ’compiler1); 94*2.
vyaha: m., marriage, wedding (= vivaha q.v.); 60.4.
vrata: m., a religious vow, fasting, esp. referring to the
fast of Ekadasi; 79*7; 80.3; 81.1.
*S
Sapkha: m., conch-shell (=Sankha); 71*3; 77.8.
Siva: see Siva.
subha: adj., auspicious (cf. subha); 71.5.
Sraddlia: f., faith, reliance, respect; + l (emph.), 3*1*
sravana (= -pa): m., ear; 29*5; 66.7; + laga-, vb. tr., give 
ear to, listen attentively; + lagaye hai, 4.8.
Sravana (= -pa): m.(vbl. n.), hearing, listening to; 3.1*
Sravana rasika: m., a keen listener (lit. a lover of listening
to); 93.1.
srapa: m., curse (= sapa); 21.5*
Srl: honorific prefix, a title used as a mark of respect
before the names of deities or revered persons, meaning 
illustrious, sacred; 9.8; 52.6; 96.7; 98.8; 99.5#
Srl pati: m., the Lord of SrT, an epithet of Vi§pu; 21.3*
Srlya: f., wealth, riches; 37.6; 6 0.5 .
Srutideva: m., Srutadeva, N. of a Brahmapa who lived as a
householder in Mithila and was a follower of Kr$na; 69.U.
SrenT: f., a row, line, swarm (= Srepl); 7.5.
S
sSbhar-: vb. tr., maintain, esp. improvise a melody (= sambhal-)
perf. part.: -T, 45.3.
sabhara: f., care, attentiveness; + sad, adv., with care,
carefully; 10.2.
Saipkara: m., Sankara, Siva (cf. Siva); 16.6; 17#3*
saijika: f., doubt, fright; peril (= saipka); 6.7•
Saipkha: m., Sankha, N. of a Brahmana who was the brother of
Likhita and a priest of king Haipsadhvaja; 82.1+.
saijiga: m., saintly company (= satsamga); 3*6*
sa^ga: m., union, one’s company; 70.5 (twice).
sagiga: postp., with, together; 13*1; 53*3; 3k.k; 68.7; 69*7;
76.6; 81+.U.
sa^ijoga: m., chance, coherence (= sa^iyoga); 3k.3 •
saipta: m., saint, holy man (= santa); 6.5; 7.5; 6*3; 9*3; 13*5
37*5; 38.7; 70.2; 72.3; 90.1; -ni, obl.pl.: 11.2; 15*1;
19.7.
sampati: f., wealth, riches, abundance (= sampatti); 15*7;
52.7.
sak-: vb. intr., be able (sak-, is used as an aux. vb. meaning 
’can1, and also gives the potential form of a verb when 
combined with its root form or abs.); pres.: -ai, 8.5;
70.7 (+ na); 90.3 (na +); 91.6.
sakati: f., power, strength (= sakti); 93.3.
sakuca-: vb. intr., be ashamed, embarrassed; pres.: -ya, 48.5;
perf. part.: -ye, 52.2; -I, 68.k; -yo, U7.6.
sakhya: m., the sentiment of friendship (= sakhya rasa);
4.1.
saguna: m., good omen (= sakuna); 97*3*
%•
sacal: f., truth, sincerity; 2.2; 9*7; 22.7; 81.1*
saciva: m., the minister of a king; 58*2; 62.3 *
sace: adj., true, honest, sincere; 8*3*
sata: adj., one hundred ( = data); 39.7; + ni, hundreds of,
53. 4.
satasaipga: m., good company, esp. saintly company (= satsagiga)
6.2.
Sati: f., N. of Siva's wife (cf. Paravatl); 16.6.
satl: adj., chaste; 67.1.
sada: adv., always, constantly; 37.7; 38*7; 61.8; 74.5; 76.1;
99.1fk; sadal (emph.), 2.7.
Sanakadi: m., Sanaka and his brothers: 21.5*
sanabaipdha: m., relationship, esp. marriage relation
(= sambandha); 41.8*
sanamana: m., honour, respect, homage (= sammana); 8.3; 34.8;
38.3; 58.3; 62.7.
saphalal: f., fruitfulness, success, beatitude (= saphalata);
77.4.
saba: pron. (indef. dir. sg.), all, everything, every one;
11.7; 26.3 ; 27.1; 73.5; saba hi (emph.), dir.pl., 14.5; 
78.6; saba hi (empji.), obi. sg., 23*5; sabai (emph.), dir. 
sg., 29.6; saba hi (emph.), obi. pi., 36.8; sabai (emph.), 
dir. pi., 54*7; sabani, obi. pi., 82.8.
saba: adj., whole, all, entire, every; 15*8; 23*3 ; 28.5; 30*3;
31.6; 33.1; 36.1; 41.6; 43.6; 45.7; 50.3; 57.2; 64.1; 65.7 
66.2; 72.1; 77.3; 80.8; sabai (emph.), 22.6; 38.8; saba hi 
(emph.), 95*1; savai (emph.), 96.1»
saba: adv., fully, in detail; 77.1.
sabara: adv., early, in the early morning (= sabere); 27*7*
sabha: f., assembly, court, meeting; 7*3; 94*6.
samajh-: vb. tr., understand, comprehend; perf. part.: - yo
(+ j a - ) ,  8 . 6 .
samajha-: vb. tr., explain, advise; 3 sg. pass.: -lye, 20.6*
samartha: adj., capable, adequate; 10.4*
sama-: vb. intr., be contained in, idio. submerge; imperf*
Jart.: -ta (+ nahi), 92.7; perf. part.: -ne, 92.6.
samaja: m., society, community; 64*2.
samana: adj., similar, equal, alike; 54*4*
samujha-: vb. tr., explain, advise, admonish (= samajha- q.v.);
pres.: -vai, 98*3; -iyai, 3 sg. pass., 72.2; perf. part.:
-1 hai, 17.4; abs.: -ya, 11.7*
samuha: m., multitude, crowd; 72.4.
samai: m., time, opportunity ( =samaya); 62.4 ; 101.3*
sayana: m., wisdom, cleverness, prudence; 19*3*
sara: f., semblance, rival; 46.2; 81.5. 
sara: m., pond, lake; 99*7*
sarasa-: vb. intr., be filled with sap, idio. be delighted;
perf. part.: -I, 2.7.
sarasana: adj., delighted, happy (cf. sarasa-); + ho-, vb. intr.} 
be delighted; + bhai, 81.8.
sarasal: f., excess, abundance; 49*4.
bif
saravasva: m., entire property or possessions, everything
(= sarvasva); 98*1*
sarah-: vb. tr., praise, applaud; perf. part.: -e, 32.7.
sarira: m., body (= sarira); 63*2; 86.5*
sarupa: m., form, character, nature, aspect (= svarupa):
7*1; 9»3> 10.1; 17.5•
saroja: m., lotus; -ni, obi. pi., 13»2.
Savarl: SabarT, N. of an outcaste poor woman of Sahara
aboriginal tribe in the Deccan; 27*1; 29*7; 32.1; SaurT 
(for metre), 31*8; 33*5*
sah-: vb. tr., tolerate, endure; perf. part.: -yo (+ ja-),
pass., 37.2; 9U*3»
sahaya: m., helper, protector; 33.7*
sahaya: f., help, protection (= sahayata); 15*1*
sahl: adj., true, sincere 9*1; adv., truly, indeed; 1.1.
sahell: f., a woman’s female companion, maid; obl.pl.: 33*3;
sahelini, 39.1.
saipca: m., truth, reality; 56.8*
saipcl: adv., truly, honestly; 37*5; samce, 101.7.
saipco: adj., true, real, sincere; 9.1; 26.2; 82.6; 89.1; 
saipca, 19*1; 78.5*
saipco: adv., truly* sincerely; 95*1; + bhava, 98.3.
saipcopana: m., truth, sincerity, fidelity; 66.8; 76.2.
sajha: adv., in the evening; 73*3*
saipta: m., the sentiment of tranquillity or contemplation 
(= santa rasa); U.l*
sa: ind., like, similarly, (an affix added to nouns
and adjectives to express resemblance); si, 2.4; 43*4; 
83*1; 84*8; sau, 17.1; se, 65.8; 93*1; 94*2.
saka patra: m., a leaf (= scrap) of vegetable (saka = saka);
68.7.
sakhl: m., witness, evidence (= sak§I); sakhiyai (metric, form
for rhyme), 35*8; sakhiye, 64.8.
sagara: m., sea, ocean; 11.8; 14.1; 23*1; 51.8; 92.3.
sata: adj., seven, 49*7.
satakl: adj., pious, pure (= sattvika); 19*6.
satha: adv., together, along with; 42.2; 67.3; 99*6.
satha: m., company, association; 92.2.
sadhu: m., sage, hermit, saint; 3*5; 7*3; 11*3; 13*3; 19*5; 
27.2; 35.3; 37.1; 69.7; 74.7; 88.8.
san- (= san-): vb. intr., be kneaded, be smeared, idio. be
submerged; pres.: -ai, 16.4; perf. part.: -I, 93*7*
sara: m., essence, substance, secret; 14.6; 2 3*1; 25*7; 52.8.
sara: adj., main, essential, excellent; 4.2; 9*3*
sari: adj., all, entire; 57*4.
sala: f., pain, grief ( fr. Skt. lalya); 66.3; 88.2.
sa§£amga: adj., with eight parts of the body, viz., the
forehead, breast, shoulders, hands and feet; + kar-, vb. 
tr., prostrate ( to touch the ground with the eight parts 
of the body, before a deity or a respected person as a 
mark of high esteem); + kari, 32.4.
sasana: f., rule, command, army (= sasana); 89.7.
savadhana: adv., with care, carefully, attentively; 19*7;
28.5.
siijigara: m., embellishment, adornment, toilet (= spngara),
3.7; 43.3.
siipgara: m., the sentiment of eroticism or love (= syngara
rasa); 4.1; 5*7.
siqighasana: m., throne (= siiphasana); 24*7; 25.1.
siijidhu: m., sea, ocean (= sindhu) 4.6; 25*7.
siipha: m., a lion; 86.3*
sikha-: vb. tr., teach, instruct; perf. part.: —I hai, 11.2.
siddha: m., perfect one, holy man, sage, one who has attained 
the highest object and is endowed with supernatural 
powers); 12.7; 81.1.
sira: m., head; 35*4.
siramaura: adj., chief, main (lit. a coronet ); 46.2.
sira-: vb. intr., cool, idio. to be happy or satisfied; perf. 
part.: -e hai, 85.6.
siloka: m., dloka, a hymn of praise, a stanza, esp. a verse in
the Anu§$ubh metre, consisting of 4 quarters (padas) of 8 
syllables each (or 2 lines of 16 syllables each), the 5th 
syllable of each quarter should be short, the 6th long, and 
the 7th alternately long and short; obi. pi.: 94.3*
Siva: m., Siva, N. of one of the principal Hindu gods, who is
regarded as the most formidable of the triad; 16.3 (+ ju); 
lg.l; 36*3; 96.1; syn.: Sankara.
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Sivi: m., Sibi, N. of a king, son of UsTnara, renowned for
his great charity and unselfishness; 82.5.
si§ya: m., a disciple (= si§ya); 10.3; 28.3*
sic-: vb. tr., sprinkle with water, water; perf. part.: -e,
12.7; -o, 3U.5; -yo, 6.2; inf.: -ani, 63*2.
si: see sa.
slkha: m., advice, instruction; 35*3*
slta (=sltha q.v.): m., a grain of cooked rice, esp. leavings
of the food; 10.8; 13*5 ; sltha sltha, each grain of 
cooked rice, 78.1.
Slta: f., N. of Rama’s wife; 16.5; 17*1; 3U.1; syn.: JanakI,
3U.1.
sltha: see slta.
slsa: m., head (= stSa); 26.1; 34*5; 63.3; 70.2; 96.5*
suipdarl: f., a beautiful lady; 1+1+.3*
Suka: m., Suka, N. of a sage ( cf. Sukadeva); 1.7; 98.8.
Sukadeva: m., Sukadeva, N. of a sage, son of Vyasa and the
celebrated narrator of the Bhagavata to king Parlksita;
+ 93*5*
sukhadal: adj., giving pleasure, delightful (= sukha + dal);
2.1; 1U*7; 16.2; 22.8; 27*8; 38.7; 49*6; 86.U; sukhadalyai 
(metric, form for rhyme), 15*2.
sukhamani: adj., giving pleasure, delightful; 8.3*
sukha: m., joy, happiness, pleasure, comfort, delight; 11.2;
1U.1;  25 .7 ;  3 2 .7 ;  Uo.3; U l .6 ;  5 0 .5 ;  5 1 .7 ;  5 3 .8 ;  5 6 .3 ;  5 7 .2 ;  
5 8 .8 :  62 .5 ;  79 .^ ;  81 .6 ;  8 3 . k; 8 5 .5 ;  8 6 .2 ;  SI8; 9 1 .3 ;  9 2 . 5 .
sukha saja: adj., giving pleasure, felicitous; 23.3*
sukhasarii: adj., pleasurable; 52.3*
sugamdha: f., scent, odour, fragrance; 7.8.
Sugrlva: m., N. of a monkey-king who was an ally of Rama,
(lit. 'handsome neck'); 22.5*
suta: m., son; 20.3; 37.3; 54.1; 57.2; 58.3; 60.1; 62.2; 63.1;
82.2; 87.1.
suta: f., daughter; 54.7; 35.2; 81.2.
Sudama: m., Sudamana, N. of a poor Brahmapa who was Kys^a's
boyhood friend and co-pupil, (lit. 'one who gives 
liberally', cf. ASED., s.v.); 52.6.
Sudhanva: m., N. of a devout prince, the youngest son of king
Haipsadhvaja of Campapurl and brother of Suratha (lit. 
'Having an excellent bow', or 'a good archer or bowman*, 
cf. ASED., s.v. Sudhanvan); 82.3*
sudha: f., nectar, ambrosia; 21.6#
sudhara: m., improvement, purification; 33*2.
sudhari: adv., carefully, with utmost care; 77.3*
sudhi: f., remembrance, recollection, memory, whereabouts,
sense, awareness; 23.6; 31.7; 34.6; 44*3; 47*3; 50.3;
31.5: 84.6; 86.8; 88.4; 97.4; 98.2.
sun-: vb. tr., hear, listen to; pres.: -ai, 64.3; imptv.:
-au, 80.8; 18125 82.1; -o, 20.8; 24.2; 72.1; 87.1; 89.3; 
abs.: -ata + hi (emph.), 20.5; 47*3; -ata, 43*7; -i, 7*5; 
16.4; 26.6; 29.6; 34.2; 39.1; 41.1; 49.3; 50.1; 54.8; 60.7; 
63.5; 66.7; 73.5; 77.1; 79.4; 85.7; 87,7; 94.3; -i + hai, 
18.7; 46.5; perf.part.: -yo, 1.7; 68.1; -1, 33*5; 35*3; 
46.1; 80.1; -e, 93.1; -e he, 7.7; 33*3; fut.: -iye, subjunc
2.7.
sunatha: f • , a beautiful nose-ring ( su + natha); 3*6.
suna: vb. tr., tell, recite, relate, cause to hear; 3 sg. pass.
-Iye, 20.4; imptv.: -iye, 1.4; perf. part.: -yo, 43*1;
-yo hai, 13*2 ; 47.2; -ye, 87.5; -ye hai, 50.2; -e hai,
16.6; 85*8; -I hai, 2.6; abs.: -i, 85.2; -i (+ de-), 17.3*
sunama: m., a pleasant name (su + nama); 59*3; 71*1*
sunama: adj., well-named, famous; 2.8*
sunlra: m., clean or pure water (su + rilra); 3*3*
Supaca: m., a 5vapaca,i*e.. a Caqadala (lit. one who cooks 
dogs); 71*1*
subha (= £ubha): adj., good, beautiful, auspicious, high 
(with caste); 19*2; 25*2; 79.1.
subhava: m., nature, habit, natural disposition (= svabhava);
21. 1 ; 46 .8 .
sumirana: m., the act of remembering or calling to the mind,
esp. mental recitation of the name of a deity (= smaraija);
93.1.
sura: m., voice, sound, tune (= svara); 20.4; 44.2.
sura: m., a god, deity, chief; 54.6.
Suratha: m., N. of a devout prince, son of king Haipsadhvaja of
Campapuri and brother of Sudhanva (lit. ’having a good 
chariot' or 'a good charioteer', cf. MSED., s.v.); 82.3*
suvana: m., son; 62.3.
suha-: vb. intr., look nice, charming or beautiful, be
pleasing or agreeable; imperf.part.: -ya, 39*8; -ta, 64.7; 
perf.part.: -yo hai, 34.4; -I hai, 61.4; -ye, 82.8.
suhal: adj., charming, beautiful; 2.1-2.
smhatl: adj., pleasing, delightful; 60*3 *
suk- (= sukh-): vb. intr., dry up, parch; imperf.part.: -ata
hai, 88.4.
sudra: m., Sudra, a low-caste man, a man of the fourth or the
lowest of the four original castes or classes of Hindus, 
whose main duty was to serve the other three higher classes; 
90.6.
sula: m., a sharp iron spike or dart, a sharp or acute pain
(= sula); + sarasa: vb. intr., idio. to be extremely 
unhappy; + sarasayo hai, 60.8.
seja: f•, bed, couch; (cf. Skt. sayya); 51.7.
sera: m., seer, a weight of sixteen chataka, just less than two
pounds; adj.: i+9.1 •
seva: f., service, worship; 3*5; 13*3; 19*7; 20.2; 39*8; 42.6;
43.2; 46.3; 56.2; 58.7; 64.4; 84.7; 100.8.
saina: f., wink, hint; 99*3.
s5: see sad.
s5hl: adv., straight, straightforth; 29.1#
so-: vb. intr., sleep; perf. part.: -yo, 58.8; -iyai (extension
i before y for sake of rhyme, cf. DHL.s.v. i-4), 45*8; 
abs.: -ya (+ rah-), 83.7.
so: pron. (3rd.per.corel.dem.), he, she, it, that; dir.sg.(pl.):
4.6; 6.3; 7.1. 12.6; 13.3 ; 18.4; 19.3; 2 5.1; 26.5; 33.2; 
45.3; 57.6; 58.3; 61.2; 71.5; 72.6; 85.7; 87.5; 90.2,3;9M;m: 
56.7; sol (emph.), 5.1; 9.1; 48.8; 76.6; 85.5 ; 86.2; 98.8; 
tahi, obl.sg., 6.1; 13*4; 24*5; 84.3; tahT (emph.), 14.3;
45.6; 95*4; ta + tai, 5*7; ta + so, 22.3; 53*5; ta, 81.5; 
ta + ko, 89*5; ta + kad, 80.6; tako, poss., 13*7; 34*1;
55.2; 71.1,5; takl, 64.2; 69.4; take, 15.4; 54.3; tinahu
(emph.), obl.pl. ,1+.6; tinai, 69*7; tinahi (emph.) + kl, 
poss., 22.2; 69.1; so, pronom. adj., that; 7.8; 12.2; 
13.8; 30.7; 58.1; sol (emph.), 5.1; 53*8; 71.7; ta, 25*1; 
tahi (emph.), 6.8; 12.5; 26.3*
do: adv., like (= H. sa); 53.2.
so: adv., thus, therefore; 81.5.
soka: m., sorrow, grief, regret (= £oka); 70.1.
soga: m., sorrow, grief (= soka); 30.1; 31.6.
soca: m., anxiety, grief, sorrow, regret; 17.6; 27.8; 29.2;
30.8; 33.1; 49.3; 55.1; 67.7; 71.7; 74.3.
sota: m., a stream, torrent (=srota); 29.1.
sobhita: adj., adorned, beautiful (= Sobhita); 6.5; 8.7.
soraha: adj., sixteen (= H. solaha); 21.1.
sati: postp., with, by, to, from (H.se); 6.2,4,6,8; 9.1,6; 18*7;
23.4; 28.8; 29.7; 43.5; 62.3,8; 63.4; 66.2; 67*4; 68.6;
75.6; 82.3; 93.5; 95.6; 100.3f s5, 12.7; 13.5; 19.4; 22.7
38.2; 39.3; 40.1; 49.2; 56.4,6; 59.1,5; 60.2 ; 61.7.
satidhau: m., perfume, scent; 3.4.
saugunS: adj., hundredfold; 83.4.
Saurl: see Savari•
sthana: m., place, spot, abode; 3 2.1.
Syama: m., N. of Kr§na (= Syama); 5*4; 48.3; 51.1; 52.7 (+ ju)
68.2; 71.2; 87.7.
svacha: f., cleanliness, purity (=svacchata); 33*8*
svara: m., voice; i+7*3*
svarga loka: m., heaven (cf. loka); 79*5*
svada: m., taste, flavour; U8.U; 52.k; 69*3; 78*8; 100.3*
svada rupa: adj., delightful, pleasing, delectable; 22.6.
svana: m., a dog, hound (=svana); 90.6.
Sveta dlpa: m., the White Island (= sveta dvlpa); 99*1*
H
hajara: adj., thousand (Pers. hazar); 100.1; + dasa, ten-
thousand, 18.5*
hada: f•, limit, extremity; (Ar. £add); 21.8*
Hanuman: m., N. of the celebrated monkey-chief who assisted
Rama in his search for SIta, acted as his spy and fought 
most valiantly against Ravapa; 12.1; 23*5.
hama: pron. (1st. per. dir. pi.), we; 73*7; 7U*8; 86.1;
hamahu (emph.), 1+6.3; hamahi (emph.), 7U*6; hamai, obi. 
pi., 76.3; hama + satt, 68.6; hamarl, poss., 55*2; hama, 
poss. (metric.form),55*5*
har-: vb. tr., steal, take away, remove, idio. fascinate,
attract (with ’mana' etc.); pres.: -ai, 8.2; perf.part.: 
26.8; 101.6; -I hai, 22.k; 23*8; -e, 73*6; abs.: -i ( + j
9k. 3*
harana: m., abduction (= harapa); 3U*1*
Hari: m., the Lord, God, N. of* Vi§$u, Kr§$a or Rama;
3.5; 8.3; 9.1; 20.8; 22.1; U9.2; 53*5; 64.2 (twice); 69.1,5 
77.8; 83.6; 98.6; 99.8; 101.2; Hari (metric.length.), UU.8 
Hari + nama, Hari’s (God’s) name; 9.U; Hari + hi (emph.),
90.7.
Hari dasa: m., Hari’s servant, servant of God; 73*1; + -ni,
obl.pl. 18.7.
Hari basara (= -vasara) m., Hari’s (Vi§nu’s) day, i.e.,
Ekadasi (cf. Ekadasi); 81.5.
Haricamda: m., Hariscandra, N. of the 28th king of the Solar
race and son of Trisaipku (lit. ’having golden splendour1, 
cf. MSED.,s.v.); 82.1.
hare hare: adv., gently, tip toe^ quietly; U4.1.
ha: adv., yes, yea, indeed; + Ju, yes Madam, U9.4.
hatha: m., hand; obi. sg., 58.5; 96.5; -ni, obl.pl., 77.U.
hath a-: vb. intr., come into one’s hand or possession, idio.
be controlled or governed; hatha avai nahi, cannot be 
controlled, 15*3.
hathi: m., an elephant; 6.8.
har-: vb. intr., be defeated; perf.part.: -e, 20.7*>
hara: m., a necklace, garland; 12+.8.
hari: f•, defeat (= hara); 98.1.
haya: interj., alaal ah mei wol U8.5; haya haya (repetition 
expresses intensity); 36.6.
hala: m., state, condition (Ar. hai); 88..1+.
hita: m., friendship, affection, love; 23*2; U8.7; 51.2; 101.7*
62^
hiya bhara a-: vb. intr., idio. to be moved to compassion; 
bhari ayo hiyo (metric.form), 87.7*
hiya: m., heart, bosom (Skt. hfdayaip); 114; 14*4; 27*8;,
39.2; hiyo, 4.7; 8.2; 16.4; 26.6; 47.6; 49*3; 50.7;
35*4; 69*3; 70.8; 87.7; 94.6; 96.6; 98.2; hiye, 18.2;
20.2; 30.1; 48.2; 59.7; 64.7; 66.3; 68.2; 76.5; 81.8;
85.7; 88.2; 89.1; 91.8.
hil-: vb. intr., move, toss about, idio. to meet affectionately
(fr. Skt. hallana); perf.part.: -e, 97.8.
hi: ind., a particle commonly added to the end of words for
emphasis, meaning very, even, only, outright; 7*3; 12.1; 
15.3; 16.8; 17.1; 20.5; 21.2; 31.5; 39.3; 40.5; 42.5; te-3;
48.7; 56.4; 56.8; 61.4; 62.5; 66.6; 67.2; 68.3; 69.1;
78.6; 83.3; 90.7; 94.1; 95.5,6; 97-3.
hi: aux. vb., was (= H. thl); f. sg. pa. 47.1; 80.2.
hulasa: vb. intr., be pleased, overjoyed, perf.part.:
-yo, 26.6; 96.6.
hu: ind., also, even (emph.); 4.6; 16.8; 34.6; 49*1; 93*2j3;
96.2; 98.6; hu, 6.1; 9.6; 29.1; 43*7; 52.4; 89.2; 94.2; 
hu, 6.8*
hu: aux. vb., am; 36.7; 38.6.
hpdai: m., heart (= hpdaya); 2.7; 11.7; 1 3.6.
he: aux. vb., were (= H. the); 7*7; 10.1; 33.1,3*
hai: aux. vb., are: 14*5; 22.1; 31.2; 3 2.2 ; used in peri­
phrastic pres, indef; and perf. forms, e.g., 4.2,4,6,8}.
16.2,4,6,8; 3 1.4,6,8; 38.5 ; 50.2,4,6,8; 5 1.2 ,4,6,8; 
52.2,4,o,8; 67.2,4,6,8; 85.2,4,6,8.
6 Z-T
hai: aux. vb., is, 7*2,4,6,8; 8.2,8; 9*4,8; 22.8; 27.1,8;
30.8; 57*4,8; 46.2,6; 48.2; 49*4,6; 53*6,8; 54*6;
55*3; 57.2; 63.4,6,8; 65.3; 66.6,8; 68.4; 75.2,4;
76.2,4,6,8; 86.4; 88.2,6,8; 93*6.8; 95*4,6; 96.2,6;
99*8; used in periphrastic pres.indef. and perf.forms,
e.g., 2.2,4,o,8; 5*2,4,6,8; 8.4,6; 9*2,6; 17*2,4,6,8; 
18.2,4,6,8; 22.2,4,6; 23.2,4,6,8; 25.2,4,6,8; 26.2,4,6,8; 
27.4,6; 28.2,4,6,8; 30.2,4,6; 34*2,4,6,8; 36.2,4,6,8; 
37*2,6; 38*2,4,6,8; 43*2,4,6,8; 46.4,8; 48.4,o,8; 49*2,8; 
53*2,4; 54*2,4,8; 56.2,4,68; 57*4,6,8; 59*2,4,6,8; 
60*2 ,4 ,6,8; 61.2 ,4,6,8; 63.2; 64.8; 66.2.4; 68.2 ,6,8; 
75*4,b,8; 77*2,4,6,8; 82*2,4,6,8; 86.2,6,8; 88*2,3,^; 
90.2,4,6,8; 93*2,4; 94*2,4,6,8; 95*2,8; 96.4*8; 98*2,4,6,8; 
99 *2,4,6*
ho-: vb. intr., be, become; pres.: -ya, 4.8; 83*7; imptv.:
hujiye, pol., 25*6; 66.4; imperf.part.: -ta, 2.5;
5*7,8; 25*5; 29*1; 42.4; 43*2; 46.8; 77.4; -ti, 92.3; 
perf.part.: bhayo, 8.6; 11.1; 12.2,8; 10.5; 19*1,2;
26.3 ; 27.8; 30*7; 39*2; 41*3; 46.5; 51*3; 53*1; 54.1,5; 
56.3 ,8; 66.8; 7 5*6; 80.7; 82.4; 84*1; 85.7; 91.2; 
bhai,11.3 ; 13*7; 23*6; 30.4; 43*5; 44.8; 45*7; 46.1;
59*2; 71*7; 77*1; 80.3; 81.8; bhai hai, 53*4; 90*4; 
bhaye, 57.8; 65*7; 70.5 (twice),6; 70.8; 84.4; 89.8; 
bhae, 7*8; 98.7; 100.1; bhae hai, 67*2; huto, 54.1;
7 1.l; ho, 10.3; 57*7; huti, 6.7; 41.7; 56.7; hute,
67*3; abs.: hvai, 21.6; 63*3; hvai + kari, 38.1; inf.: 
bhayo, 74*1; fut.: huvo, 54*8; hvai hai, 18.6, 49.7.
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